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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME III

Attp48-0-6 this Volume

This volume is designed to serve as a resourcei not a blueprint; for

trainers involved in Peace Corps ag training programs that have a crops techni-

cal training component.

Intende --ce

Technical Crops Trainers
Technical Ag Education Trainers
Technical Ag Community Development Trainers
Technical Ag Rural Extension Trainer8

These trainers are most likely crops specialists; host country ag instruc-

tors; or ag or_community development Volunteers who have done crops Work. They

might work with an experienced lead crops trainer in planning and carrying out

sessions on soil management; insect control; and other crop production areas;

Ni -to Use this Volume

This volume is_designed_to aid crops trainers in planning and carrying out

the crops portion' of a training program;\ While the training design -is primarily

intended for:pre-service traioings;much of it would be useful for in-service

WetkShOOS. Here is a usage guida to Volume III:

Chapter I provides suggested guidelines for setting up and carrying out

the crops training component.

Chapter II contains the suggestetL crops training curriculum which_intlUdes

a sessions list and a lesson plan for each session. The leSbon plans are

not meant to be a rigid "script" but rather a convenient Starting point for

session planning. Crops trainers will likely find themselves modifying the

plans to suit variations in programs and training 8its;

Chapter III is the crops technical resource section. It contains the Crops

Guidelines package that covers basic vegetable production nractices from

garden planning_ through harvest. It.was developed and written by Peace

,Corps crops trainers for use both in training and on the job. In addition,

a:detailed crops reference bibliography is included,

The Appendtx contains lists and other handouts pertinent to Chapters I and

II such as a supplies list; sample exams; and planting instructions.

it



CHAPTER I: ORIENTATION TO THE CROPS .COMPONENT'OF AG TRAINING

A. OVERVIEW E THE CROPS TRAINING COMPONENT

White short terry ag training cannot produce fully qualified extension

workers, it can provide entry leVel competence and credibility and make trainees

aware that crop productidh is a very complex endeavor with few "cookbook"

recipes. -This manual is primarily concerned with preservite training i;7hich is

meant to be only -the fiiSt phase of an 971going skill_building process that

shOUld continue throughout a Volunteer's service in the form of on-.thejob

experience and inservice workshops.

Because of the very practical nature of crop production and the average

trainees lack of experience, the crops training _component has a definite field

bias that emphasizes handsOh learning; The curriculum consists of about 65-70%

field sessions and 30-35; classroom sessions; Each trainee preparesi plants,

and manages his /her own individual plts and also assumes care of advance plant

ings. CrOOS production is treated as an integrated system. made up of the fol

lowing interrelated management areas: planning, land;Treparationi.plenting,

soil management and fertilizer use, water management, weed control, pest and

disease control, and harvesting, drying, and storage.
;t> _

cropsThe rops training curricillUM tbi-Mi0t8 of the following ten Skill Groups:

L. The Agricultural Environment
TI. Crops Production Management Principles

III. Units of Measure
IV; Soil Management & Fertilizer Use
V; Water Management,
VI. Insect Control

VII. Disease and Nematode Control
VIII. Weed Control

IX. Vegetable Production
X. Traditional Tield Crops Overvi&w

Aside from crop production; the crops training component also attempts to

foster a balanced outlook on the chemical vs. "organic" issue and an awareness

of conservation, ecological and social issues relatihg to small farmer agricul

ture; In addition, a special effort is made to reinforce and illustrate many of

the ag extension principles covered in the extension component --most importantly

the principle that "improved" agricultural practices require adequate testing in

a local environment before being promoted.

1



S. RREPARLN : 4 ING COMPONENT

Preparing the crops training componeht inVOlVeS the following tasks:

; ASSOMble and review host country program and ag information.

2;_ Agree on crops staff roles.
3; Design the crops training and make a rough schedule.
4. Design the training plots.
5. Assemble written materials.
6. Assemble supplies.

Prepare the site.

1. ASSEMBLE AND REVIEW HOST COUNTRY PROGRAMANDAG INFORMATION

Program infertAtiOn: The host country program's goals and activities are
usually covered during the all-component staff training sessions. However;_the

crops staff must also gain a clear understanding of the_SpeCific entry level ag

skills needed by the program's Volunteers. For a thetklist of specific skills;

refer to the crops training objectives in the Appendix of this volume.

Ag information: It is essential that the crops staff'haVe adequate host

country ag information AVAilAble so that tethnicaltrainingdoes not become

overly generic. (For a liSt of needed ag data; refer to the Pre-Training
Research (PTR) section of Volume I). Absence of such information is often a
problem for ag training programs conducted outside of the host country. A pre-

training research trip can address this problem.

In lieu of a PTR trip; the next best solution is_for the host country ag

APCDote mobilize ag PCV's to compile the needed ag information and then mail or

pouch it the training center with sufficientlead time. Another way to in-

c:.:,,orate relevant host country ag ihforMatieniS to include an RPCV with host

:country ag experience on the staff= Keep in Mind; however; that such persons
may lack-accurate information on country regions
beyond their own' work area. -

2. AGREE ON ROPS STAFF ROLES

In addition to apportioning responsibility for the various preparation
tasks; the crops staff should thutuAlly define each Member's actual training

role. When new trainers are involved, the most appropriate crops staff role

definitions usually will not become apparent until after the first week of

actualtraining when ovetyoe has a much clearer idea of the training program;
AS well as each other's skills and preferences; Since some crops trainers also

work. fn the other totoponents; the role definition process also requires consul-7

tation among the component _coordinators.

Apothet consideration is the issue of trainer vs.- training assistant (TA);

It is'usually a mistake to rigidly delineate responsibilities on the basis of

such titles; since it tends to load down the TA's with "chores" rather than fos-

ter meaningful involvement and leathihg..Iti8SUggested that the TA position

be treated as a working apprenticeship that includes some opportunity to design

and run sessions.



DESIGN THE CROPS TRAINING AND MAKE A ROUGH-SCIIEDULE

As with crop production, training design is a very Iocation-specific en-

leavor heavily influenced by program and site factors. In arriving at the Moat

easible and appropriate design for a particular training program, the crops

staff ShOUld consider the following variables:

The host country Priaiii's goals, specific crops Itivolved-; a

skill requir ments.

b. The number of trainees and crops-trainers: Both the trainer/-

trainee ratio and the actual number of trainers and trainees are

important. COOrdihation problems increase almost geometrically
with trainee numbers, even when trainer /trainee ratios are optiMUM.

ActiVitieS that are smoothly accomplished in small programs require

considerably more preparation and time to accomplish when groups

are large.

a

Number of countries to be trained at once.

Number of hours available for crop training.

. Length of training:_ A 4-6 week program will need more advanced

plantings_than a 12 week program to provide trainees working exper-

ience with the crops in all phases of growth. Likewise, short term

programs with their much higher number of techniCal houtt per week

require more crops trainers.

f. Training site factors: Amount of_land available and its proximity

to classrooms and cafeteria; weather conditions that will affect

growth rates and the amount of time spent on watering; opportunity

for relevant experience on nearby small farms or resarch

stations.

g. Kind and amount of additional ag training: If the first phate of

training takes placeoutside the hog' country, the crops staff

shoUld be aware of the kind and amount of additional ag training

that will occur'during the in-country phase. _Likewise, training

programs occurring entirely in-country_have the option of introduc-

ing or refining some ag skills during future in- service workshops.

With the above variables in mind, the folloWing procedure can be used

plan the crops training design and the rough schedule:

STEP 1: Read over the next unit titled "Carrying Out the Crops Training Compo-

nent" as well as the section on overall training design in Chapter II

of volume 1..

STEP : Determine whiCh of the needed ag skills can be appropriately and ade-

quately covered 'during this phase of training. Use the crops training

objective list in this Volume's Appendix as an aid to defining specific

ag skills.
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STEP 3: Select the crops to be grown during training._ Ideally, these should be

the same crops thetraineet will be working with as Volunteers. How- AI

ever, time constraints, growing conditions; and lack of planting mate-

rial may necessitate substitutions. In this case, select related crops

that can be used to teach the same skills. 'For example, if it is too

hot to grow spinach and lettuce, you might use more heat tolerant

greens such as mustard, amaranth, or New Zealand spinach.

STEP 4: Draw up a list of crops sessions with their tentative hour allotments,

based on the program's skill needs and available training hourt. Refer

to the crops sessions list in Chapter II of this Volume. Some guide-

lines:

A. AS a ballpark figure;_ the initial land preparation_ and planting

sessions will take about 18-24_hours and total plot maintenance

time about 25-35 hours. Allot 2 -hours/week for exams and 1/2 hour/

week for a postexam review session.

b; DON'T CRAM TOO MUCH INTO TRAINING-7It'aabigtemptation_but re-

sults in hurried overviews and early burnout of staff and

trainees.

Aim for a mix of about 65-70% in-the-field activities and 30-35%

Classroom sessions;

STEP 5: Roughly map out the weekly flow of the crops sessions, but do not worry

about daily progression yet. Useful guidelines:

The first priority is for the trainees to get their crops in the 4

ground as soon as possible, preferably during the first week in a

six week program.

b. Plot maintenance sessions can be plugged into -the schedule on an

approximate batig. Unless trainees are to- take over the care of

advance plantings right from the start, only_an_hourot two of

maintenance time will be needed dUring the first week while the new

plantings are emerging. A_sik Week_program_with 120-160 hours of

crops training -will need about 30-40 hours of maintenance sessions.

There is considerable flexibility in scheduling or changing Main-

tegance sessions,- because they can be easily swapped with crops

classes or other field sessions without difficulty.

c. It's helpful to organize crops training around_weekly themes such:

as planting, fertilizer use; and insect control so that trainee

can fiatUt their energies on one, set of_skilla. Likewise; weekly

themes of the three components should be coordinated to promote

training cohesiveness and integration.

d. When possible; coordinate the introduction of a skills area with

its actual field need. For example, the ideal time to begin the

Insect Control unit is when insects first start to become a 065-

Iemi usually ddring the second or third week. Likewise, the ini-

tial Units of Measure session should be done the first week when



trainees encounter the Metric system or unfamiliar traditional
units of measure in the planting sessions.

e. Likewise; coordinate classroom activities with field activities so
they reinforce each other. For example, the field session on
applying insecticides with a sprayer should occur shortly after
(within a day) the classroom session on insect control and insecti
cide safety.

f. Pace the flow of training; Look closely at each of your tentative
weeks; and don't forget to consider the other components' activi
ties. If trainees are hit with_fertilizer_use; fertilizer math,
feed ration math; and a family livein during the same week, the
effect on trainee morale CAN BE DEVASTATING.

. Avoid introducing much new material during the final week;

h. Don't forget to plug in the 1/2 hour postexam review session; -but
let the trainees organize and run their own preexam review and
tutoring sessions after hours.

iTEP 6: Before attending the allcomponent meeting to draw up the overall daily
and weekly training_schedule; prepare a list of crops scheduling pri
orities and "givens". Some suggestions:

A. The first crops activity should ideally be a planting session to
set an experiential pragmatic tone to training.

b. In hot weather; any high labor field .sessions like land prepari_tion
and planting:are best done in the mornings.

When possible; sit7down classroom sessions should not be scheduled
for the final two hours of the afternoon; this is a good time for

light duty field work or study.

d. Likewise, avoid Saturday classroom tech sessions in favor of main
tenance activities or inthefield instructions.

e. Usually the beet time for the weekly crops exam is_Friday morning
right after breakfast for 1 -2 hours. Since not all trainees will

finish the exam on time it's a good idea to follow it with a plot
maintenance session which also provides a relaxing contrast.

i. DESIGN THE TRAINING PLOTS

lhy Individual Plots for Each Trainee?

Successful crops training requires a heavy dose of handson-field experi
!nee; not only to achieve entry level_job competence; but to give trainees a
ealistic appreciation of the complexities of crop production. It is strongly
.ecommended that -each trainee have his/her own indi-vidual plots of the program
:rops for several reasons:



It is the best way to foster confidence building; responsibility;

active learning; and enthusiasm.

b. Each trainee can easily monitor his/her own progress-

c. Likewise, trainers can evaluate_ trainees on their individual per-

formance and provide useful feedback.

However; it_may_also be advantageous to include a group project such as a

communal maize planting or rice paddy.

Ilse of Advance (Staggered)natringla

Since PC crops training programs are usuail) =porter than the gthwihg_tytle

of most crops; advance plantings may also be needed so that trainees can still

experience the entire planting through harVe§t cycle and perform all the related

cultural operations. For example; tomatoes reqUire 50-90 days from transplant-
ing to the beginning of harvest; trainees in a six week program would be unable

to experience and_work with this stage unless an advance transplanting_had_been

made 41i-but 30-50 days prior to the start of, training. While advance plantings

may not always be possible; here are some suggestioils for setting them up:

a; Training centers handling successive programs can easily maintain a

system of advance plantings_by holding over_afte of the plots

from previous cycles. If the next_program will deal with differ-

ent crops; trainee labor can be used to make advance plantings

during the prior cycle.

b. It the case of "one time only" programs or the -first cycle ofsa_

Series; outside labor may need to be hired._ Alternatively, field
trips to nearby farms or ag stations might_be_arranged to expose
trainees to ?that growth phases, but this is less offective

Land Requirements

_Size: A 20 trainee vegetable training program that also includes some

field crops (maize, etc.)_will need roughly 2000 -3000 sq meters for the_new_

plots (including_ borders between plot blocks and alleyways individual plots).

If Advance plantings are also to be used; an additional 2000 sq. meters may be

needed. Training centers that handle successive cycles and wish to maintain

several advance plantings will need about 5000-10,000 sq. meters of land (based

on 20 trainees/cycle);

Land and Soils: Ideally; the land should neither be unrealistically good;

nor have limitations that significantly hamper field sessions or reasonable

crops growth. Above all; it should be within eaSy=WaLking-d_i_stance of classroom

and eating facilities. Good soil drainage will greatly help to minimize the

disruption of field activities by rainfall or irrigation; dope should not

exceed 25%.

Witter! Even if training occurs at a normally wet time_of year; proviaiOR

should be made for adequate supplemental irrigation (sprinkler, furrow, or hand

watering); In the dry season, irrigation involves surprising amounts of water

(7-20 liters per sq. per week).

16
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_ Shade provision: During hot weather,_both trainers and trainees need_coa-
iVealeat access to shade during fieldactivities; Miscellaneous: Protection
from livestock and pilferage; adequate storm facilities for equipment And
supplies.

How to Draw Up the Training Plot Design.

STEP 1: DeSign the Individual--Plo-ts_

The number and size of plots needed per trainee depend on the crops ia-

volved;their relative importance in the program; and the amount of
land and training hours available. Plots should be latge_ehOgghtb
provide sufficient experience and realism;_yet_not so much that they

require an inordinate amount of training time for weeding and watering.

As a ballpark figure; a_trainee can plant and care for roughly 60 sq.

meters of actual planted surface (not including alleyways between

plots)_in a typical vegetable program that also includes some field__

crop plots. In additional, he/she can take over and maintain a similar

area of advance plantings. Below is an example of an individual plot

deSign used in a typical training program:

Plot Plot Size
per Trainee

Direct planted vegies: Okra, leaf lettuce; Chinese 1 x 4 meters

cabbage;_ amaranth, beets, spinach, and radish* (2
rows each) planted on a raised bed in 1 meter long

LOWS.

In-the-gtound_aursery_seedbed for producing trans- 1 x 1 meter

platittsl_ 2 rows each of tomato; pepper;_eggplant,
cabbage; collard; and onion. This can be a 1 meter

extension of the direct planted vegie plot above.

Nursery seedbox: Same- as above plot. Tbmatoes; 40 x 60 cm

peppers; eggplant; cabbage, and collards trans-
planted onto a raised bed.

CncUtbit-plbt: Squash; watermelon; and cucumbers
planted in "hills" on a flat seedbed (2 hills per
crop);

Cereals plot: MAiZei grain sorghum, and Millet (2
rows each) planted on a flat bed.

Pulse plot: Cbwpeas, field beans; and peanuts (2
rows each) planted on a flat bed.

1 x 5 meters

5 x 5 meters

3.6 x 5 meters

* Even if radishes are not a program crop, theit week planting to

harvest cycle is a morale booster.

Use of different treatments-Within_plata:- An effective way to broaden
the:trainees' exposure to crop growth problems and to illustrate good

and poor management is to include different treatments (variationd in

17



management practices) within plots. For example, a section of a row or 4

a few plants of each crop should be left without fertilizer; or under I

thinned; or unsprayed, etc. so that trainees can see the differences.

Another option is._LO set up a reault demonstration on one of_the plot

blocks sIch as indite and compare traditional practices with improved

practices (i.e. improved variety, fertilizer; improved plant population

and spading; and insect control).

STEP 2: Determine the Size and Configuration of the Plot 1310-kt

Grouping the plots into blocks, usually by crop or crop group will

facilitate the field layout as well as training; Some guidelines:

a. It's usually advantageous to organize the plot blockt by crop or

trap group, rather than putting each trainee's 5 -7 individual plots

together; This arrangement enables trainers ro focus on one crop

or crop group (i.e. the cereals) at a_time and have the trainees

close enough to each-other for convenient field instruction.

The individual plott_Within a block should be separated from each

other on all -four sides by a 1 meter alleyway (50 cm alleywaYii_May

be adequate fOr cereal and pulse plots); Refer to figure 1. All6w

1.5 meters between plot blocks.

c. A plot block's shape and dimensions will vary with the size and

aumber of its component plots and with their- possible configura

tions. For example; a block of 24 individual plots could be

arranged in a_2 x I2i 3 x 8, 4 x_6 pattern. When determining

the dimensions of the selected configuration; don't forget to in

clude the alleyways. _The plot block shourn in Figure 1 has an over-7.

all dimension of 9 x 27 meters.

d. When poSsiblo; use the same configuration (i.e. 4 x 6Or4 x 5) for

all of the blocks, because this makes it easier for the trainees to

locate their individual plots each time they come to the field

Crops trainers as well as those from other components are encour7

aged to plant plots along with the trainees; so be sure to include

some extra plots in each block.

STEP 3: Draw in the Arrangement of the Plot Blocks, Using a Diagram -of the

Field _

. Guiddiines:

a. Leave a 1.5 meter alleyway between plot blocks.

b. Avoid large, unused gaps between plot blocks; they quickly become

overgrown with weeds.

c. Under conditions where irrigation will be_ needed, locate the mare

drought tolerant crops like peanuts; sorghum, and millet furthest

away from the water source so that_crops with higher and more fre

quent watering needs (i.e. the vegies) can be irrigated more

easily.



Figure

Sample plot block layout (5 x 4 configura=
tion) for 20 individual 1 x 6m raised bed8
with 1 m alleyways.
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d. If soil_quality is a variable within the field, locate the
vegetable plots on the better portions;

e. Be aware of possible shade interference from tall trees along the

edge of the field.

The two other related -tasks of preparing_written planting instructions
and staking out the plots are_covered below under 'Assemble Written
Materials" and "Prepare the Site".

5. ASSEMBLE WRITTEN MATERIALS

This consists of ordering or preparing relevant tech handouts, manuals, and
. _

other references and preparing written planting instructions for the trainees.

Tech Handouts, Manuals, and Other References

Both trainers and_trainees_need access to practical crop production related

references for use during training and on the job; Some suggestions:

a. Thetipes--package-in Chapter'in_pf this Volume covers
basic vegetable production practices from garden planning_throdgh7--

harvest; It was developed and written by PC ag trainers -for use
both in training and on the job. It- should be- reproduced, hole-
punched, and assembled in 3-ring binders for distribution to
trainees and trainers.

b. Relevant PC /ICE manuals such as Sails, Grnp_and Yertillzer Use I

and other useful crops references are listed in the crops Biblio-
graphy_that follows the Guidelines in Chapter III of this volume.
Note that some should be ordered on a ''one per trainee" basis,
while others can be ordered as single copies to build up an ag
reference library;

c. Country-specific ag references If available; the following host

country specific ag- information should be distributed to the

trainees or' placed in a resource room:'

1. A conversion table for common'anCtraditional units of

measure.

2; An ag vocabulary list_ in the localilangUage(g), especially if

language training will occur simultaneously:

3. A- yearly rainfall chart and shperiiposed ;cropping calendar for

the work areas) covering staples nd program crops. Refer to

the ag environment section of the Crops Guidelines.

, 1

4; A list of locally available ag cheMicals, crop seeds, and other

related inputs with their prices.

5; A list of recommended varieties of the program crops and their

characteristics.

- 10 -
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6. Copies or summaries of useful soil studies and soil test re
sults for the work area(s).

-;*

7. Copies of ag extension OAMOhleta and farm magazines.

8. Market studies or price data on the program crops.

9. SOurces of tech assistance incountry.

10. Sources of small farmer credit, theit policies, and copies of

borrower applications.

11. An organizational program of the counterpart agency.

12. Cost7return studies for program crop enterprises if these are

baried on small farther and market realities.

Written Planting-liMg-tmc-tionsLfor the Trainees

With groups larger than 10715,_the _initial planting sessions inevitably be

come disorganized without distributing detailedi.wriLten planting instructions.

Refer to the Appendix for_saMple written planting instructions. With smaller

-groups; a blackboard or flipchart can be substituted.

Why not trainee generatedmethods?: While -it might seem experientially

sound_to let trainees generate their own seedbed preparation and planting

methods, this might be counterproductive for two reasons:

a; The practices used in the training plot should be similar_to the

of the host country work ata; Both traditional and_locally

adapted improved practices should be included, as well as met sea

son and dry season seedbdd'styles.

b. Unlike tuning a carburetor where feedbatk iaimmediateandclear
tUt, variations in ag practices may take weeks or months to show

meaningful differences, and results would only be valid for the

particular soil and climate involved.

6; ASSEMBLE SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

As an aid for determining the kind and amount of suppliea_andequipment

needed for_the crops training component, a master list can be found in the

appendix of this Volume.

7. PREPARE THE SITE

This includes the following:

Provide storage facilities for the supplies and equipment

Package the seeds

Prepare the land: Clearing, plowing or disking



Provide storage drums for hand watering

Provide for drinking water

Stake out the training plots

Storage Facilities for Supplies and-Equipment

Ideally, the storage room should be pilfer-pro
veniene distance of the field. Special care needs
pesticides are stored safely. Once training starts
sponsibility for cleaning the storeroom and keeping

Seed Packaging

of and located within a con-
to be taken to assure that
, the trainees can assume re-
it organized.

If small seeds are placed in cans from which trainees take what they need,

seed wa:teage will be high due to spillage and accidental -cross talking. For

these reasons; small seeds should be individually packaged_by type in the amount

needed for each trainee, a task that trainees -can help With before the start of

training. Although seed can b'e bought in Stall patkets; bulk seed is much less

expensive per gram or ounce. The procedure for determining the amciiint Of geed

to buy in terms of grams or ounces can be found in the Crops Guidelines' in'T

Chapter III of this- Volume. In the case of small vegetable seeds which tend -to

have emergence problems and high seedling mortality, it's a good idea buy twice

the amount of seed calculated to have enough for replanting if necessary.

Land Clearing and Tillage

The land will usually require ploWing or disking prior to staking out the

training plots; in some cases, initial land clearing may be required first.

Storages Drums for Hand watering

Under dry conditions, a 20 trainee program will need 4 -b 55 gallon drums

for storing water for had watering; this will help avoid delays caused by

trainees queuing up at a well or water faucet to fill their watering cans.

Provide for Drinking Water

If Well or faucet water is not potable, other provisions_need to betade.

Most vinyl garden hose will contaminate water with residues that are possibly

unsafe for consumption;

Stake Out the Training Plots

At least for the first planting_sessiOn, it's recommended that the plot

blocks and indiVidual plots be staked out in advance: this can be done by the

trainers from all components, preferably_With the help of the trainees befare

the start of the actual training_week. An alternative is to stake out most of

the plot blocks in advance and then incorporate trainee help in the more

laborious task of staking out the Individual plots once training starts-

Ilaingthe_.1-4-5 triangle method: This is the quitkest way of laying out

plots blocks so that their corners are "Square" (90°). Follow ,this procedure:

- 12 -
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a; Suppose you want to lay out a plot block measuring 20 x 30 meters.
Start by laying out one side of the block (say 30m) using an appropri-
ate reference line such as a road, adjacent plot; or ;_rrigation ditch.
Stretch strong twine between the two stakes and tie it.

30 Meters
A TwineStake

A

Stake

b. The 3-4-5 triangle method is based on the fact that a triangle whose
sides posses these proportions will always have a right angle (90°)
formed by the two shorter sides.

Any multiple of 3 -4 -5 can be used such as 30-40-50 feet meters, 3-4-5
meters; etc.

If your tape measures in .peters, place a stake 6 maters from stale A on
the string line th..t runs toward stake B. We'll call thiS Stake C.

_a_ 8e loner-r-- thai 20

meter length of the next side; Mark off a point on this string that is
exactly 8 meters from stake A. Now make up a third length of twine
exactly 10 meters long and have another person hold one end of it on
the ground right at the base of stake C.

A
0_

6M

Now pick up the loose end of the 10 m length of twine and also the
second length of twine right at the 8 m mark. When the 8m mark inter-
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sects with the loose end of the 16 m-length and both lines are taut;

the 8_m section forms a right angle with the first side (AB in figure 5

below). Place another stake in the ground:tight at that point and use

it as a guide for extending this second side (AD) to its full 20 m

length.

E

NOte that you could also have used a 30-40-50 feet triangle or other

3-4-5 ratio instead of the 6-8-10 in triangle;

f. Lay out side -DE tiding the same method; Once you have two corners

"squared" off; the remaining two will be naturally square as long as AB

DE and AD = BE in length.

g. To verify your accuracy; measure the length of both diagonals with a

length of twine. If diagonal DB equals diagonal AE; all four corners

are square.

Using a String Grid to Facilitiate Plot Staking: The string grid method

--can-save-a-lot-of time in laying out the individual plots. Here'S the pro-

cedure:

a. SUppOse you want to stake out the 20 indiViddal1 x 5 meter plots with

1 m alleyways as in Figure 1. The overall block would measure 9 x 27

meters and should have its 4 sides traced out with taut twine connect-

ing-the four corner stakes.

b. First; put in stakes along the four sides of the block to mark off the

outer corners of the outermost plots.

c. Now connect the opposing stakes of sides AO and BP (See Figure 1) with

taut twine (i.e. C to Ri E to F, etc.).

d. Distribute the appropriate_number of stakes for marking out the indi-

vidual plots by dropping them at their likely locations.

- 14 -
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e. Have two people stretch fulength of:twine between stakes Q and R which

then form a grid with the other lengths of twine running crosswise.

Hammer in a stake at all 6_points where the strings intersect, and you

will have staked out the first row of plots.

f. To lay out the remaining rows, move the twine from QR to ST and repeat

the staking process, then to UV:



C. CARRYING OUT THE LOROPS TRAINING COMPONENT

The crops training component is not a separate entity, but rather one part

of the integrated training design WhiCh is covered in--Chapter II of Volume_l.

An explanation of the crops subject areas and the curricUlum can be found in

Chapter II of VolUte III.

This section on carrying out the crops training component deals with:

. Field and Classroom Sessions: Emphasis, Balance, Sequence

2. Planning and Facilitating Field Sessions

Planning and Facilitating Classroom Sessions

4. Peer Training

5. Independent Work

6. Farm Visits and Field Trips

7. Exams and Other Evaluation Methods

8. Adapting to Other Types and Lengths of Trainings

9. Connection to Other.Materials and Resources

1. FIELD'AND CLASSROOM SESSION: Emphasis, BalanCe-,--Sequence.

The crops curricUlUMCanSiSts of about 65-70% field sessions_and_30-352

classroom- sessions and independent work. Field sessions include field instruc-

tion, field exercises, and maintenance.

a. Field exercises are organized hands-on learningactivities that are

largely self-directed and involve minimal formal trainer to trainee

instruction. They are designed_to provide the experiential basis for

grasping tech concepts,_ta develop troubleshooting' ability, and to re-

fine hands-on skills.. Examples are planting; sidedressing nitrogen*
collecting insects, and troubleshooting.

.b. Field instruction sessions :are used to introduce_ hands -on skills and

some of the related tech-concepts behind theM. They are usually con-

ducted by the crops trainers.

c; Maintenance sessions are used for performing routine management, tasks

on the training plots such as watering, weeding, and thinning.

Classroom sessions are used to introduce and refine certain tech concepts
and skillsjike plant nutrition and fertilizer dosage math that can best bik

handled in a classroom setting. _However; most class sessions dealing directly

with crop_ production such as soil characteristics and_inbect identification can

be mart effectively handled as field instruction sessions.
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Independent work consists of doing AS-Signed reading, working on a take-home
exam, or pursuing a special project; While some independent work time is in-
cluded in the training schedule; trainees are usually expected to use some
evening and weekend time for this purpose.

Coordinating the Sessions to Achieve the Skill-Goals

_Experience first'- Usually: Most crops skill areas are best introducid

through a hands-on activity; Seedbed preparation; planting, and fertilizer
application are good examples; but there are- some exceptions. For instance,

it's very unlikely that trainees can build a compost pile that will break down

at a satisfactory rate without_some initial dialogue with the trainers on com-
posting techniques; a trial_and_ettor process would take too long. Likewise;

trainees need some instruction in peatitido safety procedures before actually

handling and applying pesticides.

Crops geggiot-seq_uetrace: Except for the general guidelines_ in the section

on crops design and scheduling (refer to "Preparing the Crop§ Training Compo-

nent" in thig Volume); there is no one best crops session sequence in terms of

Subject area; Crops trainers will want to consider each program's crops and .

skill requirements; as well as training site- factors (growing conditions; avail-

ability of advance plantings; likelY onset of insects and diseases) in order to

"customize" the most apPropriate sequence.

Whatever the sequence, the crops sessions should complement and reinfOrce

each_other in such a way that each newly introduced ag_skill is- continually re-

fined throughout the rest of training and tied into other ag gkillg. After all;

crop production is a system of complementary managethent areas, the neglect of

any of which will lower yields and returns._ yheneVer possible, the__
should be coordinated with those of the_Other components so that training

themes can be mutually reinforced (refer to Chapter-II of Volume I). .

The Field Plots as the Focus of Crops Training

Given the practical nature of producing crops and the average trainee's

lack of experience, crops training will be greatly enhanced by haVing a field

bias. Thig can best be achieved by focusing on good management of the training

plotg, which is more difficult to accomplish than might appear. lin a .typical

program; it is very easy to become bogged doWn in the "academics" of training to

the detriment of the ploti. le good crops Sch;Adle will- contain sufficient main-

tenance and field_exercige time so that trainees_ can learn to manage their plots

and to deal with "crigeg" gutha8 pest outbreaks. For example; it seems_inap-

.propriate to be sitting in a 4assroom practicing pesticide dosage calculations

while the bean plots are being devastatedloy Mexican bean beetles.

2. PLANNING AND FACILITATING_FIELD_SESSIONS

Land-:Freparation;PIanting; and Transplanting Sessions

As already mentioned; these sessions usually begin during the first week of

training; perferably as the first crops a-ctiviy; They entail especially care-_

fdl planning; organization, and supervision for success. Here are some guide--

lines:-
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a. Provide detailed-,--writtiem planting instructions:See the_section on pre-.

paring written materials under "Preparing the Crap§ Training Component"

in this Volume.

Number the training plots: Since each trainee is likely to have five

or more individUal_plota in as many different plot blocks, much confu-

sion can be AV-bided by assigning each trainee a plot number that re-_

mains constant for each block; Using the same plot configuration and
numbering sequence foie all blocks is also helpful.

t. Use_spropriateunits of measure: Host country -units of measure (offi-

cial or traditional) should be_usec21/in the field right from the start

In most cases, this involves the_metric syStemas well as traditional

body-related measurements. Providing_ meter sticks made fromI__x 2"

lumber and marked with useful centimeter gradations is recommended.

While traineda'alibUld be encouraged to use body-related measurements,
precision is sometimes required as in the case of ag chemical dosages

And plant spacings.

d. Provide appropriate supervision: The planting sessions stimulate many
questions from the trainees, and it's very_tempting for trainers to

answer all of theM._ Thig can set up a student-teacher relationship

that leads to dependenty,'aside from being an appropriate model for

skill transfer. Trainets can soon learn to decide whether s_question

merits a ready answer (some do) or rather a response like, "What do you

think about it ?" or "Why don't you check your references or ask

another trainee?".

e. Encourage accurate recordkeeping: Since recordkeepingis an important
aspect of crop manageMent,,eachtraitee should begin maintaining a

field notebook froth day brie With detailed records of plot layouts,

planting datesi_Spatings, ag chemical applications, crop problem, and

yields. A sample field notebook page can be found in the Appendix of

this volume.

f. NiStellanecaus: Don't forget about access_todrinking water and shade;

Encourage trainees to bring hats to the field 'in hot weather;

Planning and Facilitating Other Field Exercises
_ .

Examples of other field exercises are sidedressing nitrogen on established

crops, land measurement by pacing, laying out plots using: the 3-4-5 triangle

principle, and troubleshooting exercises. Field exercises that use a problem

solving approach are usually the most effective; Some suggestions:

a; Exercisesn troubleshooting: Trainee§ can be divided into small

groups and asked to rotate through several stations in the field con-

taining crop growth problems (inSeetal diseases, nematodes, faulty

mangement, etc.) to practice troubleshooting:

b. Fertilizer application: When it comes time to sidedress a crop With
nitrogen, trainees can be asked to determine the amount needed per

hettare or acre, calculate the dosage needed per plant or per meter

of row, and apply it.
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Planning and Facilitating Field Instruction Sessions

Examples of field instruction sessions found in the crops curriculum are

Sbil Characteristics, Identifying Insect Pests and their- Damagej_ and Composting

(refer to the sessions list at the start of Chapter II of thiS Volume).

Some suggestions:

a; Use small groups: These sessions are most effective when the trainees

are divided into small groups (no more than about 8 trainees/grouP)i_

each one with its own trainer. If there are more grotips than qtialified

trainers, thiaSe trainers involved in the session may be able to handle

two_groupa in succession. Groups awaiting instruction can perform

needed maintenance tasks on their plots as a "standby" activity. The

small group approach seems to improve attention, comprehension; and

participation; In addition; when_two_or more countries are being

trained at once; trainees can_be diVided into country specific groups

so that the session can be made More relevant and interesting.

b. Itqure uniformity of information: When two or more trainers handle the

same session simultaneously in small groups, ommissions or discrepan-

cies are likely to arise._ This can be largely overcome by preparing,

reviewing; and using dUplitate content--autlines

c. Favor dialogue over lecture: Under some conditions; informal lecture

can be a_very ApprOptiate training technique; particularly when the

subject is likely to be unfamiliar to the trainees (i.e. nematodes).

In other cases, a Alalogue approach can be a very etEettive tool for

plating the trainees in an active learning role. Dialogue is a two way

trainer- trainee interchange sparked by the_trainer's questions that aid

the trainees in deriving much of the intended information themselves;

either through deduction or past field experience; For example; rather

than starting off a field_SeSSion on soil sampling by telling trainees

why lab soil testing iS_the best way to determine fertilizer needS, the

trainer might ASkqueStions like; "You've all seen those boxes in gar-

den -shops labelled Tiomato-Fe_t_t_ilizer or Vegetable Fertilizer. SO why

can't a fattet just buy the type needed without soil testing?"

For spetific ideas on handling field_instructiontopics; refer to the

appropriate lesson plan in Chapter II of this Volume.

PlannillL_an4LFacilitating Maintenance Sessions

Some suggestions:

a. Scheduling: Ref-fit to the section on design and scheduling Under. "Pte-

paring the Crop§ Training Component" in this Volume.

I). Avoiding Busy Work: It is usually difficult to strike -the right bal7

ance between providing adequate hands-on experience and getting bogged

down -in excessive routine to th detriment of other training priorities.

Careful planning when designing the _plot sizes and numbers is important

(See -preparing the Crops Training_Component"). _Weather also has a big

influence on labor needs; and Spetial, measures may be called for. Fot

i7
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example. a prolonged dry spell may increase hand watering reqpirements

to the point that some supplemental sprinkler irrigation may be a_valu-

able time saver. Where the budget permits; a farm manager and other

outside labor may also be useful;

Using_ Maintenance Sessions _as a standby activity: If there are not

enough qualified trainers to handle a field instruction session in

small groups simultaneously* those trainees on "hold" can be doing

Maintenance work in their plots.

PLANKIMAND_FACILITATINC CLASSROOM SESSIONS

Classroom sessions are reserved for thOSe concepts and skills that can be

best handled in a classroom setting such as in the sessions titled "Plant Nutri-

tion Basics"; "Units of Measure ConVerSiOh§", "Fertilizer Math "; and "Non-

themical and Chemical Disease Control". SOMe Suggestions:

a; Excessive reliance -on le-ctUte can lead to boring and ineffective_class-

room sessions. Informal lecture has its place, but should be only one

of a number of methods in atraitiet'g repertoire along with dialogue*

problem solving, and role playing;

b. By assigning relevant reading prior to a class session* lecture can be

minimized in favor of more active trainee participation.

For specific ideas on planning and facilitating classroom sessions; refer

to the appropriate lesson plans in Chapter II of this VOlUte;

4. PEER TRAINING

While peer training is a viable Skill building exercise for the peer

trainer,- experience has shown that it should be_n§ed judiciously as a means of

introducing new ag skills to fellow trainees. Given the newness and complekit

of much of the crops curriculum to generalist trainees;- over- reliance on peer

training may result in omissions and diStOrtiOns of content that can seriously

lbVet training quality. Here are some guidelines for maximizing peer training

effectiveness:

a; Choose straight7forward Self-contained subjects that can be adequately

covered in 10-20 minutes; hands-on topics like double-digging, seed

treatment with a fungicide, and pruning tomatoes are good example.

Provide adequate preparation time and instruction to the peer

trainers.

c. Provide appropriate supervision of the session.

d. Provide feedback to the peer trainer.

When a .training group is divided into separate tech tracks (i.e.,livestock

or crops; field crops or vegies); there is an opportunity_fororganizing _cross-

training sessions based on peer training. For_example, the livestock trainees

could plan and present a 2-4 hour livestock overview to the crops trainees and
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vice-versa. This might_also be_one basis for the Field Day described in the
Extension component in Volume II.

5; .11 .I

Here are some guidelines for facilitating independent work:

a; Prepare a suggested reading list relevant to the coming week's classes
and pass it out each Friday;

b. Trainee special projects should receive prior approval from the crops
staff to help assure their relevance.

c. A good crops tech library will greatly facilitate independent work.
Refer to the crops bibliography at the end of Chapter III in this
Volume.

6; EARN VISITS AND FIELD TRIPS

Farm visits and field trips tend to be rather ineffective in their training
value unless special consideration is given to selecting; organizing, and run-
ning them. Having a large group of trainees wander around a farm or garden
project without a chance for relevant field work and troubleshooting or for
meaningful dialogue with the farmer is a poor use of time; Productive visits
are especially difficult to accomplish when training is held outside the host
country where farming methods and even crops are likely to be markedly
different;

Below are some suggestions for getting the most out of these visits:

a; Pick operations or projects that are reasonably relevant. Large
mechanized farms or those growing non-program crops are not likely to
be useful. State fairs, most ag fairs, and most non-host country ex-
periment stations tend to be of doubtful training value.

b. Visiting several small farms ranging from poor to good management is
helpful in deve oping evaluative epility.

c. ViSit the_farm or project in advance of_the trip to judge its suitabil-
ity, check out useful features (pests, diseases, management practices),
and to gain rapport with the farmer or project participants. Make sure
that the "hosts" understand the purpose of the visit (some farmers may
not want trainees wandering through their fields). Arrange an activi-
ties plan that will hopeful* involve the trainees in relevant hands-on
experiences. such as harvesting, transplanting, or troubleshooting, but
don't overdo it.

d; Hold a pre-trip briefing' session with the trainees to establish the
goals of the visit and to generate a list of questions for ,the farmer
or draw up a list of criteria for evaluating the operation; Perhaps a
written assignment such as a management evaluation or trouble-shooting
exercise would be helpful;
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e. It's virtually impossible to run good visit with a large number of
trainees* unless they can_be split up into groups of threes or fours*

each accompanied by a trainet; This may require pulling a few trainees

out at a time during a work session at the farm or garden project.

f. Hold a post-trip session for processing and debriefing the experience;
.

7; EXAMS AND OTHER EVALUATION METHODS

Trainee progress and performance in crops training can be monitored through

three evaluation methods: Weekly exams, a final comprehensive exam, and evalua-

tions of the training plots and field notebooks.

lieeklyExamsandthe Comprehensive Final

Aside from serving as an assessment tool, the crops exams serve three other

important functions:

1. They are designed to be a learning.-eIperienxe in themselves.

2. They clear up Misunderstandings (and there are many) whiCh could
damage a Volunteer's credibility as well as the crop.

3. Thy provide feedback to the staff on the pace and effectiveness of

training.

Weekly Exams: These can be either regular si_r_down exams or "take home"

exams:

Regular s-it down exams are usually "closed book" and take about 1-2 hours;

They consist of situational problems* short answer questions; and a lab section

allowing for some identification and troubleshooting practice. It's helpful'; to

include review problems fOr areas that need reinforcement.

"Take home" exams are "open book" and consist of three or four long-answer

situational problem dealing with several crops skill areas at once. Here the

emphasis is um integrating crop- production practices* learning to use refer-

ences* and deductive problem_ solving. Take-home exams are best given during the

middle to Latter part of training.

A sample sit down and take-home exam can be found in the Appendix of this

Volume.

The_ final comprehensive exam: Thig occurs during the last week of training

and consists of a field section -and a sit down section; It is designed to pro7

vide an overall review_of_troubleshooting, identification; recommendations* and

problem solving. The field portion takes place in the training plots and con-

sists of 15-20 lab stationsthrough which the trainees rotate one by one (3-4

minutes/station). The field and sit down portions together take about_2.=-3

hours. A sample comprehensive exam can be found in the Appendix of this VOlute.

SCheddlitig-the-exama: Weekly sit down exams are best held during the first

two hours after breakfast on Fridays. This_freda the trainees to concentrate on

training the rest of the day and gives the trainers the weekend to correct the
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exams; The final comprehensive exam is usually best held during the early part

of the last week to allow time for correcting it and for dealing with trainees

who do not do a satisfactory job.

"Grading" -the exams: Using a percentage system of grading tends to promote

an unnecessarily competitive atmosphere that detracts froM learning. An alter-

native that has worked well in past programs is to mark each question or problem

on an "OK" or "NOT OK" basis;

Tutoring atiti_Hpreexam_review sessions should oe organized and run by the

trainees themselves after hours; this provides an excellent opportunity for peer

teaching and encourages independence.

Tbet=e_xami_xeview sessions of 30-45 minutes should be scheduled into train-

ing; ideally on the Monday or Tuesday following the exams;

Evaluating the Training Plots and Field Notebooks-

Given the field emphasis of the crops training component; the evaluation of

the trainee's plots and field notebooks should carry equal weight with the_

exams; Both the plots and notebooks can be evaluated at the same time with each

trainee being accompanied by a trainer on a tour of his/her plots. For 6-8 week

programs; two evaluatiOnS_Might be sufficient; while more might_be needed for

longer programs. The evaluations can be most easily conducted by using a main-

tenance session as a "standby" attivity;

_ _

A sample page froth a well kept field notebook can be found in the Appendix

of the Volume.

Some Criteria for Evaluating
Training Plots

1. Land iatoparavion_aatt Seedbed Appearance

2. Plant-=Spacing_and Population: Row spacing, straightness of rows;

in-the-row plant spacing; adequate stand of plants; proper thin-

ning.

3. Weed Control: Both in-row and between rows.

4. Insect and Xlisease Control

5. Water Management: Over-or under-watering;

Overall Health and Vigor of. Plants

7. Harvesting at the proper stage.

8. Miscellaneous: MulChing placement and thickness; pruning; staking,

trellising; tying.
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. ADAPTING TO OTHER TYPES AND LENGTHS OF TRAINING

The crops turritulopi and methodology described in;_Chapters I and II of this
Volume are based on a six week training program with 120-160__hours of crops
sessions without a concurrent language- training -component. However, they can be
readily adapted to suit other types and lengths of training;

9-12 Week Programs that Include Language Trainin

Programs of this length haVe less need for advanOe plantings; because
trainees are present over a longer growing period; However; it is still recom-

mended that one set of advance plantings be put in 46weeks prior to the start

date so that trainers will be able to work with the plower maturing crops like

field maize; tomatoes, and eggplant in all phases of/ growth.

A concurrent language training component offers many opportunities for Pro-

ductive integration with crops training; Some suggestions:

A. The_traineeS' activities in the plots are/appropriate conversational

topics in language classes.

b. TrAitirg and trainees can use increasing/amounts of host country ag_

vocabulary and grammar during the maintenance sessions and field exer-

cises: Language trainers can informal visit with trainees during the

maintenance and field exercise sessions

c. Method demonstrations and other traine4 presentations can possibly be

given in the host country language atIpt-Oficiency improves.

For further suggestions on adapting the 0/06 training design; refer to

Chapter II of Volume I.

9; CONNECTION TO OTHER MATERIALS AND RESOURCES

This volume is meant to be used in connection with the PC/I.C.E. Technical

Agricultural Manual. It is also a part of the integrated training design which

is shared by both the ExtenSion and Livestock component found in Chapter II of

Volume I.
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CHAPTER II: CURRICULUM OF THE CROPS COMPONENT

A. CROPS SESSION-LIST-ORGANIZE:3_11Y SKILL GROUP

(Based on 120-160 hours available for crops training).

This sessions list is organized by_Skill Groups_(subject_areaS) to facili-

tate scheduling._ It is not meant_to indicate the order in which the skill
should be handled, because this will vary. with_each program due to growing con-
ditions and other site factors._ For examplel if the training plots become seri-
ously attacked by insects during Week Two; this is the best time_to begin the

skill group on insect control. Remember also; that one of the first priorities
of crops training IS to plant the training plots.

In most cases, the session order within each skill group reflects a logical

prOgreSsion; but there are some exceptions. Session #9 on Soil_Conservation in
Skill Group IV could OcCiir anYWhere in that group's seqUence;_;Idkewisei_some_of
the sessions in Skill Groups Ix (VegetableProduction)_and X (Traditional Field
Crops) could be equally well handled in a different order.

It's_also very likelY_that sessions from_different Skill Groups will be
intermixed. For example; trainees might learn -to prune and stake their tomatoes
and then attend a session on nematode control later in the day;

Crops Skill Group and Session Title Hours/Location*

SKILL GROUP I: The Agricultural Environment

Session 1: Surveying and Interpreting the Local Ag 2-3C

Environment

SKILL GROUP II: Crop Production Menagement_Pzincipals

Session 1: Introduction to Crop Production Management I/2C

SKILL GROUP III: Units of Measure

Session 1: Conversions 1 1/2C

SesSion 2: Land Measurement and Plot Layout 1-2F

SKILL GROUP IV: Soil Managemen-t-and_Fertilizer Use

SesSion 1: Basic Soil Characteristics and Troubleshooting 2F

Session 2 Land Preparation_and Seedbed Styles 1/2-1F

Session 3: Plant Nutrition Basics 1 -1-2C or F

Session 4: Determining Fertilizer Needs 1F

Session 5: Using Organic Fertilizers IC

Session 6: Composting _ 1-1 1/2F

Session 7: Using Chemical Fertilizers 2C

Session 8: Fertilizer Math 1 -2C

Session 9: Soil Conservation Overview' 3-4F

SKILL GROUP V: Water Management

Session 1: Hand Watering Young_Plants
Session 2: Hand wataritig Established Plants
Session 3: Dry Season Watering Methods .

* C = Classroom Session; F = Field Session
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SKILL GROUP VI:

Session 1:
Session 2:
Session 3:
Session 4:

SKILL GROUP VII:

Session 1:
Session 2:
Session 3:

Insect Control

Identifying Insects and their Damage
Nonchemical and Chemical Insect Conti-el-
Sprayer Maintenance, Troubleshooting, and Repair
Applying PestiCides with a Sprayer

Disease and Nematode Control

Understanding and Identifying Crop Diseases
Non chemical -and Chemical Disease Control
Nematodes and their Control.

I I/2F

I 1/2F
I-2F

2F-
1 -2C
1/2IF

SKILL GROUP VIII:

Session 1:

SKILL GROUP IX:

Weed Control

1 1 /2FWeed Identification and Control

Vegetable Production

Session 1: Planting Session Direct Seeded Vegetables 4F

Session 2: Planting Session Cucurbits 2F

Session 3: Direct Planting Principles and Practice§ IC

Session 4: Vegetable Characteristics 2C

Session 5: Planting Session Sweet Potatoes 2F

Session 6: Transpianting Session Tomatoes, Eggplant,
Cabbage, etc. 4-5F

Session 7: Planting Session Nursery Seedbed I-3F

Session 8: Raising Transplants 1/2-1C

Session 9: Pruning, Staking, Trellising IF

Session 10: Sun Drying Fruits and Vegetables 2C

Session 11: Seed Storage and Quality IC

Session 12: Germination Testing IC

Session 13: Seed Production IC,F

Session 14: Garden Planning Exercise 4 =6 C

SKILL

A.

GROUP X:

-Cereals and

Traditional Field Crops Overview

2F
2F
I-2C

Pulses (Except Rice)
Se§§ion
Session
Session

1:

2:

3:

Planting Session Cereals
Planting Session Pulses
Introduction to Traditional Field Crops

Session 4: Stages of Growth and Related Management Need 1-2F

Session 5: Field Crop Production Practices 1 -2C

Session 6: Grain Drying and Storage 1 1/2 -2C

B. Rice
Session 1: Pregerminating and Nursing Rice 2F

Session 2: Introduction to Rice 2C

Session 3: Rice Paddy Preparation 2F

Session 4: Rice Production Practices I-2C

Session 5: Transplanting RiCe 2F

TOTAL SKILL GROUP HOURS: 65-83 w/o Rice
74-93 with Rice



Additional Crops Sessions Included in Training Hours

Maintenance 25=40 total

Field Exercises 10-20 total

Scheduled Independent Work 10-20 total

Exams -4=12 total

TOTAL ADDITIONAL HOURS:51-92

NOTE

1. The above sessions are not numbered as are those under the Skill Croups,

because activities like maintenance and field exercises consist of a number

of sessions interspersed throughout training.

2. Maintenance; field exercisesi etc. are discussed in Chapter I of this

Volume under "Carrying Out the Crops Training Component".

3. Exam hours_will vary_with_theproportion of sit down exams to_"take_home"

exams -as the latter do not take up training time._ Refer tti the section

titled "Carrying Out the Crops Training Component" in Chapter I of this

Volume.

4. Six week programs will need about 25=30 hiiiirS for maintenance; while

12 week programs may need up to 40.

SESSION PLAN FORMAT

The following page defines the elements of each session plan.

C. LESSbN PLANS

Lesson plans for each of the crops sessions follow the lesson plan format.

c
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Session Plan-FOrmat

Skill Group (Number)
Skill Group Title
Session Number, Page Number

Tithe: Total time to present the session.

.Ekpected outcomes and skills transferred in this session,
written tb trainees.

OverView: A brief summary of What.i8 to happen ib the 6666iiin, Mention-
ing related sessions; training events, and themes.

Activities: The steps composing each session is composed -are described in
detail . .re in sequence.

"SUmmAty" The left column may include an optional phrase _summarizing
each step.

Materials: Handouts and supplies used in the session are listed here.

Trainer Notes -: Advice and explanation of activities and steps; different
opinions and approaches to the topic in the session are All
included here.

Resources: Books, manuals, and people providing information beyond the
scope of this session are listed here.



4 SKILL GROUP I
THE AGRICULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
SESSION #1, P. 1

HOST COUNTRY AGRICULTURAL ENVIRONMENT:
INTRODUCTION AND SURVEYING TECHNIQUES

Time: 2-3 hr. Classroom Session
(Depending on trainer's stock of host country ag information.)

Goals! 1. To identify the main features of the host country agricultural
environment.

2. To understand how climate, soils, infrastructure, and other ag
environment features affect farming systems, practices; and
returns.

3. TO enable trainees to survey and interpret the important
features of the ag environment of trainees' work site.

Overview:_ This session focuses on the salient features of the_ agricultural
environment in general, and specifically, on that of the host
country, The extreme variability of_the ag'- environment from_one
region to another is stressed to emphasize the location-specific

nature of crop__ production. As a Logical extension of the Exten-
sion Session, "Community Analysis", trainees_developa plan for
surveying and interpreting the ag environment of their work
sites.

Activities:

5 Min.

20 Min.

O

Trainer states goals and relevance of the session.

Trainer asks trainees to consider their own plots and farms with
which they are familiar and to brainstorm elements which make up
an ag environment and which influence farming systems and prac-

. tices. These include: Climate and weather, topography, soils,
ecology; transport; communications, storage and market facilities,
farming systems and practices, ag credit, extension services,
labor force, laid tenure, available technologies, supplies, and
equipment, and improvements to land, such as irrigation.

Trainer/trainees dialogue on ways in which each feature can affect
farming and production, positively and negatively.

30 -b0 Min. Trainer presents overview of host country ag envirodblent.and dis-
tributes handouts developed during pre-training research of host
country agriculture.
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30 Min;

15 Min.

SKILL GROUP I
SESSION #1, P. 2

Trainees discuss how they plan to survey and interpret_the ag
environments of their work sites. They generate the elements
of an introductory ag environment survey for use at_their
sites, as well as guidelines for carrying it out. _Trainees
should focus on issues_developed in_the Extension "Community-
Ahalysis" session: information gathering (including.sources),
filtering, organizing, and,interpreting.

Trainer:A "role play" an interview with a local farmer,to illus-
trate interviewing techniques and information filtering..
Interview should include'leading or biased questions as well as
questions on sensitive or taboo subjects. "Farme" should re-
spond as local farmers would. Traineea practice_interpreting
information gathered from farmers,' With trainers' help.

30 Min. Dialogue on various schemes trainees might use to organize in-
ferMatien gathered from an ag survey: Trainees share knowledge,

expectations of host country ag environment to draw up a
Cropping calendar /rainfall chart; Trainer distributes and diS7'
cusses with trainees other examples of handmade charts* maps,_

and calendars reflecting locSI ag environment features.

10 Min; Ask trainees to:compare plans and guidelines for surveying and
Interpreting the ag_environment with thoge in the handout,
"Guidelines for the Orientation of the Ag Field Worker".

Materials: "GUidelinea for the Orientation of the Ag Field Worker", Crops

Guidelines. Cropping cycle information for host country
regions. Rainfall and- temperature charts for host country
renions; other host country ag information, as available:
soils, land tenure; etc

List of appropriate sources of information on host country ag
environment: private, governmental, and international ag
development agencies, research stations and institutes; univer-
sities, etc.

Trainer Notes: It should be emphasized that the ag environment survey should
be an Oft-:_going process throughout the volunteers' service with
new information being added as volunteers' experience grqws.

This session could'be divided into two 2) sessions_appropri-
ateiy 1 1/2 hrs. long -each, if desired. A logical break_occurii
at the end of the activity: "Trainer presents overview of host
country ag environment, distribi-rtes handouts,- etc

References:
<7ctoo Guidelines- "How td Survey and Interpret your Work Area's

Ag Environment""in Chapter III of this volume.
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SKILL GROUP II
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
SESSION #1; P. I

INTRODUCTION TO CROP PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Time: 1/2 hr. Classroom Session

Goals:

Overview:

Activities:

Time.

2 Min.

:0 Min.

1. To foster an integrated approach to crop production manage-
.

2. To provide a framework_for understanding the_concept of.crop
management and developing suitable management skills;

This session takes place during the first week and introduces
integrated Crop management_ as a central theme of crops
training aa_Well_as of farming in general; It divides crops

management into two areas:

1. The farmer's ability to manipulate the ag environment by
selecting and implementing au appropriate: system of inter-
related agricultural practices.

2. Standard Managerial skills such as organizing and planning;
timeliness; observing and scouting; recordkeeping; etc.

The location-specific nature of crop production and the lack of

cookbook- recipes is emphasized as well as the numerous agro7
nomic choicee faced by the farmer. The "package of practices"
approach to tvroving crop yields is intrOduced.

State the goals and relevance of the session.

Outline Lhe two areas of crop management

.The manipulation of the ag environment by selecting

and implementing an appropriate_ system of agricultural
practices_in_thirteen_interrelated areas: cropping
systems, land preparation and soil management; ferti-
lizer use and liming, planting and transplanting;
water use, pest and disease control; equipment main-
tenance, miscellaneous growing practices (pruning;
etaking; hilling up); harvesting, drying and storage;
marketing;
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SKILL GROUP II-
SESSION #1; P. 2

.Standard managerial skills: Organizing and planning,
resource allocation, titelineSS; thoroughness;
observing-scouting, record-keeping, and communication
with farmers, researdhers, and extensionists;

Whenever possible; relevant examples should be
given to highlight the above areas.

The extreme variability of tbe ag environment

(i.e. the Iocation-specific _nature of_crop_pro-
duction) and the ladk of "cookbook" recipes for
success should be Stressed.

The many options within each management area
should be emphasizO, such as the different ways
of applying fertilizer (i.e. broadcasti hole;
band; half-circle).- The appropriate dhoice_
varies with the crop; climat.-2, soil; and other

factors,

8 Min. Facilitate discussion on the "package of practices- approach to
improving crop yields. Points to include:

.In most cases, there is more than one major limiting
factor depressing a crop's yield: addressing these
factors simultaneously may be needed in order co
achieve a great enough ideId increase to interest
farmers. In fact; a synergistic_effect is -often
obtained. For example, an experiment on wheat in
Mexico:

Fertilizer added

Water added

Yield increase

5%

135%

Water & fertilizer added 700%

.A -package Abesn't always have to involve considerable
use of commercial inputs. For example, improved
tjmeliness and thoroughness, better plant distribu-
tion; and recordkeeping involve no expense.

References: Crops Guidelines; Chapter III of this Volume.
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UNITS OF MEASURE AND CONVERSIONS

Time: 1.5 hr. Classroom Session

GoalS:

Overview:

Activities:

Tithe:

5 Min.

5 Min.

30 Min.

SKILL GROUP III
UNITS OF MEASURE
SESSION #1, P. 1

1. To become familiat with the basic units of measure used by

host country fatMeta and ag technicians.

2. To make appropriate conversions_ between traditional;

metric, and English standar& of measure.

Agricultural extension regOites a familiarity with the standatd

Units of measure used in the host country; as well as a faCili

ty in converting measurements from one system to another. This

session provides 4 foundation for development of_converSion

skills trainees will need when dealing with pesticide and fer

tilizer applications, area measurement, and so on, in the

field.

-State goals and relevance of the session.

Break down into small groupsdepending upon trainee experience

with the metric system and conversions (advanced, average, in

experienced).

Trainer discusses with trainedS_hOw to put together a 'picture"

of the metric and/or traditional system of measure, covering

units of weight; volume_; length; and area. Trainees compare

each unit to its English equivalenti_both physically (by:heft

ing a kilogram vs. ponnd; for example) mathematically.

50 Min. Practice problems should be distributed and worked on either

individUally or by small groups.

Materials: .Meter sticks/yard sticks
.Liter containers /quart containers
.Kilogram scales/pound scales
;Conversion charts



Trainer Notes__:_

SKILL GROUP III
SESSION #1, P. 2

Classes dealing with math skills are greatly facilitated if
trainees group themselves according to their skill (or confi
dence) level. This seems to lessen math anxiety among those
who lack confidence in their skills; and allow them to work
closely with a trainer at their own pace.

Trainees should_group themselves by their own perceptions of
their math_proficiency low,average, good. -As the group
works together, it will soon become obvious if someone is mis
placed; in this case, the trainer should encourage him or her
to change groups;

This is also a good opportunity to foster "helping" skills
among trainees; by encouraging them to help each other with
math problems after hours.

References: Crops Guidelines, see Chapter III of this volume.



LAND- MEASUREMENT AND PLOT LAYOUT

Time: 1-2 Hrs.
Field Session

SKILL GROUP III
UNITS OF MEASURE
SESSION #2; P. 1

Goals: 1. To estimate land area (within 15% ) by spacing.

2. To lay out a field plot so that all 4 corners are square.

Overview: In this field session* trainees practice estimating the_area of
staked-off plots or of a particular field, and aldo learn the
3-4-5 triangle method of laying out plots with square corners;

Activities:

Tj-ints-

2 Mini

10 Min.

15 Min.

30 Min;

10 Min.

45 Min;

Materials:

Explain goals and relevance of the session.

Trainees are shown pre-measured plots equal to an acre,
hectare, and relevant traditional units.

Trainees determine their average pace length in meters or feet*.;--

by pacing off a measured distance between two stakes several
times;

Trainees estimate the area of staked- off -plots or a particular
field by pacing, and compare their results to the actual
area.

Divide into small_grAips and ask trainees how they would lay
out a plot with all four_corners_square (i.e. 90°). Dialogue

is used to generate the 3-4-5 triangle method.

Each small group lays out two plots using the 3-4-5 triangle
principle and checks the results by comparing the diagonal
measurements.

.100 ft. or 30--meter tapes

. Twine

Staked
. Hammers
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SKILL. GROUP III
SESSION #2; P. 2

Trainer Notes-: 1; The "two hand clap" method; although less accurate than the
3-4-5 triangle; can also be used to square plot corners; as
follows: Stand at the first corner to be squared; perpen-
dicular to the_beseline of the plot. Close eyes; stretch
out arms; and bring them together in a clap. The direction
in which they are pointing should be approximately 90° to
the first baseline.

2; Where plot size permits;itis recommended that a 30-40-50
ft; or 6-8-10 meter combination to used f6r the 3-4-5 tri-
angle measurement; to ensure accuracy.

References: "Preparation for Crops Training"; Chapter I of this volume.



SKILL GROUP IV
SOIL MANAGEMENT AND FERTILIZER USE
SESSION #1, P. 1

LESHOOTING

Time: 2 hr. Field Session

Goals: To give the trainees the skills necessary to:

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

5 Min.

1. Evaluate farmers' 861.16 in terms -of five physicalcharac-
teristicsWhich determine_potential_productive and manage-
ment_problems: texture; tilth; depth; _drainage_; water
holding capacity;

2. Make appropriate management recommendations to deal'with
soil physical problems.

Lititing faCtOtS such -as poor- drainage and poor tilth can seri-
ously lower crop yields and hinder response to improved prac-
tices such as fertilizer use and high yielding varieties.
Extension workers need to be able to identify soil physical
problems and make appropriate management recommendations.

The session takes place in the field where trainees spend one

hour at each of two learning stations..

Trainees are divided into two groups for learning stations
A and B; which begin simultaneously.

Station A

1 Min. Trainer states goals and relevance of session.

15 Min. Discudgitint What i3 soil; why soils vary so much; components_
of SOU and their role(saild; slit; clay; organic matter); how
to get to know the soils in one's area; the six vital signs of
soil physical health (texture; tilth; depth; drainage; water
holding capacity; and slope).

5 Min. Treineritrainee dialogue on soil texture and its influence on
productivity.

10 Min; Using the table in the fertilizer manual (page II)i trainees
practice determining the texture of several types of soil rang-
ing from sandy to clayey.
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10 Min.

5 Min.

5 Min;

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #1, P. 2

Discussion of the pros And cons Of sandy and clayey soils and
how to improve each type;

Dialar,:ieOt toll tilth; what is good and poor tilth; how to
determine tilth.

Trainees determine the tilth of the field soil and identify
methods of improving it.

Station B

1 Min. Trainer states goals and relevance of the session.

10 Min. ASk a trainee to dig a hole so they can see the difference he

teen ttigs_o_tL and subsoil. Trainer asks trainees to observe
differences and a discussion follows of the roles of the twu

layers in crop productions.

5 Min; Dialogue on soil depth: How_to measure; actual vs. pseful

depth; how to cope with overly Shallow soils.

10 Min.

10 Min.

5 Min;

5 Min.

5 Mit;

Dialogue on -soil drainage; its influence on crop yields;
methods of determining poor drainage; _and means of improving

it. Topography, crop appearance; subsoil color; and standing

Water should be mentioned as possible indicators of poor

drainage.

Trainees perform the subsoil "color" and "hble" tests for

drainage. (See page 18=19 of fertilizer manual.)

Dialogue on -soil Water_holding-tapacity: What is is; what

determines it; WOO to improve it.

Traineet determine the relative water_holding capacity of the

field topsoil and subsoili'based on their textures.

Summary and wrap-up

Materials:. .Sponge and bucket -of water for explaining the difference be-

tween drainage and water holding capacity;

.saiiip14 of sandy; loamy; and clayey soils for practice tex-

tural determinations.

.Shovels for the drainage; depth; and topsoilsubsoil
exercise.

.Water for the "hole test" used to evaluate soil drainage.
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Trainer Notes:

Referentes__:_

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #I, P. 3

Each of the two stations should have no more than 8 to 10

trainees at a time. If enough trainers are available; the

Stations can be replicated.

To help explain the concepts of drainage and water holding

capacity; use a sponge and bucket of water: Soak the sponge in

water and hold it up; the Water dripping from the sponge is

eqUivalent to soil drainage Above_ field capacity. The Water

remaining in the sponge after the dripping ceases is equivalent

to maximum water holding capacity (field capacity).

Soil -slope is also an important Soil physical- characteristic;

but is best covered in the skills area on soil conservation.

Slope should be mentioned in Station_A_asanimportant charac-
tei-istic although it won't be covered in detail.

oils; Crops; and Fertilizer Use (PC/ICE; Reprint R8), pp.

1 to 21.



SKILL GROUP IV
SOIL MANAGEMENT AND FERTILIZER USE
SESSION #2, P. 1

wip_mpA-RATTON_AND SEEDBED STYLES

Time: 1/2-1 hr. Field Session

Goals: 1. To become faMiliar with host_country small farmer land
preparation methods and seedbed styles.

2. To enable trainees to select and employ the appropriate
land preparation method, and seedbed style for a particu-,
lar crop and condition.

Overview: Land preparation is a management factor that can have impor-
tant influences_on_cropyields and returns. Extension workers
meed basic skills in this area to identify limiting factors in
soil preparation and seedbed style, as well as to build credi-
bility through their own plots. Trainees will have already
prepared several types of seedbeds during the first few days
Of training when planting their individual pIots. Additional
topics such as double-digging, slash and ,burn farming may also
be covered;

Activities:

Time:

2 Min.

10 Min.

10 Min.

15-=30 Mih.

State goals and relevance of the session.

Ask trainees to examine the crops of their plots and develop a
list of Characteristics of a properly prepared seedbed. Dia-
logue on how seed size and seedlingistructnre determine the
fineness of seedbed preparation.

Ask trainees to compare the suitability -of raised, flat, and
sunken seedbeds under host country "conditions.

Make_presentation on prevalent land preparation practices and
Seedbed styles in the host country and on slash and burn farm-:
ing (if relevant).

3 Min.. Summarize and conclude the session

Materials: Pictures of host country land preparation practices, and
appropriate tools for any land preparation to be done in the
field.
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Ttattior Notes:

References:

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #2, P. 2

This session may vary in length depending upon the availability

of host country information. Double-digging is a skill that

can be taught by peer-teaching. (See Intensive Ve5etable

Gardening, pp. 72-73;)

This session should tie together allLof the practical skills

performed by trainees during their planting sessions.

Soils, Crops; and Fertilizer Use, PC/ICE

Traditional Field Crops, PC/ICE

Intensive Vegetable Gardening, PC/ICE

Crops Guideltmes in Chapter III of this volume.
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Time: 1.5 hrs.

Classroom or Field Session

Goal:

Activities:

2 Min;

5-10 Alin.

10-15 Min.

1

SKILL GROUP IV
SOIL MANAGEMENT AND FERTILIZER USE
SESSION #3; P. I

PLANT NUTRITION

To understand the basic plant nutrition and soil fertility .

principles essential to developing skill in the use of
organic and chemical fertiliers.

The session covers plant growth basics;_role_of plant nutri-
ents; macro- and micro-nutrients; phosphoritSfiXation; nitro-

gen fixation and_legumes;_ Rhizobia bacteria; leaching; soil
pH; likelihood of_NPK deficiencies in host country soils; how
the relative mobilityof:nitrogen;_phosphorus, and potassium
affects the timing 'and placement of fertilizer applications.
Prior_to this_seSsion, the trainees have already applied
organic and chemical fertilizers to their plots.

Trainer explains the goals and relevance of the session.

Dialogue on how plants grow and how and in what form they

take in nutrient8. This should be brief and practical; but

cover photosynthesis, root hair absorption; and the general
function of plant nutrients (see p. 37 of the ICE Soils
-Maaual).

Dialogue on the difference between the macro- and Micro-

nutrients in terms of relative amounts needed and the likeli-

hood and seriousness of deficiencies. (See pi; 44 of the ICE

Soils Manual).

DialOgde on NPK basics: (pp. 45-47 of the Soils Manual).

a. FUnctions of N; Pi and K in plant growth..

b. Likelihood of deficiencies in host country

c. Behavior of Ni P, and K in the soil. This should

cover leaching_losses;_P tie-up_(fixatiOni, the
relative mobility of the 3 nutrients; and how this
affects the timing and placement of fertilizer
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SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #3, P. 2

applications; This_is a very important concept.
For example, fertilizer N is mobile and easily
leached from the root zone; this means that only
1/3-1/2 of the total N required should be applied at
planting or transplanting time and the remainder
applied as one or more sidedressings later an.

10 Mih. Dialogue on N fixation. Points to cover:

10-20 Min.-,

.The symbiotic relationship between Rhizobia bacteria
and legumes; definition of nodule, nodulation, N

fixation, inoculation.

.Variations in-N fixation ability among the legumes:
peanuts, soybeans, cowpeas, mung beans vs; beans,

peas.

.The need to match appropriate strain of Rhizobia to
the particular legumes involved (i.e. cowpea family

Rhizobia
141.1I not form nodules on soybeans, beans or peas).

Dialogue on soil pH. Points to cover: (pp.40-43 of the

soils manual).

.The pH scale.

.The pH range within which most crops will grow
satisfactorily (i.e. rnughly 5.5-7.5).

.Why -soil pH can vary from farm to farm and from
region to region.

.The effects of overly hiimt and overly low pH on crop

growth;

;Liming_(if appropriate: see pp 137-143 of the soils

manual).

'Trainer Notes: This session should be pragplat_i_c4 getting bogged down in con-

cepts likecation exchange and the chemical explanation of P

tie-up is irrelevant to the needs of PCV's.

Reference§: Soils; Oroys_; and Fertilizer Use, PC/ICE
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Time: 1 hour

Field Session

Goa-La:-

Activities:

Time:

SKILL GROUP IV
SOIL MANAGEMENT AND FERTILIZER USE
SESSION #4i P. 1

DET7RMININ0 FERTILIZER-NEEDS

1; To assess the accuracy and suitability of various

methods of determining fertilizer needs under hdtat
country conditions.

2. To enable trainees to collect' soil samples correctly
for laboratory analysis.

5 Min; Trainees divide into small groups bk_be handled simultan-
eously by several trainers or in shifts. Trainer explains
goals and relevance of the session.

10 Min.

Dialogue to review the major factors that determine the
kind and amount of_fertiliter a farmer should apply to a
particular crop and soil.

Dialogue on the accuracy and suitability of the following
methods of determining fertilizer needs under host country

conditions:

.Lab soil testing

.Portable soil test kits

.Tissue tests

.Diagnosingvisual hunger signs

.Field_ttialS

.The educated "guestimate"

(The above methods are discussed on pp. 51=-57 of the PC/ICE

Soils Manual.)

40 Min; Soil Sampling:- Principles and Practices

a; Trainer. explains -which nutrients can be measured by
a laboratory; and why proper sampling is essential

to assure accurate resdlts;-

- 44=
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Materials:

Trainer Notes:

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #4i P. 2

b; Trainer explains the terms sampling Chita,
subsamplei and composite sample, then dia-
logues with trainees_ to generate the cri-
teria for distinguishing sampling units_
froth one another (i.e. soil color, topogra-
phy, pest management);

c. Trainer explains the sampling procedure as

to: tlepth_;_AmImbempf subsamples, areas to
AVOLtisample_preparationi and completing
the information sheet.

d; Trainees practice collecting composite sag:+
ples from sampling units.

e. Dialogue on how to interview a farmer to
obtain_ past yield and management informa-
tion; how to teach a farmer how to take

his /her own samples; how of te to sample;

how to convince a farmer of tne value of

soil testing:

;Shovels
;Clean buckets
;Machetes or similar tool for
preparing soil sample alitea
.Soil sample information sheet from host
country soil test lab or local lab

;Boxes for shipping samples

If time 'Oettiiit6,_trainees can collect and send in a_

sample to the soils lab in time to receive the results

back.



SKILL GROUP IV
SOIL MANAGEMENT AND FERTILIZER USE
SESSION. #5; P. 1

USING ORGANIC FERTILIZERS

Time: 1 Classroom Session

Goals: 1. To evaluate the pros and cons of organic vs. chemical ferti
lizers;

Activities:

Time:

2. To compare the nutrient value; application method_Uncluding
dosage and timing); and appropriate_collection and Storage
guidelines of various organic fertilizers.

Identify appropriate circumstances under host country small
farmer conditions for using organic and/or chemical ferti
lizers.

This session examines both sides of the "chemical vs. organic"
fertilizer issue. After developing guidelines for the proper
storage and use of organic fertilizers trainees consider their
value and appiopriateness to small farmers in their host
country.

3 Min. Trainer states the goals and relevance of the session.

3 Min; Trainees are asked to define "organic matter" and "orgahiC
fertilizer".

10-15 Min. Dialogue comparing organic and chemical fertilizers in terms
of:

.Nutrient content

.Soil conditioning value

.Amount needed

.Availability under host county conditions

.Purported adverse effects of chemical
fertilizers on crop taste and nutritional
value; note that studies have shown. no
connection;
.Why both are appropriate for small farmers.



iSKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #5, P. 2

5 Min; Lecturette/dialogue comparing organic fertilizers like manure
and compost with low nutrient organic soil conditioners like
rice hulls; sawdust; and peanut hulls.

20 Min.

5-10 Min.

4 Min.

Materials:

Lecturette on guidelines for collecting and storing manure;
'application rates and methods for compost and_manure.__The per-
ishability_of manure stored er sunlight and rainfall dhOUld
be stressed as well as the need to immediately work it into
the soil after application to avoid N losses.

Lecturette on the pros and cons of green manure crops in terms
of client farmer conditions;

Trainees are asked to summarize the session and discussthe
most viable ways for small farmers to use organic fertilizerS.

Blackboard and chalk

Trainer Notes: The experiential basis for this session should already have
occurred in the first few days of training, when trainees
applied both organic and chemical fertilizers to their plots.
The trainer may wish to use this past experience as a spring-
board for the discussion in this session.

References: Soils-, -Ctops-,_Lnd_Fertilizer Use; PC/ICE Manual R8

Southern Gardener's Soil Handbook, W. Peavy, Pacesetter Pre66,
Houston; Texas; 1979



Time: 1-1.5 hrs.
Field Session

Goals:

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

5 Min.

SKILL GROUP IV
SOIL MANAGEMENT AND FERTILIZER USE
SESSION #6, P. 1

COMPOST MAKING

1. To develop the skills needed to build and maintain a com-
post pile; And troubleshoot a pile that does not heat up
properly.

To build a compost pile and manage it so that decomposi-
tion progresses normally.

The ac;.uaI compost making is preceded by trainer/trainee dia-
logue on the what, why, and how of the process as well as
guidelines for troubleshooting problem piles.

Trainees divide into groups of 10 or less; trainer states
goals and relevance of the session.

30 Min. Dialogue on:

30-60 Mi .

.'hat _is compost?

.What's it made out of?

.Benefits of compost; a no -cost fertilizer and soil
improver With all the good effects of organic
matter.
.Feesibility_of composting: Seldom feasible for
anything but small plots due to amount of material
needed.

.What goes on in a compost pile?
;How long does it take?
The essentials of rapid composting: Finely
shredded material; adequate carbon:nitrogen ratio;
adequate moisture; adequate aeration; insulation.

.How to build a pile;

.Troubleshooting problem compost piles; failure to
heat up properly; ammonia smell.

asch group prepares a compost pile using locally available
materials and following the guidelines generated in the above
dialogue.
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Follow-up:

Materials:

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #6; P. 2

Trainees continue td maintaih(i.e.water and turn) the com-
post piles until the end of training.

Suffitietit organic materials to build compost piles
Water
Machetes for cutting vegetation
Pitchforks for turning the piles

Trainer Note: Hints on effective compost making:

The use of soil in building the pile usually isn't
necessary: The organic matter itself; especially
if green; contains the micro-organisms needed for

decomposition.

;If very strawy _or other low Nalaterial is listed,
the pile shoule Contain a good quantityofrela-
tively fresh manure or young green vegetation or
it will have too little N to heat up well Rough-

ly a 50 -50 mix ofmature; yellow, strawy material
to higher N material will produce a good C:N

ratio.

.Although the pile is constructed of alternating
layers of different types of materials,_it should
be thoroughly mixed up after it is built: The

layers are used only as a_ guide to the relative
proportions of materials being Added;

Few farmers will be Able to shred material fine enough to

allow rapid hreakdoWn, So the process will take at least 2-3

months.

References: Soil a,-Cropa_;__and _Fertilizer Use, PC/ICE, Reprint R8 pp.

58-67;



Time: One Two Hr.
Classroom Session

Goals:

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

5 Min.

10 Min.

SKILL GROUP IV
SOIL MANAGEMENT AND FERTILIZER USE
SESSION #7, P. 1

USING CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS

TO enable trainees to help small farmers maximize their
returns from the appropriate application of chemical
fertilizers.

In session #5, trainees identify_appropriatecircumstances
for use Of CheMital fertilizers by host country small farm-

ers. This unit focuses on types of chemical fertilizers;
application methods, dosage determinations; and extension
techniques for promoting the appropriate use of chemical fer-

tilizers. A combination of lecturette; dialogue and problem

solving is used.

Trainer states goals and relevance of the session. This
should include the fact that fertilizers are one of the 'key
yield boosting inputs; yet most small farmers are not using

them properly.)

Lecturette or dialogue on fertilizer terminology and_label-
ling; the three number systemi_fertilizer ratios, and_why the
three numbers don't add up to 100. (Soils, Crops-,---
Iizer Use, p. 72.)

5 Min. Dialogue on the suitability and cost effectiveness of soil-
applied vs, foliar-applied fertilizers. (Pp. 86-87). (This

may not be relevant to countries where foliar fertilizers are
not available.)

10 Min.

10 Min.

Dialogue: on the pros and_cons of the localized placement
(band, hole; half-circle) and broadcast methods of fertilizer
application and their most appropriate use under host country
conditions. (Pp. 84-86).

Dialogue on placement guidelines for each of the above
methods as well as for sidedressing N later on (Pp. 79-86).
Trainees should be able to sappy this information, since
they've already applied fertilizers to their plots.

- 50-
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SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION 17, P. 2

10 Min. Dialogue on fertilizer "burn": causes, diagnosis, preven-
tion, treatment. (pp. 87-88.)

15 Min. Dialogue On deter-tiring fertilizer rates (pp. 89-90. Points

to include:

20 Min.

10 Min.

15 Min.

Follow -up:

Materials4-

How rates are given (i.e. lbs./acre or kg/ha Of N, P,
K) and how to convert this to the amount Of actual
fertilizer needed.

Low,_medium and high rates for N, P, and K under
small farmer conditions and the factors affecting
their determination. (p. 90)

Why Stall farmers with limited capital are better off

using low to moderate rates of fertilizer.

Problem solving session on troubleshooting faulty fertilizer

practices: Trainees examine 576 faulty fertiliZerrecommen-
dations to spot common errors involving kind; amount; timing;

and placement. (Pp. 92-94).

Discuss the relationship between fertilizer use and other

management pradtided: why fertilizer use, by itself, is un-

likely to prove successful unless complemented by Other
improved practices such as a better crop variety, pest and

disease control; etc. This is a good time to stress one

importance of integrated crop management.

Discuss extension guidelines for promoting the appropriate

use of chemical fertilitera; hOW to set up a fertilizer demo'

plot.

Fertilizer application skills can be periodically reinforced

during the field maintenance sessions and through outside

reading of the soils manual.

Examples of various kinds of soil-applied and foliar-
applied fertilizers.

PC/ICE Soils, Crops,_ and Fer-tilizerse_Manual; Reprint R8.

Each trainee Should brihg a copy for reference during the

class session.

5-6 faulty fertilizer recommendatiOns relevant to host

country conditions.
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SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #7, P. 3

Trainer_Nates:_ Trainers should review the relevant sections of the PC/ICE
soils manual to make sure they have a firm_grasp of the
skills and concepts involved. Of special importance are the
guidelines for effective fertilizer application (i.e.
localized placement vs. broadcasting; timing; placement);
Trainees will have already applied NP or NPK fertilizers at
planting or transplanting on their individual plots;

References: PC/ICE Soils; Crops; and Fertilizer Use Manual; Reprint R8;
1980.



SKILL GROUP IV
SOLI MANAGEMENT_AND FERTILIZER USE
SESSION #8, P. 1

FERTILIZER MATH SKILLS

Time-:- 1-2 hr. Classroom Session

Goals:

Overview4-

Activities:

Time:

3 Min.

30-45 Min.

50-110 Min.

To develop the math skills for:

1. Calculating the most economical source of N, given the choice
of two or more straight N fertilizers..

2, Calculating the amount of_fertilizer_needed per -given area,
per plant, or per meter of row length, given a dosage in
terms of kg/ha or lbs./acre.

Since host country fertilizer recommendations are usually given
in terms of kg/ha or lbs./acre, ag extension workers should be
able convert these dosages to a per plant or per meter of row
LIagth hasis; In this session, trainees divide into 3 groups
based on :heir math proficiency; in each group, a trainer pre
sents thc math steps Involved in each type of calculation, and
the trainees then work on practice problems.

Explain goals and relevance of the session.

Trainees divide into 3 groups based on their math profiCiency.
In each group, a trainer presents the steps involved in determin
ing the most economical N source, given a choice of several
straight N fertilizers. Trainees then work on practice
problems.

NOTE: This math skill may be irrelevant for countries where
fertilizer selection is limited.

It's important to mention other considerations aside
from the cost per unit of N, such as the sulfur con
tent of ammonium sulfate and the poor handling char
acteristics of ammonium nitrate.

In each group, a trainer presents the steps for
amount of fertilizer for a given field size, per
meter of row length; given a dosage in kg/ha or
each presentation, trainees work on the relevant
problems;
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Materials:

Trainer Notes:

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #8, P. 2

Practice fertilizer_ math problems
BIackboard or flipcharta
Chalk, erasers, or markerS.

1. Classea dealing with math skills are greatly facilitated if

trainees group themselves according to their skill or con-

fidence) level: This seems to lessen math anxiety among
those who lack confidence in their STEMS, and allow them__

to Work closely with a trainer at their on pace. _Trainees

should group themselves by their OWnperceptions_of their

math proficiency_- low,- average, good: As the group works

together, it will soon become obvious if someone is mis-

placed; in this case, the trainer should encourage him or

her to change groups.

This is also a good opportunity to foster_"helpine_akills
among trainees, by encouraging them to help each other with

math problems after hours.

2. Trainees should be given additional practice problems at

the end of the session fOr further work.

In_alibSeelheat field exercises, trainees praCtice dosage-

calculations Whenever fertilizer applications are needed.

In addition to learning how to calculate fertilizer dosages

in terms of grams or ounces per plant or per unit of row

length; trainees should be able to_convertthese weight
dosages to a volume bdaia (gee p.. 108 of the fertilizer

manual).

References: Soils, Crops and Fertilizer _Use Manual, PC/ICE, pp 97-108.



3-4hr;
Field Session

Goals:

SKILL GROUP IV
SOIL MANAGEMENT AND FERTILIZER USE
SESSION #9; P; 1

SOIL-CONSEILATION/

To enable trainees to:

1. Determine when erosion control measures are needed;

2. Select the most appropriate erosion control measures for a
given field;

Construct and calibrate simple homemade_devices for measuring
soil slope and for laying out contour lineS;

4; Lay out and construct a contour ditch and bank erosiciti con-

trol system.

Overview: Given the high intensity of tropical rainfall and the marginal
land of high erosion risk that small farms of:en occupy, soil ero-
sion losses are especially serious for many small farmers in the

lesse:: developed countries. This unit provides a solid grounding
in soil erosion fundamentals and basic conservation measures.

This field session should preferably take place in a-field that

has suffered some erosion losses. It covers the following:

;The process_of soil erosior by rainfall and how ip
damages soil productivity and the environment;

.The influenceof soil slope, slope length; rainfall
intensity, soilpermeability;and ground cover on the
magnitude of soil erosion losses;

;The purpose; feasibility; and effectiveness of common
erosion control methods for host country conditions.

.Construction, calibration; and use of simple measuring
and contouring devices (string level, protractor and
plumb line; A-framr9.

.Lay out and partial_(or full) construction of a contour
ditch and bank erosion control system or suitable,
alternative.
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5 Min. State goals and relevance of the session.

15 Min;

15 Min.

10 Mih.

20 Min;

30 Min.

45 Min.

45 Min.

20 Min.

30 Min.

Materials:

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #9, P. 2 :

Show examples of soil erosion damage to trainees,_followed by a
dialogue on the process of soil erosion. Ask trainees to consider
how it damages soil productivity and the environment.

Ask trainees to list factors influencing erosion losses (rainfall
intensity, soil slope, slope length, soil permeability, type of
crop, and ground cover should be mentioned).

Trainees divided into groups of four. Each group constructs two
simple homemade slope measuring devices (protractor and string
level)_folloWing the_instructions An the PC/ICF Soils, Crops and
Fertilizer Use Manual.

Each group practices measuring soil slope with the two devices and
compares their readings with those of other groups and/or the
trainer;

Each group builds and calibrates an A-frame contouring device fol-
lowing the instructions in the PC/ICE Soils, Cr.ps, and Fertilizer
Use Manual.

Progressing down a slope, each group lays out two master contour
lines, spaced according to the table on p. 154 of the manual.

(Optional) Each small group constructs at least 3-4 meters of con-
tour ditch and soil banks;

Show examples of other erosion control measures, followed by a
dialogue on the effectiveness and feasibility of each: mulching;
contour planting, contour ditchs with barriers, rock walls, step
terraces.

Conduct a role play or discussion cm how to promote soil conserva-
tion practices with host;councry small farmers.

.Suitable land for laying out and building the system:
ideally, a slope which shows visible signs of soil erosion;
.Twine
.String levels
.Plastic 6" protractors
;Lumber (1" x 2") or cut poles
.HaMmers
;Nails
.50 ft. tape
.Pocket tapes
.Stakes

56 -
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SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #9, P. 3

Trainer Notes_l_ Talking about erosion, and erosion control measures may be con-
fusing unless trainees can first see actual results of erosion
as well as examples of contour planting and terracing.

References: So'ls, Crops; and Fertilizer Use, 1981 ed. PC/ICE; R8

Host Country manuals and extension pamphlets on locally adapted
soil conservation practices for small farmers.



SKILL GROUP V
WATER MANAGEMENT
SESSION #1; P. 1

HAND WATERING YOUNG S-EEDINGS-and-NEWLY_SETTRANSPUBTS

Time: 1/2 hr.

Field Session

Goal:

Overview:

Activities:

5 Min.

Min.

To enable trainees to handwater young plants in the correct
amount and frequency to avoid moisture stress and leaching
'losses;

This session takes place entirely in the field with small
groups and uses a combination of hands-on instruction and
trainer-trainee dialogue. It is experientially generated -if
rainfall is inadequate and should occur shortly'afber, seed-.
Iing emergence or transplanting-.

The :areas covered are:_ when, how, and how much to water and
the influence of watering-management on damping-off disease;

Trainees- divide into small groups to be handled simultane-
S6tly by several trainers or in shifts. Trainer explains,

goals and relevance of the session;

Trainer-trainee dialogue And field instruction on:

.Factors influencing the amount and frequency of
watering (soil texture, humidity, wind temperature;
etc.).

.Underwatering and overwatering and their adverse
effects (too-Iittle-too-often, too-much-too often).

;Damping off disease and the influence of watering
management.

.The "scratch test" for determining when to -water
very young seedlinga'and newly transplanted plants.

.The best time of lay to water (i.e., morning) and.why..

.How to apply water to avoid excessive splashing,
seedbed erosion, and seedling washout.

,40



Materials: ;Watering cans

Trainer Notes:

SKILL GROUP V
SESSION #1, P; 2

46

.Young vegetable seedlings in need of watering

If this season precedes a_maintenance_session,_trainees_can
begin watering their seedling beds following the giiideliCes
they have just learned.

Reference: Crops Guidelines

- t



Time 1/2 1 hr.
Field Session

HAND_WATERING ESTABLISHED PLANTS

SKILL GROUP V
WATER MANAGEMENT
SESSION #2,-P. 1

Goals: This sessiou enebles trainess to:

I. Handw?.ter establi!..ed plants in thecorreotamoqnt andfre-
que ent-J3-%age deep_ rooting, high yields; and a:oid

moiwzur, strest:: Ind leaching losses.

Overview:.

kctivities:

Time:

5 Min.

2. Select riv most appropriate watering method or particular

3. Maxitize water use eficiericv; :specially under marginal
rainfall conditions.

This session /takes place entirely in L.lie field and deals with
Watering established vegetables (after seedling and early trans-
plant stage). It goes into much more detail than the previous
session concerning Watet use factors; moisture stress symptoms;
soil water holding Capacity vs. actual moisture;_content; guide-
lines in terms of amount (liters/sq. meter) and frequency.

Trainees divide into small groups; trainer explains goals and

relevance of the session.

40-55 Min. Trainer-trainee dialogue and field instruction:

1. Trainer_asks trainees how they have been watering their
plants in terms of frequency and amount and what guidelines
they have been using This leads to a dialogue on the fac-
tors influencing_water use. Emphasis shoUld be on host coun-
try soil and weather Conditions.

2. How soil holds water; available vs. unavailable water; per-
manent wilting point;

3. Progressive symptoms of moisture stress.

4; Determining soil water holding capacity using the "feel" test
(see Soilsi_Crops, and Fertilizer Use, p.6).

=60= 70



Follow-up:

Materials:

References:

SKILL GROUP V
SESSION #2; P. 2

5. Using the "squeeze" test for determining whether a plot
needs watering (p. 153);

6. Using a 0.5" tapered iron rod to determine the depth of
watering.

7. Guidelines for watering in_terms of amount (liters/sq.
meter) and frequency according_to type of crop, stage of
growth, weather, and soil conditions.

Trainees continue to use the above skills to water their plot:
during the maintenance sessions throughout training;

Watering cans
0.5" tapered iron rod about 1-1.5m long

Crops Guidelines

Soils, Crops, and Fertilizer -Use, PC/ICE



DRY SEASON WATERING

Tiwe: 1 hr. Field Session

SKILL GROUP V
WATER MANAGEMENT
SESSION 1,13i P 1

C3 -: To learn 47-Ichniques for maximizing the efficient use of water

Overview:

Acti.v; rpm

Time-

5 Min;

under arid or dry season conditions.

In most tropical regions_there_aredistinct rainy and dry seasons.
While dry_season vegetable production can_be_very _profitable, it
is often limited by water shortages arm the intensive labor of
handwatering.

This session introduces trainees to alternative watering tech-
nzer!,es ;Mich conserve scarce water resources whin reducing the
La.1, Labe:.

Yraineos divide tnto groups o: Trainer states, goals and

relevance of the session;

5 Min. Trc,inees review principles of -qa';_pring discussed in previous ses-

sions.

15 Min. Discussion of country-specific conditions under Which vegetat7.es
are produced during the dry season, general_watering practices,
and economic value of taose_crops. Cultural practices for improv-
ing water use such as mulching, shading, windbreaks, alit! double-
digging Lhould_be discussed in terms of their relevance to host
country con.litions.

15 Min. Discuss four water_and labor conserving techniques and their rele-
vance fo host country conditions:

20 Min:

.Pitcher irrigation

. Watering ho1.e method

.Sunken bedS_

. Trickle irrigation

Each group of trainees builds 3 raised bed and sinks a clay pot
into it, makes a depression for the watering hole method, and_ _

makes a sunken bed. These beds can be transplanted into at this
time or during a later transplanting session,

-= 62 =-



Materials: t fired but unglazed clay pot per group
2 shovels per group
2 hoes per group
2 rakes per group
Transplants (if appropriate)

SKILL GROUP V
SESSION #3, P.

gallon capacity)

Trainer Notes-: Pitcher and watering hole mei:hods work best with transplanted
vegetables

The watering hole method uses the same principles as pitcher
irrigation but does not require a clay pot. Five transplants
are planted in a circle around a depression 4-6 inches deep.
All five plants are watered by pouring water into the depres7
sion. A heavy mulch is essential. Tomato plants may be staked
into a teepee over the watering holt..

When applying a nitrogen sidedressing to pitcher irrigated
plants, place nitrogen around tho plants and water convention.'
ly (surface applications) for_2-3 wnterings._ Nitrogen needs
water moving down from above it in order to be dissolved and

carried up plant roots. By the way; don't try placing tre
ni.ur,)g,!r, fertilizer directly into the pot either. It vill only
be "reed up" by the clay, and quickly plug up the pores;

TnAnee.. may want to do a special project on trickle irrigation
t is feasible under host country conditions;

References: intesive Vegetable Gardening, pp. 73-74, 90-95 PC/ICE.



SKILL GROUP VI
INSECT CONTROL
SESSION #1; P; 1

IDENTIFYING INSECT PESTS AND THEIR DAMAGE

Time: 1.5 hrs. Field Session

Overview:

Activities:

Tithe:

This session and subsequent follOw-up activities enable trainees

to:

t; Distinguish between insect and_disease_and to relate the
type of damage to the likely class of insect involved:

2. Describe and contrast the life cycles of beetles; caterpil-
lars; and sucking insects and identify the different meta-

morphic stages.

3. Identify common host country insects (both destructive and

beneficial) in the field; including the egg.stage; where
useful.

This introductory session to the insect control skill group

focuses on troubleShOoting insect pests and their damage

symptoms; It takes place entirely in the field.

5 Min. Trainees divide into small groups (preferably 6 or less) to be

handled simultaneously by several trainers or in Shifts.
Trainer states goals and revelance of the session.

5 Min. Trainer/trainee dialogue on the major ways insects damage crops
and on the importance of insect control;

20 Min; Trainer/rraineedialogue on the major classes of insects that
damage plaits; (i.e. caterpillars; beetles; sucking insects) and

on their life cycles.

NOTE: If possible, live examples should be shown. Otherwise,

the Insect Pests book can be referred to.

Dialogue on z..5 relate the type of damage(i.e. hoies; excre-

ment) to the likely type of iftaect; This should be supplemented

with visual examples of caterpillar; beetle; borer; and sucking

insect damage.



50 Min.

Follow-up:

Materials:

SKILL GROUP VI
SESSION #1; P. 2

Field tour to point out common_insects(destructive and benefi-
cial) such as aphids) cabbage loopers; lady bugs, etc. Eggs
identification should be included if possible.

Wring subs,-quent maintenance sessions; trainees_ practice their
insect troubleshooting skills and make a ollection of local
insect pests.

Appropriate examples of:

;beetles (and their damage symptoms)
.caterpillars (and their damage symptoms)
;sucking insects (and their damage symptoms)
.hand lenses to facilitate identification
.1 Insect Pests book per trainee

Refe_rences_: Crops Guidelines

Insect__Pests; C. Fichter; Golden Press; Western Pub; Co.,
1220 Mound Avenue, Racine, WI 53404.
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SKILL GROUP VI
INSECT CONTROL
SESSION #2. P. 1

CHEMICAL AND NON-CHEMICAL INSECT CONTROL

Time. 2-3 hr; Class Session

Goal: To compare various methods of insect control; their assets, lia-
bilities, and appropriate use.

Overview: This 2 hour class session reviews the principle chemical and
non-chemical insect control measures; emphasizing an integrated
pest management system approach; Attention is called to the
interaction between pests; host crops; environment, and relevant
control measures

Activities:

Time:

5 Min. Trainer States the goals and relevance of the session.

15 Min.

30-45 'din:

5 Min

35-55 Min.

20-30 Min.

Dialogue between trainers and trainees on the causes of insect
pest proM.ems; ecomonic thresholds, and integrated pest manage-
ment. Peace Corps_ experiences and host country control mea-
sures should be illustrated at this time.

Trairir /trainee dialogue on nonchemical controls including:
environmental, biologics'., cultural/mechanical controls; organic
repellents and insecticides their uses and effectiveness under
host tountry conditions.

Break

Lecturette .)n characteristics of chemical insecticidee. The

lecturette should dismiss the use of chemical insecticides in
the host country; pesticide terminology (ie; fungicide;_insec-
ticide; etc.); advantages and disadvantages of insecticides;
toxicity ratings (LD50 ratings); classes of insecticides; three
main chemical groupings; types of formulations, systemic and
non-systemic insecticides.

Perform a skit illustrating improper spraying pesticide applica-
tion procedures. Trainees list faulty practices' they observed.
This_leads into a_discussion_of proper_spraying proceduresi pes-
ticide safety_guidelines, and first aid measures in case of pes-
ticide poisoning;

10 Min. Trineet br t of ly summarize the session;
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Materials:

SKILL GROUP VI
SESSION #2, P. 2

.1 sprayer
;Pesticide in various formulations
;Crops Guidelines for reference use in class.

Trainer_lgolte4 Trainers should focus on the interaction of crops; pests; con-
trol measures; and the general environment; emphasizing the need

for a well planned; integrates' -pest management system: The safe

use of chemical insecticides should be strongly emphasized as

well This session is better when two trainers participate.

While one_trainer=igdiscussingchemical or non-chemical_con-
trOlS_With trainees the other can emphasize important points on

the blackboard.

This session could be followed by a spraying exercise in the

training garden; if appropriate.

Refetetoeal_ Crops Guidelines in Chapter III of this volume.

Insect Pests of FarM;_Garden,-AtiA-Orehardi_ Davidson, Ralph H.;

Lyon; Williath F.! Wiley Publishing Co.
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SKILL GROUP VI
INSECT CONTROL
SESSION #3, P. 1

SPRAYER MAINTENANCEL TROUBLESHOOTING, AND REPAIR

1 ;5 hr. Field Session

Goals:

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

5 Min.

20 Min.

1. To dismantle and reassemble both a knapsack sprayer and
.-:ompressed air sprayer and discover the function of each
part experientially.

2. To troubleshoot a malfunctioning sprayer of either type and
correct the problem.

3; To learn how to maintain sprayers to maximize their opera-
tional life and minimxze breakdowms.

In most lesser developed countries; small farmers commonly use
knapsack and compressed air sprayers to apply pesticides.
Breakdo4ns are frequent and sprayer life shortened tnrough
neglect of routine maintenance procedures such as oiling;
cleaning; -and replacement of worn parts._ In this session;
trainees learn the relevant skills to help small farmers_
improve maintenance and troubleshoot common sprayer problems.

Trainer explains goals and relevance of the session.

Trainees are divided into small groups; compressed air sprayers
are distributed_to each group. Trainees shOuld discover_how
the sprayer worka and be able to_describe the function of_each
part, including the internal parts such as the one -way valve
and pulp leather. The groups should dissemble and reassemble
the sprayers, and learn how to decompress the pressure chamber
prior to opening the sprayer after usage. (Opening the sprayer
before decompression can cause insecticide to be ejected with
the released pressure.)

5 Min. Each group identifies the necessary routine_ maintenance proce-
dures for maxi,rizing sprayer life and minimizing breakdowns and
suggests spare parts to have on hand.

10 Min; Each group is given a worn pump leather and worn one -w.ay valve
to substitute on the sprayers to sce what symptoms develop.
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45 Min.

Tratner Notes:

SiiLL GROUP VI
SESSION #3, P. 2

The above steps are tepeated for the knapsack sprr.yer whif_a

a_Mbre complicated model; The group should SubstAtute a worn

plunger cup and worn one -way valve on the sprayer to see wear

symptoms develop;

;Compressed air sprayer and knapsack sprayer for each group;

;Pliers, wrenches, screwdrivers for disassembling the-sprayers

This unit can be done experientially with tittle or no input

from trainetg;
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SKILL GROUP VI
INSECT CONTROL
SESSION #4, P. 1

APPLYING PESTICIDES WITH A SPRAYER

\Time_:_ 1-2 hr; Field Session

To enable trainees to mix up and apply pesticides vlith_a_aprayer,

following recommended safety, dosage, and coverage guidelines.

OverVieW: 'Land operate,? compressed air and knapsack sprayers are commonly
used by Stall farmers in developing countries for applying pesti-
tides, often without adequate attention to safety and proper_
application. Preferably, this session sEoeld_occur at the time
when Ieaf-feeding insects first became a problem on the training

plots and require an insectieide_applicoion. Trainees -.11-0 shown

how to mix and apply an_inFecticide_witha sprayer. Instruction

in sprayer calibration is included if this is a required job

skill.

Activities:

5 Min; Trainees are divided into groups of 476, eachWith atrainer;
Trainer exi.lains the goals and relevidice of the so,esion.

Trainer demonStrates how to or.x and apply a wettuhie powder and

or liquid insecticide with a mapsack or compress .72,J air spriyer.

Points to cover:

;Make sure sprayer is ,in good operating order with no

leaks.

.Be are of the rcLatiJe toxicity rating of the
insecticide and its hazards !..o bees if present.

.Rea' label thoroughly toconfirmrecommended uses,
dosage, and zinimumapplication to harvest interval.

;Nix in a well ventilated area; pre-mix first in a
bucket, adding water first; use_ sticker-spridi if

needech

.Wear adequate prott.etive:clath!ng; use a mask if

recommended.

.DOn't spra=t en a windy day or against a breeze.
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1 hr.

15. min.

SKILL GROUP VI
SESSION 14, P. 2

.Don't spr? When leaves are already wet or when rain is
likely soon;

.Thoroughness of coverageneeded_depends on location
of insects and Whethet'a Systemic or non-systemic
product is used.

;Maintain a steady pace when spraying rows of small
plants.

i
/

Use good pressure and a fairly fine spray, bdt avoid )

excessive drift; /

.Don't spray plants to the point of runoff.

.Kidep Wettable powders is suspension by shaking the
sprayer periodically.

Traindet practice mixing and applying -an insecticide to -their
individual plots Where insect damage has reached the economic

threahOld; watiBe can be used if an insecticide is not needed.

Sprayer on-t_ Dialogue on the accuracy_ and suitability
of using generalized dosages (i.e.,_so many tablespoons/gal;)
vs. those requiring sprayer calibration; Sprayer calibration is
defined.

25 Min. Trainer demonstrates /the sprayer calibration procedure. A
trainee in each -grow then trial sprays a length -of row of mea-
doted area using wa ri and_the_group then calculates -crow much .

water -would be need d for the field and how much actual insecti-

Cide formulation is required.

Materials: .Sprayers
.Appropriate inset icide
.5ticker-sueader-
;Measuring tape for sprayer ch,,6ration
.Plastid budketa, measuring spoons/cups, suitable receptacles
for measuring water volume, sticks for Stirring
.water
;Pencils, pRper for doing cdlibration math

\._

Trainer Netaat- Sprayer calibration is r.':usually_a required skill unless
trainees will be working with herbicides.

Trainees should te dated to wear appropriate clothing for this

exercise (no shorts or sandals).

In subsequent maintenance sessions, trainees apply insecticides
as required in their plots.

References-1- Crops,OSidelines, section on insecticides.
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SKILL GROUP VII
DISEASE AND NEMATODE CONTROL
SESSION #1, P. 1

UNDERSTANDING AND IDENTIFYING PLANT DISEASES-

Time: 2 hr. Field Session

Goals: 1. Tb he able to identify the basic characteristics, of the main
disease groups.

Overview:

Activities:

Time

5 Min.

5 Min.

10 Min.

30 Min.

20 Min.

2.: To be able to distingdith lie; weep insect damage and disease
damage.

This session focuses on plant diseases and their impact on yield

and prodded quality; Trainees ,learn to distinguish between groups-
of plant diseases (viral, bacterial, or fungal) and to identify
specific diseases. This session begins with a lecturette followed
by a tour of the training garden to identify specific crop.
diseases.

Trainees break into small groups; trainer explains the goals and
relevance of the session.

Trainer/trainees dialogue to define plant disease and distingUiSh
between parasitic and non-parasitic diseases.

Trainer initiates discussion on the four_factors necessary -for
initiation of a plant disease epidemic (i.e. favorable_environ-
ment, susceptible host, virulent pathogen; time), possibly through
a skit (see Trainer Notes).

Jrainer/trainees dialogue On the Characteristic_reproduction and
dissemination methods of the three main plant disease agents (fun-

,. gus, bacteria, virus), as well as conditions favoring their'
growth.

usifig plant samples, the trainer illustrates characteristic
disease signs and symptoms Of fungi, bacteria, and viruses The

trainer also gives guidelines fOr distinguishing between leaf
spots) root and stem rots, viruses; bacteria) insect damage,
nutrient deficiencies, and normal growth.

Break.
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45 Mih.

SKILL GROUP VII
SESSION #1; P. 2

Field tour of the training garden to identify and discuss char=

acteristics of the_digeaSes found; Special attention shoUld be

paid to diseases likely to be found in the host country.

Materials: Diseased plant samples.

Trainer Notes: The role play listed above can provide a humorous personifica-
__ tion Of the cotditions necessary for a disease to exist in a

farmer's field;

This session can be done in the classroom with visual aids if

no diseases exist in the training garden.

time permits; the trainer may diacUSS diseases of historical

,gnificanceand worldwide in distribution such as ergot, later

blight of potato; afiatoxin; and rust.

References: Crop6 Gdidelines to Chapter III Of this volume;

Plant_Pathology_,_ George N. Agrios, Atademic Press

Traditional Field Crops; PC/ICE Manual M-13, 1981



SKILL GROUP VII
DISEASE AND NEMATODE CONTROL
SESSION #2; P; 1

NON-CHEMICAL AND CHEMICAL DISEASE CONTROL

Time: 1-2 hr. Classroom Session

Goal:

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

3 Min.

5;Min..

10-30 Min.

To develop skills in chemianl aryl noin-chei.. disease control in
order to help small scale farmr.rs increase production and
crop quality.

This session dees with the various non-chemical and Chemical
plant disease control methods in tems of their effectiveness,
feasibility, and implementation. Sp-:. U1 emphasis is placed on
non7chemical_preventative measures such as crop rotation and sani-
tation as well as the advantages_of integrating non - chemical and
ch-micalcontrol methods. Likewise, the relationship betwee';-Liti-
sects, diseases, and weeds is stressed as wnll as guidelines for
integrated pest management.

*.ate goal and relevance of the s2s3ion-

Dialog. . concerning what can reanably be a.ccompliahed by a good
diseaSe control program- It should be noted that while total
eradication is o,.uaily impousible, the onset of many diseases can
be delayer' and :heir rate of developent sloweui Pruvention is
much more feasible than tarei

Dialogue on the effeci-iveness, feasibillry, -.;nd implementation of

non - chemical controls:

.Disease resistant varieties

.Disease -free seed

. Crop_rotation

. Field sanitation

.Control of -host plants and insect vectors

.Improving- drainage-
,T7peof timing of irrigation
. Roguing of diseased plants
.Avoiding overclowding
;SHil sterilization by he.t
;Tillaga practices
.Avoiding cultivation of wet plants
:voiding tobacco products when, working with
eolarnaceous crops (tomatoes, etc:)
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SaLL GROUP VII
SESSION #2, P. 2

10-30 Min; Dialogue on the effectiveneSS,feasibilit, safety, and imple-

Mer.tat-ion of chemical controls:

15-30 Min.

.Fungicide,se6.1 treatments _

.Soil applied fungicides (PCNB, etc.)

;Soil sterilents like apam, methyl bromide

.oliar fungicides
(non-syStetie and systemic)

NOTE: It's helpful to contrast foliar fvngicie.S with foliar

insecticides in term," of function, time, and economic

feasibility.

Summarize the session by relating disease control to insect and

weed control. ASk trainees to give examples of integatitg non-

chemical and cheMiCal controls for Specif1c1 disease prtiblems:

Materials:
Examples of common fungicides, etc. availahie in the host

country

Trainer N is As an additional
exercise, trainees can work in small

en deviging integrated control approaches to Specific

diseaSeSFlant sample§ can be brought_intOthe classroom

to illustrate, common disease proaleMslike early blight,

damping off; etc. Tr inees ::an use their crops Guidelines

and other availa' 2
rct.2rences and preaent their solutions

ro the group.

In subsequent taintenanc2 cessions trainees apply disease

control measures as needed.

ReferenceS: Crops Guidelines in Chapter_IIi of this volume

Plant -13athe-10
George N. Agrios



SKILL 'CROUP VII
DISEASE. AND NEMATODE ODNTRIDL
SESSION #3, P. 1

NEMATODZS AND THEIR CONTKOL

Time: 1/2-1 nr. Field Session

Goal:

- . -Vetere,

AttiVitieg:

Time:

5 Min.

20 Min.

To be able to recognize nematode dama£ the field and to pre

scribe control and prevention meesures 'ropriate to small

farmers.

Nematodes are frequently found in warm climate soils and can sig-
nificantly lower yields; especially those of high value vegetable
crops; such as tomato; okra; and squash.

In this bession, trainees:

1. Learn the nematode's life cycle, means of spread, and suscep-
tible hosts.

2. Learn guidelines tor collecting soli and root samples for

nematode assay.

3 Identify possible symptoms of nematode damage in the fied and
conditions favoring nematode
problems.

Examire the rt.ative effectiveness and 'easibility of va:',:c.1
nematode mcasL es under host country conditions.

5. Apply host country nematode control measures; if appropri<ALe.

Trainees break into small groups; r'_:i.ncr states goal and rele-

vance of the session.

Trainer/trainee dtalogue to define nemaimdes, how they damage
plants, which type uf plants are most 'susceptible, and means of
spread. Above and below gr.3und symr:cims of nematode damage are
descred and differentiato4 ir..-L.11 ocher pest .: ::age. Cilemica7 and

non-che:.1-a1 controls such as crop rotat.ob, resistant varietis,
epos roots to .un1ight, flooding. acrd antagonts"Jic plant- are

al c discussed.
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SKILL GROUP VII
SESSION 113; P. 2

5 Min; Summarize session; explain how nematodes controls fit into an
integrated pest management system.

25 Min. OrgLrlize a field te-ir ie,ntifynematode damage in the train-

ing garden_ or Visual air17 if no damage signs can be found.

If theMital nematocides -;i7E a recommended practice and alrallsble

in the host country; trainees should practice applying them.

htatrias ..Examples of nematode damage (field or_ pictures)

.Nematocides vapam; fu_idan; or methl-:nromide

.Appropriate equipment for safe a);:lication f nemazocides.

Trainer Notes: F%cept ion- iflavibus root k..ot ne= matode &Image; a lab diagnosis is

usually meded for positive .7onfLlation of nematode problems.

Above ground symptoms such as yell,:wing; stunting, ani wilting

can also be caused by other prof) ,-s; tr.,..inees should 6e made

aware of this.

Nematodes are invis Ile to_the naked eye, and the efficacy of

cont-ol measures vazies and cannot b readily evaluated; for

-,this reason this session tends to be more theoretical r.han

experiential.

-Uf CheMiCal tiomatot7Ide$: -ra used; the session may have to be

extended for

l',eferences: Crop Guideliaes



Time: 1

Goal.

SKILL GROUP VIII
wErD ''ONTROL
SESSION #1, P. 1

INTRODUCTION TO WEEDS AND NON-CHEMICAL CONTROL-METHODS-

1i2 hr. Field Session

Overview:

Activities:

Time

4 iiin;

30 Min.

30 Min.

10 Min.

5 Min..

t;

To recognize and control annual and perennial wt.:eds tnrough non-

chemical methods.

This field session provides an orientation to weed.identificki-
tion, categories of weeds, their ,riethod of spread, and their
effective nonchemical control.

Divide trainees into small groups; explain goal and relevance of
the session.

Dialogue on how weeds low,.r crop yielda.

Traindea distiirguish betveep broadleaf and grassy weeds using
field example:

Trainees examine pereanials Joh,.,songrass, Bermudagrass, and

nutsedge to note their non--seeI aethods of_pronegation_ This
occurs along wLth dialogue c_paring annuals .nd preanials as to

methods of spread and control measures.

Dialogue to identify and compare various weed contrell methods and
their relative feasfollity and_effectivenezia unler host country

itions. This shovdd burnIng, 7.,ulching, growing
cltiti6 in rows, and t, .es; machetes colL*vators, and herbi-

cides.

5 Min; Dial gue oP. pre- and post planng non-chemir.11
wh!ch trainees could rise in t!-:r ow' ?lots.

Follow-Up:

Materials:

weed controls

During subsequent maintenance sessions, trainees practice identi-
fying local weeds as well as frillOW the we .Lontrc7 Tlidelines

developed in this session.

.Shovels and hoes

.Examples of representative broadleaf; annual; and
perennial weeds.

Craps ; in C. r in 0,4,5 volume
Trad.tional Field Crop Rti7iti-it 3, 1).0-1)0

7P
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SKILL GROUP IX
VEGETABLE PRODUCTION
SESSION #1; P. 1

PLANTING SESSION .= -D-IRECTS-EEDZD_VEGF.,':'ABLES

Time: 4 hrs. Field Session

Goal: To develop the skills needed to prepare individual seedbeds and

Overview:

Arti.7ities

raise vegetable crops.

This session ..akes place at the beginning of training to provide
an_experientkal basis for the development of vegetable gardening
Skills.

Trainees will practice horticultural skills in individual se
beds that they have prepared. 3 .2_of these skills. to be
introduced later in training, are listed below:

.Wateriag
;Thinning
.Controlling diseases
and pests
.Harvesting

The dimensions of pie:. _locations are predetermined
and, if popible, st advance by trainees or staff.

Following plalttir.g tons (3ee Appendi:O trainees prepare
beds, apply manprc ani, chcmicaL fertilizer, mark rows, plant,
mulch, and ,.water newly-seeded bedg.

5 Min Trainer states goal and relevance of the sessinn; and orients
trainee to plot layout. Trainer hands out planting itl::rructions

to each trainee.

3 Mrs-55 Min. As the 'creinees_work on t!.rlir individual pI,;Lo,che trainer cir-
culates among the trainees observing and cx%rJevtiug on their
work.

Materials-4- .Plinting Instructions
.Shovets
Aloes
.Rakes
. Fertilizer
. Manure

.Meter sticks
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SKILL GROUP IX
SES'fON #1, P. 2

1,/i '742

I_zir.n.Y spoons, clips fo:: chemical fertilizer

wile ;_barrows, buckets, or appropriate containers or

carrying manure and fertilizer;

Trainer N-Ccet-: The LtrWier may find It helpful to prepare a raised bed before

the 8e88-10n as a model for trainees who are unfamiliar with

this horticultural procedure.

References: Refer to sample written Planting Ins,,:ructions in Appendix;



PLANTING CUCURBITS - FIELU-SESSION

Time: 2 hrs.

SKILL GROUP IX
VEGETABLE 1.RODUCTION
SESSION t2 P. 1

.;

Goal: To develop the skills needed-to prepare individual plots and

raise cucurbits crops;

This session takes place at the beginning of training to pro-

vide an experiential basis for thedevelopment of skill"; in

growing hodt-country cucdrbit crops.

The dimensions of plots and their locations are predetermined

and, if possible; staked out in advance by trainees.

Overview:

Activities:

Time

5 Min; Trainer states goal and relevance of the session and orients

trainees to plot lay..t. Trainer hande vut planting instruc-

tions each trainee.

115 As thr' trainees work on their individual plots, trainer circr;-

lates among tl:aluees nbserving and commenting on ,:heir work.

Mater: a_1 rI,ating lustructiOns (see example appendix)

Aloes
manuin,compoRt

"-fittez

c7.4

.Measur... elms, spoons

.Seeds

.MUlth



DIRECT SEEDING PRINCIPLES-;--PRAGTIGES

Time: Classroom Session

Goa is

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

2 Min.

40 Min;

SKILL GROUP IX
VEGETA3LE PRODUCTION
SESSION #3; P. 1

1. To develop basic guidelines for seed spacing; planttng depth
3.cing, planting depth; and planting °T-atcerns appropriate to
cific crops and host cc :: try conditions

anderscand the importance of thinaing garden crops as an
agraI part of good crop management.

3. To be able to %...culate the amount of seed needed to plant a
giver: area cf field.

This session builds on the trainees' previous planting experience
in their training plots. Having planted several kinds of seeds
at vervih6 depths and spacing; trainees now learn the technilal
hows and whys behind it.

Trainees also learn how to calculate the weight and number of
seeds needed to plant a given area.

traill.r states goal, mu, rAevance of s..!sion.

Wes;i'a and ansver session on:

.Factors afecting pb-7ni:ing depth; 3 telc7ure; NOiEt-

tureavaiIaoflity seed size; and -led type Emonoeot;
dicot).

.The suitability of different planting oatterns to var-
ious crops: single row; wide rot', trocd cast; equi-
distant; hill (cIuster)_pIantings; and companion
planting (intercropping).

.In-row and between row spacing_l_equirements_as deter-
mined by ?lent spread and cultivation ptactices.

.The neceu;ity.of avIrplanting direct seeded vegetable
crops in .:ontrast to direct seeded fiel1 crops; con-_
sidering 'Live seedling survival ratr, and ,lea of
land plerteL
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10 Min;

SKILL GVAJF Ix
SESSION #3

.The importance of thinning small area garden crops_to
obtain maximum yields and to re-Ace t:oupetition and
disease.

Trainer presents and solveL. %z .ore) sample seed calcula-
tion problem with trainees

Sample: How grams of radish seed are needed to plant
a 1 ' 8 meter bed; if seeds are to be spaced every
20c7s in rows 20 cms apart? (See Crops Guide-
lines: Calculating How Much Seed to Buy).

8 Min. Summary and review. Trainer distributes additional seed calcu-
lation problems for trainees to work on after hours.

Materials: Seed calculation problems

Traine,. Notes: Trainer should present seed calculations and thinning as inte-
gral parts of good crop management. It is important to empha-.
rdze that thir-ing is an on-going process which trainees will
practice a:3 needed during subsequent mai-tenance sessions.

References: Crops Guidelines, Chapter III of this volume.

83
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VEGETABLE-CHARACTERISTICS

Time: 2 hrs. Classroom Session

Goals:

Overviewg

ctivities:

Time:

SKILL GROUP IX
VEGETABig PRODUCTION
SESSION #4; P. 1

I. To describe vegetable characteristics,tO be considered in
selecting appropriate crop types (i.e. tomatoes vs.
maize) to plant in a given farming situation.

2. To describe vegetable characteristics to be considered in
selecting appropriate cros_variertea (i.e. bush beans vs.
wining bean:) to plant in a specific farming situation;

3. To select a:propriate crop types and varieties to plant in
a given pr,,',1emisituation based on the above ctiteria

This session ....:uses on Vegetable adaptation; nutritional
values, manent requirements; and varietal characteristics/
A_problem-song exercise-is introduced so-that trainees prac-
tice selecti-, suitable types of varieties of vegetables to
plant urder varying hOst country conditions. This is a good
setting for presenting specific information on climatic coldi-
tions and case type and varieties of vegetables grown in thr
host c,mintry.

2 Min. Trainer states goals and relevance of the session.

50 Min. Trainers /trainees discuss factors to be considered iti_aeleCting
appropriate types of crops (i.e. spinach vs'. tomatoes) in he
follcwing situatir7s:

I. Climate; requirements (temperature; moisture; day length)
2... Nutritional value
'3. Botanical classification (families)

Soilfactors
5. Management and capital requirements
6. Acceptability
7. Ultimate purpose (market; home consumption fresh or

preserved)
8. Marketing; perishability factorg
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30 Mi!1.

10 Min..

20 Min;

10 Min;

References-.

SKILL GROUP IX
SESSION #4, P. 2 .

Trainer hands out a list of varieties which trainees have

planted in the training garden; Trainer/trainees discusste

terminology and importance of varietal-chatatteristics and

develop a list of thOse_tobe considered in selecting appropri-

ate varieties for aspecific situation. Trainees suggest spe-

cific situations which could limit a farmer'S Chdico of va:Ae-

ties. Charatteristics to consider:

1. Size, Shape,color; tSste

2. Other physiological faatures (sUti;\aiS

tOnrant, absence of seeds, etc:)
3. :,lorance

t. . Cr habit

Time to maturity
_

;.; DiSease; insect resistance
8., Resistance to physiological disorders

9.' Hybris open-pollinated varieties
.-*-

Trairieritrainee discuss local sources of information for recom-

mended varieties.

thick skin, low wati

Trainer. asks trainees to consid6rhOW and why vegetable charac-

teristics.should be used in farL and garden planning;

Trainer distributes problem qtateMenta involving the selectien.

Of vegetable types and varieties under varying host country

Conditions. Trainees work in small groups to:

T. Make appropriate'seIections baS

nussed in this session andior

the guidelines dis---

2. Generate a list of questions (pertaining -to each problem

statement) which trainees would fitSthAgre,to answer in

order to have enough information to se),-ct appropriate crop

types and varieties.

Small groups share thei/ decisions and questions with the Other

lraineesitraine

;List of trains-] -crops varieties and their

icharacteristics p' "10;-
1_

-Problem statements concerning c':op EelecObn
4

!Guidelines in Chanter III of this -olume



Time: 2 hrs.

Goal:

Overview:

Activities

Time:

5 Min.

14'

.5 Min.

30 Min.

Materials:

SKILL GROUP IX
VEGETABLE PRODUCTION
SESSION #5* P. 1

PLANTING SWEETPOTATOES---FIELD SESSION

To develop the skills needed to prepare individual sweet potatoes
planting beds and plant sweet potato vine cuttings;

Sweet potatoes are ;.(:)wn throughout the tropics, where they
thrive in the high mperatures. Whil- they are grown mainly as
a carbohydrate source* the tubers are L.n excellent source of
vitamin A; sweet potato leaveE are also a highly nutritions food

1w4ich can be gathered without harming the tuber crop growing
underground.

'This session takes place at the beginning of training to provide
experiential basis for the development of skills associate4

With vegetative production of alters.

The dimensions of
and, if possible,
Utilizing printed
ing ridges* apply
vine cuttings.

plots -and their_locations_are predetermined,
staked oui: in advance by trainees or staff;
planting instructions ; - trainees prepare plant-
fertilizer; and cut and transplant sweet potato

Trainer states goal and relevance of the session*_and_orients
trainees to plot layout. Trainer hands out planting instructions
to each trainee.

After applying fertilizer to plant rows; trainees prepare broad*
flat planting ridges (60cm wide by 20cm high) the length of each
plant roW.

If_appropriate, trainees make vine cuttings from nearby sweet
potato plot. Otherwise, provides cuttings for each
trainee.

Trainees pleat vine cuttings is their beds; and water according
to soil moisture conditions.

Planting Instructions (see Appendix)

.Hoes

.Shovels

.ChemiCal fertilizer

.Pocket knives. (for-cuttingS')-T

.Sweet potato vine cuttings (if necessary)





Tithe: 4-5 hrS.

Overview:

Time

2 Min;

30-45 Min.

SKILL GROUP IX
VEGETABLE PRODUCTION
SESSION #6; P. 1

TRANSPLANTING FIELD SESSION

; To understand the fundamentals of transplanting vegetable
seedlings (i.e., what, why; when; and how);

2. To master the skills needed to transplant vegetable
seedlings into a raised bed;

This session takes place at the beginning of training to pro-
vide an experiential basis for the development of skills in
transplanting host country vegetable crops. The trainees pre-
pare raised beds during a preceeding session.

After seeing a transplanting method_demonstration_by the
trainer; trainees transplant vegetable Seedling$ into their_
plots. Printed planting instructions guide trainees through the
steps of the operation; which incluAe the following:

.Making and applying a starter fertilizer solution

.Making and applying cutworm collars

. Deep-setting tomatoes

. Applying chemical fertilizer

.Staking
:Mulching and Shading

The trainer states goals and relevance of the session.

Trainees divide into small groups; one trainer is assigned to
each group to discuss the following:

;Why transplant? _Advantages and disadvantages?
.Which vegies are/are not transplanted? Why?

;When to transplant? Time of day and stage of growth?
.Hardening and blockingwhat; when; why; and how?

One trainer presents a method demonStration to each group, cov-
ering the following points:

.Pros and -cons of transplanting
Marking final spacing in plot
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SKILL GROUP IX
SESSION #6, P. 2

.Preparing and using starter fertilizer solutions_

. Extracting transplants from nursery seedbeds or boxes

.Making and applying cutworm collars

. Setting out plants, including the "deep set" vs. "trench"
method of setting out tomatoes
. Applying nitrogen and phosphorus (NP) or nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium (NPK) fertilizer around each
plant
;Making a shallow water catchment around each plant (except
in high rainfall conditions)
. Staking tomatoes
. Shading plants temporarily (paper hats, cones, or local
material such as banana leaves)
. Mulching
;Watering

3 Mrs-15 Min. Trainer hands out transplanting instructions; Trainees trans-
to plant seedlings into_prepared raised beds. Trainer circulates

3 Hrt-30 Mih. among the trairees observing and answering
questions.

MareriAls- ;Written planting instructions (see Appendix)
.Transplants
.Materials for collars and shade hats (newspaper, banana leaves;
etc.)
.Measuring spoons/cups tor chemical fertiliZer
;Mulch
.Fertilizer and/or manure; compost
.Stakes (at least 160cm long)
.Hoes4 rakes and shovels if plots are to be prepared during the
session
.Starter fertilizer solution for method_demonstvation (trainer)_
.Watering cans for making starter fertilizer solutien (trainees)

Trainer Notes: The double digging method is -well suited to transplant seedbeds
since most of the crops aredeeprooted. If trainees are to pre-
pare double-dug transplant beds before or during this stessioni
allow at least one hour extra for this exercise. See Intensive
Vegetable Gardening for guidelines on double-digging.

See the Crops Guidelines for, instructions on making and using
starter fertilizer solution

Trainees should organize themselves to mix a large batch
starter solution during the session.

Manure tea could be substituted for the above solution, but
should be prepared at least one week before the session so that
it is well-steeped;

References: Crops Guidelines
Soils, Crops, and Fertilizer Manual PC/ICE #R53_p. 126
Intensive Vegetable Gardening PC/ICE #25 pp. 110-113
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'ime:

SKILL GROUP IX
VEGETABLE PRODUCTION
SESSION #7i 1) 1

PLANTING A NURSERY SEEDBED (OR SEEDBOX) - FIELD SESSION

1-3 hrs.
(Depending on whether seedbeds and/or seedboxes will be used; extra time

is needed to construct seedboxes.)

To prepare individual nursery seedbeds or boxes and plant appro-.
priate crops under conditions suitable for raisf_ng vigorous trans-
plant seedlings.

verview: This session takes place at the beginning of training'to provide

an experiential basis fot developing skills in raising transplant

seedlings.

Ime:

Min;

i0 Min.

O-90 Min.

Min.

0 Min.

Trainees prepare, fertilize, plant, water; and mulch seedbeds or
boxes according to printed planting instructions.

n,s

(If nursery seedboxes are an appropriate host country practice,
boxes can be constructed before or during this session).

Trainer states goal and relevance of the session.

Trainer/trainees discuss pros and_cons of raising seedlings in
nurseries before transplanting. They compare the merits and rela-
tive suitability to, iost country conditions of in-the-ground seed-

beds'and seedboxes (flats).

Trainees develop list of specific guidelines for starting trans-
plant seedlings,_ drawing as much as possible from previous plant-

ing exercises. Points to be covered include: soil mixes, ferti-
lizer use, damping-off control; seed spacing; row spacing; plant-

ing depth, watering, and pre- and post-emergence mulching.

(If seedboxes are to be used; trainees come up with an appropriate
design and construct individual seedboxes).

Trainees prepare soil or an appropriate soil mix for nursery,
apply and work in fertilizer; and mark rows.

Trainees plant and water seedbeds or boxes; they apply a fungicide

drench to control damping-off (if appropriate) and a pre7emergenqe
mulch to conserve moisture and prevent seed washout.

-89-
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Materials:

SKILL GROUP IX
SESSION #7, P. 2

;Seeds
. Fertilizer

.Mulch

.Hoes

.Watering cans

.Planting instruccions(see Appendix for example)

Optional: SeedboxeS or materials for contructing them:
Hammers, nails, 1" x 4" lumber; bamboo, or
appropriate local materials;

Soil mix materials: Sandi clay, sawdust; rice
hulls; rotted coconut husks; compost; manure,
etc;

Fungicide for soil dreach

TrainerN-tes-:_ If this training program is to be followed immediately by

another program; trainer may wish to schedule this session so
that transplant seedlings grown by first group will be available

for second group's transplanting session. Seedlings should be

4-6 weeks old.

Thissession incorporates skills from several other sessions
(such as fertilizer use and disease control). For instance;
trainees_ should calculate the amount of fertilizer needed per
seedbed (baSed &LA kg/ha or lbs;/acre dosage rate); if the fer
tilizer math session has already been held; It may also be
appropriate to sterilize the soil or use other dampingoff con
trols (such as a captan drench) on the seedbeds;

Trainees continue caring for their nursery seedbeds during -the

subsequent maintenance sessions: watering; weeding; andthin
ning them.

References: Crops Guidelines
Sc11_,__Crops; and Fertilizer Use pp._19736
Intensive Vegetable Gardening pp. 108-110



RA-I-S-LNGTRANSPUiNTS

Time: 1/2-1 hr. Classroom Session

Goal:

Overview:

Activities:

note:

2 Min.

10 Min.

18-30 Min.

10-15 Min.

Materials:

SKILL GROUP IX
VEGETABLE PRODUCTION
SESSION #8; P; 1

This session enables trainees to calculate the number of trans-

plants needed to plant a given field area at given_ spacings, the

amount of seed required; and'the seedbed area required.

This class session deals with transplant math and reviews trans-

plant production guidelines developed during the nursery seedbed

planting exercise

Trainer explains the goal and relevance of the session.

Trainer shows trainees as a group how to calculate the number of

transplants needed for a given field site and plant spacing; the

amount of seed needed; and the seedbed area required.

Trainee6 divide into 3 groups baSed on their perceived math pro-

ficiency and Work on practice problems;

ReVieW Of guidelines for raising transplants.

Bldtkbdard; chalk
Several practice transplant math problems

Trainer Notes: Trainees should be able to generate transplant-raising guide-
lines by referring ha-6k to the nursery seedbed. planting exercise

(if this session has been included in the program);

Trainees should be given several transplant math practice prob-

lems to work on outside Of class time.

References: Crops Guidelines



Time 1 hr.

SKILL GROUP Ix
VEGETABLE PRODUCTION,
SESSION #9, P. 1

STAKING AND PRUNING TOMATOES - FIELD SESSION

Goals: To enable trainees to:

Overview:

Activities:-

1. Compare the pros_and cons of pruning tomatoes (vs; not prun-
ing them) as well as of other methods ofpruningand staking.

2. Properly prune, stake, and tie tomato plants.

This session- covers -the pros and cons of staking and pruning
tomatoes while proViding practical experience for the trainees.
Emphasis is placed on appropriate staking and pruning methods
used in_the host country. After the trainer demonstrates stak-.
ing, tying, -and single_and multiple-stem pruning, trainees prac-
tice on their own tomatoes.

5 Hin. Trainer states goals and relevance of the session.

10 Min.

20 Min.

25 Min.

Materials:

Trainer/trainees discuss the pros and cons of staking and_prun-

ing.- Trainees brainstorm staking materials available in host

country.

Trainer demonstrates appropriate methods of staking, tying, and

Apruning tomatoes. Points -to -.cover include: when and how to
stake (cage, tripod, single stake); tying techniques; when,to
prune; single- and multiple -stem- pruning; removal of whole

suckers vs. removal of growing tips only.

TraineeS stake, tie, and prune their owntomaioes'(and continue
to;prune_tin an as-needed basis throughout the remainder of
training).

.Stakes

.String, maize leaves, or rags (for tying)

92
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SKILL GROUP IX
SESSION #9, P. 2

Trainer Notes: Ideally; tomatoes should be staked right at transplanting time
to avoid damaging roots of estalished plants.

If 'raining program includes a tomato transplanting exercise;
the pruning session should be scheduled 4-5 weeks after that
exercise, when plants will be at a "pruneable" stage.

This session could be used as a peer-teaching exercise in whicl
trainer "pre-trains" a few trainees who then organize and cart.]
out this session for their peers.

References: Crops Guidelines
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SUN DRYING FRUITS -ANDLYEGBTABLES

SKILL GROUP IX
VEGETABLE PRODUCTION
SESSION #10, P. 1

Time: 1 hr. classroom time followed by 1 hour of method demonstrations

Goals: 1. To WiderStand_the basic principles of preserving foods (espe-

cially vegetables and fruits) by sun drying.

2. To understand the importance and practical application of the

four steps in food drying: Pre-drying treatment, drying;

post - drying treatment, and storage.

3. To sun dry fruits and vegetables using appropriate local tech-

nologies

To practice teaching appropriate food. drying technologies

through method demonstrations.

Overview_ This session fits in with sessions on harvesting and storing food

crops; it challenges the trainees to consider ways to ensure_a

continuous supply Of_Stew and sauce ingredients, especially in

areas where crop production is limited by dry or cold seasons.

Activities:

Time:

2 Min.

30 Min;

The learning in this session is largely self-directed. 'While the

trainer May wish to orient trainees to available references on

food drying, responsibility for researching and teaching each; -

other about the various techniques rests with the trainees. This

`alloWS trainees to become involved at various levels in the

teaching /learning process and tc practice extension techniques

while learning about food drying.

Trainer (or project leader) presents goals and relevance of the

session.

Trainer/trainees dialOgue to_developan understanding of the

entire process, as well as the importance of each of the basic

steps: pre-drying treatment, drying, post drying treatment, and

storage. Trainer/trainees discuss the advantages and limitations

of solar drying. Trainees discuss applications which they have

seen, used, and/or expect to find in their host country.

*See Trainer NOte6 for explanation of "project leader".
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30 t.tn.

(7 days)

60 Min.

Materials:

Trainer Notes:

SKILL GROUP IX
SESSION #10, P. 2

Trainees divide into groups of 3 -5. Each group works with one
project leader to plan a self-teaching session on a single
aspect of sun drying foods. Examples of projects might be:
designing and constructing a solar food dryer from local materi
als; drying foods in the traditional' manner; sulfuring fruits ai
a pre-treatment method; blanching vegetables as a pre-treatment
method; etc.

Each group then has' up to one (1) week (or as time and weather
permit) to learn about and practice its particular food drying
technique. In addition, each group of trainees organizes to
present a method demonstration of its technique to the others
one (1) week later.

Project groups present their method demonstration. After each;
or as trainer/trainees critique it according to criteria.such at
those in Core Handout VI 2 A.

As needed by project gToups; the fo'lowing items may be
included:

.Vegetables and fruit for drying

.Traditional drying equipment (straw mats, trays, etc)

.Loosely woven cloth or netting

.Scrap lumber, bamboo, or other building materials

.Kettle (for blanching)

.Subifmed sulfur

.Lemon juice or ascorbic acid, etc.

1. Trainees who lead the various project groups are referred tc
as. "project leaders" in this lesson plan. Several days be-
fore this session; trainer should solicit several volunteers
to act as project leaders. (The' number of project leaders
needed depends on the size of the training group. This ses-
sion is based on one project leader for every 3-5
trainees.)

2. Prior to the session, trainer and project leaders should
plan a brief introduction to sun drying fruits aria vege-
tables, to be presented during the first 15 minutes of
class; During this planning session, project leaders should
also select food drying projects which they would like to
work on with their group of trainees..

3. Trainer should work closely with project leaders throughout
this session, including the self-teaching sessions and
method demo preparations which they are to facilitate. Thid
is a good opportunit; for trainees to practice problem-
solving skills as they organize (and procure) their re-
sources to complete their projects;

-95-
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SKILL GROUP IX
SESSION #10, P. 3

4.. In critiquing each other'smethad demonstratiOnd, trainees
should focus on the effectiveness of each as a teaching
tool; as well as on the presenter's skill in communicating
with the "audience."

References: PreSerVing.Food by Drying PC/ICE Manual M-10, 1980.

Remote-Areas-Dvelopmant-Manual PC/ICE Manual pp; 417-437
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SKILL GROUP IX.
VEGETABLE PRODUCTION
SESSION #11,P.

0

SEED QUALITY AND-STORAGE

Time: 1 hr. Classroom Session

Goal: To acquire the skills and knowledge needed Xo visually evaluate

seed quality and to maximize the storage life of seed.

Overview:

Activities

Time:

2 Min.

8 Min.

15 Min.

10 Min.

15 Min.

MaterialS:

_ _

In thiS:session, guidelines for visually evaluating seed_quali-

ty and for prolonging the viability of stored seed are diS7

CUSS-ed. Trainees are asked -to evaluate the quality of several

seed samples of varying quality.

v,?

Trainer states goal ani relevance of the session.

Trainer presents brief lecturette on_seeddtructural character
istics (i.e. embryo; germ; etc.)_ and their relation to seed:

viability. Trainees. examine seed samples.

Trainees are given seed samples_of varying quality (i.e.

broken seed; -moldy seed, shrivelled seedi weevil infested seed)

and are asked to derive:visual guidelines for evaluating -seed

quality. The problem of internal seedboTne diseases is did-

cussed.

Trainer/trainees discuss factors affecting seed viability.

Trainet/trainees discuss practical guidelines for prolonging

Seed viability under tropical conditions.

.Seed samples with various defects such as weevil damage;

cracks, etc.

:Healthy seeds for trainees_to examine structural characteris-

tics and compare to damaged Seed..

efetexmes: Crops Guidelines
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SKILL GROUP IX
VEGETABLE PRODUCTION
SESSION #12, P. Ar

SEEIGI_GEWILMATION TEST

ime: 45 min. Classroom -Lab SeSSion

To conduct a seed germination test in order to determine seed

viability.

verview: Seed viability_iS largely determined_by the source of__ seed, the

means of collecting its and theconditiond under which it is
stored.' All of theSe fatter:4 Often result in_seed_of dubious
viability for small farmers in the third world. This session
teaches trainees a simple technique for testing seea viability
before planting.

&tivities:

ime:

iin. Trainer states goal and relevance of the session.

Min. Trainer/trainees discuss the importance of testing for seed via-

bility.

0 Min. Trainer demonstrates a germination test, then distributes step--
by-step instructions for trainees to follow.

0 Min. Each trainee -sets up __a germination test which he/she monitors

over the next few days until completion. .

' Min. Trainers review and summarize the session.

Laterials: .Newsprint Or but-lap for wetting and wrapping seed

.Water

.Seeds

.Written.instructions

.Water' roof pens for labelling individual germination tests

.Plastit bag for storing trainees' tests

a-ainer Notes: Use 50 or 100 seeds so a percentage of germination can be easily

calculated.

Have trainees perform individual tests. If not possible, have

them work in small groups.

Set_aside a few minutes three to four days later to observe and

record results of gertination;

This exercise should follow as closely as possible the exercises

on seed storage; quality; and production;

Wfarentea:_ Crops Guidelines





P.R I) PRODUCTION

Time: 1 hr. Classroom and Field Session

cosas :

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

5 Min.

25 Min.

15 Min;

15 Min.

Materials:

SKILL GROUP IX
VEGETABLE PRODUCTION
SESSION #I3, P. 1

To develop skill in selecting plants from which seed will be
saved for replanting;

2; To harvest and process seed in preparation for storage.,

In many developing countries, high yielding_seed of good quality
and local adaptatioa may -not always be available, especially at
the village level. _Small-scale farmersmay collect seed from10-
cal varieties but often use inappropriate criteria in selection.
This session identifies appropriate criteria for collecting and
saving seed and allows trainees to practice proper collection pro-
cedures on their own vegetable crops.

Trainer states goals and relevance of the session.

Trainer/trainee dialogue on the pros and cons of home vegetable
geed production; how and when to extract seeds from annuali bien-
nial, and perennial, self - pollinated,' and cross-pollinated crops;
selection of plants for seed production, and criteria for collect-
ing and extracting seed.

Method_dem6natration: After trainer demonstrates proper tech- _

nique for collecting tomato seeds and fermenting them to control
bacterial canker, each trainee prepares his/her own fetmentation
jar.

If appropriate, trainees proceed to field where they practice
extracting seed from mature vegetable crops.

.Mature tomatoes and other mature vegetables (from which seeds can
be extracted).
.Knives
.Mixing cups and spoons
.Seed envelopes
.Small jars

1 9



SKILL GROUP IX
SESSION #13, P. 2

Trainer Notes: Seed production can be a risky business, possibly encouraging
the spread of seedborne diseases and reducing overall seed qual-
ity. If available and inexpensive, farmers should be encouraged
to use good quality commericial seed.

Refexences: Growing and Saving Vegetable Seeds- Rogers, Marc Garden Ways
Publishing Co.

Crops Guidelines

The Self-sufficient Gardener, Seymour, John, Doubleday and
Company, Inc., pp 91-94
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SKILL GROUP IX__
VEGETABLE PRODUCTION
SESSION #14; P. 1

GARDEN PLANNING EXERCISE

me: 4-6 hr6. (2-4 hrs. Independent work; 2 hrs. ClaSSrtiot Session)

)al:

rervie4:

Lme:

Min.

5 Min.

To plan the inputs and activities involved in the management of

a garden project in the hostcountry.

This exercise takes place during_the final week of training.

and helps trainees assimilate and apply_many of the skills and

concepts covered throughout their training: vegetable produc-

tion management; nutrition; and project planning.

Focusing on a problem/situation appropriate to their future job

assignments; trainees work in small groups to design garden

management plans; taking account of various "givens ": host

country specific_data on climates soils; available inputs; pest

and disease probleta, marketing factors; and other management

constraints presented in the problem;

Trainet states goals and revelance of the session:

Trainer distributes garden planning situation totrainees

(See sample _Garden Planning Exercise; following this lesson

plan.) Discuss briefly to ensure that everyone understands the

assignment. Point out specific resources which trainees may

find useful for this exercise.

-5 hrs. Trainees work in small groups to devop appropriate planS.

Trainers remain available for consultant if necessary.

aterials:

rainer Notes:

Each group presents its plan to the full group for feedback.

Appropriate Garden Planning Exercise prepared by trainer and/or

trainees.

Alternative problem/situations:

.Design a garden project for a_local pritaryschoolwhich would

Setve initially to train children in- vegetable production and;

later; to supplement the school lunch program;

- 101 -



References:

SKILL GROUP IX
SESSION #14, P. 2

;Design a year round management plan for the training site
land; including training gardens, and use of land between
programs.

Crops Guidelines

Available agricultural, nutritional, and marketing references;
especially those relevant to host country conditions.

Example of a Garden Planning Exercise

You are working with a village women's group of twenty members

Planning to grow vegetables for one of the following market
situations:

1. Nearby_hdtel_- during the tourist season frequented by
BritiSh and American tourists.

2. Long distance market (300 kilometers away in a major
capital).

3; Local market (10 miles away)

4; Home consumption

Local climatic conditions: Rainfall, 8 0mm/year, falling Apri

September. The rest of the season is dry. However, you
should count_on_handwatering your crops_from a nearby_well;
Elevation: 6000 feet, temperature, daily highs in 80's, lows

in 50 -60'S. Sofia, low in N,P,K;

totally adaptadvagetables_:_ Cabbage, tomatoes, eggplant, pep-

per, sweet maize, green beans, squash; lettuce, spinach, car=

rots, beets, onions, radishes, brocolli, caulifloweri potatoes
hot peppers, peanuts, peas, collards;

Available Fertilizers: 10-20-10, 15-15-15, 46-0-0 (Urea).

Ypur mission, should you decide to accept it, is AS follows:

1. Choose 5 -6 vegetables suitable to your gardening situ-
ation. Justify your choices. What varietal thatat-
terisitcs should you consider when choosing varieties
of each vegetable?

2. Decide amount of land you Will need for your prtijett;

3. List all the inputs you will need, and the general

quantity of each.

-102-
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SKILL GROUP IX
SESSION #14, P. 3

_

4. Choose one vegetable and _describe how you will plant

it to assure a uniform flow of produce. Give a sample

planting/ harvest schedule.

addition, you should answer the following questions:

Where-will you get your equipment/inputs?

2. -If_you need money for purchasing equipment, Where will

this come from?

How will you involve the women in planning this

project?

4. Row will you harvest- each of your crops? - entire

plant at once, leaf-by- leaf, staggered pickings

according to varieties?

5. Which crops would be dried or otherwise preserved?

= 1O3 =
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SKILL GROUP X: A
TRADITIONAL FIELD CROPS OVERVIEW
SESSION #1, P. 1

TLANTINGCEREALS - FIELD. SESSION

Time: 2 hrs.

Goal: To develop the skills needed to prepare individual plots and

Over_view:

Activities:

Tithe:

raise cereal crops.

This session takes place_at the beginning of training to pro-

vide an experiential basis for the development of skills in

growing host-country cereal crops.

The dithensiOns_of plotsand their locations are predetermined

and, if possible, staked out in advance by trainees.

TraineeS prepare, plant, fertilize and water', cereal plots

according to printed instructions.

5 Miti. Trainer States goal and relevance of the session .and orients

trainees to plot layout. Trainer hands out planting instruc-

tions to each trainee.

2 hrs.

Materials:

As the trainees work on their individual plots, trainer tittu-

lteS among trainees, observing and commenting on their work.

Pldrititig Instructions (see Appendix for example)

.Meter sticks

.Hoes

.Fertiliker or manure

.Watering cans_

.Measuring cups, spoons (for chemital fertilizer)

.Seeds

TreineTNates: As cereal seed is characteristically hardy, and usually plant=

ed over largetpreas, meticulous landpreparation as practiced

in vegetable garden plots_isimpractical and unnecessary.

Trainee6 ShOUld prepare their cereal plots with a minumuM of

tilling.

If the soil is very dry, sprinkler irrigation can be used in-

Stead of hand watering to save time.

-= 104 =
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SKILL GROUP X: A
TRADITIONAL FIELD CROPS OVERVIEW
SESSION #2, P. 1

PLANTING PULSES FIELD SESSION

Time: 2 hrs. Field Session

Goal: To develop the skills needed to prepare individual plots and

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

5 Min.

115 Min.

raise pulse crops.

This session takes place_ during the- beginning of training to
provide an_experiential_basis for the development of skills in
growing pulse crops in_host countries. The dimensions and iota
tiohS of -plots are predetermined and, if possible; staked out
before the session by the trainees.

Trainees prepare; plant; fertilizer and water pulse plots
according to printed instructions;

Trainer states the goal and the relevance of the session,
orients trainees to plot layout, and hands out planting instruc
tions to each trainee.

Aa_the trainees prepare their individual plots; the trainer cir
culates among them; observing and commenting on their work.

Material: o Planting instructions
o Hoes:

Fertilizer or manure
o Meter Sticks
o Watering cans
o Measuring cups (for chemical fertilizer)
o Seeds

Trainer Notes: Sm all farmers -plant pulse crops on relatively large areas, and
the _pulse seeds are large and_hardy._ These crops don't require
as fine a seedbed as the small seeded vegetables.

If training takes place during the rainy season, the trainer
may wish to rely solely on rain for crop'irrigation.
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SKILL GROUP X: A
TRADITIONAL FIELD CROPS OVERVIEW
SESSION #3, P. 1

INTRODUCTION TO TRADITIONAL FIELD CROPS

Time: 1-2 hrs.
Classroom Session (depending program emphasis and the amount of specific

host country information available).

Goal:

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

3 Min.

5-10 Min.

20-40 Min;

To compare and contrast general characteristics of field crops
as a background for understanding individual field crops produc-
tion practices (covered in later sessions).

This introductory session draws together information on field-
crops from trainee's readings and prior experience (in their
training plots), and from specific host country. references.

Dialogue and informal lecture are used to cover the following
field crop topics:

Importance Uses
DiStribution Nutritive Value
Adaptation Yieldg
Characteristics Opportunities for.field

Improvement

Trainer states goal. and relevance of the session.

. Trainer helps trainees to define and provide clarity to_the fol-
loWing terms: cereal; pulse; legume; grain legume, oil seed;
TOW

Trainer /trainee dialogu to compare relevant field crops in:
soils and climatic adaptation; drought resistance; photosensiti-
vity; and other outstanding characteristics.

10-20 Min. Trainer/trainee dialogue on the geographic distribution, uses;
and nutritive value of the field crops.

20-40 Min. Trainer presents brief lecture on traditiona`; vs. potential
yields of relevant field crops; and on the opportunity for yield
improvement within the host country;
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C.

Materials: .Blackboard, chalk
.Specifid hoSt country information on traditional field crops

6

Trainer Notes: Traineeg should read pp. 35-72 of the Tradit4nalField
Crops manual in advance of the class.

References: TraditionalField Crops; PC/ICE Manual Mi -13, pp. 35-89



SKILL GROUP x
TRADITIONAL FIELD CROPS OVERVIEW
SESSION 04, P. 1

STAGES OF-GROIMLAND_REIATED MANAGEMENT
NEEDSANDPROBLEMS

Time: 1 -2 hrs.
Field Session (depending on program emphasis and

information available).

Goal: To enable trainees to identify_the
of the training field crops and to
needs and likely problems.

amount of specific host country

Major_stages of growth in each
correlate them with management

Overview: This exercise should ideally take place in a plot that ce,atains

3-4 growth stages_ of each Of the training field crops (seedling

stage to maturity).

Activities:

Time:

3Min.

25-50 Min.

Trainees examine and identify the major stages of growth for_the

cereal_and pulse crops and discuss the management needs and like-

ly problems of each stage.

Trainer explains goal and relevande of the session;

Field tour of the cereal plots. The following stages of growth

should be identified and discussed:

- Planting/pre-germination
-VegetatiVe stage (including position and function of growing

point)
-Tasseling/booting
- Pollination
Grain formation stagei soft dough stage, hard dough

stage)
-Physiologic maturity

30-60 Min. .
Field tour of the pulse plots. The following stages should be

identified and. discussed:

-Planting/pre-germination
-Seedling stage

-Pegging (if program includes peanut production)

- Pod development
,714aturity
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iaterials: Pictures or slides of field crops in different growth stages if
examples aren't available;

Trainer-Nat ea: The cereal crops (maize, sorghum, millet) should be considered
as a group and compared with each other. Likewise; cowpeas;
beans, and other bean types can be handled ar a group. Peanuts

should be considered separately.
---

Each stage should be discussed in terms of its duration; nutri-
ent and water needs, likely pest and other environmental prob,-
lems;.and their effect on yields; Associated management needs
such as weeding, hilling up,.aUd sidedressing should also be
covered._

_

Otheraspectimputant to an understanding of pulse crops are:
time to maturity, vining vs; bush varieties; and modulation.
Trainees should learn to identifradequate.noduiation and to
distinguish it from nematode damage.

Also; trainees should learn how to determine maturity in pea-
nuts, if appropriate.

teferenrea: Traditional Field Crops, PC/ICE Manual pp 45- ; 57=59; 67 -68,
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SKILL GROUP X: A
TRADITIONAL FIELD CROPS CVERVIEW
SESSION #5, P. 1

FIELD_CROP_PRODUCTION PRACTICES_(FROM_LAND_PREPARATION TO
MATURITY) - CEREALS AND PULSES OTHgR THAN RICE

Time :' 1-L hr.
Trassroom Session (depending_on program emphasis and amount of specific host

country information available);

Goat: To enable trainees to analyze-a given set of field crop produc-
tion practices and, if.called for, select an appropriate "pack-
age" of improved practices to apply in that situation.

Overview:

Activ[ties:

Time:

3 Min.

50-110 Min;

_In the introductory field -crops session, opportunities for-im-
proving small farmer field crop production were discuEmed ina

-general-way; In this-session,__the_elements_of locally adapted
packages of improved practices_for each of_the-Tield-crops-are_
closely examined as to what, why, Whet-, and hoW.

Trainer explains goals and relevance of the session.

Dialogue on the what, why-, when, and how of each practice in a
locally adapted package of practices for each of the training
field crops: Management areas that should be considered:

1. Land preparation
2. Variety selection: Traditional vs. improved vs. synthetic

vs. hybrid
3. Seed selection and quality
4. Plant population and spacing and their effects on yielda
5. Planting depth
6. Fertilizer use and liming
7. Water management: Irrigated or rainfed
8. Weed control
9. Ins e= control
10. Disease and nematode control
11. Bird and field rodent control (where relevnnt)

Trainer Notes: Improved practices in harvest, drying, and storage are covered
in Skill Group X, Session #6

The package of practices concept has already been introduced in
Skill Group II, Session #1.

Determination of maturity, harvest, drying, and storage are
covered in. Skill Group X, Session #6.

RPferences: Specific host country information concerning locally-adap-tad-and
tested improved practices for the training field crops..

TrAditional Field Crops, PC/ICE manual M-13
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SKILL GROUP X: A
TRADITIONAL FIELD CROPS OVERVIEW
SESSION #6, P. 1

GRAIN-DRYING-AND-S-TOMGE

lme: 1.5-2 hrs. Classroom Session

;oal: TO acquire -the entry level skills and_knowledge needed -to help
small farmers minimize loases-fromTmoldt_rodents) and insects
euring drying and storage of grains.

Ivervieci: Grain losses during drying and storage caus0
sects; _and rodents are estimated to be about 30%_wor dwide.
Small faTmers are-especially vulnerable to such 10 es, because
their traditional- drying and storage methods are ften inade-
quate. This session covers the basic principles and techniques
of safe drying and storage.

ztivities:

ime:

0 Min. Trainer states the goal and relevance of the session. Points
to include under relevanci:-

.High drying and storage losses a serious problem; -

.Doesn't pay to increase crop yields if much will be lost
after harvest...

.Benefits of- improved drying -and storage: more food;. better
quality seed_for_planting; lower incidence of toxic molds
like aflatoxin_that affect people and animals; farmers can
store grain and sell it several months after harvest when
prices are higher;

0 Min. Lecturette on principles and techniques of drying; Points to
cover:

;The purpose of drying: to avoid heating and molding of
grain and to reduce activities of storage insects;

.How dry? No need for 0%; 12-35% moisture content form
which stored, and type of container; Determining grain
moisture content: salt and bottle, oven, and oil methods:

.Principles of rapid drying: warm; dry, moving air.

.Drying methods compared: fuel heated and/or forced air
drying, dryer/storage cribs for ear maize.
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!0-40 Min.

SKILL GROUP X: A
SESSION #6; P. 2

Lecturette on storage principles and techniques; points to

cover:

.Principles of safe storage: adequate drying; undamaged;

clean (winnowed) grain stores 2-5 times longer than

cracked, dirty grain; ini.ulate stored grain from fluctua-

tions in- outside temperature; adequate_protection from

storage insects and rodents; waterproof storage facility;

store new grain away from old grain; use old grain first;_

check every 2-3 weeks for signs of heating and insects.

.Traditional storage methods and their pros and ons: hang-
, .

ing from rafters, clay pots; woven baskets; gourds,'_etc;

*Improved storage methods and their pros and cons: sacks,

silos and bins, airtight storage; crib. storage for ear

maize.
_ .

.More details on dryer/storage cribs for ear maize: special

advantages (earner harvest and storage,_cheap_construc-

tion)_and disadvantages (susceptibility to insects);deaigp

details (width;" height; rat guards).

20-30 Min. LectUrette on insect control in stored grain; points to cover:

.Types of storage insects and haw to identify: weevils;

bruchid beetles; moth larliae.

zip F:xtent of damage: their rapid:thUltiplication;.life.bycle.

.116W infestations begin: some -like maize and rice weevils,_.

can flyand begin infesting the crop before harveat,.

.Fatttira favoring infestationS: temperature (50-80°F), .

moisture; faulty storage Practices.

.HOW to check for infestationS: early recognition impor-

tant; cheek-for hot spotS; exit holes in grains; cobweb
--

aecumidations.

:Pre- storage guidelines fdr_thinimiiing insect prohlema:

Well drie-i and cleaned grain, eleanoutstorage facilitY;

Spray_or dust facility_ with it4rOVed insecticide; disinfest_

used grain sacks with boiling water; placing on hot tins'

roof, or approved insecticides.

.Nen7chemical storage insect controls Sunning, smoking,_

mixing materials with grain (aand; wood ash, vegetable Oil,

etc.); airtight storage.
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.Chemical controls: use of approved insecticide sprays and

dusts such as Malathioh, Adtellit.

10 Min. Lecturette on rodent control in stored grain; points to cover:

.Basic facts on rats, mice: extent of damage; ability to

jump and climb.

:Basic control methods: keeping_brush_down around thestor-

agefacility; rat guards and other rodent proofing mea-

sures; traps; poison baits.
.

10 Min. Lecturette on where to find further sources of information on-

grain drying and storage. Final wrap up.

Materials: .Slides or pictures of traditional and improved methods of dry-

ing and storage

.Live_apecimens of common grain storage insects_suckas maize

weevils, cowpea brucidds, and the AhgodMis grain moth.

.Samples' of moldy and inseat lipfested grain

Trainer Notes: Trainees shouldideaIlybuird_an improved storage facility like

mud -brick silo or maize dryer/storage crib and store their har-

vested grain crops in them.:

References: Small --F Crain Storage, PC/ICE

Traditionald_ Crops, PC/ICE

Hanual_on_Improised Farm and Village_Level-GildtLStorage
MethddW, D. Dichter, German Agency for Technical Cooperation
(GTZ); Dag-Hammarskjold-Weg 1, D-=6236 EddhbArn 1, Federal

Republic of Germany

On-Farm Maize Drying -and Storage LA the Humid _Txopicsi FAO

Bulletin #40, 1980, Rote, Ital1J-;



III. UNITS OF MEASURE

Goals

A. To familiarize trainees with_the basic units of measure used by host

country farmers and ag technicians.

B. To enable trainees to make appropriate conversions' between units of

measure.

C. To enable trainees to layout field plots with square corners.

_Objectives

A. Make selected conversions within each of the following measurement_

groups; using a conversion table. (Example: 4 gallons = x liters).

1. AREA: Sq. ft. sq. meters, acre, hectate, etc.

2; WEIGHT: Gram; kilogram; ounce; pound) etc.

3. VOLUME! tt, ml; liter; pint; quart; gallon, fl. oz. teaspoon;

tablespoon; etc.

4. LENGTH: Inch; foot; yard; mm, cm; km; mile, etc;

B. Convett crop Yields from a small plot basis to a kg/hectare or Ibsii

basis.

C, Pate off a given area by foot so that it agrees within 20% (area -wiz

of its taped off measure.

D. Lay out a field plot_ Using the 3-4-5 triangle method so that all 4

sides are square (900).---

IV. _SALLMANAGEMENT AND. FERTILIZER USE

A. Batit. Soi-126taracteristicg and TroubleshOualw:

Coals

To enable trainees t0::

1. Evaluate their client farmers._ soils in tertht Of 5 physical
tharatteristics_that largely determine potential productivit al

management problems.

2; Make appropriate management recommendations to deal with,toil-
phyttdal problems that lower crop yields.

_Objectives
Fert. Manual*

Reference

1. Explain why -your host_country is likely to have

dozens of_dittinttly different soils and why

it's possible to find several kinds on one farm; p. I

* This area references_ipetifit pages from PC/ICE R8 Fertilizer Manual whit

a_resource to Skill Group IV: Soil Management and Fertilizer Use; locate

Chapter II of Volume III.
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;me: 2 hrs;

tar view:

SKILL GROUP-K:_ .B
RICE OVERVIEW ---
SESSION #1; P; 1

PRE-GERMINATING AND NURSING RICE FIELD sEsslau

At the end of this session trainees will be able to:

1; Pre-germinate rice seed.

2. Prepare four different types of nursery seedbeds.

3; Determine the amount of seed needed to plant a given area;

.

This field session gives trainees- hands-on experience in rice
nursery production. Trainees work in groups_of 3 -4 to pre -ger-

miriate rice seed, prepare and plant wet, sunken, dry, and dapog

nursery seedbeds; The pros and cons of each nursery method are
discussed in the context of hoSt country conditions.

Trainer explains goals and rel.-eV/tilde of the session.

Trainees divide into groups of 3-4.

Trainer/trainee diilogue. Pre-germination of rice is defined

and the advantages of pre-germination are discussed:

.Culls out unfilled seeds

.Improves germination rate

.Increases sprouting rate

.Protects against rat and bird damage

I Min; Trainer demonstrates pre-germination techniques (soaking; incu-

bating; and periodically washing seed), using samples of seeds

in various stages of pre-germination.

Trainees determine the amount of seed requiredjtoplantthe_
training rice plot. Trainer provides them With the number of
seeds per gram.
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10 Min. Trainees measure out the calculated amount of seed and begin

soaking it.

45 Min. Trainer /trainee dialogue to_differentiate between the four

styles of rice nursery and diaddtigtheir pros and cons. Eae

group prepares a wetbed; sunken bed, dry bed; and dapog nur-

sery. (Pre- germinated seed should -be available for them to

nurse in these beds. Beds should be large enough to nurse

seeds for the group's training plot:)

.

5 Min. Trainees summarize the important factors and the assets and

libabilities of the four major hdtSety seedbed methods.

Materials: .Rice seed
.one bucket/group
.Watet_
.Shovels
.Raketi

.Hoes

.Manure! fertilizer

.Measuring' equipment

Trainer Notes: This session can be completed all at once or split into thre

shorter exercises. Pre-germihatiot can be done the first di

the wetbed; sunken bed; and dry bed nurseries could be plant

three days later; The dapog nursery should be planted fourl

days before transplanting;
pre-germinated seed_Should be avi

able at that time: If the session is to be completed in one

day, enough pre-germinated rice should be at hand to plant

three types of seedbed.

References: Rice Production, PC/ICE



INTRODUCTION_TO_RICE

Time: 2 hrs. Classroom Session

Goal:

SKILL GROUP X: B
RICE OVERVIEW
SESSION #2, P. 1

To be able_to identify the general characteristics rice in

terms of adaptability, nutritional value; morphology, stages o

growth, varieties, and water needs.

Overview: This session gives trainees a basic introduction to rice in

preparation for later sessions on rice production practices.

Activities:

Time:

5 Min.

50 Min.

Trainer states goal and relevance of the session.

Lecture/dialogue on nutritional value, morphology, stages of

growth, and photo-period sensitivity of rice.

5 Min; Break.

45 Min. Lecture/dialogue on varieties, spacing, ratooning, water and

10 Min.

Materials:

Weed control, and general rice production practices.

Cendluding remarks and summary by the trainer.

Rice plants or charts for use during explanation of rice

morphology and growth stages.
O

Trainer Notes: This is a long session for one trainer to handle; it might be

helpful to team teach. Use as many visual aids as peaSible.

References: Rice Producom, PC/ICE



Time:

Goal:

hrs.

SKILL GROUP X: B
RICE OVERVIEW
SESSION #3, P. 1

PADDY RICE LAND PREPARATION FIELD SESSION

construct a rice paddy and prepare the soil for transplanting.

Overview: This session covers the purpose and methods of_preparing a rice

paddy for transplanting; the application of NPR fertilizer and

the problem of denitrification of flooded_soils. Trainees learn

and practice guidelines for plowingi_building leVeeS,_landlevel-
ling; irrigating; and harrowing. (The practices should follow
recommended land preparation practices under What country
conditions.)

Activities:

Time:

5 Min.

45 Min.

10 Min

50 Min.

Materials:

Trainer states the goal and relevance of the session..

ma-Jeer/trainee dialogue, outlining: initial ples4iag, levee -con-

struction, weed control; land levelling; hArrOWing0 NKP fertilizer
application, denitrificationi and Water application during the

land preparation process. Special attention -is paid to the need

for adequate water supply systems before paddy rice production is

initiated.

Trainees divide into groups of 6-8 and move to the training rice

plots;

Trainees construct levees on_land that has already been plowed.

Weeds are removed and .the paddy is then- flooded, levelled, and

given its initial harrowing. (The paddies_for each group can be
quite small -- 5 x 10_Metera; thid is sufficient to teach the

basic production'skille if time does not permit the construction

of a large paddy.)

.Shovels - 3 per group

.Rakes - 3 per group

.Hoes - 3 per group

.Water for flooding paddy

.Spike-toothed harrow (if available)
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Trainer NoteS: The second and third hatrOwings should follow_at_one week it

tervals with Fertilizer applied just before the final harros

trig. Final harrowing should occur as the seedlings in the r

sery are ready for_tranSplanting so that trainees can trans-

plant their own seedlings; Final harrowing can be completes

durtii maintenance time.

Referent -ems: Rice Production, PC/ICE Manual

Training Manual for Rice Production,

Research Institute

A Farmers''Primer on RiteProduction;
Research Institute

International Rice

InrernatiOnal Rice



SKILL GROUP X: B
RICE OVERVIEW
SESSION #4, P. 1

RICE PRODUCTION-PRACTICES

Time: 1-2 hrs. Classroom Session

Goals: 1. To recognize and understand causes of basic so
problems associated with flooded Soila.

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

3 Min.

25 Min.

nutrient

2. To identify pests of rice (insect, disease, bird, rodent)
and their associated damage.

The_session provides a background into the particular problems
of_dealing with rice in paddy conditions; It also includes a
brief description of the many pests associated with rice pro-
duction._:This session may also serve asaconclusion to the
rice_ production section within the TraditiOnal Field Crops
Skill Griadp.

Trainer states goals and relevance of the session.

Trainer presents a lecturettg on the problems associated with
flooded soils: fertilization; denitrification, and nutritional;
disorders.

25 Min. Trainer presents alecturette on pests of rice, using visual
aids or live examples if possible.

7 Min. Trainees summarize main points of class.

Materials: .Charts
.Slides
. Insect collection
. Blackboard; chalk, and erasers

Trainer-Notes: It might be difficult to cover the above material in only one
hour; Try to keep the information as general as possible.
Charts or handouts describing denitrification would be helpful
as well as slides or a collection of pests.

tale Rice production, PC/ICE
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Time: 2

-Overview:

Activities:

Time:

3 Min.

20 Min.

10 Min.

5 Min;

80 Min;

Matertale:

SKILL GROUP X: B
RICE OVERVIEW
SESSION #5, P. 1

TRANSPLANTING

1; To learn appropriate timing and placement of fertilizer in
flooded soils:-

2; To transplant rice into a prepared paddy.

This session opens with a discussion on the timing and place-
ment of fertilizer in a flooded rice paddy comparing it to con-
ventional fertilizer application procedures; Trainees then
transplant rice seedlings from their nursery beds into the.i
prepared paddy;

Trainer states goals and

Traineritrainee_dialogue
flooded soils, frequency
to use.

relevance of the session.

on the placement of fertilizer in
of application, and types of fertilizer

Trainer discusses the reasons for planting rice_in rows and the
use of a knotted rope to space plant groups Within the rows.

Trainer demonstrates the proper_technique_for uprooting seed-
lings and transplanting rice into the paddy.'

Trainee groups of 6-8transplant; rice in rows into the paddies
they had prepared during the session on rice land preparation.

o. Rice paddies prepared for transplanting
o Rice seedlings
o Ropes knotted at desired spacing intervals
o Stakes
o 1 hammer per group ..
o gtape measure per group
o 2 shovels per group
o Source of water

-- 120-
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Trainer Notes -: This session can serve as a valuable review of rice production
techniques studies up to this point;

Maintenance time can be used if more time is needed to water
the paddy and finish the trarispIanting;

References: Rice Production; PC/ICE Manual

Training Manual for Rice Production; International Rice
Research Institute

-AFarmers±_Primer_on_Rice Production; International Rice
Research Institute
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COMMON UNITS OF MEASURE AND CONVERSIONS

Area

1 HECTARE = 10;000 sq. meters = 2.47 acres = 1.43 manzanas (Central America) -

1 ACRE 7 4000 sq. meters = 4840 sq. yards = 43;500 sq. ft.
0.4 hectares = 0.58 manzanas (Central America)

I ANZANA (Central America) = 10;000 sq. varas = 7000 sq. meters =
8370 sq. yards = 1.73 acres = 0.7 hectares

Length

1 METER = 100 cm = 1000 mm-= 39.37" = 3.28 ft.
I CENTIMETER = 10 mm = 0.4"
1 INCH = 2.54 cm = 25.4 mm
1 VARA (Latin America) = 32.8" = 83.7 cm
1 KILOMETER = 1000 m = 0.625 miles
t MILE = 106 km = 1600 m = 5280 ft.

Weight

1 KILOGRAM = 1000 g = 2.2 Ibs. = 35.2 oz.
1 POUND = 16 oz. = 454 g = 0.454 kg
1 OUNCE = 28.4 g
1 METRIC TON = 1000 kg = 2202 lbs.
I LONG TON = 2240 lbs; 1 SHORT TON = 2000 lbS.

1 QUINTAL = 100 lbs. (Latin America); 112 lbs. Nritish); 100 kg (metric)

Volume

1 LITER = 1000 cc = 1000 ml = 1.06_U.S. quarts
1 GALLON (U.S.) - 3.78 liters = 3780 cc (ml)
1 FLUID OUNCE = 30 cc (m1) = 2 level tablespoons (measuring type

= 6 level teaspoons (measuring type)2

Miscellaneous Conversions

./acre x 1.12 = kg/hectare; lbs./acre x 1.73_= lbs./manzana
/hectare x 0..89 = lbs./acre; kg/hectare x 1.54 = lbs./manzana

Lhs. /manzana x 0.58_=_Ibs./acre; lhs./manzana x 0.65 = kg/hectare.
Temperature: C° = (F° = 32)_X 0.55

F° = (C° x 1.8) + 32

1

1. With liquids; 1 level tablespoon equals 18 cc (m1) due to surface

tension.

2. 1 level teaspoon (measuring type) = 5 cc with solids; 6 cc With
Liquids.
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Sample proble -m:

HOW-TO_CONVERT YIELDS FROM A SMALL PLOT-BASIS
IDA_WHECTARE OR LBS./ACRE BASIS

Poro tells you that she harvested 130 kg of tomatoes off a

plot measuring,8_x 10 mete-it; but her friend_Suheyla says.

her own plot yielded 75 kg and measures 5 x 6 meters.

What are the relative yields in terms of kg/ha?

Solution: The easiest way is to set up a proportion like so:

plot arPn in M2 = yield of plot in kg
10;000 M2 kg/ha yield

In Pora's case: 80 M 2 130 kg
10;000 M2 kg/ha yield

Cross multiply: 80 x kg/ha yield = 10;000 x 130

kg/ha yield = 0-;-000-x_130
80

kg/ha yield =-16;250 for Porn

In Suheyla's case:

30 M _2

10,000 M kg/ha yield

kg/ha yield - 75 x 10,000
30

kg /ha- yield = 25;000 for Suheyla

er

Alternate Method: Use this formula:

Yield in kg/ha = 10,000 x plot-yield_in kg
plot area in M2

What about 11J:41a-ore?:
equals 43;56.0 eq. ft;
meters WhiCh is close
the lbs /acre problems

The English system is mote cumbe'rsome since _an acre

or 4840 sq. yards. However, you can use 4000 8q.

enough (1 acre actually equals 4050 sq. meters). Work

in the same way as above;
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LTN-ITS I! _PROBLEMS

1. 15 acres = HECTARES 2. 5 Hectares = ACRES

3. 8000 M2 = HECTARES 4; 60 cm = ___ INCHES

5. 1500 mm = INCHES 6; .6 inches = cm
.

7; 100 km = MILES 8. 40 Mileti = km

.9. 10 meters =. FEET 10. 20 feet = METERS

11. 50 kg =. LBS. 12. 1000 lbS. = kg
;=

13. 12 ounces = GRAMS 14; 800 g = CBS.

15. 5 gallons = LITERS 16. 10 liters = gallons'

17. 10 fl. OZ. = cc (nil) 18; 120 cc (m1) = fl. oz.

19; 30°C =
op 20. 100°F = !ad

ANSWERS: 1) 6 ha 2) 12.5 acres 3) 0.8 ha 4) 23.6" 5) 60" (59")

6) 15" (15.2) 7) 62.5 miles 8) 64 km 9) 32.8 ft. LIO) 6.1 meters

11) 110 lbs. 12) 454 kg 13) 341 g 14) 1.76 lbs (1 lb. 12 oz.)

15) 18.9 liters 16) 2.65 gals. 17) 300 cc. 18) 4 fl. oz.

19) 86°F 20) 37.7°C



TURAL ENVIRONMENT

The purpose of this chapter is to show you, the agricultural field
worker (AFW),_howto survey and interpret the Important features of the
local agrIcultural environment and the individual farm units which are_a
part of it. This is vital to your effectiveness as an extensionist, since
it will enable you to fully comprehend your work area's farming systems and
practices; as well as its individual farm units.



A. THE AGRICULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

The; local ag environment_ia Made up of those factors which influenbe an

area's_agriculture. The most important of these are listed below and are

the ones on which we'll concentrate:

The Main Features of the Local -Ag Environment

THE NATURAL (PHYSICAL) ENVIRONMENT

climate and Weather
Land andSoits
Ecology (the interaction
among crops; weeds; insects;
animals; diSeases; people)

Rainfall

THE_INFRASTRUCTURE1

Transport (road; rail)
Communications .

Storage and Market Facilities
IMprovements to Land
Vocal Farming Practices, Systems
Available New Technology
Availability of Ag SuPplies, Equipht
Ag Credit
Advisory Services
Agricultural Labor Force
Land' Distribution and Tenure
Incentives for Farmers (prices,
markets; etc;)

p.

In dryland (non-irrigated) areas of the tropics with year7round_gtoWing

temperatures; rainfall is the major environmental factor that detertinea

Which-crops_can be grown; when they're planted; and what they yield._ Rain-

fall varies greatly from_place to place, often within surprisingly_Shott

distances, especially under Mountainous or hilly terrain. The dryland_

farmer is keenly aware of his_dred'a__SeaSional rainfall distribution and the

frequent_deviations from_the "normal" tytle such as "early" -or "late mina

or unseasonal drought. TOO much rain which can drown out the crop, delay

harvest; and accelerate soil erosion can be_ just as serious as too little;

It may be too wet for plowing one day, yettoo_dry.the following weekfdr_

good seed germination; rare is the rainy season that receives no toMplaints

from farmersi.

When gathering rainfall data for your work area, you should keep sev-

eral points in mind:

1; Annual rainfall averages have lit-itle-maantnu seasonal distribUtiOn

and reliability are far more important in terms of crop production.

For examplei_Ibadan, Nigeria_is located in the transition zone between

the humid and sub-hiniiid tropics and receives about the same annual

rainfall (1140mm or 45") as Sataru-,--Nigeria which is located to the

north in the--savanna zone:;-Ibadan's rainfall is spread out over 9

months from Marth to November-in a bi-modal pattern (i.e; 2 rainy

1. The infrastructure refers to those installations, facilities; goods;

services, and inputs that encourage ag production.
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seasons with a drier period in-between). The first season is long
enough for a 120 day maize crop, although there is some periodic mois-
ture stress; however; the second season is shorter, and soil moisture
is usually adequate for only 80-90 days, so a 120 day crop suffers
seriously; On the other hand, Samaru's equal rainfall is spread out
over 5 months in a un-imodal pattern so that the maize crop is much
less prone to moisture stress.

2. Seasonal rainfall distribution gives a good general indication_of the
amount of moisture available for crop production, but it doesn't give
the full story. The amount of rainfall that actually ends up stored in
the soil of a farmer's field for crop use depends on other factors_ too
such as water run-off and evaporation from the soil surface, and the
soil's texture (i.e. sandy vs. clayey) and depth.

3. When interpreting the rainfall pattern of your work area, don't get
bogged down in what is "average" or "normal". Annual and especially
monthly totals can deviate widely from the averages. Variations are
the rule not the exception, even though the general seasonal distribu-
tion curve usually maintains a consistent shape. The chart below gives
an excellent illustration of this.

Monthly Rainfall Pattern, Managua, Nicaragua, 1958-671

(20") 500mm

(16") 400mm

(12") 300mm

(8") 200mm

(4") 100mm

J F M

Wettest year, 1958
Driest year, 1965
Average, 1958-67

A 'M J .J A A3 (:) .N

Annual total: 1437 mm (567)
Annual total: 757 ``mm (30")
Annual average: 1090 mm (43")mom...mom

Highest monthly rainfall between 1958-1967 *******,*
Lowest monthly rainfall between 1958-1967 + + + AP

,D

How cropping cycles are related -to rainfall- pattern: In the tropics,
cropping tyt106 are closely- tied toSoaatinal_rainfall distribution; you
can see this bycomparing the cropping calendar on the next page With
the rainfall chart above.

1. This chart is from the PC/Latin Atherica Agric. Program Manual, Part III,
Unit I: The Agricultural Environment, p. 4; prepared under John Guy
Smith and published by Peace Corps in 1970.
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Crop Calendar, Managua Area of Nicaragua)

Long season maize

Short season maize

Improved sorghum

IF
BeansE

Native photosensitive sorghum

J F M A M J J A S. 0 N D J

4. a weather "expert": Official weather station- rainfall
to have if it's representative of your work area and is
it isn't. essential._ YOU can_ find out nearly all -you need
rainfall_distributiOn by talking with experienced local
are the local weather "experts".

The farmer as
data is handy
reliable, but
to know about
farmers; they

The following chart and graph were developed from the comments _of a
small Nicaraguan_ farmer who lived only a mile:away from -the national
weather station but had no access to its data. Notice how closely the
curve derived from his remarks matches the station's average curve
based on 10 years of data;

Notith

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr;

May

F= I

"We alwayshaveadryperiod from
December through Aprilalways.
This is our "summertime". This
is a bad time for cattle."

"We can plow in May and we like
get the early crops in as soon
as there is enough moisture."

July "We always have our "little dry
season" between July and Aug.-
almost always--but last year it
was sowet we lost our sesame
harvest. We can plant our early
crop so we can harvest it in the
"little dry season ". We_should_have
2 weeks when the sky is bright."

Observer's Rationalization

No signficant rainfall
for these five months.
NO RAIN.

Rainfall in May; enough to
for germination. (A steep
curve). RAINS START AND
INCREASE.

Dry months compared to June
and Sept. There is a very
short dry period between
July and Aug. When rainfall
is reduced. A RELATIVE DIP
IN RAINFALL BETWEEN JULY
AND AUGUST.

1. This cropping calendar is froW the PC /Latin America _Agriz_;__Program
Manual, Part III,-Unit I: The Agricultural Environment p. 4; prepared
tWJohn Guy SMith and published by Peace Corps in 1970; Note that 2
grain harvests are taken from the improved sorghum because of its
ratooning ability.

Ibtd, p. 14.
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Sept. "We get plenty of rain in Sept. A RELATIVELY WET MONTH
but not so much in October.

Oct. "It rains as much as June, maybe A WET MONTH

a little more. October rainfall
is what makes the cotton crop."

Nov. "You can count on the rains stopping Rainfall tapers off rapidly

about the middle of November." u crve).
A RELATIVELY DRY MONTH.

J F M A M J J A S 0 N

From farmer's observations From weather station



B. GUIDELINES FOR THE ORIENTATION OF THE
AGRICULTURAL FIELD WORKER1

These guidelines are designed to help _you as a_neWly assigned agricul-
tural field worker (AFW).to_orient yourself to :the local ag environment And
its individual farm units within 1 -2 months after your arrival; When using

the guidelines, keep in mind the folloWing:

1. Don't undertake a highly detailed survey of local -reaouroes at the
start of your assignment UnleSS_yoUr host agency re-

quests it. _Otherwise, you're likely to arouse ledal SUSpitions,
especially if you're oVerzealout-or_overbearinz_ in your initial
contacts.

2. Your host agency may give you a' baSic orientation to your work
area, but it may be very limited.

3. If you discover discrepancies between the information gathered from
local sources (farmers, etc.) and that from outside or official
sources, trust your local "grass roots" information- until proven

otherwise. Local farmers are the ultimate authorities on the local

ag environment.

4. The guidelines that follow are organized mainly by subject area but

don't have to be followed in a set order; You'll be picking up
bits and_piecesof information fret a single informant that may
deal with a number of areas and will have to put them into their

proper context.

FIRST PHASE (I !ON__ fl!.' - TION

This initial phase focuses on the local ag environment in genera' and

is designed to help you orient yourself_ to it and to adjust your_werk sched-

ule and activities to the seasonal rhythill-of your area's agriculture; Un-

less severely limited by your local Language ability, you_ should be able to

---compIete-this phase in 2-4 weeks you're energetic about covering your
work-area and spend-several hours a daY talking with local farmers and other

sources of ag information.

A; GET ORIENT TO FARMERS AND TO OTHER LOCAL RESIDENTS WHO HAVE A VESTED

INTEREST IN AGRICULTURE

You're urged to spend a major part_tif your time talking with:and_ LIS-

TENING TO farmers and other knowledgeable sources who have a vested interest

in agriculture.

1. These guidelines are a condensation of "Guidelines for the Orientation -----

of the Agric; Field Worker" froM_Part III, Unit I of the Pc/Darin Ameri-

ca Agrici Program Manual prepared Under John Guy_ .Smith and published by

the Peace Corps in 1970. Their use is gtatefillly acknowledged;
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1. Local Farmers

A. Get a general idea of how farmers are distributed geographically.

b. Get a specific idea of where your likely client farmers are located
those with WhoM your job degetiption dealS);

2; Locate other knowledgeable-individuals

Such as ag technicians stationed or working in the area, local buyers
of fatta produce, local ag supply dealers, and local_:ttuditera;

3; The Sample: Selecting reliable local informants

Don't let your earliest contacts- bias-you-overallimp-ressions-; Likely ini-
tial contacts are: your landlord's relatives; the local mayor or other
local official, the more easily accessable talkative farmers; or the "pet"
farmers of the agency: At the early stage, your contacts don't have to be
completely representative as long as they're knowledgeable.

The value of-your agency counterparts or supervisor as informants should be
judged in terms of their actual experience (both in terms of time, and among
different ciic of farmers).

The best farmer-informants are usually among the more progressive farmers.
However, a good informant for orientation purposes is one who represents his
own class of farmers._ For_example, a progressive small farmer will provide
more information and insight into small farming operations than a larger
scale commercial farmer.

Keep a careful record (diary entries) of all initial contacts.

4; How to Interview

a; IntrodnengyourseIf: Ideally, you should have a third party make

the initial contact and introduction; if this isn't possible; be
prepared_with a practiced-explanation ofyourpresence; im-
portant that you emphasize that yore_tlie_.1.earner_at_this stage;

b; Suggeszed_techniques: Allow the farmer to talk as spontaneously as
possible; any leading questions on your part almost always get
"yes" responses. Use a memorized'interview schedule rather than a
written one which is likely to inhibit responses; Avoid over-
formality;

Co Recording your results: It's generally not a good idea to take
written notes in front of a farmer; although in some cases he may
expect you (as a "technician") to do so:. Some farmers may view
written notes as having some possible connection with future tax
collections; etc; It's best to wait until an unobtrusive moment
such as t1- mi&-day break to summarize your. information in written
form;
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B. GET ORIENTED IN SPAGE_ANDTO THE'PRINCIPAL PHYSICAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC
FEATURES OFTHE ENVIRONMENT

In -order to_locate farms; farmers; ag sdppliers; etc.; you should pin-
point their locations with reference to the road and trail network and the
dominant topographic features ; .

You'll also want to locate or understand ti
principal physical and demographic features of your work area.

I. , Using maps

a. Source -- of,-

(1) Gedgraphte-tmetAnd_c_e_of_the government; in a number
Of LDC'S, the military geographic service may be the only
source of relief (topographic) maps.

(2) National resource inventory -maps: They're useful for under-_
Standing the regional dispersal of resources but not much helj
in making a local inventory of resources.

(3) Road maps: those secured from up_works agencies will Shdi
more detail than the usual service station maps.

( ) Special sources: National and regional soil survey maps_or
land_use maps; regional development authoritiee; regional

studies done by international agencies.

(5) Homemade Maps: Most official maps may not have a large enoug

Seale to accurately piiipoint the location of farms, secondary

irrigation systems unimproved roads; etc. You can enlarge
official maps yourself by hand.

b. Using plastic overlays

Uad_A separate plastic overlay for each class of information to

avoid marking up the base reference map.

c. Using xerox or-c arboneopLes

You'll save time by xeroxing or making carbon copies of your babe

map.

2. Check List xerox_or_dartmmeopies

A. Topographical-features : altitude, streams; principal features
(landmarks) recognized locally as reference points, valleys, farm

And non-farm lands.

b. COmmunitations_croads__and trails): seasonal access, distances-

travel times and modes of travel between points.

c. Demographic:: Locations of communities and thAr 16641 hateS),

farmers.

-
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d. Infrastructure: Irrigation systems, drainage systems; ag supply
stores, schools, extension' offices, etc.

C. GET ORIENTED TO CLIMATE AND WEATHER PATTERNS

. Sources of Information

a. Weather station records

Obtain all available meteorological data from the official weather sta-
tion nearest to your area of assignment. Its orientation value will
depend on the_station's proximity and how well it'represents your
area's conditions.

b. Relief maps

_ _ AP _

Altitude is the main temperature determinant in the tropics; remember
that for every 1000ft. rise in altitude, _average (mean) temperature
Will drop about 3.5°F (0.65°C per 100 meters).

local_f-armers

Official weather data is nice to. have its relevant to your work area
and is reliable, but it's not essential. Yopcan learn all you need to
know about local climate and weather conditions from experienced local
farmere'.__ After. all, they have every reason to be the local weather
expert's".

You can draw a rainfall chart which is accurate enough for the initial
orientation simply by systematically recording farmers' comments about
the seasonal distribution of a rainfall; the same can be done as far as
seasonal temperature variation. (See rainfall chart on p. 8);

When recording farmer's observations about climate and weather, you'll
need a common reference point. In the example on p. 8, the observer
understood that the word "dry" meant no rain, and this was the refer-

.

ence point.

Climate_azather_checklist

a. Rainfall

(1) Monthly- distribution of rainfall

Make tables and/or charts showing the month to month distribution
using the following criteria:

(a) Dry to wet scale (see rainfall section, p..8)

(b) Rainfail_frequency: the number of times it normally rains in
a week or month.
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(2) Variations from seasonal norms and I.Sk factors

If reliable long run climate data isn't available (10 years or
more), talk with local farmera Wild have lengthy local experience.

Risk factors associated with climate and weather (i.e. arnmyhts,
hail, high winds, floodin ) can be established by having farmers

recall bad crop years over a span of years. Be sure to distinguish

weather factors from other causes such as insects and diseases.

b. Temperature

(1) Monthly temperature averages.
(2) Periods of significantly high or- low temperatures.
(3) Occurence of first and laat killing frosts.

D. GETLAcmummo_ma PREVAILING FARMING SYTSEMS AND PRACTICES

1. Identify_the_major crop and livestock enterprises in your work area.

.

2. For each-of_the__crop enterprises which predominates in the area; indi-

6ite the following and note any local variations:

A. Indicate-therowing season

(1) Normal growing season -id its variations (early-late)

(2) Make a cropping calendar using line bar graphs (see p.

b. Describe- prOduction practicea

Don'.t confuse the practices recommended by extension with those_

generally accepted by fatnera. Your interest is in the prevailing

practices used by most of the farmers in your area. Make note of

any significant differences among different groups of farmers.

(1) Describe the principal land preparation_practices along with

their earliest and lateat dates of application.

(2) Indicate the following fdt every practice

(a) What- the practice is Called-locally-. For example, in many

areas of Central Ameridai the practice of hilling up maize

(throwing ,soil .1.nto the row) IS called the "aporque.
c,

(b) The kind and amount of input or-inputs_ associated with the

practice -and the amount applied as well as the method and

timing of application. This includes man days of labor.'

1. The use o the term ."man days is not Meant to imply that all farmers

are men!
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. Estimate yields and returns

At this stage of your orientation, you're advised not'to make a detail-
ed account of the costs and returns; seeking such data can arouse local
suspicions or fears of future tax levies. You should be after rough
estimates of_ production costs, and gross and net returns.

(1) Reported yields per unit of land.

(2) Recent prices at normal time of sale.

(3) Multiply recent prices by approximate average yield to get
approximate gross returns.

(4) Subtract approximate produdtion costs from gross returns to
obtain approximate net returns.

There are 2 ways to do this: net return to capital, land, and
family labor where the only labor costs you account for are
hired labor; or net return to land and capital in which case an
opportunity cost (exchange value) must be assigned to family
labor and subtracted-from the gross return. The first way is
the easiest.

4. Indicate the relative disposition of production

a. Estimate the percentage that is marketed.

b. Identify the principal local market outlets (buyers).

c. Seasonality of marketing and prices

(1) Seasonal movement of the production off -the farms; _is it -sold
at harvest, some sold at harvest, some held for higher prices,
etc.?

(2) Seasonal Tprice fluctuations (average over several years).

5. List the outside production_inpnts which are available locally.
("Available" means when needed)

. Crop production supplies (give brands, grades,_and t prices):
fertilizers, insecticides, fungicides, herbicid and tools, hand
operated equipment, seeds, etc.

b. Agricultural machinery andequipmgrit_(if used): tractors (horse-,
power and make), implementio.irrigation pumpe, etc.

c. Services-

(1) Custom machinery services and rates charged.

(2) Professional services (indicate whether public or private):
technical assistance, soil testing, etc.
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SUMMARIZE YOUR INFORMATION, GET ORIENTED IN TIME

Every area's agriculture is tuned to_a time schedule or seasonal_rhythm

to which yoti_MUSt adjust_your work schedule and activities; That's why get7

ting oriented in time (or better put; ahead of time) is"so vital to your job

effectiVeneSS.' Unless you have a clear picture of the local a -- lender,

you could easily waste the first growing season.

We strongly recommend that_you_stimmarizethis initial p se of your

orientation by making graphs and calendar charts that show y r area's sea7

sonel rhythm of climate; agriculture; and social or religious activities.

The following graphs; charta; and observations were obtained by a group

of Peace Corps Volunteers assigned as rural credit agents in the Pacific

region of Nicaragua during an orientation training exercise. The principles

involVed apply worldwide.

1. deice a lefteralizied climate and weather calendar

a. Normal month-l;-distribution of rainfall

(1) As_related by farMerS_daing terms such as dry, wet, some rain;

wettest tithe; rainfall drtipa off; etc There are 2 ways to do

this

Using the Frequency of Rainfall to teasure%easonal distribution

4 times/Wc. ;

3 times/wk.

2 times /wk.

1 time/wk. .-.

0 times /wk.
J F M A M J J AS0

Using a Dry to Wet Scale: See graph on page 8.

(2) Measured in millimeters or inches if you have wcess to reli

able meteorological data.

b. Indicaie_the range and frettneney_of___possible
deviations from normal

tainfall_patterns:

(1 As related by fardetd,
(2) As recorded by weather station (see graph on p. 6).

2. Makint-acalendar of aricultdralactivity

a. For each of the major crop enterprises; display the following:

(1) Length and possible range_of growing season inclUding likely

variations in planting. and harvest times.
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ExAmple:-. Crop Calendar; Crops and Order of Importance in the Esteli Area of

Nicaragua.

1. Maize; long season

2. Rice; dryland

3. Beans

plant harvest

L

4. Improved; non-
photosensitive sorghum

(Dotted lines .

indicate likely
deviations)

J F M A M 0

) Indicate time for performing critical operations and relative
labor requirements of those operations;

Example: Distribution of Work and Timing of Principal Farming Operations in
the Esteli Area of Nicaragua

Outside help
needed

Farm family
labor supply
adequate

1. Land clearing
2. Land preparation
3. Principaleseeding
4. Weeding/

5. First harvest
6. Second planting
7. Harvest

. .15; Indi cate-the relative seasonal demand for the most critical
production inputs with reference to total agritulturSL-activkty;

(1) Seasonal labor demand: Indicate periodsi if anyi. ofmovement
of labor into or out of the area.

(2) Seasonal demand for other critical inputs: An input isn't cow-
sidered critical unless farmers feel it is. For exsmplei if
fertiIiker is not generally usedi it's not presently a critical
input;

3. Make a calendar of economic activity related to agriculture;

a. Indicate relative demand for short term production, credit;

L.
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Example: Demand _for Production Credit, Branch Office of the National Bank of

Nicaragua

Number of
Credit
Applications
per Month

b. Indicate seasonal mark__ patterns (the area at which the crop is

marketed).

c. Indicate SeaSOnalrangs_of_prices: Draw graphs.

4. Make a Calendar of-social_activity that includes_ religious noildays and

other.holidayS or seasonally determined social obligations.

THIS CONCLUDES THE INITIAL PHASE OF YOUR ORIENTATION, and you should now be

able to scheduld_yddr work activities intelligently and have a good under-

standing of the local ag environment and farming practices;



C. UNDERSTANDING THE INDIVIDUAL FARM UNIT

Classifying Farm Units

Each farm has its own unique characteristics; but those located in the
same environment usually share enough similarities to allow grouping them
into several generaltypesof farm unit such as subsistence; market oriented
ffPid crop; planrAtion; etc; If your work area's environment is fairly uni-
form with equitable land distribution; only one type of farm unit may pre-
dominate; If it is characterized by irregular topography and lopsided land
distribution; it may have several or more different types of farm units.

There are 8 basic criteria that can be used to differentiate types of
farm units:

Location
Type of occupancy; owner occupant vs. tenant vs; squatter

3; Size of farm; parcenzation; and land use potential
4; Size of the farm business

] 5. Type of farm enterprise
6; Production practices

---7; Farm improvements
8. Farm labor supply

1; Location

The principal factors here are:

a; Natdral characteristics such as soil type; slope; soil depth;
drainage; access to water; etc;

b; Proximity to the transportation network and other infrastructural
factors such as public irrigation and drainage! systems'.

c; Location in relation to other farm units;

d. Local 'name of the farm's location.

2; Type_of.__OccupanCy

The principal considerations are:

a; Who owms'the land? ---.

b; If not owner-operated; what is the tenancy arrangement (i.e; cash
rent; crop share; or work share) and on what specific terms? How
secure is the arrangement?

.c; If no one has legal title to the land; is it occupied under squat-
ters' rights that are protected by law?

d. Who manages the farm unit and makes the basic decisions?
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3; Size of Farmi' Pardelization; and Land Use

a. Total farth size in terms of local units of measure;

b. Location of farm parcels: If they're dispersed, how far are they

from the farmer's house?

c. Actual land use: tillable vs. pasture vs; forest; irrigated vs.

nonirrigated.

d. CharaCteristics of its soils: total name; color; texture, depth;

drainage, slope; plus farmer'S Opinion of them.

4. Size of the-FarmBusiness

a. Land value of the farm unit

b. Value of other fixed assets

c. AMOUnt of operating capital employed per land or liVeStOtk unit

d. The value of production per Land or livestock unit.

The value of the farm unit compared to its number of workers indicates

whether it 1.6 capital intensive or labor intensive. The value of production

per land unit indicates the intensity of land use;

5. Type Of Farm Enterprise

Some farMS are engaged in only one enterprise such as sugarcane; cof-

fee; rice; etc.; out this type of monoculture is.unusUal among small farms.

More likely; some form of mixed agridUltUre will exist. The main considera-

tions are:

a; Relative importance of each enterprise.

b. The yields obtained from each enterprise

c. The disposal of the products from each enterprise (subsistence or

cash Sale) and where sold.

d. Crop rotations and associationa.

e. Relationship between crop and livestock productibn,

6. Production-Practices

a. The Specific inputs.

b. Rate, method, and time of application.
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7; -Fart Improvements

a; Condition of the farm family home
workers' homes);

b; Presence and condition of fences;
access roads, storage facilities,
etc;

8. The Fart _Lahor__Supply

a; Degree of reliance on the family's own labor for and the composi-
tion of that force;

b; Degree of dependence on hired labor.

(or the farm manager's and farm

wells, irrigation works, field
livestock shelters, corrals,

c; The seasonal nature of work requirements;

d; Use of animal or tractor drawn equipment;
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D. DESIGNING A QUESTIONNAIRE

The quality of the information which you are able to _gather from- local
farmers depends heavily on the quality of your questionnaire. Even the most
elaborate survey will fail to elicit accurate information if you have not
taken care to design clear, unbiased questions. The following "Sample Sur-
vey" outlines one procedure for designing effective questionnaires.

Sample Survey

One of the most useful and economical means of gathering information about a
population is the sample survey. The instrument used to collect data is
known as a questionnaire. Before starting to construct a questionnai.re; you
should be able to answer the following questions:

a. In what areas do you need information?

b. Why do you need this information?

c. How will you analyze the data collected?

A questionnaire may appear to be easy toconstruct_and use but in fact it
requires a great deal of care and expertise. The following guideline_shoul
be sufficient for your work in the community. It is_ not meant to train you

in the methods necessary for scientific research. If you are interested in
collecting more detailed information, seek assistance from a social scien-
tist in your area.

Steps in Designing a Sample Survey

I. Constructing the Questionnaire

A. Before writing the questions, several decisions should be made:

1. How to-re' uestions to the objectives of

the survey. In certain studies such as population census, the
relationship between the goals of the survey and the questions
it usually_obvious. But when the aim is to obtain information
on motivation, intentions, feelings, etc., the wording of ques-
tions is more difficult;

When chbosing issues to be raised; how to ask the questions and
what vocabulary to use, try to be sensitive to people's back-
grounds. A common problem found with inexperienced personnel_
in the field of survey research is the tendency_to_assume that
the respondent has the same -level of knowledge ia the area
studies as they do. Following are some reasons that may_ex-_
plain the respondent's inability to answer a given questions:

a; The respondent may not have enough knowledge in a given

field.
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b. The respondent does _not have_ access to tar .formation:
This is true in Stddi0.6 WhiCh ask respondetu.8 to report
about the characteristics of other family members or neigh-
bors.

c. The respondent haS forgotten facts that happened in the

past.

d. The respondent may not understand the question.

Wording of questions

HAVing decided about the content -of the questions* you should
then give attention to -the actual wording--of--these questions.
Precise* _Cleatly-WOrdsd questions will give you clear answers.
Following are some suggestions you can use in writing them:

a. 'The language -should-be_s_imPle; direct and at_a level which
can be understood by all_ respondenta._ You should avoid two
extremes: don't use technical terms and jargon which -are
familiar only to those with a- certain level of_education
and -avoid "talking &Wt.' to the respondent by using ungram-
matidal constructions and colloquial phrases. .

b. The question should be-- _d should deal_with_only
one idea. For example, if a_respondentiwere asked "Do you
think_ that the community needs_mpre family privies and are
you planning to build one for your_family?" The answer
could be "Noi"--which might mean -that he/she does not think

that the community needs mare- privies or it might mean_that
the community does need mors_priviss; but that she /he -is

not going-to, build_one for the family._ In any_:case* there
is always a risk- that the respondent is. answering "yes" or

"no" to only one part of the question.

To avoid these difficulties, it is better to limit the

question to a single issue and then cembine the responses
later if this is necessary.

The_cLues_tion should not make unnecessary assusiptims-aboUi
the respondent. For example, -the question "What is your
preJeht occupation ?" assumes that the resp_,Adent actually
has an occupation -and would_not be applicable to those who

are unemployed. To aVdid those dangers; it is best to use
What is known as a "filter" or the "skip pattern" device.
These questions have at lest two part8: the first deter-
mineS_Whether or not the respondent qualifies for further
investigations; while the- second part_will give more__
detailed information on those who qualify; For example:

(1) "Have you ever worked?"

(a) yes

If y68,

"What was your occupation?"

-(b) no (skip to question-2)
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d. avoid using indefinite words. One type consists of words
that are indefinite in time, such as "frequently," "often,"
"rarely," etc. "Frequently" may mean "once a day" or "once
a week," etc.

. _

There are; -of_course,_many other ways in which_questions
can be unclear, but these-examples serve to illusixate some
of the more common mistakes.

3. Types of questions

There are basically- two -types of questions used in a question-
naire: the "closed" and "open-ended" questions. The first one
_is illustrated by items such as:

--

"DO you think that the drinking water
is:

S. quite good?"
b, only fair?"
c. not good?"

supply of the community

where the respondent is asked to choose one out of a list o

possible answers.

With "open-ended" questions, the respondent is free to use his/
her own words to reply. For example: "How satisfied ar,2_you
with the community's drinking water supply? Whay do you feel
this way?" The majority of questionnaires contain both "open-
ended" and "closed" questions.

4. Ordering the questions

There is_no_correct7lormat-fica7-a-questionnaireTbut-&Mai
principles are found to aid efficiency. .These principles are:

A. The first impressions shOuld be that the questionnaire is
relevant, clear and easy to complete.

b. The first questions should ordinarily be terms that are
emotionally neutral and easily answered.

c. The, uestionnaire should be as short as possible. Do not

include questions on the basis that information might be
useful for some purpose at some time in the future.

d. The questions should follow each other in a logical order
and should not be repetitive, except When you_are attempt-
ing to_te sure that you are getting accurate information.

5. Culturally sensitive questions

In every culture there are -some questions that cannot be asked,
or must be asked very carefully in a survey. Sensitive ques-
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tionsahould_be carefully written during the initial drafting
-tif=-the_ questionnaire and carefully analyzed for possible revi-
Sibil-after,-the pretest (discussed below).

Types of Questionnaires--:.

-:There are two -types of questionnaikes-

Illeself"licillintatered"eaticInnaireintel"pnctent
whicii- he-r_

---- -----.
completes the answers to the questions.

2. The interview-questionnaire in which the questions are asked
and recorded by an interviewer.

Advantages and disadvantages are found in both methods. However;
for your work in the community, you might consider using the
interview - questionnaire which will give you an opportunitY to get

_ to know the people on a personal basis. The interview-question-
e has the following advantages:

1; It reducei-the<problem'of non-response . The presence of the
interviewer can sometimes serve est an incentive to respond.

It can be used with persons o-simost-all:educational levels.

3. It allows probing for more detailed information- and the inter==--

--zL_Iqewer can clarify misinterpretations. It is also possible to

codibine_the two methods. The inverViewer_canovisit the respon-

dent; explain-thepurpose_of the study and leave the question-

naire to be completed-- -with the respondent.

II. The Pre-test-

Once the questionnaire ha.-i-beenassembled, it _should be. _ttied--out_with

people similar to those to whom it is :.tti be administered. That iS; it
____-

ifhwuld-be--aanazdatered to households not -included in the sample (See

Section III).

It is only by doing this that errors and cofifusing questions can
corrected before time and effort are wasted on the actual surveyiFivi
or10 interviews are enough to know if the questionnaire -works well or

not. After the pre-test interviews are taken, you_should_review the

questionnairei_any_inadequacies should,be corrected, and ideally; the

modified questionnaire tested again. pol1o4ing are some points you
should consider in the pre-test.

-.-

A. Does the question ask for informatioa thAt_is needed_ fOr the pur-

poses of the survey? Are you sure yOU need to ask this question?

Are the questions and words interpreted in the same wayby people

of different social groups; ethnic groups, educational level; sex;

and locations?
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C. Are there Certain questions which seem to create irritation or

embarrassment?

Are any questions confueing to the respondent? What would make

these questions more cleat?

E. Is the questionnaire too long?

F. Is there_ enough space to record the answer? Nothing_ 1.;; more annoy-

ing to the respOhdent tit to the interviewer than having to write a
lot of infdrtation into too small a s pa ce.

Are the,,:e repetitiVe questions?G.

Pre7test is an essential Oatt_ofcluestionnaire design and should not be
omitted on the grounds that the questionnaire can be properly evaluated
by you. and your team Of local people,

III. Selection of the Sample

It is nearly impossible for yon to ask everybody in the community a set
ofqddetloina. What you can do is to Select .a small, group of people

(the sample) to WhOM you will administer your questionnaire. The aim

of this process is to obtain information from -the sample which will
apply to the total population of the community when the information

gathered is analyzed,

There are several :;ftiplifig techniques, but for the purpose of your

study, you need ac-t get ictO-comPlicated statistical
Following is one simple method:

Make a list of -all the households street by street or block by
block, then select one household out of every fiVei 10 or 15 hotted-
holdsi depending on the Size of your sample.

For Your stddy,_20 to -30 interviews are sufficient._ Select equal num-
bers of male and female t.spogdegtsi v-ery oftenitheoommugity may
have several different ethnic or social groups. In this case. be sure
to include in yoursampIe representatives of each major group; in num-
bers proportional to its Size.

Retember that the populatibil of your sample must represent and have as
much as possible the characteristics of the population of the whole .

community.

IV. Interviewing

YOU Must keep _in mind that theques tionnaire is a tool that helps you
to collect information for a better understanding of the community;
Accept answers without shot4iug any doubt; do not change replies that do
not sound correct to you.

First; set up a frieudik telationsht-P With the respondent: Explain the

Purpose of the StUdy in such a way that the respondent's curiosity and
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interest are stimulated: He/she must see that the study is worthwhile
and that his/her cooperation is needed. Another important aspect of
interviewing is probing. This is the lechniqpe used by the interviewer
to encourage and stimulate the respondent_to give further details. You
can use a neutral question or comment such as "What do you mean?" or__"I

see" or remain siienti suggesting to your respondent you understarid the
answer given but you know that she /he has more to say.

The important point to -keep in mind is that you should not_impose your
ideas upon your respondent to a point that- she/he feels obligated to
give the answer that you want--an answer that does not reflect.hisjher

own feelings.

V. Analysis of the Data Collected

In conducting the community survey, your goal is_not_to gather statis-
tical information such as the number of persons in different age groups
or the number of persons having a certain_illness, but rather to_gain a
better understanding of the people's traditions, knowledge, -and beliefs

of the community's felt needs, of what could and should be done for the

'wen-being of the people.

For example, if you want to know what the community thinks about_the_
services given at the health clinic, your analysis may present itself
under this form:

"Reasons for not using the health center by ...."

a. sex (male/female)

b. marital status (single, married, divorced, widow(er))

c. education (know how to read and write, primary education, secondary
education, etc ..,)

d. income

e. location

f. and others

Examining the responses to _this question for each of these categories_
will help yCle to understand why the health center is not used. For ex-

ample; the location may not be too convenient for some people-because
of the lack of public transportation, or women say that_the tidslife-
nurse's.manners are rude, or the villagers, especially those with lit-
tle education, consider the health center as the place for dying pa7

tirnts. This kind of information will help you to plan your education-
al activities accordingly.
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INTRODUCTION TO CROP PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Good crop prodUttiOn management involves attention to two major areas:

1. Standard managerial Skills-_ like timeliness and recordkeeping that

are essential to the success of any enterprise.

2. The farther'S ability to manipulate the ag environment by Selecting.

and implementing an appropriate system pf cropping practices from

land preparation through marketing.

STANDARD MANAGERIAL SKILLS

Most of these skills .apply as MICti to extension workers as to farmerii-.:.

A sySteMidapprOach: This means treating crop production as a system

composed of interrelated management practices. Another term for this

is integrated cropHvrOduction management.

Organizing and planning: From land preparation through Marketing.

RetOrdkeepingt For example;maintaining an accurate account of costs

and returns; keeping afield notebook to record planting dates; dates

and dosages of ag Chemicals; rainfall; and. general abSerVatitina on the

crop's progreSS This is a much neglected management skill.

Observing-SCOdtihg_to spot problems like insects and diSeaSea so that

timely action can be taken.

Timeliness and thoroughness: Delays in planting; fertilititg, weeding;

Watering; Spraying,iand harvesting can markedly lower yields. Care-

lessness and haste have a similar effect;

Equipment taihtehanceand_repair: Sloppy maintenance not only raises

equipment Costa bUt the resulting delays can also lower yields.

Communication with other farmers; researchers; and dittenSiOnista to

provide feedback and_to keep abreast of new developments_in cropping

practiceS. In addition; farmers need to keep infcirthed of market trends

concerning their crops.

MANIPULATING THE AG ENVIRONMENT

No other endeaVt is subject to more var'bles than outdoor crop produc-

tion. The countless variations in soils; climate; pests and diseases,

farmer managemeht ability, available capital; and available inputs (improved

varieties; fertiliZera; etc:) take such agriculture a very location- specific

enterprise with few "cookbook" recipes for success.

Despite the vagerieS Of Nature; a farmer still has a good deal of con-

trol over his /her specific cropping situation by ehooSing those_anagement_

practices which can overcome or moderate limiting factors and_often'take the

difference-between.prOfit and LOSS (or hunger and subsistence). Whether
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consciously or not most successful managers and extensionists view crop
production of an_integrated system made up of the following management areas.
which each contain numerous options:

I. CROPPING SYSTEMS: How much of VII. WEEK CONTROL
what to grow; type of rotation.

VIII. PEST & DISEAST CONTROL

II. SOIL MANAGEMENT & LAND PREPARATION
IX. OTHER PRE-HARVEST GROWING

III. PLANTING/TRANSPLANTING PRACTICES

IV. FERTILIZER USE 1" HARVESTING

V. LIMING XI. DRYING AND STORAGE

VI. USING WATER EFFICIENTLY Xii. MARKETING

NOTE: These management areas are presented in detail at the end of
this section;

The "Package of Practiceach__to__Crop__Management

In most cases; low crop yields are caused by several major limiting

factors present simultaneously, rather than by one single obstacle. When
farmers implement a locally adapted "package" of practices designed to -over-

come theaethtliple yield harriers, the results are usually muel more
presaiVe than those obtained by concentrating on only one batrier. SOMe

examples:

1. In a trial in India; a hybrid maize variety yielded only Slightly

more than a native variety when` -both Were grown under traditional

methods (2000 kg/ha vs. 1800 kg/ha). However, the same hybrid
yielded 8000 keha compared to _MG kg/ha for the native variety
when both were grown under improved practices (fertilizer use,
insect control, proper plant spacing and population).

Results from a trial conducted'with wheat in Mexico:

Treatment

Irrigation
Fertilizer

Irrigation + Fertilizer

Yield Increase

135%
5%

700%

A typical crop package" consists Of a combination of several locally
proven new practices which are also tested in their combined forM. Few

paCkagea_ate readily transferable without local testing and modification to

Shit conditions: Mtn packages consist of several of-the following prac-
tides: an improiml-viartety;fertiIiier use, changes in plant population and

spacing, improved control. of Ageeds._Tests_.!..diseases, and improvements in land

preparation, water management,. harvest, and storagc;

It's iispottatm-to..-realize that_a_package doesn't always have to involve

considerable use of purchased- input-s_; In fact, extension efforts can often
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effeetivolyfocus initially on improving basic management practices and

skills that require little or no investment (i.e. timeliness, weeding, land-
preparatienr-seed-selection; changes in plant population and spacing,_ etc:).

This helps assure that small farmers benefit at least as much as larger

ones, especially in regions where ag credit is deficient.



A GUIDE TO CROP PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT FACTORS

I. CROPPING-SYSTERS

A; How much of what to grow;

B. Intercropping (several crops at once) vs; monocropping; monoculture
(same crop year after year) vs; crop rotation

II; SallMANAGENENT_MID_LAND__PREPARATION

A; Soil _conservation practices to lessen soil erosion losses on slop-
ing fields;

(

B. roving soil physical limitations: texture; tilih; depthi drain-
age;

Choice of seedbed_type: raised; flat; sunken;

D; Seedbedf-inenesa_ required for the particular crop;

E. Handling of previous crop's residues.

F;

Depth of tillage

H; Choice,of _equipment or implements -.

III; _PLANTING/TRANSFIANTING

J A. Direct seeding vs; transplanting;

Direct seeding (field crops; some vegies)

1. Date_of__planting and its correlation with rainfall and tempra-
ture cycles;

2. 'Choate of crow variety: native vs; improved vs. hybrid plus
choices within each of these groups;

3. Seed quality; purity; and germination:

4; Depth of planting: small vs; large seeds; soil texture; mois-
ture;

/,
5. Plant- spacing: in' take rows, -between rows; broadcasting vs. row

planting; 'hill" vs; "drill" pI4nting.

6. Plant _population (density);

7. _Plantllig_Anethod: hand vs. mechanical.
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C. Transplanting

I. Size and age of transplant.

2. Container-grown vs; bare sooting vs. blocking.

3. "Hardening".

4. Depth of setting.

5. Shading.

IV. FERTILIZER USE

A. Organic vs. chemical fertilizer; use of green manure cropS;

B. Determining_ fertilizer--needs-: soil sampling for adil_lab tests;

diagnosing hunger signs, field trials, "guesstimates".

C. Kind and amount of fertilizer: chemical, compost, manure;

D. Timing of applications: pre-plant, at planting, sidedressing..

E. Placement

i. Broadcast vs. localized placement (band, hole, half- circle)

2. Distance- from Cie seeds orplants.

3. Slid-dial placeMentconsiderations for furrow irrigated soils,

foliar applications.

V. LIMING

A. De6iding if liming is needed.

D. Kind, applicati9n method and plaCeMent, timing;

In; USING WA+TA tFrICIENTLY

A. Rainftd Crops

1. Choice ofvarLety (dronght refAatande, 1-&-.AR14 of growing

pericid)

2. Platit-papiAa;_Lon (especially import:Int With cereal grains in

Marginal rainfall areas);

3. Timing of .2-lar..:±1,1

4. MulchlaE.

5. Weed immtrol.
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6. Fertilizer use.

7; Scill_conservation to lower runoff losses;

Irrigated Crops

1. Irrigation method: hand watering, surface (furrow or flood-
ing), sprinkler, etc.

Timing, amount, and frequency..

VII, WEED CONTROL

A. Method: Burning, mulching, hand implements, mechanical, herbi-
cides.

Thoroughness;

Timeliness.

D; Avoiding _crop injury: root pruning, herbicide toxicity, herbicide
residues.

VIII. PEST AND DISEASED CONTROL

A; _Birds (seed eating; seedling injury, grain eating): seed treat-

ment; scaring (people; string-flagging; etc.).

Rodents (fitid):!traps, baits; seed treatment.

Insects; slugs; snails

1; Nan=thenrical_controls

\

a; !Crop rotation;

b. Resistant varieties:

d. Biological controls:\ bacillus thuringiensis, predator in-
,

,c; Intercropping.

sects; etc;

e. "Organic" controls: Collars, "organic" sprays, stale beer

for slugs, etc.

f. Trap (barrier) crops.

2. Chemical controls

a. Deciding when to use inseCticides.

bi Choice of insecticide: toxicity, to humans and the environ-

ment, systemic vs. non-systemic.
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c. Type of formulation: spray, dust, granules, baits;

d. Applidation dosage; frequency; and timing.

e. CO-Verne required, use of sticker-spreader.

D. Diseases

2. Non - chemical controls: resistant varieties, crop rotation,_
sanitation, roguing; improving 4rainage, intercropping; weed

control, control of insect vectors, use of disease-free seed.;

timing_and_frequendy of watering; sterilizing nursery seedbed

Sail with heat or boiling water.

2. Chemical controls-: seed treatment with a fungicide, fungicide

drench, -chemical nursczy 6,d'veri "Iterilization, foliar fungi-

cides, systemic vs; non-sr: emic

E. Nematodes

1. Non - chemical Contral-a: Resistant varieties, crop rotdtiOn;
flooding, Sugar, plowing up trap roots, antagortstic plants

2. Chemical controls: NematoCides.

IX. OTHER PRE- HARVEST GROWING PRACTICES; etc,

A. Thinning of direct seeded vegies.

B. Pruning, Staki g; trellising.

C. Hilling-up of certain field crops like maize, beans; etc;

D. Equipment management; maintenance, adjustment.

HARVESTING

A. Determining-maturity: especially important with vegies and pea-

nuts.

B. Interval between maturity and actual harvest: farmers may allow

field crops to dry down in the field before harvest, but losses to

weevils, birds; rodents; and rots maY be serious in some eases.

C. Harvest method.

XI. DRYING AND STORAGE

A. Drying (cereal and pulse crops): in the field v . patio vs. cri,

vs. artificial methods.

B. Storage (cereal and pulse crops).
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1. Forth: threshed vs. unthreshed (or ear vs. shelled maize);

2. Type of container: gadkb; gourds; clay pots; baskets; Silos &
bins, cribs, airtight containers.

3. Moisture' requirements- for safe storage and their measurement;

4. Controlltu_Atorage_insPctR

a; Prestoragrre_lagiL: drying and cleaning of grain; cleaning &
repair of facility; spraying or dusting of facility; disin-
fection'of sacks;

b. In-storage mgt: sunning, smoking; mixing materials with the
grain (veg; oil; ashes; etc;); airtight storage; use of in-
secticide sprays; dusts, fumigants;

5. Controlling rodent losses: rodent proofing, baits; traps;

XII. MARKETING

1. Market analysis and price monitoring.

2. Crop quality control.

3. Cooperative marketing.

4. Contracts.



A GUIDE TO TROUBLE e uL, .:; -MS

It takes a_ lot of practice and detective work to accurately trouble-
shoot crop problems. Some abnormalities like wilting or leaf yellowing can
have numerous causes.

How-tn-Trouhleahoot: First, learn to distinguish normal from abnormal
growth when you walk.through a farmer's field; Keep a close watch for tell-
tale trouble signs smch as abnormal color, stunting, wilting, leafspots, and
signs _of inseetjeccd,niF. Make a thorough examination of affected plants,
includingti& system and the inside of the stem, unless the problem is
obvious. Obt4Sn etailed information from the farmer concerning all manage-
ment practi 77-lat might have a bearing on the problem (i.e., fertilizer
and pesticide applications, name of crop variety, etc.). Note whether the
problem occurs uniformly over the field or in patches; this can provide val-
uable clues; since some problems Tike nematodes and poor drainage seldom
affect the entire field;

Troubleshooting tools, etc.

I. A pocketknfe for digging up seeds or slicing plant stems to check
for root and stem rots or insect borers.

2. A shovel or trowel fur examining plant roots or checking for
insects or adequate .7.uisture.

3. A pocket magnifying glass to facilitate identification of insects
and diseases.

A reliable soil Hplest-ki-t- for checking both topsoil and subsoil
pH; especially useful in areas of high soil acidity. beware of

cheap kite, especially those using litmus paper. The tic:Inge

Truog kit is one of the best and costs about $15 (U.S.).

5. Disease, insett,-and-hunger-signs_zuides: Refer to the Bibli-
ography an the enc. of the Crops Gidde1inesi
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CROP APPEARANCE

POOR SEEDLING
EMERGENCE
(Carefully dig up
a section Of row and
166k ft:it the seeds)

_TROUBLESHOOTING (TIDE

PROBABLE-CAUSES-

Low germination sed
Planting too deep or too shallow
Soil crusting or overly cloddy soil
Lackof moisture
Clogged planter
Seeds washed out by heavy rain
Fertilizer "burn"
Pre-emergence damping off diaddad
Birds, rodents
Seed eating insects (wireworms, seed corn maggots
seed corn beetle)

WILTING
(P1.1 up a few plants
carefully using a
shovel et. trowel and
examine the root;
:heck stum for borers
or rotted or dis-
colored tiSsile.)

Actual lack of moisture due to drought or poor
irrigation management (atetihg too lightly or to

infrequently).
Diteases (bahtetial or fungal wilts; certain type

of rcpt and stem rots).
Very high temperatures, especially. if combined

vith dr-y, windy conditions.
RJOt feeding insects
Stem burere_
Veod c.smpetition_
Por,t pruning by hrie_orcultivator
Nematodes (especially if confined to patches and_

when plants wilt despite having sufficient water)

Stem breakau or kinking

LEAF ROLLING
OR CURLING

LEAF CRINKLING,
PUCKERING

Lack of moisture. (maize; sorghum, millet)

Virus
Sucking insects feeding on stem or leaves
BorOn, calcium deficiency (beans only)
Verticillium wilt (penuts)

Aphids; leafhoppers feeding on leaVe6 or stems
Virus

LEAF "BURNING"
OR BROWNING

Drought
Excessive heat
Yertiliierburn
Insecticide burn
Dipterex, Azodrin (Nuvacron), or merhy
injury_on sorghum
Herbicide_damage
Nutrient deficiendy
Aluminum, iron, or manganese toxicity
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TroubleShootinIg-Guide: (cont-'d)

CROP APPEARANCE_ _PROBABLE CAUSES

due to excessive acidity (below pH 5.5). _

Salinity or sodium problems (confined largely to
low rainfall areas; especially if irrigated.)
Boron toxicity from irrigation water -(low rainfall
areas) or improper placement of fertilizer DOtOti.

LEGGY; SPINDLY Lack of sunlight caused by overcrowding or lefig

PLANTS periods of heavy cloudiness.

HOLES IN LEAVES

Caterpillars
Beetles
Earwigs
Crickets
Snails; slugs; especially on beans (check for
slimetrails)_
Breakdown of dead tissue due to fungal or
bacterial leaf spots

SPOTS ON LEAVES

Fungal or bacterial leafspots
VitUk_
Sucking insects
Spilling of feitilizer on leaves
Herbicide spray drift;- esOeciaily
paraquat (Gramoxone)
Sunscald (beans)

LEAF MALFORMATION
WITH STEM CURVING &
TWISTING (Broadleaf
plants only)

2; 4-D type herbicide damage due_to spray drift Or
a contaminated sprayer (broadleaf crops only).

LEAF MOTTLING; LEAF
MALFORMATION; PLANT
MALFORMATION

Virus

LEAF STRIPING

Nutrient deficiency
Virus
Genetic
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Troubleshooting-Guide (eolit'd)

CROP _APPEARANCE PROBABLE CAUSES

Nutrient deficiency
Poor drainaf,e

YELLOWING; STUNTING Nematodes
Low pH (excessive atidlty)_
Root rot, stem rot, rise diseases

OVERNIGHT DEFOLIA- Leaf cutter ants, gr$7,ihg animals
TION OF PLANTS

PLANTS CUT OFF AT Cutworms
OR NEAR GROUND LEVEL Mole Crickets

TWISTING TUNNELS Leaf miuers
IN LEAVES

YOUNG SEEDLINGS COL-
LAPSE NEAR GROUND
LEVEL AND DIE

POOT GROWTH,
LACK OR VIGOR

Fungal seeditvblighcs; dampirk off; Heat girdling

of stem (beans)

Too dry 1r too wet
Too hot or too cold
Insects, diseases
Weeds
Unadapted variety

Lo4 pfi
obles

Ovrcrowding
Shallow soil
Soil compacti,m, harePah
Poor drainage
Nutrient deficiency
Faulty fertilizer pritctices
Nematodes

_

Excessive cloudiness
Herbicide carryover
Overall poor managemeM'
Damalei seed (beans)

LODGING' OR STALK Overcr(mding

BREAKAGE (Maize, Stalk rots
Sorghum, Millet) Rbotworm,..

High Wind
K defiCiency
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Troubleshooting GUi4e coMt'd)

CROP APPEARANCE _PROBABLE CAUSES

POORNODUIATTPNON__
PEANUTS, COWPEAS,_SOY-
BEANS, OTHER LEGUMES
THAT ARE EFFICIENT__
FIXERS (Carefully dig_
up the _root system and
Chedk for nodulation;'
Clusters of fleshy nod-
ules, especially on the
taproot, and with red-
dish interiors are signs
of good noduiation;
Don't confuse noduleS
with nematode galls!)

Soil lacks the_correc type of Rhizobia;_Seed__
innoculatiOn is needed; improper innotulation:
wrong_strsin, innoculclnt too old or improperly
stored;
Exposure of innoculated seed, to excessive sunlight
or contact with fertili2er or certain seed
treatment fungicides
Excessive acidity (soybeans are especially
susceptible to Molybdenum deficiency);
Plants are too young (it takes 2-4 weeks after
plant emergence for t he nodules to becc,..e
visible);



CGNTENTS:

Shallow
(45=60 CM)

GUIDELINES FOR VEGETABLE GROWIT

Rooting depth of vegetables
Vegetable planning chart__
Heat tolerance of vegetables,' frost tolerance

Vegetable families
Nutritional value of vegetables
Calculating how much seed to buy
A sample seed calculation problem
Selecting the right vegetable and variety
Storing seed and testing germination
Choosing a garden locatitin
Using the right seedbed type
Plant spacing and row spacing considerations
Intercropping
Succession planting
Watering: How Much; How Often?
GrOWiag transplants in a nursery seedbed; dampiiig-off

Tips on transplanting
nen to harvest vegetables
GaidelineF: for individual vegetables

Broccoli
Brussels sprouts
Cabbage
Collards
CulifloWer

Chinese Cabbage
Corni, sweet
Garlic

ti

Lettuce
Onion
Parsley
Potato
Radigh_
Spinach

ROOt-ing-DeptVegetables When
There's NO-Bartier-to_Their Petetration1,2

ModesatelyDeep
(90-120 cm)

Beans
Beet
Carrot
Chard; Swiss
Cucumber
Eggplant
Muskmelon-
Mustlrd
Pea (English)
Peppers
Squash; summer
Tin nip

Detp.
(More than 120cm)

Atparagus
Beansi_lima
Corn; field
Paradip
Pumpkin
Squash, winter
Sweetpotato
Tomato
Watermelon

1; Adapted from-Handbook fOr v!=g6tabli-GrcmmixigLi J. Knott; John Wiley 5

Sons; NY; 1962.

Soil compaction; hatdai subsoil dryness, ponx_drainarol; and exces-
sive subsoil aci4ity ran all reduce usable soil- depth.



VEGETABLE-PRODUCTION PLANNING unaal

CROPS

PLANT SPACING-1-- SEED_ SEE0
SPACMG

DAYS__TIL
HARVEST

YIELD PER8

SQL._METER
In Row Betv74__Rows DEPTH

BEANS; BUSH GREEN 5-10cm 40 -60 -cm 2-5cm 5=6cm 42-56 0.4-2kg

BEET 5-8cm 30-60cm 0.5-1cm 1-3cm 55-70 3-6kg

BROCCOLI 30-45cm 45-75cm T2 65-85T 1-2kg

'.CHINESE CABBAGE 25=30cm 30-60cm 1-3 cm 75-85 2-6kg

CABBAGE 3cC-45cm 40=7 5cm
.11 T 65-95T 2-6kg

CARROT
CHARD; SWISS

5=8 cm 15-606i
12T25cm

0.5
lcm

0.5cm
1-3cm

65-85
55-65

1.5-5kg
1 -2kg

COLLARDS -35=45cm 45=i,,:m 0.5-1cm T 50-85T 2-6kg

CORN, SWEET 25=30cm 75-90CM 2.5-5cm 12-15cm 70-90 3-4ears

CUCUMBER5 30tm :90-120cm 1-1.5m 2/hole 50-65 0.8-3.2kg

EGGPLANT 45-60cm 60-90dt 0.5-1cm T 75-95T 2-4kg

LETTUCE; HEAD 25-30cm 30-60dt T 45-70T 5-9heads

LETTUCE; LEAF 10-I5cm 20-45ct 0.5cm 0.5cm 30-50 2-4kg

MUSTARD 10-20cm 30 -60cm 0.5-Icm 1-3cra 40=50 2-6kg

OKRA3 45-60cm 70-90cm 1 .5-2.5cm 104-15cm 5C-70 1 -3kg

ONION, BULB6 5-8cm 15 -60cm 0.5-1cm 0.5cm 90-120 1.5 -6kg

ONION; GREEN 3=-5-cm 15-60cm
.11

75-90

PEPPERS 40-60cm 60 -75cm T. 60=90T 0.5 -4kg

RADISH 5cm 15-30ct 1cm 1.5 -2cm 23=30 1.5-4kg

SPINACH 5-8cm 15 -30cm 0.5 -1cm 1-36M 40-65 0.6 -2.8kg

N.Z. SPINACH3 30=40cm; 45 -60cm lcm 5-40cm 65=75

SQUASH; SUMMER 80-90cm90-120cm 2-3cm 6 /hill 50-70 2-8kg

(BUSH) betw,_ hills (thin -to 3) .

SQUASH, WINTER 90-120cm 150 -180cm 2-36M " 70-100+ 2-8kg

(VINING)
TOMATO7 30-60cm 75-100cm 0;5-1cm T 55-90T 0.8-6kg

TURNIP 6-12cm 30-60cm " 1 -3cm 45-65

WATERMELON 90-120Lm(hills) 150dm- 1.5-2.56M 6/hill 80-100 0.6-3kg

COW?EAS 6-10cm 5060cm 2-4cm 5cm 65-80

1; In-the-tow spacings are final spacings after thinning. Between. row

SpatiAl!ts vary greatly depending on seedbed style; variety size, and need

for foot or equipment passage.
2. T = commonly transplanted.
3. Soak these needs overnitd to improve gEmingtion_speed and rate.

4. TimerttI harvest- varies with variety and weather condiaons.

3. Refers to "di1.11"_planting; Space "hills" 75-90 cm apart in the row,

plant 6 seeds/hill, and thin to 3 plants;

6. Bulb onions-are usually greWt_from tra:,.splants or sets rather than

direct seeding (except under very good managetent);

7. Staked tomato plants can be spaced much closer together than unstaked

ones.
8. A vegetable!S yield can vary greatly with groWing_denditions and manage-

ment. A good yield in one area might be considered average or mediocre

in another area.
9. Sete direct planted vegies like chindtie cabbage, okra, lettuce, swiss

chard, and mustard can be cluster planted at 3 seeds/hole using the

after-thinning spacing in Column
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Heat tolerance varies greatly among vegetables and_also_among varieties
Of a vegetable. It's an importanrconsideration-in garden planving. It'd_

iMpotisible to give hard and fast maximum temperature_tolerances,_since high
daytime teiperatures can be somewhat offset by -low night temperatures.
Here's a rough table:

Monthly Average.
of baytime Higls

to 95°F, 39°C Eggplant, Hot Pepper, Okra; Watermelon;
Sweetpotato, Corn, Cowpeas

Vegetablea441hasaYieilla
Won't- be Seriously Affected-

to SO°F, 36°C

up to 85°F; 33°C

Squash, Cucumber, Muskmelon, Pumpkin;
Beans; Collards; Sweet Pepper; Lima Beans
(vining types) N.Z. Spinach

Tomatoes; Radish, Bush Lima Beans, Cabbage
(heat tolerant varieties), Cl'inese
cabbagei Onion, Grlie, Leek

up to 86 °F, 30°C Mussrd, Iridh_Potatoes* Carrots, Beets*
Cabbage, Leaf Lettuce, Rale, Swiss chard

up to 75°F, 27 °C 3roccoli, Spinach, Turnip, Brussels
sprouts, Cauliflower,Celery

Practi4c6 like mulching and partial shading may help offset the effects
of high heat

COLD T -OL

Some vege\tables (manly the heat tolerant ones) are very susceptible to

frost and also have their groth checked by ool temperatures. Yomag_plants
are mere' susceptible to frost -thano-Dia-v-stil-; a few days of gradually cool--
ing temperatures helps plants prepare for J:cst.

V.ry hardy (survive down to 20°F [-7.5°C]): Broccoli; Brussel's sprouts,
Cabbage, chiveS, collards, garlic; kale, kohlrabi, leek, mustard, onion,
riarsley, peas, radish, rhubard, rutabaga, spinach, turnip. (3ased on young

Mantis )

a1fhardy (young plants survive light frosts): 'Beet, carrot, cauliflower,
elery; chard, chinese cabbage, endive, lettuce, 'potato.

1



VEGETABLE FAMILIES

Why It's Important

I. Vegies of the same family share many of the same insects and

diseases. : Y6U'11 encourage buildup by growing family relative:

continually in the same section of the garden or fieldeSpeCiall:

true for the Cintifer and Solanaceous families.

2. Family,members also share many similar trairs re_tharacteristi

and growing practices; The.Crucifer family.(cabbag, ,

etc.) prefer cool to semi-warm temperatures, and most are shilla

rooted;.

CHENOPODIACEAE Gdosefoot-Family

Beet SWiss chard Sninath

COMPOSITAE-=- Sunflower Family

Lettuce Endive Artichoke

CRUCIFERAE --Crucifer or Mustard Family.

Cabbage Br-Ott-61i Radish Rutabaga

Collards Brussels sprouts Must-are Watercress_

Caulifloer Kale Turnip Horseradish

Koh rabi

CUGURBITAC
Squash
PUtpkin

Cucurbit or Gourd Family
Watermelon Chayote

Cucumber Melons

.

; LEGUMIN0SAE Legume or Pulse- Famqy:

Peas Lima beans Soy6eahS,

Bezns -' Cowpeas PeahUta

LILLYMAE Lily Fanr!ly.

gsp;ragus Onion Leek

Garlic \ Shallot Chive

SOLANACEAE - NiOtshad2 or Solanaceous Family
Potatb Pepper
Eggplant Tomato

UMBELLIFERAE_=_ParsIey Family
Carrot Parsley Celery Parsnip

MALVACEAE Mallow Family
Okra ? Cotton
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NUTRITIONAL VALUE OF VEGETABLES

Vegetables make several important contributtms to tropical diets:

a) They enrich the diet with nutrients, particularly vitamins and
minerals.

They render the staple food more palatable and hence improve the
/intake.

c) They improve digestion because of their high .fiber content.

The additiob of vitamins, minerals, and_other nutrients to the diet is
the most important factor. In fact, in many countries, vegetables (and
fruits)-may be the only significant sources of vitamins'A, C, folacih (a
vitamin), and of the mineral iron.

Of the vitamins, carotene (vitamin A) and vitamin. C 'are the most impor-

tant. Carotene is deficient nearly- everywhere in the tropics, with the ex-
ception of West Africa where red palm oil is used in food_ preparation. The

low intake of fat hampers_the absorption of carotene in the body. Vitamin C

is less abundant in cereal than in tube?-consuming regions.

Vegies whose edible. part6 are deep green, deep yellow; or deep orange
are good sources of.vitaminA,but there's little correlation between color

and vitamin_C content. In leafy vegies; a deep green leaf coiot (and there
fore -high vitamin A) is highly correlated with leaf exposure to'sunlight.
That's why_cabbage and head - lettuce are much lower in vitamin A than their
open leaved relatives collards and leaf lettuce.

One feature of vitamin A is Olat it is fat-soluble and c. < stored

for -up to a :/ear in the body's fat tissues; This is especiaii: significant
in light of the seasonality of vegetable availability in many countries. A

person in good health can consume all of his/her yearly vitamin A require-
ment in one season, and draw on the stored reserves during seasons when
vitamin A- carrying .produce Is in short supply.

In contrast; vitamin C is water soluble (stored in_body fluids); the
latest research indicates that vitamin C intakes above 100 mg/day are prob-
ably excreted from the body.' This suggests. that regular, daily intakes
of vitamin C are important in maintaining good nutrition. Vitamin C. availa-
bility in vegetables is further complicated by the fact that it is found
only in growing plants (not seeds or grains) and that it is destroyed by
high temperatures and exposure to oxygen. Therefore, cooking vegetables in
water for long periods of time effectively robs that food of its vitamin C.

1r general, the protein content of vegetables is considered to be_ela-
tiveiy unimportant. Some greens like spinach and cassava leaves contain

1. E. Whitney and E. Hamilton, Understanding Nutrition, 2nd edition; West
Publishing;Jlinnesota 1981, p.
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over 25 percent protein on a dry weight basis,_but because they are usually

consumed fresh (containing up to 90% water), the bulk of greens which would.

have to be consumed in order to meet one-'s- daily- protein requirement is a

major limiting factor. However, it's likely that many of the local varie

.tieS of greens commonly eaten in the tropics are more important sources of

protein in those areas than they are given credit for by nutritionists in

developed countries.

The fibre ontent of vegetables is less important in the tropics than

it is in developed countries, due to the generally coarser nature of pre

pared food LI the tropics. in this context, it should be noted that a high

intake of fibre effectively prevents constipation and digestive problems.

The important minerals, calcium and Iron, are often lacking in diets in

the tropics; Calcium deficiency_may_occur more frequently if the basic -food

consists mainly of cereals. A high iron intake is important since anemia

caused by malaria, bilharzia, and intestinary p.lrasites occurs very fre==

quently. Pulses such as cowpea are rich in calcium and iron.

The nutrient content of some vegetables compared with that of cereals;

tubers; and pulses is presented in the following tables,_"Nutrient CoMpOSi:

tion of SoMe Vegetables" and "Vitamin Value of Selected Vegetables."
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Table 1. Nutrient Composition of Some-VegetablesoCompared-with Fulsei Ind Starchy Foods

per 100 g edible portio

dry pro- Vit, A cliff:

Type of of Produce 'weate matter energy tein fibre Ca iron value mine flavin niacin vit. C

% g- Kcal mg

fruit-vegetables

tomato 6

eggplant _ . _4

Met peppeta (gteen) 13

pepper, hot (dry) 13

okrd _ 10

cucumber 20

pumpkin_ 17

watermelon 37

bitter gourd 20

carrots 10

beans (fresh; green) 55

leafy vegetables
.

amaranth , i

kangkong , A
Chinese cabbage 14

leaf tYP4 lettuee 26

white cabbage 15

cassava leaves 13

leguminous vegetables

1, hyacinth bean (dry) .0

If bean (fresh) .. 43

mung bean (sprouted) 7

gptoata; tuna; tubers; etc.

onion_Uty)__ .6

bamboo shouts 44

mushroom ._... 9

taro (as vegetable) 16

starchy basic food

maize

rice
.

--

--

cassava --

sweet potato

0-111 . .

groundnut (dry). 30

grimlidniit (fresh) 35

cowpea; --

,
--, -:

6.2 '20 1.2 0,7 -1 0.6 900 0;06 0.04 0.6 23

8.0 26 1.6 10 22 0;9 0;08 0.07 0;7 _..6

_8;0 26 13 _1;4 12 0.9 630 0;07 008 0;8 103

346 116 6.3 15;0 86 3;6 20;000 0.37 0;51 2;5 96

10,4 31 1;8 09 90 1;0 490 0;07 0;08 0;8 18

3.8 12 0.6 0.5 21 0.4 ; * 0.03 0.04 0.2 11

8.1 27 0;7 0.8 24 0.7 3;400 0;03 0.04 0.5 14

6.8_ 21 06 0.2 8 0.2 30 0.03 0,03 0.2 _6

6.0 19 0.8 1,0 26 2.3 0.06 0.04 0.3 57

10.0 33 1.0 0.8 40 0.7. 12;000 0.05 0.05 0.5 ,6

30.0 104 7.0 2.5 40 2,0 ! 150
i

0.03 0.15 1.5 25

10.7 26 3.6 1.3 154 2.9 3,000 0,04 0,22 0.7 23

10.0 30 2.7 1.1 60 2.5 -- 0.09 C.16 1.1 47

5.8 11 1.7 0.7 102 2.6 -30 0.07 0.13 0.8 53

64 20' 1.4 0.6 56 2,1 300 0;06 012 05 11

-7.0 22 1.6 0.8 :55 01 -30 0.06 006 0;3: 46

19.0 60 6.9 2.1 144 2,8 3,000 0;16 0.32 1.8 82

C.

87;9 334 6;8 98 3;9 . 0 0;40 0;12 1;8 _0

31;5 119 1.0 25 2;2 0.1 0.16 0.16 1.5 30

9.9 30 4.2 0.9 15 1.2 0 0.11 0,10 0.8 18

0

11.4 38 1.6 0.7 30 1.0 0 0.06 0.04 0.2 9

9.0 28 2.5 1.2 17 0.9 0 0.11 0.09 0,6 9
tt)

11.3 37 2.7 0.9 8 1.0 0 0.10 0,42 4.8 3 rt

24.6 94 2.2 0,8 34 1.2 0 0,12 0.04 1.0 8

0.

88 362 9.5 1.5 12 2.5 .0 0;35 0.13 20 0

88 354 8;0 0, 7 10 2.0 0 025 005 20 _0

40 153 0.7 1.0 25 1.0 -0 007 0.03 0,7 30 0

30 114 1;5 1;0 25 1;0 006 010 0;04 0;7, 30 0

92 579 270 30 50 2;5 * 09 0.15 17.0

55 332 150 1;5 30 1;5 * 0.5 0.10 10.0 10

90 340 22.0 4.0 9U 5.0 0.01 0,9 0.15 2.0 0

* Contains too smell a quantity to be significant in dietary evaluations.

-- Not avd11410.
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Table _24_ VITAMIN VALUE OF SELECTED VEGETABLEs1

Calories4Nutritional- Group Vegetables Vitawin_A2 Vitamin C3
(I.U.) (Mg.)

Parsley 8500 172 44
Spinach 8100 28 23

HIGH IN BOTH Collards 7800 76 33

VITAMINS A & C Turnip_greens 6300 8S 20
Mustard greens 580 0 48 23
Cantaloupe 3400 22 30

Broccoli 2500 _90 26

Hot red pepper 21,600 369 55

Carrots, raw 11,000 42

Carrots, cooked 10;500 _6 31

HIGH IN VITAMIN A Sweetpotatoes 8100 22 141

Swiss chard 5400 16 18

Green onions 2000 72 36

Beet greens 5000 f7 16

Leaf lettuce 1900 _18 18
HIGH IN VITAMIN C Peppers, green 550 120 22

Cauliflower 60 55 22

Chinese cabbage 150 25 14

Cabbage 130 33 33
Radish roots 320 26 17

Tomatoes, ripe, raw 900 23 22

Green beans 540 12 25
Head lettuce 330 6 13

lkra 490 20 29

weet corn (-el low) 400 9 91

Onions (bulb) 40 10 38
350 17 108

LESS NUTRITIOUS Bake,.; potato with skin .,.rer:e 20 93

EePL 20 6 33
Cucumbe 2:;(, 11 15

Eggplant 10 _3 19

Turnip root::: trace 22 23
Watermelon 270 3 12

1. Per 100 gram portion (3.5 oz.) 43
raw.

cooked vegetable Itulc normally eaten

2; Daily citrin A requirements are about 5000 I.U. for' active men and 4000
for actis:,. w3men.

3; Daily 71tamin C regnirement is about 45 mg; for b,)th.

Calorie requirement is about 2700/day for men and 2000 for women and up ti
50% more if very:active.
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CALCULATING HOW -MUCHSEED-TOMN

Most commercial seed is sold by weight, not by number of seeds;
Imported commercial vegetable seed usualy comes in 1 lb. cans and is then
sold by the ounce or gram to small :farmers. Buying seed by the_packet_is
much more expensive; and it usually hasn't been treated with a fungicide.

To find out how many ounces or grams of seed to buy, first calculate
the approximate number of seeds needed given the seeding rate and row_spac-
ing to be used; Then convert seed number to weight needed by using the

table below;

'Number of Seeds per Ounce and Per Gram

Bean
Beet
Broccoli
Cabbage
Carrot
Cauliflower

Seeds /oz. Seeds /gram

100
1600
9000
C500

23000
10000

374
55
320
300
800
350

Chard, Swigs 1200 40

Chinese caLoage 8500 300
Collards 8000 280

Corn, sweet 100-200 4-8

Corn, field 50=80 2-3

Cowpea 125

tucumber 1000 35'

Eggplant 6000 210

Lettuce 25000 880

Mustard 15000 525

N.Z. spinach 350 12

okra 500 17

Orion 9500 330

Pepper 4500 1m)

2000 70

Spinach 2800 100

Squash, bush 300 10

Squash, wining 100 4

Tomato 11000 390

n-rnip 13000 _450

Watermelon 225-300 g=10

NuffE The number of seeds will aleo vary a bit with the variety.

_ FIELD
Seeds/lb.

Maize 800-1300
Str.ghum 12000-20000
Peinuta 500-700

CROPS
Seeds /kg

1750=2890
26,000=44,000

1000=1550
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A Sample seed Calmlation Prcblem

1. Determine the dimensions of the plot where the crop win be planted

For example, suppose you wsuted to plan a 1 x 6 meter seedbed to

Chinese cabbage.

2. Determine your between -row spacing row width).

a. Use a_plaritiog chart such as the one on p. 41 of t: Crops Guide-

lines".

b. Ot use common sense or experience. (see p. 58).

How many rows will fit across your plot?

For example, suppose you settle on a row spacirg of 40 cM fOt the

Chinese cabbage with the rows running the short way across the 1 x

6 m bed. Youleend up with about 15 rows:

8 meters = 15 rows
0.4 meters

cms. for 6. rneters70-1 row every 40

I2 .

i

I

I 1

I

1

I
)

I
i

1

1

I

J
!

I I i,._
1

I I

I
I

I
,

I I I I
I

6 14

1 .1_1 i

3. Determine your final in -row plant spacing (Whal. it would be after thin7

ning). Consider the fonjwing:

The chart a'; p. 41.

b. Vegetable xype and variety (Ileac" lettild needs._ mte room than leaf

lettuce; o'ra needs much more space than t4diSh:A).

c. Grovi_n_g_L-adftir;ns: Are conditions (ocl,mate, etc.) ideal for-opti-

alum vow,h and si:_?

How many pl_nts at f.thaI spacing will fit into one of your rows?

For example, suppose you decide on 4_30 et final spacing for the

C'ineEe cabbage Mu would have 4 plants pe: 1 meter of row at tt,

final spacing:
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30crn

30cm

30cm

Determine the amount of cyerplanting needed to provide the fidaI stand
you're aiming for. Consider he aillowing:

Vegetable crops:_ Usually :.yerplanrNi 3-10 fold, .-1,pc.nding on soil
and moisture conditions, germinatiol rate of the sepei and typical
seedling survivability. .Excessseedlings should be thinned gradu-
ally over the first 2-3 weeks of growth to achieve the fid. stand.
Weaker seeds and sedlings like cal. lettuce, beeusi and onions
need more overplantiug than stronger ones radish," spinach, and
ChideSe cabbage.

Field crop :__Usuar.y_overplanted only 15-25% (1.15 -1.25 fold) due
to their hdrdin add higher seedling survival rates compared with
the :^ggie. ThInning is seldom practiced with field crops.

A Notk: on Ger-:',nation Rates:_ Good quality se-d 2totild have a ger-
MidatiO:; rar of at least 70%. Seed whOse galvlinatic,n is much be-
law buZ it likely to produce weak seedlings and shouldn't be used
if possible.

Th our example; Chinese cabbage has a relatively gco,1 seedling sur-
vival rate and probably reuds only a 3 or 4 fold 2verpladtg
rate.

Determine the amoun--ofseed nee far ',Jour total planting area:

Number of rows x Plants/row ;at spacing) x Amount of overpladtidg
needed (i.e. 3=ftid, 8 fold, etc. = NUMBER OF SEEDS NEEDED!

In our example, it would wctit ou% 14ite this:

15 tows x 4 plant-' /row 4-fold overplant4ng = 240 seeds

Determine the grams (or ounces) of seeded needed, because seeds are
usually sold by knight, not by number.

See conversion chart on p. 48 of the Crops Guidelines._ Id our ex-
atOle, 240 Chinese cabbogc s,..eds weigh slightly less thaii a gram.

If purchasing aced, buy zit lo .sc 25% morethanycu think you will deed
in case you need to do somc reTlanting.
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Determine the actual seed spacing in the row, giveo_the amjunt of aver-

planting and whether you'll be "cluster" Planting the seeii or "drill-

ihg" them (dribbling them out);

In our example, suppose we will class ter plant the Chinese cabbge.

Since we're overplanting 4.fold, we'd plant 4 seeds per group with the'

groups 3.0 cm apart (i.e. final spacing).

If we decided to "drill" plant the sends instead, reT- ant one seed

every 7.5 cm:

30Icm_final spacing = 7; cm between seeds
4 fold overplanting
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SELECTING THE RIGHT TYPE AND VARIETY CF VEGETABLE

I. VEGETABLE TYPE

There are a number of factors that determine the typeivof vegetablet
(i.e., carrots Vs. tomatoes; etc.) grown by farmers or school garden pi-6j,

ecta. Let't look at the main ones:

1. Climate'

Temperature: look over thz chart on page 42 and you'll see_ that_ not all

vegies to]' -ate hot weather wc11, while oLhers_actually prefer it: Heat

tolerant vegies like aggpIant; cucumber; and okra All_dti_quite well in mild

weather too (as long as night temperatures are_above_the low 40'8); but

"cool season" ones like head lettuce, peas, and cauliflower won't produce

rcasouible yields in no,. veather.

If close to the Equa'cor, your area's -levation will largely determine

the feasibility of growing cool season vegies; Caqerally; the choice of

vegetable typeQ increases with elevation. IfyoWre more than 15*_from the

Equator, there't likely co be significant seasonal temperatuve variations

which will affect crop choice.

Mulehing and partial shading may help minimize h,..at stress on cool sea-

son vegies or those it the "touchy" category.

Rainfall and Humidity: _rdseases,are genz,ra147 .Ai.trit under high

rainfall aad hufiidity, but some crops may r"..ifer .hIn ol:hers.

toesi eggplant, peppers , cucumbers, and melons are .Nonf; the more sensi-

tive.

2. Marketing Fact ter,

Market price as determined by supply and demaud influented crop choice

but in_a rather_ haphazard manner; Farmers often tend to get locked into ai

monoculture pattern which limits their flexibility even though feasible rl-op

alternatives exist;

Many vegies are highly perishable which liMitttheir trausportabllty

to more distant markets unless refrigeration is available; _Others cab-

bage, carrots; beets; sweetp)tatoes, and other root crops store and slitc.

well.

Consumer preference is a criricul consideration and must -11K .-leterairezi be-.

fore emb Ing on a vegetable that 4.6 new to at area.

3. qnf' Conditions

Most vegetal'? a grow well on a wide variety of soils as long as drain -

age and depth are aaelolate. Root cropt usually prefer sandy or loamy type

soils since high clay co,,tent may hinder root or tuber growth as ;yell at

harvest operations.
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4. Management and La'oor

Crops like radist, must, beets; and squash_requi*7e less
managemant ability and capit..1 L (especii.:11,) fur Cungicides_and insecti-

cides) than tomatoes, broccoll eggpl.int; pozatocn, and cauli-

flower.

5. Nutritional Value and Consumer Acceptance

Commercial_farmersrarelyconsider this a factor; but it's important
for home and school g4rden project's, _Lbok at the table on page 47, and
you'll see that vegies vary_markedly in their vitamin content. Eggplant,
cucumber, onion_bulbs, and beet roots are notably_lowin food value, while
carrotsi_collards mustard, and- broccoli are excellent. Note that vitamin

content (especially vitamin A) is closely correlated with leaf exposure to
sunlight-In-the case of leafy vegies. That's why open leaf collards have
*bout 60 times more vitamin A than their tight headed relative, cabbage. Of

court, taste acceptance by the family or school kids is essential. Turnip
and rLiish greens (high, in vitamins) are much more palatable if disguised in

a stew or mixed with other vegias.

II; THE RIGHT VARIETY

Successful egetable production starts with. the selection of a suitable

adapted variety. The yield difference between an adapted variety and one
that isn't can easily make the difference between profit and loss. One com-
mon mistake PC has made in some countries is to recommend *hat PCV's bring
seeds with them from the states without stating which varieties of a vege-
table they should buy.'

tics:

Vegetable varieties vary considerably in the fOlowing characteris-

1. Time--to--Mat-Ltri_ty: Varieties are classed as ear3", medium, and

late. Although early varieties :each harvest sooner, yield, tend
to be lower than with longer duration varieties however; they may
be advantageous in terms of hitting the early market; avoiding
disease buildup, and enabling more crops to be grijwn in the same
field.

2. Resdstanceto_disenematodes; and physiologic disorders: _Re-
sistance to these problems varies a lot Ath the variety and is a
very important consideration Jr: selection. For example; the tomato
hybrid Better Boy VFN is resistant to Fusarium and Verticillium
wilts as well as nematodes. The Walter tomato variety_ is :resistant
to Fusarium :.gilt, gray leafspot; and radial fruit cracking (a phy-

siologic disorder).

1. The Ministry of Agriculture in your hostcountryshould be able to pro-
vide a list of recommended vegetable varieties for different regions of

.bige country.
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3. Color, .-,)ape, Variations are

num,2!rous, Market considerations have a lot to do With tbS choice.

4; Heat or cold tolerance: In most PC countries; heat tolerance is an
important factor, and there is some variation among varieties,
es7.rdally among the less heat tolerant_vegies_i The_K-K and K-Y
Cross cabbage hybrids have been spedially developed for ;Ale

tropics;

`5. Growth habit and duration of harvest: Wt. vs. indet. tomato vari-
eties, bush vs. vining beans, etc.

Hybrid vs. Open-pollinated Verities

In_ horticulture; the -word ."variety" (or "cultivar") refers to an agri-
culturally derived plant (i.e. evolved by_farmers or plant breeders); Vari-

eties may either open-pollinated or hybrids.

An open-pollinated variety is prOduced th7ongh natural pollination

(,;f) which may be- cross - pollination (i.e. corn, cabbage family; beets) or self-
pollination (tomato, beans, lettuce).

A hybrid variety is produced through man-aided cross-pollination be-
tween two more more di %tinct varieties; This requires much more care and -

effort than that involved in producing open-pollinated varieties, so seed is
usually quite a bit more costly; However, hybrids generally have improved
vigor and disease resistance, and ar. often more um:form in size. Just.: as

much care is needed when selecting among hybrids for an adapted variety as_

with open-polliti-,,ted varieties; Urlike open-pollinated 7arieties, the seed
harvested from planting a hybrid can't be replanted since it will degenerate
sack into the original (and usually weaker) varieties from which it was

cweloped.



STW_ TING GERMINATION

I. 3E111-STORAGE

Seed viability. deteriorates rapidly under high :tumidity and tempera- _

'.ures and becomes a serious problem in the tropics. High _,.-7,natures speed

up the seed's life processes which causes further heat anif ,n.co!)rezes molds
and fungus; high humidity accelerates mold and fungus e.c.

Under cool, dry conditions, fresh corn, onion, and okra seed store well
for up to 2 years; wiaiIe most cat'Ir seeds are good for up to 5 years. Hie'
temperatures and ..w.midtty seed in a matter of days or weeks.

Moisture guidelines:_ Beans craps (corn, rice, etc.) should con-
tain no more than 13% moistu_ safe storage? most vegetable seeds
shoul-' not exceed 9%, though t...;ty re also harmeu by excessive drying (like
belo,1 4-5%)._ W7ezable seed moisture content:.r difficult to measure With-
out a special mete:, bu, the figure,. emphasize the iwportance of dryness.

Temperatures: E,,-.st place to stare seed is in a refrigerator just slightly
above freezing.

Most of the commercial imported vegetable seed you'll. see overseas
comes in irv.:1 pound sealed cans which have far better storage life (until

opened) chanpcket seed.' All_ reputable ed is dated so check the
label. By the way, it's much cheaper tc buy seed in bulk (by the ounce;
etc.) cc:: of caas compared to the cost of an equal amount of seed in pack-
ages. Also, most "canned" seed has been treated with a fungicidenot so
With packet seed.

Storage Tips:

1. Store seed in airtight containers (jars, :_ce,,partially ftl.Le6
with a dessicant chloAei quicklime (burned ltme,
calcium oxide), -or ciiica gel. AP. sure to_sen.mre Z:he_sed_
(placed in enelpes) 5':com the .7,es3icant With z.4 layer )f_c:-..rerSoel. d

or cotton, etc- Oven dry rice kernels are an excellent delciuratc.

2. Never allow seed to become damp; even if redried, its germination
will be reduced.

II. HOW TO TEST GERMINATION

In -the tropics, it's always a good idPi to run a germination test ou

seed before it's platt_d. Here's a simple but reliablt-_ way to do it;

1. Some seed companies use a foil lined pa which should keep out dam-

tiutidity until opened'.
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,
Count out 100 ;:edda_and' place them about 1/2" apart on a square of

moist newspaper several layers thick. Carefully roll_upLthe newspaper sev-

eral layers thick._ Carefdlly roll up the newspaper so that the seeds remain
separated ft-OM each other and remain pressed to the newspaper. Place in a

plastic bag or periodically remoisten the newspaper so it won't dry_ out.

Sprouting tme varies a little with temperature and_ c'ed out begin

thetkihg after4days4 Pepper, parsley, parsnip, ok1-1, and aspar-

agus mey_take 7-10 th.ys; Good seed should have a germinatior, rate of at

least 80%.

Up to--ai,paint_you_can compensate for low germination by planting more

seed, but seed with a germination much Lovver than 50% or so usually produces

less vigorous seedlings;

CHOOSING A VEGETABLE GARDEN LOCATION

Here are some important factors to consider:

1, Soil factors: G.3od drainage is a must and can be enhanced by using

some of raised §eedbed. Very -clayavor sandy soils can be im-

proved by large additions of orc.anic matter (compost, manure for/

bottl; rice hulls help loosen up cloy). Try to avoid very rocky/or

shallow (less than 18") Soil. If the _slope is much more than ,--47C

(3-4 ft. drop per 100 ft.), some erosion control measures will be

'needed like contour planting or mulching.

2. Shade: Less of a problem in the tropics due to the higher sun

ang1L, but odwace of nearby tall trees. Most vegies prefer at

least 7-8 hourS of sun a day. However, partial shading may be ben-

eficial when trfing to grow heat sensitive vegies like lettuce in

hot weather. Watch out also from competition from tree roots.

3. Avdilabilkty of water: Even very rainy climates have dry spells,

but proviSio: for irrigation water is vital in areas with a/dIs-

tinct dry season.

4. Protection_from_aninials: Many garden projects htve beeh temporari-

ly devastated by animals, especially cattle, pi 6, and goats. Some

type of protective fencing is necessary.

5. Mlnd-Rrotection: Exposed plants can be seriously damaged b, whip-

ping or stem breakage due to heavy winis. In hot, -emi-arid are y

such as along the Senegal River in Mauritania, hot, drying winds

can literally dry up plants . Some windbreak protection ts usually

needed for most gardens (i.e. buildings, a hill, planted wl.nd-

breaks, trees).

6. Protection F.:om pilferage: TI:- best security is locating the site

'.year a house.
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USING THE RIGHT TYPE OF SEEDBED

The right type o seedbed varies more with climate and Soil than with

the crop; The common ones are:

RAISED BEDS OR RIDGES: Under conditions of high rainfall And/or poor drain-
age;' crops are .usually planted on raised up beds or ridges to keep thek-trot

getting "wet feet"; they're_ also_ essential_whenfUrrow irrigation is used:N_
(In acite_areaS, at the -start of the wet season when rains are lighter, fiele4t,

crops like maize, sorghum, and beans are planted on flat beds and then grad-
ually hiiled up as the season progresses; this only works with plants that
have enough stem height and leaf clearance to tolerate this partial
bUrial).

RaiSed beds are.especially well suited for intensive vegetablegrowing
for reasons beyond drainage:

1. They keep the soil looser since there's no need to walk on them.
The bed's ;width should allow all :.cie plants to be reached by hand
from the alleyways (about 1-1;5 Li.-_ers is best).

--
,There's less bending over invoit

`3. You and up with a double thick ,.yer of topsoil.

They reduce the incidence of soil - -borne diseases caused by poor
drainage.

5. The raised bed makes it possible to use very narrow rows or ,even
(:u.idistant plant spacing, since you ,Aon't need to walk among the
giants. i

Wised beds can also- be used under low rainfall or for sandy soils, but
their height ShoUI;Vbe reduced (maybe 8-10cm high vs. 15-20cm high). Mulch-

ing wcalld help cut! down--the extramoisturelosses_raised beds are subject to

under dryCtinditins. Making a "lip" around theedge of the bed will also

hUp

.t season style
raised bed

-FIAT _SEEDBEDS: Us d where moisture
are no, drainage pr blems;

it"

raised -bed with
a "lip" to help
retain water Under
drier conditions,

is adequate for crop growth and ther

SUNKEN SEEDBEDS: Under low rainfall orvery sandy soil conditions, ite$ies

toy_be_platited in slightly sunken beds or -iv. slightly- sunken futrOWS it-

vove moiC-ure avzlilability. In. arid conditions, shallow rooted- crops like

onions that have E.-7equent watering needs can be grown in sni:en beda-"4 few

otizntimeters below.normai soil level.
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FLANT SPACING GUIDELINES

Several factors influence row spacing:

1; Plant-lapread: It's obvious that ._radishes_; carrots, and beets can
be grown in narrower rows than tomatoes; cucumbers; or squash.
Trellising and staking both enable row widths to be reduced through
the "skyscraper" principle.

Type of equipment used, and need for foot traffic: The use of trac-L
for or animal-drawn equipment requires wider row widths than when
only hoes and hand-opel,rated-Sprayeta-afe-usad-. Using raised beds
allows for the cIosettrow spacing possible or even equidistant
s acin . Some of the_l.lov. bio-dynamic _gardening books promote
t ese close spacings in obta_the plants form a "living mulbh".
Yields are often Af:idi7La:y higher in mild Climate;_low humidity
fares where the: hods first 4ereused_(Europe; California; New
England). -However under hot, hUtdAconditions, super close plant
:spacings may accentuate fungal and bacterial leafapots.

'.There are numerous ways of arranging rows. They can be spaced' uni--
fortly with alleyways -oz each side for machinery or foot traffid,;.
Groups of close _spaced rows can be alternat:>4 witr alleyways With-
out using raised beds.

What about iti-th-roloingal_

This depends_mainIy_on plant "spread" (width).; altugh some crops ike
beans respord'positively to super close in-the-row spacings far above what
their size might seem to suggest. However; cramming plants together too '

tightly causes legginess (spindly plants); encessive plant competition (es-
pecially for sunlight); and lower yields. Leafy vegies (those a leaf__
parts are the real product) like cabbage; lettuce; and Chinese culbage will
produce overly small heads i± too crowded.-r_Beets; carrots; turrips; and
radishes can be spaced much more closely in_the row than peppers; tomatoes;
eggplant; cabbage; and broccoli. It's mainly common sense.

What about Broadcast, Band; and Equidistant Planting?

Some small spread" vegies like carrots,
be broadcast Planted (scatter planted ) ins'
arrangement. Carrots and radishes can also
and then thinned to stand 3 -4 -abreast. The 1.

planting is ease of weeding. Broadcast plaatl
1-1.5 meterswith alleyWa. left between
possible without stepping on the beds.

radisLes, and leaf lettuce can
'1g a_definite_row

in bands 8 -12 cm Wide;
-,!45 of sin!=le_row _

be COnfined to beds
the ao that weeding is

Equidistant planting: Again, this is part of the bio-dynamic arnroach
and uses a hexagonal plant --s- pacing pattern to achieve ma#mum plant.prTa1A-
tions with minimum competition for suclight.

Example of e4uidistant spacing
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Leaf lettuce might be planted on 20 cm
arrangement is also necessary for this
the shade effect of the vegies to help
mulch." However; ander high humiditY;
fungal and bacterial leafspOt problems.

equi-spacings. Naturally, a bed
method. SuCh_a pattern also utilizes
keep down weeds -and form a "living
such close spacing may accentuate

INTERCROPPING

Intercropping_cons?its of growing two_or_more different crops together
at on66;_either side by side or in adjacent rows. It's also called "inter-.

planting" or "companion planting ". Experience and research have.shown that
certain crop_ combinations are especially well suited to this practice which

has several benefits:

1. BettAise-of-space: Growing a quick maturing crop like radishes,
leaf lettuce; and spinach in between rows of a slower crop like
tomatoes; peppers; and eggplant takes good advantage of the vacant
space surrounding these latter crops early in the growing period.
Radishes and carrots are another compatible combination.

2. Shade provision: Cucumber; squash, and pumpkin_ tolerate or even
appreciate some shade and grow well when interplanted among sweet
maize or field maize. The maize may. also benefit from the soil

mulching prvided by the other crop's leaves. Likewise,_ the ad-_

verse effect of hot weather on cool season crops like lettuce and
spinach may be partially offset by interplanting them among taller

crops like tomato; eggplantiand pepper.

3. Insect control: The use of aromatic herbs like mint and thyme or
other pungent plants like onions -and garlic as companion crops to
other veggies may reduce insect damage somewhat, but this effect is

generally much overrated. HOwever, stands of a single crop by it-

self tend to be more vulneiable to insect attack than interplant-
ings; whether or not herbs or onions are used.

4. Miscellaneous: _Pole (Vining) beans areofteninterpIanted with
maize whose stalks serve aa_supports. Beans are a nitrogen fixing
legume; although only of moderate effectiveness; nevertheless, a

small -but significant amount_ of N is passed on to the maize. See

Op. 95-98 of the PC/ICE Traditional Field Crops Manual for more

details.

SUC at SYSTEMATIZING PRODUCTION

Siitteasion planting is a very useful planting strategy which will

greatly benefit any garden project; Its goai_is_to_coordinate the planting-
harvest cycles of the gardso's crops into an efficient system so that land_
is kept in continual production and the flow of produce made more uniform

throughout the:rowing season. Succession planting requires careful plan-

ning and timing; here are some helpful. guidelines;
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Timing Transplant production

If tomatoes are to follow a crop_ofbeeta, the preparation and planting

of the tomato nursery seedbed shouldbttimed so that thetransplant will be

ready for field setting as soon as the beets are harvested.

Staggering Plantings of a Crbp-

A common problem for most garden projects is that_each crop's produc-

tion flow tends to be very uneven; This "feast or famine" syndrome can be

largely overcome by making a series of staggered plantings of the_ crop at

weekly to monthly intervals rather than one planting alone. Another means

is to plant early; medium, and late maturing varieties of a crop simultan-

eously to extend the harvest period.

Aside from evening out the flow of produce for home consumption; stag-

gered plantings haVe several important advantageS for market gardens:

. Buyers are- usually partial to prodUCtra who can provide a reliable

supply of produce over a long period.,

b. By spreading out the marketing period for a veggie; growers can

usually take advantage of favorable market price fluctuations;

rather_than gambling on a good price for a single marketing._ Also,

there is less likelihood of glutting the market and causing drastic

price declines;

_ __-
In selecting an appropriate time interval between staggered plantings;

it's important to consider the harvest duratioi- of each planting. Some sug-

gestions:

a. A planting of sweet corn tAll_remain at a harvestable stage for

only 7-10 days; thus; succession
plantings would be needed at 7710

days intervals for an_even flow or produce. AnOther approach would,

be to plant an early (about 65 days to maturity); medium (80_days),

and late (90 days) variety at the_sate time which would provide a

harvesting period of about.a month;

b. The harvest duration_of tomatoes varies greatly with the_type. The

short; bushy; determinate varieties have a harvest duration of only

2 -3 weeks;while the tall growing; indeterminate varieties can con-

tinue producing for several months if the plants aren't killed off

by fungal leaf spot diseases.

c; Some veggies such_ab_SQ18S chard; spinach; leaf lettuce, mustard;

and collards Can_be harvested either all at once (i.e. pulling out

or cutting off the entire plant) or they can be picked a few leaves

at a time over a number of weeks (new leaves continue to be pro-

duced from the base).



WATERING VEGETABLES
WHEN? HOW OFTEN? HOW MUCH?

There are no quick and eas_ymetbods for determining how much water
plants - - .; The so-called "shiny" or
"shiny layer" method popularized in some garden books just isn't reliable
enough (With this method; the soil supposedly has received enough water
when a shiny layer of water remains on the soil surface for a certain number
of seconds when. watering is stopped); However; if you're willing to learn
some fairly straightforward concepts and figures; you'll be able to greatly
improve on "eyeball" methods. Here goes:

1. The frequency and amount of watering plants need depend on: soil
texture, root depth; crop stage; crop type; :temperature; humidity,
and Wind. As temperature and/or Wind increase and humidity
decreases, water needs go up. We'll cover the other factors
farther on.

2. Sandy soils need more-frequent (about twice as often) but lighter
waterings than clayey soile_since they can store only about half- as
much water per unit of depth.

3; The shallower the root sys tem of the soil, the more often- watering
is needed. Tiny seedlings With roots' only a few centimeters deep
may need water 1-2 times a day on a very sandy soil anoWonce every
1-2 days on a clay or clay loam soil (depending on temperature;
humidity, and wind). AS roots grow deeper, watering intervals can
be spread out; However; well-established lettuce; onions, cabbage,
and other naturally shallow rooted. crops will need more frequent
(but lighter) waterings than tomatoes, eggplant; field corn; and
other deeper rooted crops

4. Crops themselves vary in the weekly and total amounts of water
needed to grow themi'but there's much variation among field crops_
than among vegies. Millet is the most drought resistant, followed
by sorghum, and then peanuts and cowpeas.

. _

5. Plant demand for water increases With growth and:reaches a peak ,
around flowering or fruiting time which continues until harvest is
over for vegies. Field crops_Whith are_harVeated in a much Mote_
mature state (hard; dry seeds) taper off. from this peak as maturity
sets in.

-Soma useful figures: In warm weather, most very young plants will
use about 19-25 mm (1.9-2.5cm or 0.75-1.0") of water per week.
This is equivalent filling up a flat tub that is as big as the
planted area to a depth of 19-25mm. This includes soil evaporation
and plant usage.

1" of water = 7 gallons (25 liters) per meter

Peak usage rates for osrablfshed crops run around 45-75mm (4.5-7.0
cm or 1.75-2.75") a-week, depending on temperature; wind; relative
humidity, and crop type (not a real important factor with vegies)
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This stinals 12-19 gallanS (45-70 liters) per sq. meter (11 sq. ft.)

per week.

6. Surprised at the high amount of_water established plants need?

That's thereason why most people overwater young plants (in terms

of _frequency and_emount)_and underwater_ older plants_by_putting on

too lithe too arEciri:--Shallow watering produces a shallow -root

system; since roots Won't_ penetrate into dry soil. It'S a self -

perpetuating cyd4 since the plants begin showing moisture stress

signs far too soon after each watering, which sets them up for more

of the same treatment.

Ori the other hand; puttingtoo_much water on can cause drainage

problems and leachintlosepct of. nutrients like nitrogen and also

accentuate soil-borne rungaland_baCterial diseases. Watering_too

often (regardleas of quantity) promotes,"daTIERigl: in seedlings

and fUngllaild_bacretial _le nt- in older plants plus soil-borne

fungal; bactetiat7oilks.

NOTE: 1 mm 1 liver per sq. meter

partners in low rainfall; irrigated areas should

usually pre-irrigate the soil to full eventual rooting depth before

planting_ to avoid getting behind later_on_in the season when demand

really increases It'S a good idea, since the water will not be_

lost except for 4 small amount that evaporates from near the soil

surface. _The only water that drains downward is excess _water- that
the soil's small pore sPaces_can't_hold. Check the PC/ICE Soils,

Crops and Fertili zer manual (pp. 15-16) for a full explenatioh.

IlowCan _L_Tell When Plante_Need-Watering?

Wilting; leaf ddrline, (or -rolling) andi in some cases, color changes
.1

(maize turns bluish green; bean_leaves turn dark green) are the initial_

signs of_moisture stress ().ack of water) Yellowing and eventual

("fikihg") of the- leaves, starting at the tips, are very Advanced symptoms,

that occur after days of continuous moisture stress. However, most ofthese

symptoms can also becaused_ by anything else that interferes with'water up-

take or water transport such as nematodes, soil insects, fungal and bacteri

al wiltsi stem borers, and even very high temperatures. N defitiejLey _can

cause yellowing too.

Although young plant6 can usually_tolerate the initial symptoms (wilt-

ing, curling, color change) without any significant yield drop; older plants

(especially those that are flowering and fruiting) should not be allowed to

reach this_stage or yielaii may be seriously affected. For example; if corn

wilts for 2.=-4 days during polllnation; yields are usually cut by
50 %!

Now for some more ANIL1211

fiery youzzv plants: own roots are very shallow, you can use a simple

"scratch" test. Take Your finger and scratch down a few centimeters.

If the soil is dry more than 2-3 cm down; it may be time to water if
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seedlings are small and still shallow rooted. Look at the seedlings

too for signs. Remember, young seedlings need frequent but light
waterings; frequency will depend on weather and soil texture as well as

root depth.

Older plants: Check over the water quantity guidelines on the previous
page; As plants get older, you want to make less frequent but larger

applications: amount per application will range from about 25-
65 mm (1-2;5" or about 25-65 liters per sq. meter)-and will depend on_
weather; soil texture; and root depth. The frequency will be inversely
proportional to the amount applied and will vary frokabout one up to
as much as 3 times_a week. For example,_io warm-weather; Cabbage might
need two 30 mm waterings per week since_it's shallow rooted, while
deeper noted tomatoes might require a_ 60 mm watering_00 liters/sq.
meter) once very 4-6 days. Remember that hardpans and excessive sub-
soil compaction can restvIct root growth;.

Ocher Guidelines for_Older_Plants: Another guide is to apply water
before one half of the root zone's available water has been used up.
Sounds complicated, but hold on. Plants take up about 401 of their
water needs from the top quarter of the root zone; once this top quar-
ter gets down to 0% available' water, it will soon .be time to apply

more You can get a very good estimate of the percentage of available
water remaining_by using the "squeeze re se on p. 153 of the Soils:;
Crops, and Fertilizer Use manual (don't confuse this with the feel'

test for texture.

Ileasurin th- 6-.th that Water has Penetrated: Use a107-15mm (about
0.5") diameter iron rod about 1-1.5 mm long that is slightly tapered at

one end. Wait about 1/2-1 day after watering and then push it_into the
ground. It should penetrate fairly easily until it stri%es dried out
soil (hardpans may affect the accuracy of this methed).

What about Rainfall?: Buy a rain -gauge or make one out of a tin can

for checking rainfall, since its frequericy,And_AMOunt will affect the

need for supplemental watering. Amounts much below 6 mm (1/4") aren't
much use to plants; since much of this is lost by evaporation from the

upper soil surface. Don't try to "eyeball" rainfall - it's very

deceiving. Remember also that heavy downpours result in a lot of use-
less water runoff.

What about the Best__Timeof Day to-- Water??: This is important for mini-
mizing "damping off" problems with seedlings and fungal and bacterial

leafspots with older plants. Water in the morning whenever possible to
give the foliage -and the soil surface opportunity to dry out as the day

wears on. Watering late in the afternoon is not a good practice. You

can water in the heat of the day without fear of "burning".

Other Application_Zips_: Water gently to avoid splashing and erosion, espe-
cially when plants are young and the soil exposed. When possible, avoid
watering the leaves themselves to help cut: down on foliar diseases.
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SOMEMING TO_ TRY: The Evaporation Pan Method

Water needs of plants can be closely correlated with the amount of

water evaporation from a pan or can exposed to the elements, Rather cumber

some set ups are used at research stations, but there are some good hompmadc

substitutes. Ode of them uses 5 quart (4;7 liter) oil cans 9.5" (24 (Al)

high. Paint the can with metallic zinc paint for uniformity and to prevent_

rust. Set the can with 1/4 of its height in the_groundi and fill it -with 7"

(17.5 cm) Of water as soon as you finish watering your plants. It Will be

time to water again once the water level in the can has fallen an amount

equal to that applied at each irrigation. Fill the can up to the:Starting
level each time you water the plants or following a rainfall that's equal to

orgreater than one of your waterings; but make some allowance fOr runoff if

you -get a real downpour: Smaller rains will contribute water to the pan as

well as the soil; maintaining bot-h in balance. Note that the can also

serves as a raingauge,

Locat-Lncrireria_fcr_the can: Level ground, preferably surrounded by

grass, away_frOM trees; buildings; and bushes. Keep the -weeds or grass

right around the can below its height. NO shadows should hit the can except

for brief periods near sunrise and sunset.



HOW TO GROW SUPER TRANSPLANTS

I. WHY TRANSPLANT ANYWAY?

TOMATOES, CABBAGE._ BROCCOLI, HEAD LETTUCE, EGGPLANT, PEPPER, and ONIONS
are usually sown in seedboxes. or nursery seedbeds and then transplanted to

the field a few weeks Later, Transplanting_takesextra labor and lengthens
the growing period by a week or two, but it's well worth it; Here's why:

1. A seedbox or nursery seedbed provides more -controlled and protected
conditions for young seedlings compared to direct field planting;
Also, small seeds like tomato, lettuce, and cabbage usually have a
poorer germination rate when field planted due to cioddiness, in-

sects, and variations in soil moisture.

It±s_much_easier to care for the young plants in a concentrated
area.

3. More efficient use of garden space

a. During the 3-6 weeks it takes to grow transplants, the garden
can be used for short term vegies like radishes.

b. Transplants can be started while another crop is still finish-
ing up in the garden.

4. Better final plant spacing in the field. Direct planting often
makes for lots of gaps where seedlings died or seeds didn't germi-
nate; healthy transplants have a high survival rate.

5. In cooler climates, transplanting makes for a_crucial Jump on the

market since plants can be started indoors or in a cold frame long
before frOat is over.

6. Plants can be started in dry season.

Some say that transplanting stimulates a stronger root system due to

branching at the ruptured root ends, but tests don't prove it,

Why Not Transpl-ant ---Vegiera

1. Not all will tolerate it Storcoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage,
cauliflower, lettuce, and tomato- easily survive transplanting;
celery, eggplant, onion, and pepper take more care; beans, corn,_
cucumber,peas,turnips, and melons are usually severely set tack
by transplanting.

2; It's not worth the effort to transplant a crop that has _very close
field spacing like radishes, beets, carrots, etc. A wide spaced
vegie like tomato has a high field area-to-seedbox area ratio-71
sq. ft. of seedbox provides enough transplants for 40-200 sq. ft;

of field.
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II. HOW TO GROW SUPER TRANSPLANTS

_
Growing healthy; vigorous transplants is the -old _science-and-an-art

trip. Without, good management; yoU'll end up with entries for an dg gong

s how.

THREE WAYS TO START 'EM: Nursery Seedbed; Seedbox; Individual Containers

1. --n- the - Ground Nursery Seedbed-Method: Thg_plants are grdWn_out7

doors on raised seedbedt made from ordinary soil or preferably a

Specially prepared soil mix (see p. 67). Seeds are planted in rows

2-3" apart and then transplanted to the field 3-6 weeks later; in

the rainy season; a_remOVable thatch roof of permanent clear plas-

tic roof should be built over tue. seedbed to prevent damage from

heavy rain. Partial shade may be necesssary if heat and sunlight

are intense.

2; Seedbox Method: A good seedbox can be made from 1/2" wood and

should be 3-4" deep -and an easy to handle size (no bigger than 16 x

24" or So) with drainage holes in the bottom. Asoil-compost; rice

hull-sol; or other loose and welldrained mix is used. The seed-

box is kept in full or partial sunlight either outd?ors with a re-

movableor clear plastic -roof or else in a_greenhouse; it should_be

raised up on blocks or stilts to cut animal -and ant damage. Sed-

boxes offer more controlled; protected conditions than nursery

seedbeds and are recommended when only a few hundred transplants

are needed. About 400 transplants can be grown per sq. meter of

seedbox space.

The plants can_remain in the seedbok Until full transplant size if

properly spaced and progressively thinned to give at least a 2" x

;2" final spacing. Some growers prefer starting out -seeds in shal-

low flats a couple of inches deepand then transplanting to a

deeper seedbox or nursery seedbed when the _seedlings have formed

their first pair of -true leaves (as opposed to -the initial pair of

"seed" leaves),The only real Advantage_of_this_double transplant

method is that most of theseedlings can be used instead of throw-

ing the thinnings aWay._ There's no evidence that-transplanting

stimulates a better-root _system;

3; individual Container MattiotiL: Seedlings are raised in individual

peat; plastie; or paper (homemade) pots. A special potting mix

like vermiculite or_peatlire can be used or you_can easily make

your own (see p._67). Two or three seeds are planted per pot and

thinned to one -plant at the first true leaf stage. Big advantage

of containers la that root injury is minimized during transplant-

ing.

Whatever method you choose; remember that tare- and management are more

important than the actual method;
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coil- MIXES FOR TRANSRLANTIW

Straight soil seidom_makes a- goad -planting medium compared to a mix.
It's either too clayey (makes it tight and poorly drained) or too sandy (low
water holding ability). When confined in a shallow pot or seedbox, most
natural soil tends to become very poorly drained near the bottom no matter
how many drainage holes you make -- there's no soil below to provide a suction
force to draw the water away; and'gravity by itself isn't strong enough..
That's the main reason you should use an extra coarse soil mix which will
facilitate drainage yet still hold an adequate amount of moisture. Soil
nixes also are usually lighter than regular soil, making it easier to move
seedboxes around;

Here are a few recipes for soil mixes (variations are endless):

1. 1:1:1 sand-soil-compost. Modify the ratio to suit the
soil you're using. Well rotted manure can be used.

2. A 2:1 or 1:1 rice hulls-soil mix.

3. A 1:3 sand-compost mix. Rotted coconut husk fibers run
through a 1/4" mesh screen make great compost.

FERTILIZING

Don't rely on compost alone to supply the needed nutrients; it's a low
analysis, slow release source. Compost that's only partly rotted is not
adequate.

Too much or unbalanced fertilizing produces overly succulent and leggy
plants (makes 'em especially prone to damping-off disease. Use an NPK fer-
tilizer with a high P ratio (like 12-24-12 or 10-30-10). Aim for an appii-'
cation equal to 80-100 lbs. (kgs) N, 150-250 lbs. (kgs.) P205, and 100-
200 ibs. (kgs.) K20 per acre (hectare). That's equal to 80 grams per sq.
meter of 12-24-12 or 10-30-10 or about 5 level tablespoons (about 1/2 table-
spoon per sq. foot).

How-to Apply-Fertilizer: Mix t in thoroughly with the seedbox soil mix or
broadcast and work it into the top 4" of the nursery seedbed.

Nitrogen Deficiency: May show up after a few weeks due to the extra high
leaching losses occurring in shallow containers. Leaves start turning a
pale yellow. Water the seedlings with 1 tablespoon ammonium sulfate (or
1-1/2 teaspoons urea) dissolved in 1 gal. of water:. Once should do it.
Wash off leaves with plain water afterwards.

SOIL STERILIZATION BEFORE PLANTING

This control soil-borne fungus and bacterial diseases as well as nema-_
todes. It's a must, especially in the hot, moist tropics. Here are several
methods:
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Soiling Mater: Convenient for small areas; like nursery seedboxes.
Really sock it on.

Baking the Soil: Wet soil_heats Up_betteri_And the resulting 7team
helps. An oven can be used fot SMAll AtOunt8; Forlsrgerquanti-
ties; use half of a 55 gal. drum split lengthwise supported-- over a
fire or use galvanized roofing the same way. 1/2 hour at 185°F
does the trick; don't overcook the soil_as_it_may release toxic
amounts of certain elements. One-way of checking is to bury_ a_
potato or sweetpotato midway down in the soil; when it's cooked;
the soil is ready (and you get a snack too).

Steaming: Very effective.

Burning Debris on the Surface: Burning rfce straw -or other resi-

dues on the son surface is not an effective.thethed.

2; CHEMICAL: Fumigants like methyl bromide; BASAMid, and Vapam_are
broad-sprectrum steri1ants. Formaldehyde controls fungus and bac-i_

teria but not nematodes. See pp. 150-152 for details.

Whatever method you_usei be -sure to sterilize the entire soil mix (com-

post and manure included). SeedbOX6S Feh6nld ne sterilized with boiling

water; Avoid recontaminating the Soil With unsterilized implements; etc..

CONCROLLING DAMPING-OFF DISEASE

Damping-off is a fungus disease caused by any of several soil-borne

fungi that attack the germinating .10d or young Seedlingaat the base of the

stem ;.

Slisktems of Damping-off

Pre-emergence damping-off :attacka_the germinating seeds and can cause

.many to_rotrigermination___(if not_due-to-Otior-seed)-may be a sign of

damping-off;

Post-emergence damping-off attacks seedlings soon after they emerge

while their stems are still young and tender; The plants collapse.at the

base of the stem. A closer look stows a Cater soaked constriction of the

stem where it meets the soil. (High heat can sometimes cause a similar

girdling of the stem.)

Prevention and Control

1. Soil sterilization should control it unless the soil becomes recca-
taminat:A.by unclean tools Or further additions of unsterilizeu
soil

2. Seed treatment with a fungicide dust: Use Captan (Orthocide) or
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Araaan (thiram). Provides good seed protection but won't protect
the seedlings. Most commercial bulk seed (as opposed to packet
seed) is already treated; check the label or look fora purple or
reddish tinge_to the seed._ NOTE: Demosan (Tersani chloroneb) seed
treatment is highly effective on_post-emergence damping-off as well
and is used on beans, cotton, and sugarbeets in the U.S.

3. Keep the soil surface dry: Avoid excessive shade and watering-too
frequently; a continually wet soil surface is a turn-on for damping
off fungi; Water thoroughly once a day in the morning rather than
making several light waterings.

4. Don't crowd plants!: Keep the rows a minimum of 2" apart and thin

plants as required. Overcrowding makes fcr spindly plants with
tender attack-prone stems.

5. Keep'em growing!: Damping-off is only a problem during_the first
week or two of growth. After than, stems toughen_up and become re-
sistant. Anything that slows down growth (lack of sunlight tit-Jet
tilizeri etc.) is a no-no.

6. A fungicide soil drench will help prevent damping-off if no steril-

ization was used; it'll also help control damping7off if an out-
break erupts. Here's Zirecipes:

a. 1-1/2 - 2 level teaspoons (7-1/2 - 10 c.c.) of Captan (Ortbo-
cide)_per gal. of_water. Apply_at the rate of 1/2 gal; per sq.
yard_(9 sq. ft;) immediately after-planting or as soon as
damping-off symptoms occur,

b. For cabbafie and broccoli: a drench of 1 level tablespoon of

PCNB (Terrachior, Brassicol) 2 tablespoons Captan 50W per

gal. of water applied at 1 gal. per 50 sq. feet of seedbed
immediately after planting;

PLANTING THE SEEDS

Use Adapted Varieties

Numerous varieties are available for each vegetable, but only a few are
adapted to any particular area._ Varietles very In their time to,maturitY%
disease resistance, and heat tolerance, etc. Check with your host counrrY

extension service for recommended varieties. DON'T use CARE seeds evek
though they're free - they're seldom the correct variety and'are usually
old.

Run a Germination Test First

Once out of a freshly opened sealed can, seed can deteriorate rapidly

under_hot, humidconditions. Test the germination by either making a trial
planting or pla8ing 100 seeds inside wet newspaper and counting the germina-

tion in a few days. (See p. 55 for storage tips.)
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Planting Dept

1/4-1/2" (.6-1.2cm) deep for small_ seeded vegies. If .too shallow; soil
may dry out too quickly; if too deep; they may have trouble pushing through

'or may rot. Planting too deep is a common Mistake.

Seed Spacing

row:
Rows should be 5-7cm apart. There are 2 ways of spacing seeds in the

Dribble them out uniformly at about 15-30 seeds/foot (about 1 every
centimeter). Since you'll be thinning them progressively for a
final577cm spacing; you'll waste a bits of seed unless you double
transplant;

2. Cluster planting: plant in groups of 3 seeds per group. with 5-7cm
between groups; thin to one seedling per group once the first true
leaves start forming. If care is taken to, align the groups both in
the row as well as from row to row; blocking is greatly facilitated
(see next page). Use a board with mounted dowels to mark out the
holes.

3. -Container_ planting: 3 seeds per container and then thinned to one
plant each.

Other Planting Tips

1. Firming thesoil_over the seed will help improve contact between
seed and soil moisture.

In some cases, you can :improve the emergence percent age of diffi-
cult seeds like carrots and lettuce by covering them only with a
thin layer of sawdust or rice hulls;

3. Covering the seedbox or seedbed with a 5-10cm. thiCk mulch of straw
or grass (newspaper works too) helps hold in Moisture and protects
against seed washout. However; be sure to remove the MulCh as soon
As seedlings start emerging to avoid Ieggyiiweak_plants and in-
creased damping-off problems. Before applying the hay or_straw;
dry it out well in the an to help decontaminate it from_daMping-
out organisms or use a Captan_drendh over -it. You can also_try
using a "grow through" mulch like rice hulls about lcm thick or
so.

SEEDLING CARE

1. Overplancing and underthinning are common mistakes. You're shoot-
ing for strong;, stocky seedlings, so overcrowding is a no-no;

2. In high rainfall conditions; a clear plastic canopy or removable
thatch roof set-up will be needed.
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3. During_the early stages of growth; partial shade may be needed

under high temperature_i_intense sunlight conditions; but don't

overdo it.

4. Water_in_te_maraings; this helps keep the soil surface dry to

minimize damping-off problems.

5. Inaeeta: Malathion 50% or 57%liquid_at a 3 cc/liter (2 teaspoons/

gal.) or Sevin 80% WP at 10 cc/liter (2 tablespoots/gal.) will con-

trol most leaf feeding insects (Sevin won't control aphids well)i

Don't spray unless needed!

6. Leaf spot. fungus diseases: _use.Maneb or Manzate (Dithane M-45) at

6 cc/liter (1.5 tableaponiniagal.) or Ca tan 50W at 8-12 cc/liter

(2-3 tablespoons/gal.).

7. Hardening and blocking: See "Tips on Transplanting Vegetables"

(p. 72)

I
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TIPS ON TRANSPLANTING VEGETABLES

I. PRE-

Size Age of Transplants

Use_only healthy; vigorous transplants. Over-planting and Under-thin-

ning_produce spindly; weak seedlings - so does too much fertiliter (espe-

tially_N) or excessive shade. Follow the tips -above in "How to Grow Super

Transplants" and shoot for sturdy; stocky seedlings that are disease-free;

In warm climates; it takes aboUt_3 1/2 -6 weeks to grow seedlings to

transplant size; Tomatoes; cabbage; broccoli, and leaf lettuce (leaf let-

tuce is usually direct planted) are the quickest and pepper and eggplant the

slowest;

Most plants are ready when they_haVe 476_true leaves (i.e. not counting

the first 2 "seed" leaves). Site and appearance should be like so:

TOMATOES: 15-20cm tall, pencil thickness stem; should be .stocky

(wider than tall) and not leggy.

CABBAGE: 6 leaf stage; use stocky plants.

PEPPER, EGGPLANT: 10-12cm tail;

Don't-use_overly_old seedlings; the growth check is much greater since

more roots_are damaged during -transplanting and older roots don't- regenerate

as well Also, old seedlings are likely to have stunted root systems due to

confinement in a limited area. Tomato& are somewhat of an exception (see

p. 74).

-"Hardening-and___Blocking

.Hardening toughens up seedlings and:prepares them for the shock of

transplanting; the process slows gtot4th, increases-food storage, and tough-

ens up plant tissue. When transplanted; hardened plantsproduce new roots

faster and are more resistant to.moi6tUte stress and temperature extremes.

The hardening protege; ShOuldbestarted about 7-10 days before trans-

planting and consists of One of the following:-

1. Exposing plantd to below optimum temperatures for groWth; not prac-

tical in the tropiqs.

2. Gradually reducing the _Awater supply, but don't let the -plant bed.

dry out_SUddenly or let the seedlings wilt severely. Blocking the

plants (see below) may be enough to produce adequate hardening by

itself.

Blocking consists. of cutting the seedboX soil to full depth by passing

a sharp knife length-wise and cross -wise between_the plants about 7-10 day6

before- transplanting; A 5x5 or 5x8cm plant spacing facilitates the opera-

Blocking lessens transplant shock in several ways:
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It keeps the roots of adjacent seedlings from entangling each other

Whith causes iota of root loss when the seedlings are removed.

2. --t -stimulates root branching within the seedling's soil cube which

helps hold it all together when lifted out.

3. The severed roots have a chance to at least partially recover be-

fore transplanting which causes little additional root damage.

Exposure to Full Sunlight

If the seedlings have been gtot4ti under partial shade due to intense

heat and sunlight, they -must gradually be acclimated to full sun during the

2 weeks prior to transplanting. It's a_good_idea to use as little shade _as

possible;_overdoing it alOWS dOWn growth, makes for.leggy plants- increases

damping-off problems, and may cause increased transplanting mortality.

II. THE TRANSPLANT_OPERATION

Weather Colmitttama: Transplant in the late afternoon or -on a cloudy_day -

it helps avoid severe wilting. Shading the transplants (see p. 74) for the

first couple days is often necessary if heat and sun are intense.

-Exttacting the Seedlings: Try to retain as much of the seedling's root sys-

tem as possible when removing it from the adedbOX. Blocking (see above) is

a big help; soaking the soil may heIp too.

Using a Starter Fertilizer Solution

A liquid starter fettilitet solution poured into the transplant hole

helps get the plants off and running again; Use a fertilizer with a high

ratio of P like 1-24-12_or 10=30=10. or 5-10-5 if possible (P helps stimu-

late new root growth). Or use:

Manure Tea: 1 part manure to 3 parts water. Probably not a quick re-

lease source of P.

Recipe:

Dosage:

2-4 level tablespoons of fertilizer per gallon -of water
(8 -15 cc/liter). Don't expect it all to dissolve (using
hot water and mashing the fertilizer will help).

About a cup (250 cc) per transplant hole. Pour it in

fore transplanting and let it drain completely before Set-

; ting the plants.

Remember that the starter solution is only a temporary "fix "; since the

amount of NPK applied is pretty small. In additioni_e_tegular application
of NPK fertilizer should be placed in a half circle 8-10 cmdeep and 8 -10cm

out from the plant's stem. Or you can try relying- completely on a high rate

of manure or compost (at_least 4 kgasq. meter: half this for poultry and
sheep manure; it should be broadcast and worked into the top 15-20 on of

soil about a week or two before tranSplanting);
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How Deep Should Transplants be Set?

, and :cabbage-Eal=11-y transplants should be set Slightly
deepetTlitn-2 cm than they were originally. Setting cabbage family
plants as deep as the first true leaves will prevent leaving lots of curly
stem above ground that might be broken by wind knocking the plants around.

Tomatoes are a very special case since any portion of the stem that is
buried will form roots. In fact, tomatoes love being set_super_deep in the
soil, since it gives them a better root system. You can_bury them deep by
setting them in vertically, but if the plants are very old and leggy (much
above 20 cm or so, use the horizontal method -shown below, but be_careful not
to snap off the top part of the plant by bending it boo much. The horizon-
tal method avoids setting the plants too_far down into subsoil that might be
too -cold, poorly_drained_or very infertile. Ygu can set plants 30-50 dal
tall (way tog old to_be_ideal) leaving only 10 an above ground; and it'll
help turn back the clock.

DiOn't be afraid to pinch off some of the lower branches in order to "deep
six" the tomato plants; they like it.

(Normal tomatoes and other)

Hold the plant gently (don't squeeze_the_stem) so the roots dangle down
vertically and aren't scrunched up. If the plants are container_ grown, take

off the container and loosen up the roots a bit. Set the plant in to the
'proper depth and fill in soil so no air pockets are left._ Firm the soil
around the plant to assure no air pockets (they cause roots to rot).

Leave a slight depression around the plant_(above 20 cm diameter) to
help retain water unless toaditiobb are very wet.

Applying Solid Fertilizer: See Soils, Crops, and Fertilizer manual
(PC/ICE), pp. 124-27.

Watering and Shading

Water the plants well immediately after transplanting. If the soil is
_

dry, put on about 25 liters/set; meter broadcast to help build up the mois-
ture reserve; the young transplants won't actually need much at once due to
their tiny root system, so you may have to water every day or two with a
much smaller amount in addition to this initial deluge.

Shading: In hot, sunny weather, the plants will usually need shading
(possibly not if they were container grown under full sun) to prevent high
mortality from water stress. Make party hats (or cones - they're_quidker)
out of newspaper or use banana leaves, etc. Put a ventilation hole -in the_

party hats. Shade may be needed for several days and can be gradually with-
drawn.
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M*11ching

In most cases; a 10-15 cm layer of mulch around the plants is very ben-

eficial. It reduces evaporation of water; cools the soil (not _good in cool

weather); cuts down weedS, and eventually adds organic matter to the soil.

Mulch may attract terMiteS_(dry areas
especially); cricketS, or slugs an

snails (wet conditions). It may also encourage "daMping off" if placed too

close to young seedlings.

GUIDELINES FOR INDIVIDUAL VEGETABLES-

Tomato Cucumber

Eggplant Squash

Pepper Onion

Cabbage & Chinese cabbage

There's no one right way to grow vegetables so the guidelines below are

very gehetel; The specifics depend on the soil, climate; available inputs-

and equipment; and the farmer's management ability and capital.

TOMATOES

Days til harvest: 55-90 froM transplanting

Good yield: 2-6+ kg/Sq. meter depending on conditions.

Determinate varieties are low growing and bushy; bloSSOMS and fruit develop

over a short period; and harvest lasts only 1-3 weeke. Indeterminates keep

on producing more leaVeS, stem, flowers; and fruits; harVedt may last sev-

eral months if not cut short by diseases. Indeterminatea are usually

staked.

Choice of variety is very importantsince there's much variation in disease

resistance, time til harvest,; size and shape of frbita, and use. Here are

some common ones =. get Ideal recommendations from the ministry of ag:
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Das-til-hervest
Diseaae

Reaistance2,3

Fruit Sizefrom
Variety1 plantihg)

traria-

77 dart

75

75

72

75

75

75

Shape

Floradel (I)

Tropic (I)

Walter (D)

Better Boy (I)

Manapal (I)

Roma (D)

Chico III (D)

_Ii_graywalli gray leaf
spot

0, Fli VI, graywall,
gray leaf spot

PIpgrayw 11 , gray leaf s Po t,

radial,.al fruit cracking

VFN

Pi, graywall, gray leaf spot

V, F (new strain also
resistant to namatodes)

F (sets fruit at high

temPeratures)

Largei round

»

.

-

"

Small pear for
canningi pasta

Growing Transplants: (fee section titled "How to Grow Super Transplants")._

Ideal transplant has 4-6 leaves (not Counting original seed leaves)i is 6=8"

tall with pencil thickness stem, and is stocky not leggy. Allow 4 sq. in.

per plant in the seedholc

Transplanting. :_ Set them -deep_ so first leaf is just above soil. Leggy

plants should be set exvrh deep (lay part of stem horizontally underground

after pulling off some of the lower leaves). Remember that tomatoes are one

of the few vegies that }save the ability to produce roots from the buried

stem.

How to rootCntrin s: A quick way to produce transplants. _Cdt_a 6" long
healthy_sucker at a 8180t; dip in rooting hormone and insert into a moist

medium like peatmoss, compcsti etc; Will root in a couple of weeks.

Blossomdrop: Nite temperatures above 75°F (24°C.) may cause blossom drop

in some varieties. Stme with night temps beloW 55°F. Mt, dry winds may

cause blossom drop.

1. "I" . indeterminate; "D» D
»
m ueterminate

2. F is race 1 Frusarlu0 Wi Trlt, -2 0. race 2; V1 m' race 1 VerticiIlium

wilt; N - nematodeo; radial fruit cracking and graywall are physiologic

disorders.

doesn't imply3. Disease resistance 100% immunity but only better toler-

ance
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Fertilizing

Seedbox: See: "How to Grow Super Transplants or Sotla_,_Crops, and
Fertilizer Use manual (PC/10E)

At transplanting: Utie a starter solution (see "Tips on Transplanting"
or the fertilizer manual) as well as the usual solid fertili-

zer annlicatioh (use half- circle method). Good managers can

profitably use up to 200 lbs. P205/adre (kgs./Ha.) and
60-150 lbs. /A (kgs./Ha.) K20. Total N can -go as high as

100-150 lbS./A (kgs./Ha.) but apply only 1/3 at transplantihg

and sidedress the rest 3-4 week intervals.

Sidedtessing: Use N only unless under high rainfall or very sandy con-

ditions where K losses may be high. Apply 30-40 lbs. /A N

every 3-4 weeks.

Tomatoes are especially susceptible to Calcium, Magnesium, boron, and

manganese deficiencies.

Stair-fug and Pruning

In the States, the tall growing indeterminates are staked while the

bushy determinates are often allowed to sprawl on the ground especially if a

protective plastic much is baed). Under wet tropical conditions, staking
is often essential for both types to prevent fruit rot and foliage diseases

being aggravated by ground -contact. Instead of staking the bushy deter-
Minate varieties, you could try heavy mulching with straw or rice hulls,

etc.

Under drier conditions, unstaked plants will usually outyield_staked

.plants on a per plant- basis, but allowing them to sprawl exposes the frbit

to more sunscaldthah under staking. On a PPr _area basis, however, staked
plants usually yield more, since they can be space twice as close

staked plants. Use stakes atleaat 1.6m long and sink them at least 30cm

into the ground. Best time to put' in the stakes is right at transplanting.

Mire-Cages: Cages 45-60 cm in diameter made from strong wire mesh (10-15cm

mesh) is ideal for supporting tomato plants. Concrete reinforcing_wire can

be used, but cost is a big problem. The plants need no pruning with this

method.

Pruning: The main purpose of pruning is to facilitate staking and tying by

cutting down on the number of stems per plant. Pruning to a single stem

will speed up maturity by a week or two, _but at the expense of yield.
Usually, pruning to leaVe 2 -3 stems -is ideal and also gives better foliage

coverage to protect the fruits frOM the sun; One way to obtain an early

initial harvest and later_thh protection is to remove all "suckers" (poten-

tial stems that forM_in-the,joint_between the stem and the leaf branches). up

to about 4045 cm and let_theOthers grow to form a canopy effect. _A common

and effective pruning method is to let one or two suckers_grow out from near

the plant's base to form a 2-3 stem plant. Note that each of these 2-3

stems will also produce further suckers which need to be removed; pruning is

a fairly continual process * TIP: Allow the Suckers to develop two side
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leaves; and then pinch off the shoot above the side leaves it makes for
better foliage coverage for fruit protection. Severely pruned plants (one
Stem) are more susceptible to blossoM and ttit.

inRprts: Aphids; tomato fruitworms (corn earworms); hornworms; cutworms;
and stinkbugs are some of the more common pests. (See the insect control
section below.)

Nematodes: Tomatoes are especially susceptible to rootknot nematodes (see
nematodes section of this tech reference package).

Diseases

Fusarium_wilt; VertiCilliUt wilt, bacterial wilt; early and late
blight; gray leaf spot; Septoria leafspot, and several viruses are the more
common prObleMS. Use resistant varieties whenever possible where the fungal
wilts are d_Oroblet. Benlate (benomyl) as a soil drench (500 cc/plant of a
solution_Mde of 1 gram Behlate per 3 liters water) applied in the trans-
plant hole before transplanting has proven very effectiVe as a preventative
againat_Vertitillint (also helps with Fusarium). For leaf fungal diseases;
prevention applications of foliar fungicides should be made every 4-10_days
(depending on rainfall frequency and disease severity) beginning around

blOSSOM time. Practice crop rotation (especially good for soil-borne dis-
ease control) by not growing tomatoes; pcp?ers; eggplant;- potato -or tobacco

on the same ground within 3 years. Don't use tobacco products when working

with tomatoes - -it spreads tobacco mosaic virus. Wash hands well_with strong

soap; rubbing alcohol or skim milk the latter is very effective) before
entering the field if you're a.tobacco user.

Thysiologic_FrobIems

Blossom drop: see start of tomato section.

High temperatures: Nighttime temperatures over 85° (29.5°C) prevent ripen-

ing fruit from attaining a normal red color.

Blossom End Rot: Water soaked spot at blossom end of fruit that enlarges to

cover up to half the fruit;_usually hits when fruit is 1/3-1/2_grown; Most

common when a dry spell folloWS a period of rapid growth; Unusually heavy
rain, excessive N, wide fluctuations in the -water supply, heavy pruning

can also_be faCtord. The main problem is really a _calcium deficiency. Cal-

cium isn't moved_from older to _younger tissues_ so it- doesn't take long for
a deficiency to injure new growth (i.e. the fruit). Control: Spray the

folidge_once_nt twice a week when problems arise with a solution of 4-5 lbs.

of calcium_ chloride per 100 gals; water (4.8-6 grams/liter).__Higher_rates
may burn the crop. Apply only during the period of unfavorable conditions.
LiMing a very acid soil also gives good control (see the soils and ferti-

lizer manual).

Leaf curling (Roiling): Some kinds are normal and are -more pronounced.in

some varieties; Overwatering; prolonged heavy rainfalls -or severe pruning_

promote it; This normal curling consists of upward rolling of the leaflets

on the lower leaves; making_for_a_cup,,like-appearande.
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Graywall: Gray to grayish brown blotches on the surface of green fruits;

also calledl_"blotchy ripening." may be caused by low_light intensity; high

Soil moisture; soil compaction; or cold weather. Resistant varieties are

the best control.
0

rar-!facing: Fruit shoWsa_severe malformation and scarring at the blossom

end; fruit is pucketed Withitteghlar; swollen protuberances at the blossom

end. Thought to be caused by any serious disturbance (stress) during flow-

ering; 2;4-D herbicide damage can cause it too; Varieties vary in their

susceptibility.

Growth Cracks: The cracks can be either concentric or radial (down-the

sided).- and are most common during high rainfall and temperatures which favor

extra rapid groWth. Varieties vary in their susceptibility. In dry areas,

avoid irrigating tomatoes right before harvest.

Sunscald: Due to sun exposure of the fruit and very common Where plants

have been prematurely defoliated due to leaf spot diseases. Excessive irri-

gation or rain fall can also kill the older foliage. First symptoms are a

yellow or white patch on the side of the fruit facing the sun; it may remain

yellow, but usually a blister-like area forms and later shrinks to a large,

grayish-white spot with a paper-like surface. Covering the'fruits (if the

plants are sprawling and unstaked) with a light layer of straw helps. Sun-

scald is most common-on_immature, green fruit.

EGGPLANT

Time tf1 harvest: 75-100 days from transplant;

Good yield: 2-4+ kg/sq; meter depending on conditions

Characteristics: Likes hot weather; usually grown as an annual but it's a

perennial; reqdirea care in transplanting; soaking seeds oVetnite improves

germination.

Varieties: Purple, yellow; white fruits; small and large _fruited varieties;

some are resistant to bacterial wilt; a very destructive disease.

Transplanting: Care is required (keep as much soil as possible around the

roots when the plants are pulled); Set out plants in the field when 12-18cm

tall. Can also be grown in 5 gal; containers.

Plants may need staking. Control plant size by pinching off the growing

point.

Tertiliztng: see peppers.

lAseasms: bacterial wilt, vertidillidth wilt, anthracnose; Don't plant egg-

plant, peppertomato or potato on the same ground within 2 years.

____Insectsl___Plea beetled; aphid--; hornOntms; lace bugs; etc.

.01 r
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PEPPERS (Sweet)

Tfule t harvest: 60-90 days after transplanting.

Good yield: 12;000 Ibsaacre (kgs./Ha.)

Characteristics: Not as heat tolerant as eggplant; hot peppers have better
heat resistance. Bell (sweet) peppers ripen_from green to red; sometimes
yellow. Night temperatures above 75°F (24°C) or much below- 60_F_(15 -5 °C)
encourage blossom drop as well as daytime highs above 90°F (32°C). Some
natural_blossom drop occurs even at Ideal temperatures so the plant doesn't
overload. Seed germinates slowly.

Transplanting: It takes 6-8 weeks to grow transplants; set out in field
when 8-12cm.

Fertilizing: Good managers can use up. to 80+lbs.-N, 80-200 lbS. P205.
and_ 0-100 lbs. K20 per acre (kgs./Ha.) according to soil test results and
capital available. Apply all the P and K at planting (unless K leaching is
likely to be high) and 1/3 of the N. Sidedress every 3-4 weeks afterwards
with about 30 lbs. N/acre (kgs./11a.); Also use a starter fertilizer solu
tion at transplanting time.

Varieties: [ere are some of the more common on with their characteris-
tics:

Yolo Wonder: Resistant to tobacco mosaic. Medium season. Yolo Wonder
L is a taller type with better fruit protection against
sunscald. 78 days (fr. transplant)

Early Calwonder: Early season with a medium thiCk
shorter period.

wall. 'Yields over a

Worldbeater: Thinner walled than Calwonder types, less blocky in
shape. 70 days.

Florida Resistant Giant: Thick walled Calwonder type that's resistant
to tobacco mosaic.

Insects: Aphids, flea beetles, armyworms, leaf miners, cutworms, pepper
weevil.

Nematodes: Susceptible to rootknot, sting, and several other types.

Diseases:' Common diseases are mosaic virus., bacterial wilt, bacterial leaf
spot; anthracnose, and several other leaf spots. Foliar fungicides will
conerol foliar spots if applied regularly; use copper base sprays on bacte---
rial.leaf spots. Don't use tobacco_productsJwhile-working-Wi-th peppers;
wash_hands thoroughiy-beforeing the field if you're a tobacco user to
avoid spreading _mosaic virus. To avoid bacterial Soft rot, don't handle
plants when wet and avoid wounding the fruit. Practice crop rotation by not
planting pepper, eggplant, tomato; or potato on the same field Within 1
years.
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Sweet-vs. hot-peppers: Sweet varieties are less heat and _drought resistant

than hot varieties. Sweet varieties are usually harvested at the mature
green stage; while hot varieties are picked. at the mature red stage (hot wax
'types are picked when yellow).

CABBAGE

Time til harvest: 61-90 days after transplanting.

Good Yield: 2-6 kg/sq. meter

Characteristics: Prefers mild temperatures but passable yields can be ob-
tained in warmer areas if beat tolerant varieties like KY and KK Cross
(hybrids) are used; _mulching helps reduce soil temperature; Heads weighing
2.=.4 lbs. -are possible in warm weather while 4-6 lbs. heads are common when

it's cool.

Transplanting: Transplants can be grown' in about 4 weeks and are ready at

the 4-6 leaf stage. If shooting for large heads. space plantS about 20"_
(50dta) apart, otherwise 12-16" (30-40cms). Use a starter fertilizer solu7
tion (see "Tips on Transplanting") in addition to the usual NPR solid ferti-.

lizer. Set them firmly into the ground to avoid air pockets.

Cithertips: Cabbage is shallow rooted and easily _injured by cultivation
deeper than 1-1/2". Large heads sometimes split during hdt weather; splitt,
ting can be prevented by harvesting a bit early or twisting the plant 1/4-.'

1/2 turn near maturity til you hear Some roots snap it'll slow growth;

Some variety hybrids are available.

Fertilizing: GOOd_managers can apply up to 100 -120 lbs. N-(1/3 at trans=--

planting), 60-150 lbs. P205, and 60-150 lbs. K20 per acre (kga./Ha).
Apply the remainder of the N:in 1-2 side-dressings; Cabbage is susceptible
to magnesium. sulfur, boron, and molybdenum deficiencies.

Insects: Cabbage loopers, diamond back moth caterpillar, aphids, leaf
miners, cutworms, wireworms. Try Bacillus thuingiensis (Dipel, Biotrol,

Thuricide) for loopers, diamond back moth, imported cabbageworm.

Diseases -: Bacterial black rot (Kanthomonas), bacterial soft rot, and leaf

spots like Alternaria, Cercospora, and downy mildew. Foliar fungicides will

help control downy mildew, and leaf spots. Don't grow cabbage family members
on the same land within 2 years of each other if possible. Club root and

Fusarium yellows are 3 other soil -borne diseases.

Nematodes:Suseeptthre: to rootknot, sting, cyst, and several other nema-

todes.

Consider growing COLLARDS: .Collards are a non7heading_tabbage_and have 2

advantages: They're much higher in vitamin A (50E.6D times higher)_ than cab-
bagei_toierate heat better, and can_be_herVeSted leaf by leaf; Cabbage loop
control is easier since there's no head for them to hide in;
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CHINESE CABBAGE

Time til Harvest: 70-90 days after direct seeding

Characteristics: One of the easiest and most productive vegies in the trop-
ics; although it prefers cooler weather Tolerates direct field planting
well. Doesn't store or ship as well as cabbage. Can be cooked or eaten
fresh. Forms a semi-loose cylindrical head. Can be harvested at maturity
when heads are 69". across or you_ can pick the outer leaves as: they reach
about 6 -8" in length; new ones will continue developing for many weeks.
Once the heart starts to form, tying the leaveS together at the top and bot-
tom will help blanch (whiten) the leaves.

-CUCUMBER

Time til harvest: 45-65 days

Good yield: 0.8-3.2 kg/sq. meter depending on conditions

Characteristics: Prefers hot weather but des best under low humidity; good
root system but easily burned by fertilize ri

Fresh market (Slicing) vs. pickling cucumbers: Most pickling cukes are
black spined while fresh market ones are White spined. WS varieties turn a
creamy color when mature* but BS varieties turn yellowish orange inside.
Fresh market cokes- are long and. narrow while pickling types are short and
fat, but they can be used interchangeably.

_hovering and Fruiting: Most of the standard open7pollinated varieties have
a mix of male and female flowers (monoecious). Male flowers open first but
don't set fruit;" Female flowers open -about a week later--you can tell 'em
by the miniature cuke right beneath the flower. Manyof the_new_bylorids are
gynoetious-they have nearly_ all fetele_flowers; they're packaged. with a few
normal seeds (dyed for identification) to supply pollen. They have higher
yield potential and often better disease resistance. All varieties are pol-
linated by bees; and commercial growers in the U.S. use 1 hive fOr every 3-5
acres., Apply insecticides only in the late afternoon (when bees have re7
turned home) to avoid bee kill during flowering; Don't, use Sevin since its
residue is toxic,to bees for 7-12 days

Varieties:' Here's a list of some of the' more common fresh market varieties
and their characteristics:

Ashley:. Open-pollinatedi_dark greenj 7-8" long, early to midseason, resis-
tant to downy mildew, fairly tolerant to powdery mildew. Until
recently, all Varieties were of the wining type. Now there are
several bush varieties which take up less space4
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P -oinsett: 'Dark green; 87871/2", lohg, mid-season; tolerant to downy

_and powdery MildeW0 Ahthrencnose; and angular leaf spot

(bacteria). Open - pollinated.

Victory: A gynoecious hybrid, 7 -8" long, dark green; earlyHvariety;

resistant to down mildew, moderately tolerant to powdery

Mildew, scab; anthracnose; and angular leaf spot.

Gemini: A gynnoecious hybrid; draw green, 778" long, mid - season; _

tolerant to downy mildew; powdery mildew; scab; mosaic; and

anthracnose.

Sprint: Da--k green gynoecious hybrid, -7 -9" long; high tolerance to

scab; tolerant-to angular leaf spot, cucumber mosaic; downy

mildew, powdery mildew; and one race of anthracnoSe%

Slicemaster: Gynoecious hybrid; dark green; early variety; 7 -9" Long ;_

high tolerance to anthracnose, -scab, mosaiciAinghlat leaf

spot, and downy and powdery mildew;

Rcw vs. Hill Planting--Trellising uses less space and produces more

attractive fruit (straighter).

Row planting the beat systet when trellising is used. Plant 4-5

seeds per foot and thin_to one plant every 10-12" with the rows 4-5 fti

apart. Plant on 4 blight ridge; especially during the rainy season. Use

3-ft. rows if trelliadd.

In hill 014hting, sow 6 seeds per hill and thih dOWh to 1.with the rows

.4-5 ft. apart. The "hill" should be a slight:mound; but first dig out a.

2-ft. diameter_ hole_ about 12-18" deep and ftll*Ath well rotted_manure or

with compost AbOtit-halfway up. Mix in soil and build hpthe mohndeo it's

about. 3"_Or so above ground in the center (doh 't make it too high or it'll

tend to dry out quitkly). Space the hills abOtit 3 ft. apart' Hill planting

makes for easier vistering

Fertilizing: see squash next page.

Inspects -: Cuchlber beetle, vine and fruit borers; aphids; 'leaf-miners; flea

bettlea; stink bugs; cutworms, armyworms;

Neauttodes: Very susceptible to rootknot and sting nematodes

Diseases: Downy mildew (likes high humidity), powdery mildew (more common

under low humidity), cucumber mosaic virus (transmitted by aphids frog' gild

host plants and other cukea), angular leaf spot. (use copper base fuhgi-

cides), scab and_ anthracnose. The mildews; scab, and anthracnose can be

controlled with fungicide sprays.

Other tips: Train vines into the row to keep them out of pickers' way- -

stepping on them greatly reduces the yield. Harvest starts about 7-10 days

after female flowering.

Bitterness -: Most likely caused by laCk of H2O or too much variation in

soil moisture.
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SQUASH

Time til harvest:; 50-60 days (summer squash)
85-125 days (winter squash)

/Good yield: 2-8 kg/sq. meter, depending on conditions

Summer vs. Winar Squash: Sumer squash varieties are bred to be picked in
the young Xender stage; winter squash types are picked in the mature hard
stage., Zucchini and Yellow Crookneck are summer squash types; butternut and
acorn squash are winter types. Each country has many_native_varieties
(especially winter types) but they tend to be low yielders (but good disease_
resistance).

VIningvs. -Bush Varieties: Vining types need 8-10 ft. between rows, bush
types need about 5 ft. between rows.

Flowering and fruiting:' Like:cucumber, squash has both -male and female
flowers; only the females produce squash. Pollination is by bees; Comer-
cialgrowers_in the Uw.S. use one hive per 3 -5 acres. Apply insecticides in
the later afternoon when bees have gone home to reduce bee kill; don't use
Sevin during flowering since its residue is toxic to bees for 7-12 days

Planting: Use the "hill" method asw1th cukes and plant 6 seedsi thinning
down to 3 plantsi Plant vinetypes in hill6-3 ft. apart with -about 8-10
ft between rows; plant bush'types in hills 3 ft. apart with 5-6 ft.
between rows.

Fertilizer: Good_ranagers can use up to 75-100 lbs._kg/Ha._N/acre_
.(kgsi/Ha.) with 1/3 applied_at planting along_iiith 507125 lbs./A(kgs4Ha.)
P205 and K20 according to the soil's estimated P and _K status. Uad
thehalf7circle method at_planting and make it 3-4" deep and 4" from the
seeds. Instead, you caobroadcast the NPK fertilizer over the hill and work
it in well (use this method if you have,chucked in a lot of organic matter
When making the hill; it'll help protect, the brosddast P from tie-up).

Insects; Diseases; Nematodes: See cakes

ONIONS

Time till _harvest: 100-140 days (bulb onions)
45-60 days for green onions

Good yield: L5-6 kg. sq. meter (bulb onions)

Billb vs. Green Onions: _Bulb varieties can be,eaten_as green onions if
harvested early (plant 'em close together so they'll form long White stems
instead of blabs). True green bunching onions have no distinct_bnlb:but
continue to form new shoots during the growing season; these multiplier
types are sometimes called scallions.
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Daylength and_Bulb Proddttion: Some onion varieties need long days (14

hours or more) to bulb. Bermuda types will bulb under short days but
Spanish and American types won't. If you're closer than latitude 24° to the
Equator, daylength_never exceeds_14 hours even on the-longest day; Bulb
onions usually do best if planted so that bulb maturation occurs dnring the

time of the:year when daylenth is increasing.

Bulb Onion Varieties -: Bermuda-onions store poorly (yellow types store
better than white types -but still no more than a few weeks at best). Here

are some abort-dayiength_ varieties and their characteristics:

Yellow-Bartnaa: Flat bulbs, soft-mild, short storage life.
fs::

Tropicana: Red, resistant to purple blotch'disease, pungent, stores
well;

-Reti-Greole__C: Red skinned, resistant to purple blotch, small, very
pungent, stores well.

lexss-Grano_502: Large size, yellow skinned, stores well.

Granex: Hybrid; very resistant to pink root_disease. Both yellow and

white skinned Varieties are available.

Excel: Amber skinned, medium size, very resistant to pink root
disease. //

Eclipse: White skinned, very resistant to pink root.

Early Grano: Straw colored, soft-mild, short storage life.

Direct P Direct planting bulb onions speeds up

maturity by about a month; The catch is that onion seedlings need abundant
anduniformmoisture which is more easily provided in a nursery seedbed.
Weeds are also more of a problem with direct planting. Onions are ready for

transplant when stems are Abut pencil size.
-

-Fertilizer: Good managers can apply up to 100 lbs./A_N (1/3 at planting or

transplanting) 50-150 lbs. P205 and1C20 per -acre (kgs./HaA) de-
pending on the soil's P and K 'status. Ilse the band method and place the NPK

fertilizer 3-4" deep and 2" from the row (2-3" if transplanting).

Insects: Thripsi leaf miners, cittworms,'Wireworms.

Diseases: Purple blotch (Alternaria), Botrytis leaf blight, and downy
mildew can'be controlled with foliar fungicides; pink foot can be controlled
.with resistant varieties or using soil fnMigants like Vapam.

Nematodes: Onions are very susceptible to rootknot, sting; and several

other types of nematodes.



Other tips:- Emerging seedlings are very easily damaged by Windblown par-

ticles like sand so windbreaks may be needed in some cases. Maintaining a

uniform moisture content is especiaMv, important once bUlbs start maturing;

water should be cut down during maturation since excess water encourages the

sprouting f new roots which hinders curing.
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WHEN TO HARVEST VEGETABLES

BEANS; Eireen: Harvest bush beans while the_poda will Still "snap" and

before they become lumpy. BuSh bean varieties have a harVest

period of about 2-3weeks;_pdle (vine)_varietieshave a 6-8 week

harvest period, and the pods are picked when large and thicki

BEETS: Ready to harvest as' soon as they're 1-1-4 -2" in diameter (about

golf ball size). Sugat content increases with age but so does

toughness.

BROCCOLI: Harvest just after the individual flower buds become distinguish-

able but before the Chit:ter§ begin to open and turn yellow. Cen-

ter head is usually 3-67 atross;side shoots continue develoPing
after center head is cut and will reach 1-3" in diameter. Making

a slanting cut may help prevent stem rot:

CABBAGE: Cah be harvested as soon as the head has formedsinceflavor
doeSn't_thange_much with maturity--you'll sacrifice yield though;

Uge a sharp knife and cut close to the head. _Heads will some-

times split during hot weather when large; twist the plant about

1/4-1/2 turn til you hear some of the roots snap=it'llslov
growth and reduce splitting (do it neai. maturity). If bacteria'

soft rot is a probleM, dip khife and stem of cabbage in a 17:

solution of household bleach in Water (10 c.c. bleach per

liter)

CARROT: Harvest can start when the roots are about in diameter at the

crown; don't let get more than 1-1/2%

CANTALOUPE (Muskmelon) -A common guide is the ease of melon removal from

the vine; fully ripe ones (called "full slips") separate easily

and leaVe_a clean -stem cavity; full slipshave poor storage life

except under, refrigeration; Half slips are less mature and take
more_presahre_ttidetath (about half of stem next to-the melon

remains attached) and store Ionger Both full and half Slip_

melons are fully'fietted and the color has changed from cucumber

green to mottled green and light yellow.

CAULIFLOWER: Timely harvest is important to prevent_ricey or fuzzy curds

If weather is warm, heads can mature within 3 -5 days_after

blanching (see below) starts but can take_up to 2 weeks in cooler

weatheri Mature heads are fdlly developed, compart, and clear

white; about 6" is the beat_dite for harvest. Use a large knife

to cut the heads froth the plaurs and leave one or more sets of

leaves attached to protect the curds; avoid overmaturei open

heads.

Blanching: Curd bedothea discolored and sometimes off -flavored if ex-

posed to sunlight; Wheh small, they're protected by the inner

leaves; as curds enlarge, in mostvarietiestheyforce_the inner
leaves apart; -so blanching needed; Gather longest leaves to-

gether over the curd and tie 'with soft twine; since the plants
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mature at different rates;_you'll need to go through the field
every 2-3 days to do blanching:_usingdifferentcolor twine each
day will aid- in-maturity detection. Some self - blanching varie-

ties are available.

CHARD, Swiss: HarVeat outer leaves first as they reach tender maturity
(blade will be about 6-16" long); new ones will continue
developing.

CHINESE-CABBAGE: There are 2 ways to harvest Chinese Cabbage:

1. Harvest when heads are solid and 6-8" across. Cdt with a
knife at the base of the head and remove -any dead, yellowed
or dirty leaves around the outside._ It doesn't store or ship

as well as regular cabbage; the heada_can_be packed loose in

boxes or first rolled in newspaper.. Letting the heads wilt
before boxing them helps prevent breakage -- buyers can recrisp
them by soaking them for a few minutes.

2. Harvest the_ outer leaves as they reach about 6 -8" in length;

new ones Will_continue developing_for_many weeks;_

also be much higher:in -Vit4Min:A:Zde'tOTIbetteri-sun exposure
(i.e. compared to the paler leaves inside a head).

CHAYOTE-(Gdisquil-,--Vegetable_Pear): 25-30 days after fruit set.

COLLARDS: TWO ways to do it:

1. Harvest outer leaves when full size but still tender.

2. :Harvest the entire plant at once before leaf stems become
tough and fibrous.

CUCUMBER: Fresh market (slicing) dukes can_be pickedat_any size, but a
Medium size, dark green duke is- best.- Don't let them reach the
full yellow ripe stage since it'll_reducetotal yield; Picking
Should_be done every 2-3 days; hold the vine and twist off the
fruit (pulling may damage vines).

EGGPLANT: Higher total yields are attained.if the fruits are picked., before
reaching_ full size;- they're -ready anytime after the fruit is 1/3

sizewithjakin showing a slick luster; skin should be to the

toudh; If the seeds are brown or the skin remains indented after
beipg pressed with the thumb; it's over-ripe. Cut off the fruit,
don't pull, leave the calyx (cap) attached to the fruit. Handle

carefully to avoid bruising.

GARLIC: Ready to harvest after the tops have died; in rich soil, tops may
need to be - broken over to prevent too much top growth. Plants

are pulled and placed in windows with -tops covering bulbs to pre-

vent sunscald. Curing takes several days and can be done indoors
if rainyi
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LETTUCE: Leaf lettuce is ready as soon as the leaves are big enough; the

entire plant can be harvested or you can prolong the harvest (up

to 2 months or more) by picking the outer leaves as they

develop.

MUSTARD:' Pick outer leaves when 4-6" long; plant will continue producing

new leaves.

NEW ZEALAND SPINACH: Pinch off about 3" of branch tips with leaves; more

side shoots will keep appearing.

OKRA: Pods are usually picked 3 -5 days after flowering when 2-3" long;

pick pod6 daily to keep plant producing and_to avoid overmatur-

ity. Okra deteriorates rapidly after harvest.

ONIONS: Can be harVeated_dither'as green bunch or mature bulbs; suitable

for green bdh-ch harVeSt from the time they're pencil size. AA

mature bulb_Stage nears, son of the tops will fall over at the

neck. Break over all tops at this time to assure uniform matur-

ity._ Ih the dty_season; they can be cured in the fieldshade
with the-topt7tO-MihimIze suhadaid.---Odelialf-to one

inch of top is usually left on the bulb to prevent disease

entrance.

Once way to speed up maturation and get larger bulbs is to break

over thetops_when the outer leaves turn yellow; _2 weeks later,

16OSeh the bulbs by pushing a spading fork beneath_themandlift-
ifig slightly; in another 2 weeks, lift them out after they're

dried; spread out in a warm; airy -place for a fen days to cure,

then braid 'em together and hang 'em up.

PEPPER: Bell peppers are usually picked while still green (before they

turn yellow or red); they can -be harvested for hone -use -when

quite young, but the_frdit will wilt quickly. Cutidon't tear

the.jruit from the plant and leave a portion of the stem on the

fruit.

POTATO: Can be harvested at any size but usually best to let them -grow to

full size (until the vines die off); barring market considera-

tions. The vines should be dead before harvest for 2 reasons:

(1) So the skins will "set" (harden); (2) To prevent transfer of

late blight spores from the vines to the tubers which can cause

them to rot; vines can be killed by topping or with Graftoxone or

Reglone. Handle carefully to avoid bruising.

RADISH: Harvett can start as soon as they reach small acorn size. Once

much bigger than 1", they begin to split and get hot and pithy.

Normal harvest is 3-4 weeks afterplanting. Use the tops as

greens (much higher in vitamins, minerals).

'SQUASH: Summer varieties like Zucchini and Yellow Crookneck are ready

When the thumb makes an imprint, on the skin; winter types are

ready when the skin resists thumb pressure; cut off the fruits,

don't twist or pall (avoids vine damage).
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SWEET POTATOES: Best way is to dig up a few and see if they're the size

you want; small fruit6 have more flavor and are easier to bake;

large tubers mean larger yields. Yellowing of the lower leaves

is usually a sign of approaching maturity;

TOMATO -: For canning and pasta, harVeSt fully ripe; for local markets,

pick at the hard ripe to pinkstage; For distant hipping; at

the mature green stage. The longer they can be left on the Vine*

the higher the quality. Mature greens ripen in.6-20 days_at 70°F

and don't color faSter at higher temperatures; keep out of sun;

ripen best in dark.

Mature green-test: Cut cross-wise with a sharp_knife;_if the

seeds_give_WAy without being cut, it's mature; fruit Algo has a

brownigh_ting at the stem scar after the calyx (cap) is removed,

and the light green color at the blossom end haS turned yellow

green.

Hard-ripe-stage: nearly all red or pink bdt flesh is firm;

Over-ripe: Fully colored but soft.

Leaving fruits on the vine won't reduce yieldS;

TURNIPS-: When roots reach 2 to 21/2" in diameter; use the tops as greens;

they're much higher in vitamins and minerals;

WATERMELON: Don't harvest immature or won't have good flavor or color;

here's several tests:

1. "Thump" test: Green ones have a metallic ring; Mature:ones,

a muffled sound.

2._ Watch the tendrils (pig:tails):on the stem near the fruit;

the 1Sttendril going to the fruit will_die (wither) first,

but don't pick yet; wait til the tendril6 on either side of

the one attached to the fruit die.

3. Watch bottom of melon where it- rests -on the ground; when it

changes from white to light yellow with little or no green,

it's ready

The melon will lose its shine and have a slight cast to it.

;Leave about 2" of stem attached to the fruit when picking.



I. SOME

INTRODUCTION

_

HomrInsects-Damage_PIants

Insects can often be identified by the type of damage they cause:

Chewing and Boring Insects

a. Caterpillars are larvae of moths. They damage plants by feed-
ing on leaves and making holes in them or by boring -into
stalks; pods; and maize ears. The cutworm caterpillar is
unusual in that it lives in the soil_and emerges at night to
cut off plant stems near ground level.

b. Beetles feed on plant. leaves and chew. holes in them; some
beetles of the weevil fathily bOrd_intO podaandaeedaand
deposit eggs_inside.__Certain beetles can also transmit
bacterial and virus diseases.

c. Most beetle larvae like villite_grubs; vdremmmta; and rootworms
live_in the soil and damage roots and the underground portion
Of the stem by chewing or boring -: A few beetle larvae such as
those of the Mexicanbeanbeetle and Colorado -potato beetle
live above.ground and feed on leaves:

Sutking-Inse-ats

Aphids, leafhoppers; stinkbugs; harlequin bugs, whitefliesi and
mites_ have piercing and sucking mouthparts and feed on_plant
sap from leaves; pods, and stems. They transmit a nuMber of
plant diseases, especially viruses. Sucking insects do not
make holes in the leaves but usually cause ledf yellowing,
curling; or crinkling.

Insect. Life Cycles

A general understanding of insect life cycles will also help you iden-
tify insect problems in -the field. Beetles and moths_ go through a.complete
metamorphosis (changes in form) of 4 stages, while aphids, Jeafchoppersi
Whiteflies and other sucking insects go through only 3 stagesi

(Adult stage)
MOTH

(Does no damage
W-EGG

(larva)
1111CATERPILLAR
(Usually feeds on leaves) (Dormant stage;

turns into a
moth)

(Adult stage)
BEETLE AMPEGG 410.-LARVA

(Feeds on
leaves; pods)

(Grubs; wireworms,
rootworms, etc. Feed
on plants roots.)
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30.- PUPA

(Dormant stage;
turns into a
beetle.)



(Adult stage)__
APHIDS, LEAFHOPPERS,
STINKBUGS, WHITEFLIES,
OTHER SUCKING INSECTS

-OP-EGG

II. HOW TO IDENTIFY INSECTS AND THEIR DAMAGE

-VP-NYMPH
(Looks like a miniature
adult; sucks sap also;
turns into the adult
stage.)

1. 88-08SERVANT! Troubleshooting takes_ practice, but a sharp eye is

essential. When Walking through a field, closely examine the

plants for insects or their damage symptoms. Check both sides of

the leaves since many inSeets_prefer the undersides of leaves. A

magnifying glass can be very helpful;

2. Identifying Insect Damage:* Very often you'll be able to identify

insects by the damage they cause.

a. Holes in leaved: Caterpillars; beetles, crickets, snails, and

slugs; emend and slugs aren't insects but do attack -plant

foliage (look for slime trails on leaves). Caterpillars leave

green or brown sawdust-like excrement.

b. Wilting: Soll-insectslike white grubs and virdworms if root

feeding or tunneling of the underground portion of the stem has

been serious; stem borers. Remember that_Wilting can be caused

by other factors too: dry soil, very high-temperatures; root

t-o ts bacterial and fungal wilts, and nematodes -.

Dig up the affected plants and check the root system and

underground portion_of_the stem for insect and disease

damage;lodk for 4611 insects.

Slit the Stem lengthwise With a pocket knife and check for

borers or rotted tissue;

c. Leaf curlingi_crinkling,;_cryeliawing: Sucking insectd, espe-

cially aphid:4, leafhoppers, and mites. Viruses and some nutri-

ent deficiences- also produce these symptoms. Nematodes and

poor drainage cause yellowing too.

3. Identifying Insects -: 'Spend time with locally experienced extension

workerd in the field and have them point out the prevalent crop

insect pests-(and beneficial predator insects) in your work area.

Seek out host country or regional insect guides such as extension

bulletins; The publications listed below-are also very useful:

Insect:Pests; a Golden GUide, Gto._Fithter,Golden Press; New. York.

Available from Dept. 24, Western Publishing Co., 1220 Mound Ave.,

.* Refer also to the troubleshooting guide to common crop problems on pp.

158-162.
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Racine Wisconsin, U.S.A. 53404. $1.95 plus postage. A good gen=
eral guide that includes wany insects with their scientific and
common, names.

Agricultural Pests of the Tropics and Their Control, D. Hill,
Cambridge University Press, London, 1975.

Field Problems of Beans in Latin America, aAT, Apdo. Aereo 6713,
\\ Cali, COLOMBIA. $5.60 plus postage.

III. THE USE. OF SCIENTIFIC NAMES FOR- INSECTS

EAOh insect is_known by many different local names throughout the
world,which can make proper identification confusing. Fortunately, all in-

sects (ae well as_plants,_animals, and diseases) are assigned standardized

scientific names derived from Latin.

Example: The corn earworm has been given. the scientific names of
Hal-i-othia--zea-; The first word of the two part name refers
to the insect's _menus- and the second part of its species.

HoSt country agronomists and extension workers may often refer to insects
using their genus such as nteliothis7. Farmers. will usually use local names

for_insects. Since this genus-species is being'continually_revised,_an in-
sect may have more than one commonly used scientific name; for example, the
fall armyworm has had its scientific name changed from Laphygte frugiperde

to Silodop_tera_frugiperda. When referring to several_insects_of diffetent
species that are all within the same genus, publications will often place

the abbreviation "spp.- after the genus. Thus, Heliothis spp. teferd to
several types of heliothis caterpillars.

IV. METHODS OF INSECT CONTROL AND THEIR EFFECTIVENESS

Let's coMOare the effectiveness of now=chemical; _chemical; and inte-
grated insect control methods:

NON-CHEMICAL METHODS

Natural-Balance

Many natural controls act to keep insects in balance:

A
Weather factors like temperature and rainfall can restrict the dis-
tribution of an insect species; for example, mites and leafhoppers
are usually more prevalent under dry conditiona.

2. Geographic barriers like large bodies of water, mountains, and
deserts can also limit insect distribution.

3. Frogs, toads, lizards, moles, and birds are some of the many
animals that feedlargely on insects.

4. Beneficial predator insects like lady bugs feed on aphids, while
others like the braconid wasp 'and tachinid fly lay eggs on or 4-
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certain pest which are killed by the developing larvae; Some

predator insects like praying mantis also eat beneficial insects as

well, however.

5; Insects are also attacked by viruses, fungi, and bacteria which.

help keep populations down.

As agricultural activitieshaVe_intreaSed, matt' of these natural

balances have been upset and can no loger be relied upon to keep harmful

insects under control. MonoCiiltdre and the existence of vast areas under/

cropping have led to marked indreaSea in a number of insect pests. Many of

the traditional crop varieties; deapite_their lower productivity; have bet-.

ter insect resistance than Soteofthe improved varieties. Indiscriminate

use of pesticides has dlad resulted ift an actual buildup of harmful insects

in some cases.

Biological Control

Biologidal control is 'the purposeful introduction of_predatorp,_para-_

sitesi or diSeaSea to combat a harmful insect species. About 120 different

insects have been partially or completely controlled by this_method in vari-

ous parts of the World. Microbial insecticides such as.Bacillus--thuringlen=

sis .(effective against a few types of caterpillars) are now_commonly used by

farmers and gardeners in many areas. UnfortunatelY biological control mea-

suressures are presently effective against a very Stall portion of harmful insect

species.

Cultural controls_

Cultural controls such as crop rotation, intercropping, burying crop

lresitlues4 timiagthe crop calendar_to_aVOid certain insects; and controlling-

weeds and natural vegetation that harbor insects are all effective control

methods for some insects. In most cases, however, cultural controls need to

be supplemented by other methods.

Varietal Resistance

Crop varietiea-vary-considerablyin 'their resistance to certain in-

sects. For example, maize varieties whose ears have long, tight husks_shOW

good resistance to earworms and weevils; CIAT found that -some bean varieties

were relatively unaffected by leafhopper damage during the wet season, while

others suffered yield losses up to 40%. Screening for insect resistance is

an important part of crop breeding programs.

-Organic" Controls

-Organic" control refers to non-chemical Methods in general, including

the application of homemade -natnTal" sprays made from garlic, pepper;

onions,soap, salt, etc., and.thel of materials like beer to kill slugs

and wood ashes to deter cutworms and other insects. Some of these "alterna-

tive- insecticides are slightly to fairly effettive on small areas like home

gardens and where insect populatiOne are relatively low. They- are seldom

feasible or effective on larger plots,, especially under tropical conditions

that favor insect buildup.



CHEMICAL CONTROL

Chemical control refers to the use of commerical insecticides in the
form of sprays, dusts,- granules, baits, fumigants, and_seed treatments.
While somelof these insecticides like Bacillus_thutingiensis, rotenone,_and
pyrethrin are naturally derived, most are synthetic organic compounds that
have been developed through research.

Advantages of Insecticides

1. Rapid action.

2; They are the only practical means of control once an insect reaches
the economic threshold of damage on a commercial site plot.

3; Insecticides are available in a wide range of properties, species
effectiveness, and application methods.

4; They are relatively inexpensive, and their proper usage can often
return $4-$5 for every $1 spent.

icfdes

I; Lusect_resistance to pesticides is a growing problem. In 1961,

about 60-70 species had developed resistance to- certain products*
and the number had increased to around 200 by the Mid-1970'S.

2; Outbreaks of secondary pests: Few insecticides kill all_types of
insects, and some actually promote the indtedae_of certain pests.
For example, continual use of Sevin .(carbaryl) in the same field
may increase problems with some types of aphids Which it doesn't

control well.

3. Damage to,non-target species such as beneficial predators, bees,
and wildlife.

4. Residue hazards: _Somechlorinated hydrocarbon compounds like
Aldrin, Endrin, Dieldrin, and Heptachlmt are highly persistantin
the environment and may accumulate in the fatty tissues of wild-7_
life, livestock,_ and humans. It's important to realize that many
other insecticides are broken down Into harmless compounds fairly
rapidly.

5. Immediate- toxicity: Some insecticides are extremely toxic in small
amounts to humans and animals; Again, it's important to realize
that insecticides vary greatly in their toxicity.

Current Status of Insecticide Use

At the present time and for the immediate future, insecticide usage.
will often be an essential part of any package of improved practices for the
reference crops. -For this reason, we urge all ag field'workers to learn the
haaie-princiiles_af_safe and effective insecticide application.. EVen though

you may be personally opposed -to these chemicals, you should realize_that
farmers throughout the LDC's are using them, often in an unsafe and indis-
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criminate manner. Most of these countries have few; if any. pesticide regu-

lations or restrictions on environmentally harmfully products like Aldrin or

highly toxic ones like Parathidn. By instructing farmers in safety precau-

tions and in the apOtopriate_choiceand use of insecticides; the incidence

of human poisoning and possible environmental damage can be greatly re-

duced.

INTEGRATED PEST CONTROL

The disadvantages of total reliance on insecticides have giVen_tirie to

integrated pest-Cantral or past management which involves the judicio06 use

of these chemicals based on the following guidelines and principles:

1. The development and use of cultural and other non -chemical control

methods -to avoid or reduce insect problems.

2. (EdelitiOdde-11114Natilia Determining crop tolerance to pest damage_

baSed on the principle that complete freedom from pests is seldom

necessary for high yields. Nearly all plants can_toletate a sur-
prising amount of leaf loss before yields are seriously affected.

3. The appropriate timing and frequency of treatments- to replace rou-

tine; preventative spraying. Treatments are -not initiated before
the particular insect has reached the economic damage threshold

which will vary considerably with -the species. Insect scouting and

population counts are an essential part of this system.

The advent of integrated- pest, control dates back to the early 1970'si

and much of the efforts have been directed at cotton where insecticides' fre-

quently account_for up -to 80% Oftotd1 production costs. Some remarkable

successes have been achieved with other other crops as well. In terms of

the reference crops, integrated pest control is still in the very early

stage; especially in the LDC's.



SOME "ORGANICNON-CBEMICAL) PEST CONTROLS

CUTWORMS: Place a collar made of cardboard or a paper cup around the stem

AO that it extends from about 2 cm belOw the soil surface to about 5 cm

above ground; Don't place the collar deeper or you ma3vrestrict the root

system of the transplant; Wrapping the stem with several layers_ofnews-
paper or_a couple layers of tin foil works great too. So do small juice

cans or beer cans cut down to the right size.

SLITGS_&_SNAILS: ,Stale beer (or water and yeast) placed in shallow pans' in'

the garden is very effective at attracting and drowning the critters. -

However; if the container is placed on top of the mulch, slugs are unlikely

to reach 'it. Other remedies are:

1. Place a wide board_on the ground in the late afternoon. By next

morning, lots of slugs and snails can be found under it; crush

them.

2. Sprinkling coarse -sand, wood ashes,_lime, or diatomaceous earth

around the plantS' baSe will repel them. (Caution: too much lime

may raise the OH too much.)

3. If using_ muldhi_ked0 it several inches away fromi:the plant rows;

slugs like to hide and feed under it;

4. Keep the field clean of weeds and debris;

ANTS: _Pouring boiling water over nests is very effective for fire ants.

Steamed bOhe teal supposedly repels ants (don't try making_your own bOne

ideal out of old cattle bones; they can harbor dangerous anthrax disease);

NEMATODES

Orop_rotation: Sometimes difficult or impractical since most types
of nematodes have many crop hoats:(sed section on nematodes later

on in this tech reference package).

2. Resistant crop varieties: Varieties of a crop will vary in their

resistance, and some (i.e. Roma,VFN and Better Boy VFN tomatoes,

Nemagold sweet potatoes, and others) are good enough to rate the

name "nematode resistant variety". Check out what's available in

your host country.

3. Plowing up roots of nematode infested crops right after harvest_

will expose theM to sunlight and drying, -which will kill many of

the nematodes; however, many are likely to be left in the soil

itself.

Flooding.: Ond Month of_flOOding followed'by a month of drying and a

further month Of flooding Will greatly reduce nematode problems but

is seldom practical.
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5. Antogoniatic__plantsf Many organic garden books suggest_interplant-

ing marigolds among susceptible crops to control nematodes. Unfor-

tunately, research has_shoWn that Marigold speciesvary in their

nematode fighting, ability-which is also limited
mainly to-certain

types of nematodes -(root knot, root lesion). Furthermore, nema-,

todes aren't killed by_tarigoids but only repelled or starved out;

this means that interplanting. marigolds among susceptible crops

isn't effective, since the nematodes still have a food source. You

would need_to plant marigolds solidly and exclusively for a few

months. (See p. 270)

No legume trean_mandre or cover crops, Crotalaria spectabilis

(shoWY_Crotalaria or rattlebox) And Indigo -fera hirsute (hairy_

indigo) can_reducepopuIations of most types of nematodes. Shot4y

crotalaria is poisonous to livestock.

6. Goodatill fertility and high organic matter levels help somewhat.

7. Sugar : 8 kg of sugar/sq. meter worked into the top 15 cm of soil

is said -to control root knot nematodes; this may be worth a try if

you're in a low cost sugar area.

COCKROACHES: :1 lb; bori4%cidcrystala Miked_with 1 can of condensed milk

(the thick,_adgary stuff). Make pea size pellets out of this, place on

pfece6.-of tinfoil and use one per room. Will keep a year under refrigera-

RetUlts vary from medioCie to fairly gOod;

BIRDS: Soaking -large seeds like maize in turpentine before planting may be

a fair repellant to seed eating birds. An effective method for vegetable

gardens and larger plots is- continuous string_ flagging which uses cloth or

plaStit streamers 5-6 cm wide and 50-60 cm long. The streamers are attached

at 1.5 meter intervals,to 6tring_tWine which is strung along heavy stakes at

least 1.2 m tall which arelspacedabbUt_15 m apart.

ANOTHER CUTWORM -REMEDY: Tie wild or cultivated onion stems around the stems

of susceptible plants at the soil surface.

CORN EARWOBN: Inject 1/4 of a;Med4ine dropper's worth of_tineral oil into

the tip_of each corn ear; begin as soon as silks appear and repeat every 3

`days until silks begin to brown.

HAND-PICKING: Very feasible for small areas and larger insects like beetlea

and caterpillars.

INTERPLANTING GARLIC AND-ONIONS among other crops to repel insects: Gived

poor to sometimes fair control of some insects, but don't rely on it under

high insect presSure.

BENEFICIAL PREDATOR INSECTS: Lady bugs, lacewing bugs, tachnid flies;

braconid wasps, praying mantids are among the more common. Where they occur

naturally, they can make a_big contribution. Trying to introdUCe them 1.8

'seldom effective, since they tend to disperSe.
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BIOLOGICAL INSECTICIDES

1. Badillud_thrUingiendiS (Dipel, Thuricide, Biotrol): Made from a
natural bacteria that kills many types of:caterpillars such as
cabbageworms, earworms, armyworms, and hornworms. Non-toxic to

humans and animals. Slow acting--insects don't die immediately
but stop feeding within a few ho4rs;. apply while they're still
young for best results.

atillus-popillae: Causes milky spore disease in Japanese beetle
grubs and some other beetle grubs when applied to the soil.

HOMEMADE-ORGANIC-SPRAYS

All of them except` nicotine spray (which isn't really "organic ") will
only repel some types of insects to varying degrees and may ;need daily
application.

Bug_Juice Spray: You need a strong stomach for this one, and_it's of fickle

effectiveness. Collect up to half a cup of a bad guy_insect like cabbage.

loopers stinkbugs, etc. Add 2 cups of water, place -in a blender, and whiz

it up. Drganic Gardening says this solution can_be_diluted up to 1:25,000

bilt that sounds like a misprint! Try it 1:5 or 1:10_for starters. Use it

within an hour or two or freeze it to prevent possible contamination by

Salmonella bacteria (food poisoning).. Clean your blender well. In -some

cases, bug juice actually attracts insects; cutworm_juiceis kikown to

attract cutworms. Some success has been reported with aphids; cabbage
loopers, and stinkbugs plus a feW_Mtird. Don't use flies, ticks; fleas; or
mosquitos since they may harbor diseases or parasites.

Plant Juice Spray: Find a non- poisonous weed or plant leaf unbothered by
insects; choose- smooth leaf plants, nothairy_ones;_and then dilute no more
than 5 fold with Water. Wormwood is said to kill slugs, crickets, and

aphids.

Hot Pepper Sprays _Grind hot pepper pods and mix with an equal amount of

water. Add a little soap powder. Try it at a 1:20 -1 ;30 dilution with

water. Be sure to strain it well before putting it in the sprayer tank.

per, one cake of
2-4 gallons warm
able.

Citrus and Banana
for several days.
their base.

pray: 4 crushed garlic cIoves,14 tablespoona hot_pp7
strong soap, one cup of hot water Strain and dissolve in
water. Use as a general purpose spray. Results are vari-

Peel Spray: Let banana_and citrus peels -soak in a pail
Spray the mixture on plants and place the spent peels at

Milk Spray: Using milk full strength is deadly to many bugs but what a

waste of protein! By the way, Ws been showil that dipping one's hands

periodically in milk or a powdered milk solution when transplanting tomatoes

can significdntly cut down the spread of mosaic virus by contact from plant

to plant.
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Salt Spray: A tablespoon in 2 gallons of water supposedly gives fair to
good control of cabbage worms; 2 tablespoons/gallon supposedly controls
spider mites but test a plant or two for leaf burn first with the spray.

Molasses spray: Diluted 1:50 with water and used as a general purpose
spray; Sounds doubtful.

Vegetable oil; Apply with a sprayer; may kill insects by plugging up their
pores. 4

Soap spray: For soft bodied insects_like_aphids, thrips, whiteflies, mites,
but not leafhoppers. _Vegetable or plant derived soaps are better for this
than petroleum derived ones.

Nicotine Extract: For sucking insects like aphids, leafhoppers, whiteflies,
thrips, and spider mites along with many other non-suckers. Most effective
during warm weather.__Soak 1 -2 cheap shredded cigars overnite in 1 gallon
water. Strain_and add one teaspoon of- household detergent. CAUTION:
Nicotine_is poisonous-to humans_and animals; it -can be absorbed through the
skin in harmful amounts. It can also spread tobacco mosaic virus to
tomatoes, peppers, eggplant, and potatoes.

MISCELLANEOUS

-Flour: Sprinkle on cabbage plants in early morning when dew is heavy.
Supposedly controls cabbageworms and their moths by sticking to them and
then hardening as it dries out.

Wood_ashes: May repel some types of insects cf sprinkled on plants; if
spread in a ring around plants and moistened, they may repel cutworms.
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USING CHEMICAL INSECTICIDES

Before using any insecticides_ be sure you've read over and understood
the Safety Guidelines on pp. 227=228.

I. SOME IMPORTANT FACTS ON INSECTICIDES

Pesticide Terminology

Pesticide:- A general. term referring to chemicals that control crop insects;

weeds, diseases, and nematodes.

Miticide (acaricide): A pesticide that kills mites; mites are more related
to spiders than insects -and not all insecticides will kill themi Some pest-
icides like dicofol (Kelthane) contrOl only mites, while others like Diazi-

non (Basudin) and Malathion kill mites and other insects- Sevin (carbaryl)

won't control mites.

Nematocide:__ A pesticide that kills nematodes (see p. 268). A few insecti-

cides like Furadan And Mocap will also control nematodes, but most will not

Some nematocidet like Nemagon control only nematodes, while others like

VAPAM, Batamid, and methyl bromide are general soil sterilants that kill in-

sects, weeds, fungus, and bacteria as.well.

How Insect-iFides --KAAJ-Insects

Nearly all modern insecticides are contact poisons that kill insects by
being absorbed through their bodies. Contact poisons act as stomach _pi:AM:it-

if eaten by insects

Systemic vs. Non-Systemic Insecticides

Most insecticides are non-systemic and are not absorbed into the plant;
Systemic insecticides are absorbed_into the plant sap, and most are trans-
located (transported) throughout the plant. Mtat systemic insecticides like
MetasystoxiDimethoate (Rogor, Perfekthion), and Lannate are sprayed on

plant foliage. Others like Furadan, Thimet, and Di-syston_areappliedto
the soil in a band along the crop row where -they are absorbed by the piant

roots and then translocated to the stems and leaves. Some of these soil
applied systemics will also control certain soil insects.

When choosing between_a systemic and non-systemic insecticide, you
should consider the folloWing:

1. Systemic- insecticides are especially effective against sucking in-
sects like aphids, leafhoppers, stinkliugs, and thrips since these
feed on the plant sap. However; many non-systemic contact insecti-
didet will also control sucking insects adequateIyi
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2. Most systemics are less effective against caterpillars and beetles
but may give good control of some stem borers

3. Foliar applied systemics may remain in the plant for up to 3 weeks.
Soil applied systemics may provide control for up to 6 weeks. How-
ever, this also means that_they must not be applied close enough to
harvest time to cause residue problems -:

4. Most systemics will not harm beneficial insects.

5: Foliar applied systetics_are not broken down by sunlight or washed
off the leaves,by rainfall as with non-systemics.

6. Since they_are translocated, systemics don't require uniform spray
coverage when they are applied to the leaves. New growth occuring
after application is also protected.

7'. Some systemics like Thimet; Di-syston; and Systox are highly toxic
both orally and dermal:1y. However; the same is also true with some
non-systemics like Parathion and Endrin. See pp. 251 =257.

Types Of Pesticide -Fhrisulations-

Most insecticides are available in several types of formulations;

1. WETTABLE-POWDERS_i_SOLUBLE POWDERS: These range -in strength from
25-95% active ingredient and are meant to be diluted with Water4nd
applied-withs sprayer. Wettable powderg are Often abbreviated as
"WP" or "W"; for example; Sevin 50 W is a wettable powder contain-

ing 509 pure Sevin by weight. Once_mixed with water, wettable
powders require periodic agitation (shaking or stirring) to keep

them from settling to the bottoth. Soluble powders ("SP") are
completely soluble and do not require agitation.

2. EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATES ("EC" or "E"Yare high strength liquid__

formulations. Like wettable powders; EC--s are meant to be _diluted

with water and applied with a sprayer. They contain about 20-75%

active ingredient (pure chemical).

Labeling Systems for EC's: In countries using poundsandgaIIhrisi
a label that reads "Malathion 5 E" would refer to a liquid formula-
tion of malathion that contains 5 1136.- adtive\ingredient per Jul-

lon. Where liters and grams are used, EC's ar often labeled in

terms of grams_of active- ingredient per liter; for example; Tamaron
600 is a liquid formulation of Tamaron containing 600 grams of

active ingredient per liter.

3. DUSTS ("D"): Unlike WP's and EC's; dusts are low strength formula-
tions (about 1 -5% active ingredient) and are meant to be applied

without_dilution by a duster. Dusts are usually more expensive:
than WP's or -EC's due to higher transport costs per unit of active
ingredient; however, if dusts are, blended within the country; they
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may be competitive cost -wise and are especially suited to situa-
tionS_Whete ajar:11er has difficulty tranporting water to his field.
They do not stick to the leaves as well as sprays and are -more
easily washed off by rainfall; retention is improved if they-are
applied while the leaves have dew on them._ Dusts pose -more of- an
inhalation hazard than sprays. They should never be mixed with
water.

4. GRANULES ("G"): Like dusts; granules are low -strength_ formulationa_
meant to be applied without dilution. They're especially_ well

suited for soil applications and fdt placement in_the leaf whorls

of_maize and sorghum to Control_ardyWerMS.. Granules can'tbe_
effectively applied -to- leaves, because they roll Furadan 3G

is a granular formulation that contains 3% pure Furadan.

5. BAITS are usually the most effective *formulation for controlling
. cutworms, crickets, _slugs, and -snails. Most contain about 3-5%

active ingredient mixed vith'a carrier like sawdust, brad or5brn
meal;_datially an attractant like.nolasses is also added; Comer-
dial baits may be_available in your country, but it's usually
cheaper to make them up on the Etta;

6. FUMIGANTS are_aVailable as pellets, granules, liquids, and gasses
who:id Eited kill pests. They are used to kill insects in stored
grain or applied to the soil to kill insects, nematodes, and other
pests.

Cnemical Classes of Insecticides

Most manufactured insecticides fall into 3 main cheilcal classes or
groups:

1. CHLORTNATED_HYDROCARBONS (Crganochlorines): Most of the inSecti
tides in this group such as DDT, Endrin, Aldrin, Chlordane, and
Heptachlor have long residue lives and have caused environmental
problems. However, other members like ±11Eysh11Eare readily_
biodegradable. Toxicity to humans and animals varies greatly with-

in this group (See pp. 251-257.)

2. ORGANIC PHOSPHATES (OrgandphodphateS): OP's_such as Malathion,
Dipterex (trichlorfon)i Diazinoni_and Patathion_have much shorter
residue lives than most of the CH'S. Their toxicity_to humans and
animals varies greatly. Sone like Parathion, TEPP, AND Thimet are
highly dangerous, while-others-like_Malathioni Gardona,_and_
Actellic are among the safest chenidel insecticides available.

3. CARBANATES: Relatively few chemical insecticides belong to thig
group and they tend to be of moderate to low toxicity for humans

and animals. However, a *few like Furadan and Lannate (methemy1).
have high oral toxicities. Sevin (darbarY1)_and Baygon (propoxur)
are probably the best known carbathate insecticides._ The residual
life of the carbamate group variea.froM short to moderate.
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II; INSECTICIDE' SAFETY GUIDELINES

1. READ AND FOLLOW LABEL INSTRUCTIONS -: If the Libel' is vague, trY_and

obtain a descriptive paophlet; Not all insecticides can be applied

to all crops; inappropriate- use candamage_plants or result jn_un-

desirable teSiddee. The label should state the minimum allOWable

interval between application and harvest.

2. Never buy inseCtiCidda that come in unlabeled bottles or bags; pod

may not be buying what you think; This is a serious problem in the
LDC's'where small fatMeta often purchase insecticides in Coke

bottles, etc.

3. When working with fatMerS, empetially those using backpack sprayers

instead of tractor sptayeta,_NEVER use or recommend those insecti-

cides in toxicity ClaW1. Their safe use requires extraordinary
precautions and safety devices (gloves, special respirators, pro-

tective clothing, ete;); Whenever possible, avoid using_Class 2

products. Unfortdfiately; extension pamphlets in many LDC's com-

monly recommend CLASS 1-and Class 2 products.*

4. If using Clegg 2 intetticides; wear rubber gloves and a suitable

respirator (good onektost$15-$25); as well as long pants and long

sleeve shirt;_iieat rubber boots if using a backpack sprayer. This

clothing should be washed separately from other garments.

5. Don't handle OlantS within 5 days after treatment with a_Class 1

insecticide or with Gdtathion (Guthion). Don't handle plants with-

in one day of using methyl parathion;

6. Class 1 And 2 insecticides are likely to be especially common in

tobacco and cotton growing areas.

7. Don't smoke or eat while applying pesticides; wash up well after-

wards.

8. Repair all leaking hoses and connections before using a sprayer.

9. Prepare insecticide StildtiOnS in a well ventilated place, prefer-

ably outdoors.

10. Never_spray or dust on very windy -days-ar_againat_a breeze.

11.Nbtify beekeepers the day before spraying.

12. Insecticide poisoning hatards increase in _hor_lizeather.

13. Store insecticideedut-of_teath of childrenand_away from food and

living quarters. Store theM in their original labeled containers

which should be tightly sealed.

* Refer to toxicity table on pp. 251-257.
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14. Leftover spray mixtures should be poured into a hole Aug in ,the
ground well away from streams and wells.

15. Don't , :1 a with insecticides
either during application ox when cleaning equipment.

16. Make . a _ never put to any other use.
Burn sacks and plastic containers (don't breathe the smoke): punch
holes in metal ones and bury them.

17. Make sure fmitimr Argo W011 manrim of RAfetyprecautions. It's
important that they understand that insecticides vary greatly in
their toxicity; but that all are dangerous.

18. Make sure that you and your client farmers are familiar with the
symptoms of insecticide poisoning and the first aid procedures
given-below.

19. Observe the minimum application to harvest interval for the partic-
ular insecticide and crop involved. (See table on pi 231.)

A Special Note on ALDRIN, 1 b' .11 1 H. 1 MN -and_ CHLORDANE:

Use of these_ chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides has been severely re-
stricted or banned in the U.S. and several other countries due to their per-
Siatence in the environment, fish kill, and accumulation in the body fat of

human:4 and animalS. Fes4 LDC's have enacted pesticide regulations; so expect
to see these freely marketed.

What about_ Fungicides ?: Except for mercury based fungicides used for seed
treatment like Agallol, Senmamm and -Ceremmt, fungicides pose relatively
little_hatatd_te_health. Their oral toxicity is comparatively low; and
there is little danger of dermal absorption. Some may cause allergies in
sensitive people through skin contact and can be eye irritants as well.

What about Herbicides?:__PARAQUAT (Gramoxone) has an unusually high ural
toxicity and even a small amount can_be fatal. Give clay or activated char-
coal (mixed with water) orally immediately to deactivate the poison.

RELATIVE TOXICITY RATINGS FOR INSECTICIDES

Insecticides vary greatly in their relative toxicity to humans which is
measured in terms of an LD50 rating (IX lethaldosage); The LD50
ratiry indidatea_the amount of 100% strength chemical (i.e. active ingredi-
ent) needed te_kill_50%_Of the test animals (usually -rats or rabbits). Both

oral and dermal (skin absorption) ratings are determined.

Before using any insecticide, you should be -aware ofits_particular
LD50 rating. Ratings f6r most insecticides can be found in the toxicity
tables on pp. 251=-257.

III. SYMPTOMS OF INSECTICIDE POISONING

Organic Phosphates & Carbamates (Parathion, 'Malathion, Sevin, etc;)
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Both groups affect mammals by inhibiting the body'S production of the

enzyme cholinesterase which regulates the involuntary nervous system

(breathing, urinary and bowel control, and muscle movements).

Initial Symptoms: Dizziness, headachesi_nausea, vomiting, tightness of the

chest; exceassive sweating. TheSeatefollowed or accompanied by blurring
of vision, diarrheai_watering of the eyes, excessive salivation, muscle

twitching, and mental confusion. Tiny (pinpoint) pupils are another sign.

Late Symptoms: Fluid in chest, convulsions, coma, loss of urinary or bowel

control, loss of breathing.

NOTE: Repeated exposure to_these organic phosphate and carbamate insecti-

cides may increase susceptibility to poisoning by gradually lowering2the

body's cholinesterase_ level without proddting symptoms. This is a temporary

condition. Commercial insecticide applicators in the U.S. usually have

their cholinesterase levels routinely monitored.

Symproms_of Chlorinated Hydrocarbon no (Aldri Chlordane,

Apprehension, dizziness, hyper- excitability, headache; fatigue, and

Convulsions. Oral ingestion may cause convulsions' and tremors as the first

symptoms.

IV; -FIRSTAID_HEASURES

severe poisoning, breathing may stop which makes mouth to mouth

resuscitation_ the first priority; use full CPR if the heart has

stopped.

2. If the insecticide has been swallowed- and the patient has not

vomitedi induce vomiting by giving -a tablespoon of salt dissolved

in half a glass of warm water; an emetic like Emesis (syrup of

Ipecac) may be more effective. __Mid ehoUld be followed by 30 grams

(1 oz.) of activated charcoal dissolved in water to help absorb the

remaining insecticide from the giit;*

3. _Get the patient to a doctor as soon an possible. Bring Along the

insecticide label.

4. In the meantime, make the patient lie down and keep warm.

5. If excessive amounts are spilled on the skin_ (especially in the

concentrate form),_immediately'retoVe clothing and bathe the skin

in generous amounts of water and-Soap:

6; If the eyes have been contaminated by dusts -and sprays, flush them

immediately for at least 5 minutes with copioUS amounts of water;

insecticide absorption through the eyes is very rapid;

* Activated charcoal is made by beating charcoal to drive off its absorbed

gassea.
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WHAT ABOUT ANTIDOTES?

_Whenever possible* antidotes should be_given only under_medical super-
vision.Tbo much or too dittlecan be fatal; If the patient is unconscious
or vomiting; antidotes need to be injeeted;

S .

Atropine (atropine sulfate) is the general antidote, especially in the
early stages:__ Diazepam (an_anti-convulsant) is often used_aldrig with atro-
pine. 2 -PAM (2-pyridine aldoxime methiodide) is used An the advanced stages
of organic phosphate poisoning where atropine bedoMes ineffective.

Atropine Dosage: Udually 2 tablets (1/100th grain each) are given immedi-
ately, follos4ed by additional dosages at hourly intervals- until the pupils
of the eyes dilate (enlarge). Up to 0.3 grains per day (30 tablets) may be
given to control respiratory symptoms if needed. CAUTION!: Atropine may
give only temporary relief of that may prove to be a serious case_of poison-
ing; if treatment id halted too soon, symptoms may reappear. DO NOT TAKE
ATROPINE AS A PREVENTATIVE!

Antidotes for Carbamate Insecticides

Use atropine as above. DO NOT USE 2-PAM for carbamate poisoning.
Diazepam (an anti-convulsant) is often used along with atropine.

Antidotes for Chlorinated Hydrocarbon Insecticides

Diazepam or phenobarbitol are often used to control convulsions.

WARNING: Do not treat lightly what appears to be only a mild case of poi-
soning. Always seek medical attention, especially when antidotes
have already been used--they may wear off and bring on a reoccur-
rence of symptoms.

BEE POISONING _HAMM) OF PESTICIDES

Most bee poisoning occurs when insecticides are applied during the
crop's flowering period. Spray drift is another hazard. Avoid bee kill
by:

1. Not applying insecticides toxic to bees when crops are. flowering.

2. Not dumping unused quantities of dusts or, sprays where they might
become a bee hazard; bees will sometimes collect any type of fine
dust when pollen is scarce.

3. Using insecticides of relatively low toxicity and residual effect
for bees.

4. Plugging up or covering the hive entrances the night before spray-
ing and then reopening them once the residual effect is over.
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CHART

MINIMUM AP PL ICATION TILL HARVEST INTERVALS FOR SOME
COMMON INSECTICIDES

Minimum Application til Hazwest-Intervele-fet-somn_Common /ntacticidest Always check
the inseciticide label for further information.

INSECTICIDC Beare; Cabbage Radish Turnip Onion Eggplant
Saw

Pepper Tomato Lettuce Cucumber Sq

IIailIus t.

Caibaryl
(Sevin)

Diezinon

Dicofol
(Kolthane)

Dimethoate.
iCygon, Rogor,
Perfekthion)

Malathion

MetbOmyl
(Lannate)

Moni0or
(TaMeron)

Oxydemeton
methyl (Meta-
$ystox-R)

Trichlorfon
iDipterexi
Dy1010

0

7

7 D

0 D

1

1

--

0

3 A

7

3 A

7

35

,ON

21 C

0

3

I0

7

41.1.111.

0

3,143

10

14

3

moo.

20 D

--

10

3

0

2

3

10

--

7 E

1

--

0

5

2

0

3

10

.....

0 C

21

0

0

1

3

7

1

2

14

--

21

0

14

10

14

14

10

;..T.

--

28 F

0

7

2

1

3

A.
B.

E.
a.
E.

G.

14 days for collars
If_tops are to be used as feed
Not -wore than twice per Season
Don't use tops for feed or food
Wit more than 3 times per Beano.
28 days for collards
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None of the fungitidei is toxic to bees; the same is true with most
herbicides, although Gesaprim_(AAtrex, Atrazine) and the 2; 4-D type herbi-
cides are low to moderate in toxicity.

Here's a partial guide to the relative toxicity of various insecticides
for bees. Note the difference in residual effect.

WHEW APPLIED AS A SPRAY

Insecticide Toxicity to Bees Residual Effect

Aidrin Very high Several days

Diazinon High' One day

Dipterex. Low to High 2-5 hours

LLebaytid Very high 2-3 days

Kelthane (dicofol) Low

Methyl parathion High Less than one day

Malathion Moderate (liquid) Less than 2 hours
High (wettable powder) Less than one day

MetAsystox' Moderate None

Dimerboare Very High 1-2 days

Sevin Moderate to High 7-12 days

V. GUIDELINES FOR APPLYING INSECTICIDES

When is Treatment Necessary?

1. Farmers shodld apply insecticides in response to actual insect
problemszather than on a routine and indiscriminate basis; Ideal-
ly, inaddtidides_shOuld,be used only when damage has reached the
economic threshold which varies with insect species; the crop; and

the type and extent of damage.

2. General guidelines (see also the unit on major reference crop
insects):

a. Soil insect problems should be treated preventatively in the
sense of making pre-planting or at-planting-,insecticide appli-
cations if a known problem exists. Treatments after_ planting

are generally not effective except in the case of cutworm

baits.

b. Leaf eating insects (beetles, caterpillars): Crops can toler-

ate considerable defoliation as long as new leaves are being
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continually produced. HoWeVet* losa of leaf area becomes more

serious as the vegetative stage_nears its end, although defoli-

ation in the very late stages of grain development won't have a

big effect on yield.

c. When present- stem borers usually_cause more serious damage, at

much lower populations than most leaf eating insects; The
torghum-shoot_fiyi sorghum midge* and one species of bean leaf-

hopper (Empoasca kraemeri) are_other examples of insects that

reach the economic threshold of damage at relatively low popu-

lations.

d. Sucking insects: Not all species_of aphids and leafhoppers

spread virus diseases. For example*_ GUT found that bean

yields were reduced about 6% for eadh_Empoasca kraemeri leaf-

hopper present per 164f*.eVen_though this species does not -

transmit any viruses. Bean. plants can tolerate aphids well un---

less they are of a species capable of transmitting common bean

mosaic virus.

USING A SPRAYEREFFFCTIVELY

Achieving_ the Correct Coverage

The extent and uniformity of coverage needed depend on the AnseCts'

location and whether or not a-systemic insecticide is being used. In some

cases such as armyworms feeding in the maize leaf Whorl* the insect is very

localized* so general coverage isn't needed. Other insects are more general

feeders and require. thorough spray coverage over the:Whole plant.__Sitice

they are translocated, systemic insecticides do not require as uniform cov-

erage as non- systemics.

How Much Water is Needed for Adequate Coverage?

This varies with plant size; density; type of product_(systemit,vs.
non-systemic)* and insect locationi-hut here are some rough gUidelines:

Water rates for insecticides: When covering the entire foliage of full

size plants, use atjeast 500 -550 liters of water per hectare (55.66

gaffs. /acre) when using conventional aprayers. When spraying is local-

ized or plants are very -8thAll, water volume may be only 114 this

amount.

You_can tell if too much spray is being applied if there is a visible

amount of runoff from the leaves* although this Can also be caused by not

using enough wetting agent (spreader; see below).

Use a Spreader and a Stitker_to_Improve Ciiiierge and AdhediOn

A spreader (wetting Apia) reduces the surface tensionof_spray_drop-
lets* allowing them to spread out rather than remain as individual globules

on the leaf surface. 'Spreaders markedly improve the uniformity of spray

coverage and also help prevent droplets from roiling off the leaves.
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A sticker (adherent) is a glUe-Ilike substance that helps_ the. spray
stick to the leaf surface and resist being washed off by rainfall or sprink-
ler irrigation.

Many commercial stickers and spreaders are availableiincludingcombi-
nation sticker-spreaders. Some insecticide formulations already contain
them (check the.label);_butmany donot. In some cases, a stickerand/or
spreader isn't recommended (check the label). If spraying the soil, neither
a spreader or a sticker- is needed; when, spraying the leaf whorl of maize, a
Spreader iSn't needed though a stickermight be_helpful. Use of a sticker
and spreader is especially important when applying most foliar fungicides.

Homemade stickers And-spreaders: Egg white; -cassava (yucai manioc)
flour, and corn starch Can be used as stickers at about_a tablespoon (15 cc)
per 15 liters. _Liquid dishwashing detergent makes a satisfactory spreader
at about one half the'above:rate, Commercial stickers and spreaders are

relatively cheap. Dissolved hand soap can also be used;

Non-ionic spreaders: Paraquat (Gramokone) and diquat (Reglone) post-
emergence herbicides are.unusual in that they require the use of special
non-tonic spreaders in order to avoid deactiviation (loss of effectiveness).
Such spreaders do not ionize into + charged molecules as with most'

types. Ortho-77 is one commonly available non-ionic spreader.

Choosing the Right Type of Spray.Nozzle

Spray nozzles are available .`an a wide variety differing in outT
spray pattern angle, and type of spray- pat tern. Proper nozzle selection has

an important influence on pesticide effectiveness.

Nozzle Output: Many backpack (knapsack ) sprayers come equipped with adjust-
able mozzles which allow the farther to- vary the output by making the spray

finer or coarser. This would seem to be -an advantage, but-such nozzles
usually don't maintain their setting well and output can change considerably

during application; this.is unsatisfactory where accurate dosages are neces-
sary, and it makes sprayer calibration difficult. Fixed orifice-nozzles are
available in a wide range of outputs and ahOUld be used whenever possible.

Spray Pattern Angle: See under flat spray nozzles below.

:Ty_p_e_of_ Spray Pattern: Cate should be taken to choose the right spray pat -

.tern for the job. .

1. Flat (Fan) Spray Nozzles are idealfOr making_ broadcast (full -cov-
erage) applications of insecticidei or herbiadda over the soil
aurface and small weeds. :The application rate decreases_at both

edges, so the spray patterns otiadjacent nozzles Shodld be over-
lapped about 3-4 fingers width at the_soil_surfAce to -achieve even
distribution (see. boom sprayer guidelines in section H of this

thapter).. Fan nozzles don't provide as good a coverage asi
nozzles -,hen used to spray crop foliage. FAii_AOltiled. are avail-
able in several different angles of spray width; wider- angles --

allow the spray boom .to be carried closer to the ground and taw
lessen spray drift problems on windy dayst
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2. EVeh_Flat (Fen)- Spray Nozzles should be used for making7band

applications of pesticides -to the Ani-1- Spray output does not

decrease at the edges, so spray patterns should not be overlapped

And used for broadcast applications.

3. Solid -Cone Spray Nozzles provide better coverage of plant foliage

than fan .nozzles but should not be used to -apply herbicides and

insecticides to the soil;

4. Hollow Cone Spray No2Z1WL offer someWhatbetterfoliar coverage
than solid cone nozzles due to !greater leaf agitation as the spray

pattern passes over the plants.

5. WhiefOhathber (fitintlOg)Sptay-Nozzles are special wide angle hollow

cone nozzles that can be used in place of fan nozzles. Their

design reduCed clogging, -and drift is minimized because of

wide angle pattern (enabling lower boom height) and larger droplet

size.

Nozzle Screens:. Notild8 used on tractor boom sprayers usually have mesh or

slotted strainers to help prevent clogging. 7 Some backpack sprayers have

strainers or can have theth added ou; Routine cleaning is requiredi espe-

cially when wettable powder6 are used.

Tips on Using Backpack Sprayers to Apply-Insecticides

1. Use good pressure and a feitly_fine spray; pressure is too high if

excessive spray drift (misting) occurs.

2. Maintain a steady pacethrtiUgh_the field; avoid pausing at each

plant unless the crop is very large;-

3. Rotate your wrist while spraying so hat the spray hits.the foli-

age from different angles.

4. Keep the nozzle far enough away from the foliage so ".that the spray-

has a chance to spread out before hitting the leaves.

5; If using a wettable powderi_rdmetber to periodically shake the
_ _ _ _

sprayer to keep the pesticide in solution:
,

6. Keep a piece of soft wire -handy for cleaning -out clogged nozzles;

but use it gently to avoid datsgiog the .nozzle opening;

7. Don't spray plants When their leaves are wet or when rain is like-

ly within a few hours afterwards.

Don't add wettable powders- or EC'S directly- to the sprayer tank

but first mix them thoroughly _in a bdtket with several liters of

water; make sure wettable powders are completely dissolved;
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PESTICIDE COMPATABILITY

Most pesticides are compatible with each -other in the spraY tank, but
check the label_to make sure. _In some crops like ppanuts and vegetables,
foliar insecticides and fungicides are often applied together. Maneb,
Zineb, Captan, Manzate, and the_Dithanes_are compatible With most insecti-.
_cider. Most copper_base fungicides are incompatible with most insecticides;
lime sulfur and Bordeaux fungicides are incompatible With each other and
nearly all other pesticides.

Spray compatibility charts are available from many pesticide companies.

Water pH

Water with a pH of 8.0_or above (alkaline) causes a rapid_ breakdown of
organic phosphate insecticides like Malathion, .Dipterex,_and_Diazion. Such
high pH water is usually confined to limestone_ or low rainfall areas. spe
cial buffering agents are available to lower the pH if necessary.

Plant Sensitivity to Insecticides

Certain insecticides are phytotoxic (injurious) to certain crops.
Always check the label instructions.

Sorghym: Dipterex (trichlorfon) causes severe injury; Azodrin (Nuvacron,
monocrotophos) and methyl parathion cause some injury.

Peanuts: Minor foliar injury which shows up_as reddish brown spots on the
earliest leaves is sometimes caused by sail applications of
Furadan (carbofuran), Thimet, and Di-syston. The plants usually
outgrow the damage with no yield reduction. Runner varieties on
sandy soils are the most sensitive, and dosage should be reduced
by 25% under these conditions.

NOTE: In the case of sensitive crops, wettable powder formulations tend to
be less phytotoxic than EC's, especially at temperatures over 32°C

(90°F);
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TABLE 21

General Effectiveness of Some InSettieides3

MO8t insecticides will -not give satisfactory control of all types of

insects. For additional_information in this manual, refer to the insecti-
cide descriptions and recommendations at the end_Of this section. In adds-

tic:mi. consult the recommendations put out by your country's extenson service

as well as the insecticide's label; ask for technical information from

pesticide distributors.
Cater- Jpaf-- SttnlaugSi

pillars Pl.eties Aphids hoppers Harlequin WO Mites- fps -Locusts

Aldrinl

Actellic

Bacillus thurtngi-
ensis (Dipel,
trol, Thuricide)2

BHC (HCH, etc.) -T-

Diazinon (Basudin)
+

+ +

Dimethoate(Per-
fekthiin, etc.)

Dipterex (ttithlnr-
fon)

Endrin

Furadanl

Lannate (methomyl)1 +

+ +

+

-

Malathion + + +

Metasystox _ + +

Methyl Parathion' + +

. Sevin (carbaryl) +

Thiodan kendosulfan) -

Volaon (phoxim)

+

4--

1. These products pose safety and/or environmental hazards; see pp. 226-230;

2. B. thUtingiensis is effective only against certain caterpillars, among

which are cabbage loppers and hornworms.

3. Based on information from_Table 2, p. 48 of Agric; Pests of_the Tropics

and their Controli'D. Hill, Cambridge Univ. Press, London, 1975;

NOTE: + = effective
little or no effectiveness
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VI. SOME INSECTICIDE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE REFERENCE CROPS

Contents: Baits for cutworms, slugs; and snails.

General dosage recommendations for common insecticides and

product information.

Some specific insecticide recommendations for the reference

crops.

Some Important-Advice

1. Whenever possible, rely on the insecticide recommendations_of your
country's extension service if they are known to be effective and

if they do not involve the use of high toxicity Class 1 cheMiCalS

(see pp. 251-257).

2. BefOre using any insecticide, refer to the safety guidelines on

pp. 227-228 and toxicity data on pp. 251-257. Always know the
relative toxicity and environmental haiards of the products you

use or recommend.

Baits for Cutworms,-Blugs,mut_Snails

Cutworms are most effectively controlled with bdita rather than with sprays.

Scatter the baits near the plants in the late afternoon if rainfall is un-

lik6ly; Don't leave the bait in clumps which might poison birds orlive-

stock; One kg of bait should cover about 400 sq. meters (4300 sq. ft.).

CUtwormbalt-recipe:

25 kg of carrier (sawdust; rice bran, maize flour, etc.)

3 liters of molasses
1 1.25 kg active ingredient of Dipterex (trichlorfon) or Sevin

(carbayl)
Add water; if needed, to make the bait moist

SlUga-acd-snails can be controlled by applying baits in the late afternoon

in a band along the field's borders or within problem areas. Don't apply if

rain is expected that night.

SIng-and_snall bait recipe:

25 kg maize flour or bran
10 liters molasses
65 grams metaldehyde (a stomach poison of low dermal_toxicityor 0.5

kg act-ivc-ingredient Dipterex (trichlorfon) or 0.5 kg attkVa

kngredtent_Sevla (carbaryI)i



Information -on- Common Insecticides and General-DaSage_Rates*

General dosage are given for the insecticides listed below. _Whenever

possible, .follow label dosage instructions rather than relying solely on

this manual.

VOTE: All tablespoon and teaspoon recommendations are in terms of level

ones and are based on measuring spoons.

Some Conversions

1 TABLESPOON (measuring type) = 3_teaspoons = 15 cc.

1 LITER = 1000 cc = 1000 ml = 1.06 U.S. quarts

1 U.S. GALLON = 3.78 liters = 16 U.S. cups = 128 fluid oz.

1 FLUID OUNCE = 30 cc = 2 tablespoons
1 KILOGRAM = 1000 grams =_2.2 lbS.
1 POUND = 454 grams = o.454 kg

Bacillus thuringiensis
Diazinon (Basudin)
Dimethoate (Perfekthion)
Dipterex(trichlorfon)
Furadan (carbofuran)

Kelthafte (dicofol)
Lannate (thethomyl)
Labaycid (fenthion)
MalathiOn
Metasystox

Methyl_Parathion
Sevin (carbary1)_
Tamaron (Monitor)
Volaton (phoxim)

-Lannate, methyl parathion, and TatitAt= are Class 2 toxicity_ dangerous)

but frequently used by small_farmerS. Their dosage are giVen below not to

encourage their use but so that at least you'll know if farmerS are using

higher rates than needed.

BACILLUS THURINGIENSIS

A biological insecticide made from a natural bacteria that kills only

Certain types of caterpillars; most effective against cabbage loopers but

AlSo against bornworms (Protoparce)and_eatrwurms_ (HeIiothis). Non-t-oxicto

humans and animals. Insects don't die immediately but stop feeding within a

fet4 hours--it may take a few days for--them to die. Apply before the cater-

pillars are largefor best results. Nee& no sticker-spreader for most

formulations. Compatible with most other pesticides. Don't store -the-

diluted spray for more than 12 hours. Dosage varies widely with the- partic-

ular formulation.

DIAZINON (Basudin, Diazol, etc.)

Fairly broad-spectrum including control of many soil insects but not as

effective on beetles (except for the Mexican bean beetle). Highly toxic to

bees (see p. 230).

Above graund insect control: 4 cc /liter or 1 tablespoon/gallon of Diazinon.

25% EC or Basudin 40% WP.

* If you are unfamiliar with methods of stating pesticide dosage, refer to

pp. 244-245;
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(Diazinon, continued)

Soil insects: See the specific reference crop recommendations at the end of
this unit.

DIMETHOATE (Perfekthion, Cygon, Roger, etc.)

A systemic insecticide of Moddrate_toktcity to humans (Class 3). Spe-

cifically for sucking insects (aphids, leafhoppers, thrips, stinkbugs,
mites, etc.) and leaf miners. Should provide control -for 10 -14 days. Don't

apply within 14-21 days of harvest. Highly toxic to bees with a 1-2 day

residual effect.

General dosages for the 3 most common formulations all EC's) are given

below:

Dosage
Formulation of dimethoate Fl. 02/100 gals; _c_c;a0a_liters

200 grams active ifigted./litet 13-26 100-200

400 grams a.i./liter 7-13 50-100

500 grams a.i./liter 7-10 50-75

DIPTEREX (Trichlorfon, pyloxi DatieX, Klorfon, etc.)

Provides-fairly_broad-SpeetrUt insect control but not as effective on

aphids mites, and thrips. DipiteteX-ca- ruses_severe-iu j-ury-wher-apTiff to

sorghum. Low to high_ toxicity for beet With 2-5 hours residual effect.

Class 3 toxicity for hUMAria.

General above ground insect Control: 125-250 cc (100=.200 grams- Dipterex

SP 95 per 100 liters Of Water or 5-10 cc (1-2 teaspoons) per gallon.

Armyworms or earWorina feeding it the leaf Whorlof maize: Dipterex 2.5%
granules give longer Control than- sprays ; -apply a pinch in each whorl which

works out to about 10=15 kg/ha (1b8./acre) of granules. 100 cc of the

granules weigh about 60 grams.

fi

FURADAN (Carbofuran)

A systemic insecticide - nematocide avaiIabiein3 granular formulations

(3%i 5%, 10%) and as_a wettable powder: The pure strength chemical has an

extremely high oral but very low dermal toxicity (see p. 133); F6radan is

usually applied to the soil either in the seed furrow or in a band centered

over the crop row; it kills soil he-Mat-Odes and soil insects but is also ab-
sorbed by the roots and translocated throughout -the plant where it controls

sucking insects, stem borers, and leaf feeding beetles and caterpillars for

up to 30-40 days. _Band treatments are recommended for root feeding soil in-

sects, while seed forrOW_applidatitiha can be used for foliar insects. Fura-

dan can also be band applied during the growing season if it is cultivated

into the soil or ran be applied to the leaf Whorl or maize;
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(Furadani

May cause minor foliar injury to peanuts; do not place in contact with
sorghum or bean seed.

KELTHANE (Dicofol, Acarin, Mitigan, Carbdx)

Kills mites .only; not harmful to benefididl insects. Gives_gpod

initial control of mites and has good residual_activity against them;non-
systemic. Spray undersides of ledVet. Don't feed crop residues to dairy o/

slaughter animals; Low toxicity (Class 4).

General dosage: Use the 35% WP formulation at 4-5 cc per liter of water or

1 tablespoon per gallon; Use the 18.5% EC at 1.5 cc per liter of water or 1

teaspoon per gallon.

LANNATE (Methomyl, Nudrin)

A partially systemic_carbamate insecticide especially effective against/

caterpillars, beetles, and aphids. -High oral but moderate dermal toxicity

(see pp. 128-134); toxic to beet, fish, wi .ldlife if used improperly. Don't

apply within 20-25 days of harvest On peanuts or dry beans (3 days for green

beans);

CAUTION: Wear an effective respirator mask (charcoal filter); gloves, long

pants and shirt, and rubber boots when applying Lannate; goggles are

advisable.

General dosage for Lannate: General dosages aren't advisable; Lai/hate is

usually applied at 0.17-1.0 kg active ingredient per hectare (0.150.9 lbt.

a.i;/acre);

LERAYCID (Fenthion, Baytex, Baycid)

A relatively loW toxicity (Class 3) organic phosphate for chewing and

,sucking insects; including mites. Whit spray plants when temperatures

exceed 32°C (90°F). Very toxic to bees with 2-3 days residual activity.

Get/Prat dosage for Lebaycid:_ USe_Lebaytid 40% WP at 1.5 -2 grams per liter

of, water; use Lebaycid 50% EC at. 1-1.5 cc/liter of water;

MALATHION (Cythion Unithion, Malaspray)

A broad-spectrum insecticide of human toxicity- (Class 4). Not as

effective on armyworms, earwormsi and flea beetles; Its residual activity

is dec:7eased if mixed with water above pH 8.0
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(Malathion, continued)

Can be mixed with other pesticides except Bordeaux and lime_sulfur. Liquid
formulations are moderately toxic to bees with less than 2 hours residual
effect; wettable powder formulations are highly toxic but have less than
1 day residua). effect on bees.

General dosa:ce for Malathion: 4-5 cc of Malathion 50% or 57% LC per liter

of water (1 tablespoon/gallon). Use Malathion 25% WP at 12 cc /liter or 3
tablespoons per gallon.,

Household uses: For ants, cockroaches, and spiders, use Malathion 50% or
57% EC at 40-50 cc per liter of water or kerosene (10-12 tablespooas/
gallon). For fleas, use 40 cc/liter of water. For bedbugs, use 20 tt/
Itter of water and spray the slats, frame, and springs; spray mattress very
lightly; Cythion is a special premium grade of Malathion With less odor.

IAl(na__on swine: Use Malathion 50% or 57% at cc -per liter -of water

(2 tablespoons /gallon); don't spray pigs less than 1 month old. Repeat in

2-3 weeks tf needed.

Lice or mites on_pouIta: Use Malathion 50% or 57% EC at 20 cc per liter of

water or 4.5 tablespoons/gallon; spray roosts and bedding at 1-2 1:tters per

25 sq. meters (1-2 gals/1000 sq; ft.).

METASYSTOX

A systemic used mainly for sucking insects._ High oral toxicity for

humans; moderate for bees (no residual activity for bees). Won't harm bone-

._ ficial iikects. -Gives control for 10-14 days. Bost labels say not to add a

sticker o spreader; Don't apply within 21 days of harvest.

Generale_for_Metasystox: Bayer Leverkusen recommends that its 25% EC

formulation be used at 100 cc /100 liters of water or 4 cc/gallon. Use the

50% at. 50 C/100 liters;

METHYL PARATHION (Folidol M, Parathion M, Nitrox, etc.

Very toxic to humans both orally and dermally but commonly_used by

small farmers in 'many countries since it's effective against a broad range

Of insects; Methyl parathion is also very toxic to bees with a residual

effect of less than 1 day. Rubber gloves, respirator -mask (charcoal
filter); full c 4erage clothing, and goggles should ideally be worn during

application and mixing; Stay out of the field for a day after_spraying._

AVOID USING whenever possible. NEVER use methyl parathion's close relative,
(E-605; Bladan, Niran, Folidol Ei etc.) since it has an even

greater dermal toxicity.
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(Methyl parathion, continued)

General dosage_ for_ methyl parathion -: Bayer'- recommends that its_Foliddl M-48

EC (49% strength) be used at 25-50 cc per 15 liters (4 gala;) of vater;_

Don't apply within 14 days of harvest; check sprayer carefully for leaks

before Application; Again, avoid using whenever possible.

SEVIN (carbaryi, Vetox, Ravyon, etc.)

Broad-spectrum insect control except for aphida_and tited; Very low__

toxicity for'humans (Class 4). Very toxic to bees with a 7-12 day residual

effect;

General dosage-for-Sevin: Use the 50% WP at 8-16 cc/liter (2-4 tablespoons/

gallon); Use the 80% WP at 5-10 cc/liter or 1.25-2.5 tablespoons /gallon:

Can be applied right up to harvest time on the reference crops.

Household dosages -: For cockroaches and ants, -use as a 2.5% strength spray

(active ingredient basis); this equals abOut 100 cc of Sevin 80 WP per liter

of water or 25 tablespoons per gallon; don't use more than twice a week;

Ticks-,-Licelleas_i_horn flies on beef cattle horses- -- swine: Use 20 cc

SeViii 80% WP per -liter of water (5 tablesppons/gal.). DOOft spray within 5

days of slaughter;

Miteg-,--licP-;-fIeaa_on_poultry; Use at same rate as_ for beef cattle and

apply about 4 liters per 100 birds; don't apply within 7 days of slaughter.

TAMAIRON (Monitor, methamidophos)

A broad-spectrum insecticide-miticide with systemic and contact_action;

About as toxic to humans as methyl parathion -and highly toxic to bees.

AVOID_tisingif possible; Follow the same safety ptecautions'as for methyl

parathion; don't use within 3 weeks of harvest.

General dosage for Tamaron: Bayer's Tamaron 600_(600 grams al.; per liter)

is recommended at 12 cc per 15 liters of -water (4 0-180; use.Tamaron 400 at

20 cc per 15 liters of water (see Appendix M);

VOLATON (VaIexon, phoxim)

A less toxic and persistent replaceMent_for Aldrin.for soil insect: con-

trol; Low toxicity for humans. A166 available as a liquid formulation for

leaf insects;

_General_dosagefor Volaton: Ulm the 2;5% granules at 60 kg/ha (Ibsaadre)

ft:it furrow application and 120 kg/ha for broadcast application; Work into

the top 5-7;5 an (2-3") of soil.
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VII. INS .111 1i

This section applies to all types of pesticides. There are 4 basic
ways of stating dosages:

1. Amount of active ingredient (pure chemical) needed per hectare or
acre;

2; Amount of actuaL_formulation (i.e. Sevin 50 WP or Furaian 3 Gi
etc.) needed per hectare or acre.

3; Amount of actual formulation needed per liter or gallon of water.

4; As a percentage concentration in the spray water;

Type 1 and 2 dosages are suited more to large plots or to those pesti-
cides (especially herbicides) needing very accurate dosage application.
Sprayer calibration (p. 248) is needed in both cases to determine how much
water to use and how much pesticide to add to each tankful.

Type 3 and 4 are very general recommendations best suited to smaller
plots or where dosage accuracy is not critical;

Let's look at each of these 4 types of dosages in detail to clear up
any questions:

i. AMOUNT OF ACTIVE INGREDIENT NEEDED PER HECTARE (ACRE): For exam-
pie, a dosage Tight be given as 2 kg active ingredient (.i.) SeVin
per hectar ". Th±s means 2 kgs. of pure (100 %) -Sevin. _Since actual
pesticide formulations vary in strength from 1% up to 95%, it takes
some math to figure out how much of a given formulation_is needed
to supply a given amount of active ingredient. If the 16cal_ag
supply store sells Seven 50% WP, the farmer would -need 4 kg for
each hectare in order to supply 2 kg active ingredient.,

Note that nothing is said about how much water the farmer should
mix with the pesticide when he sprays it on the plants. This will
depend on plant size, plant density, and the degree of coverage
desired. The only way to find out how much water is needed is to
calibrate the sprayer.

2. AMOUNT -OF ACTUAL-FORMULATION NEEDED PER HECTARE ;OR ACRE: _For examr
pie, a recommendation calling for 4 liters of Malathion 50% EC per
hectare or another one for 2.5 lbs. of Sevin 80% WP per acre. This
type of recommendation is somewhat simpler than type 1 since it's
given in terms of actual formulation rather than active ingredient.
However-;--the farmer still needs to know how much formu lation he
needs for his field's area and how much water it will take to pro-
vide adequate coverage with his sprayer. This requires sprayer
-calibration.

3. AMOUNT-OF-ACTUAL F I I ": OR_GALLON OF WATER:
For example, 5 cc of Malthion 50% EC per liter of, water or 2 table-
spoons of Sevin 80% WP per gallon of water; This type of recommen-

11 ul I
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dation is much more convenient than types 1 and_2 since no sprayer
calibration or dosage calculation is needed. The drawback is that

the actual amount of pesticide -the farmer actually_ applies on his
field depends entirely on how fast' he/she walks while spraying; how

coarse or fine the spray is, and how much pressure is used; How-

ever; if proper_guidelines are- followed, type 3 recommendations are
precise enough for most conditions and are the most feasible for

small farmers; They should not be used for most herbicides where

accuracy of dosage is critical.

4. AS A PERCENTAGE CONCENTRATION IN THE SPRAY WATER: This is basical-

ly the same as type 3; except that the concentratiOn.of pesticide
in the spray water is given in terms of percent rather than 'cc/

liter or tablespoons/gallon. Such recommendations are usually
based on.percentage by_weightii_although sometimes a voltnitesis
is ised when dealing with EC'S (the actual differences are slight).

In additon, the percentage figure_giVen may refer to active ingre-

dient or to actual formulation._ We'll go over the calculations in

the pesticide math selection below. As with type 3 recommenda-
tionsi-no sprayer calibration is needed, and dosage accuracy is not

as good as with types 1 and 2.

Pesticide Math

1. How to convert recommendations-from_an_active ingredient basis to

an actual formulation basis.

a. For solid formulations (WP's, EC G's)

kg/Ha or_lbS./adre AMOUnt-iof-s;irecommended (kg/ha, lbs./adie)

of actual formula- = % active ingredient in formulation

tion needed

Example: A recommendation for aphids calls for using Malathion at

2 kg active ingredient/hectare; How much Malathion 40%

WP would be needed per hectare?

Solution

kg/ha of Malathion = 2-,g = 2 _kg = 5 kg

40% WP needed 40% 0.4

b. For liquid formulations (EC's)

liters/he of = kg/ha Of-e;-1-;_recommended

EC needed % a;i; in EC.

OR

liters/ha of-;
EC needed

kg/ha of-s.i.recommended x 1000
grams of a.i. per liter of EC

Gallons/A-Cie lbs./acre of a.i; recommended

of EC needed lbs. of a.i. per gallon of EC

= 245
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Example: How much Perfekthion 20% EC would be needed per
hectare if a recommendation for mites calls for 0.2
kg a.i. Perfeollion per hectare?

Solution

liters of Perfek- - 0.2 -kg = 1 liter

thion 20Z EC needed 20% 0.2

2. How to determine the amount of actualformulation-needed-fora
farmer's fieldi given the dosage per hectare or atre;

Once you now how much actual formulation is needed per hectare or
acre, you can easily calculate: how much is needed for farmer's
fields of varying sites.

Hectare basis

Amount of formula-
tion needed for a
farmer's field

Acre basis

Amount of formula-
= tion needed /acre --X-Field-area_caq_; _mY

10,000

Mount of formula- Amount of formula-
tion needed for a = tkon_needed/aere X Feld area:(sq. ft.)

farmer's field 44,000

- Example: The_lOdal extension service recommends applying Volaton
2.5%_sttength granules_ broadcast at 120 kg/ha for con-
trolling;66il insects in maize; If Leticia's field mea-
sures 35 x 40 meters, how much Volation will she need?

Solution

kg Of VOlatiOn 2.5% granules = 120 x 1400 sq; m = 16.8 kg

needed for Letitia's field 10,000 sq. m

3. How to follow a pertentage_ettength_apray_recommendation.

Determine first whether the spray's percentage strengths to be Cal-

culated in terms of active ingredient or in terms of actual formu-

lation. For example; you might see a recommendation for 2%
strength spray in terms.-of pure Malathion for controlling household

fleas;_another recommendation might call for using a 0.1% strength
spray in terms of Lebaycid 50% EC for controlling thrips on
peanuts.

Use the metric system: Percentage

pier in the metric system compared
1 liter =_1000 cc (or Ml); 1 liter
1 U.S. gallon = 3.78 liters; 1 lb.
Ins.

Ls,
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of water weights 1 kg (1000 g);
= 0;454 kg = 454 g; 1 kg =
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a. For past

When using _WP's; a percentage strength spray is based on weight
of_ pesticide to weight of water. Since 1 liter of water weighs
1 kg; we can use these formulas:

Active ingredient basis

Grams of wettable power s % strength spray-desired x
1000

needed per liter of water --% a.i. in Wettable powder

Example: How_ many-grams of Malathion 40% WP should be Added
per liter-of-Water to make up a 2% strength spray (active in-

-gredient basis) for controlling houSehold fleas?

Solution

Grams_of Malathion 40% WP = 2% ic:1000 - 20 50 g
needed per liter of water 40% 0.4

NOTE: Remember that in order to multiply by percent you first
must move -the decimal point two places to the left
(i.e. 2% 0.02; 0.1% = 0.001).

Actual product basis

trams -of wettable powder = % strength spray desired x 1000
needed per liter or water

Example: HOW much Dipterix SP 95 is needed to make up a 0.15%
strength spray (actual' product basis) for controllig
armyworms in maize?

Solution

Grams of Dipterex SP.95 = 0.15% x 1000_= 0.0015 x 1000 = 1.5 g
needed per liter of water

b. For liquids (EC's)

Active ingredient basis

CC (M1) of EC needed % strength spray desired x 1000
per liter of water , a.i. in the EC

Example: Now much Malathion 57% EC should- be added per liter
of water to make_ up a 2% strength sprayJactive_in-
gredient basis) for controlling household flead?

Solution

cc (ml) of Malathion
57% EC needed per = 2% x -1000 20 = 35 cc (M1)
liter of water 57% 0.57.
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HOW TO CALIBRATE BACKPACK AND TRACTOR SPRAYERS

0

Whemi_and_Wily_Should Sprayers be Calibrated?: The farmer should Cali-

brate his/ het :sprayer when a pesticide-needs to_joe;applied at an accurate
dosage in order to avoid applying loo much which wastes7-money__7and;might in-
jure the.crop or to avoid applying too little which might make -the product'
ineffective; When working with small fields* farmers can usually use gener-
alized recommendations given in cc/liter or tablespoons/gallon fOr inSeeti-
cidea and most fungicides. However* most herbicides require more- accurate
application which means that sprayer calibration is usually deeded;

The Principles Involved

When a pesticide recommendation ia given in terms -of kg/ha or lbs./acre
of active ingredient or actual product, the farmer needs to know 2 things
before he/she can apply the correct doSage:

I. The amount-of pesticide needed for his /her particular field.

2. The amount of water needed to convey the pesticide to the plants or
soil and give adequate coverage.

Once these are known* it's a simple matter of mixing the correct
amounts of water and pesticide together and then spraying.

CALIBRATION OF BACKPACK SPRAYERS

NOTE:, Only backpack sprayers with continuous pumping action should be used
when calibration is needed; compression type sprayers -(the garden variety_
that needs to be set down to be pumped up) are not suitable because of their
uneven pressure.

STEP 1: Fill the sprayer with 3 -4 liters of water and begin spraying the

soil or crop-using tbe same speed, coverage* and pressure_t4at will be. used

in applying the pesticide; Medadre thearea,covered by thi0-, amount of

water. Repeat this procedure several times to determine the average area

sprayed; You can measure the area in terms of 'sq. ft., sq. meters _or_ in

terms of row length.

STEP 2: Based on the area COVered, you scan calculate tiamount of water
needed to cover the field. air example, if 3 liters covered

and,the field measures 20 x 30 meters, it would take 301 liters of water to

cover the field.

STEP 3: Determine the number Or aptayet tankfulsofwaterneeded to cover
the field; For example* if the backOadkaprayer holds' 15 liters; it will

take 2 tankfuls to cover the field.

STEP 4: Determine how much actual pesticide is needed for the field; If'

4 kg of Sevin 50% wettable powder are needed per_hectare and the farmer's

field is 600 sq. meters* this would mean that 240 grams of the insecticide

are required; Here's how we worked it out:
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6_QO erg: m a X grams
10;000 sq. m 4000 grams

x = 240 grams

STEP 5: Divide the amount of pesticide heeded for the field by the number
of sprayer tankfuls of water to determine hoW much pesticide is needed per

'tankful:

240 grams Sevin 50% WP = 120 gfams Sevin/tankful
2 tankfuls

0

i

NOTE: A_sprayer should be recalibrated each time it's used on a differen
crop; different stage of crop growth; or when another pesticide is used.

Alternate Method Using Row Length

When a pesticide is to be applied to a crop grown in rows; you can use
row length instead of area as the basis for calibration

PROBLEM: Label instructions advise Juan to apply Malathion 50% strength

liquid at the rate of 4 liters perhectare.His field measures 40 x50_ _

meters and the bean rows are spaced 60 cm apart. His backpack sprayer holds

15 liters; and he needs to know how much Malathion should be added to each

tankful.

SOLUTION

1. Follow the same procedure as with Step 1 of the first method but

measure the amount of row length covered by the 3-4 liters instead

of area. Suppose that Juan was able to cover 150 meters of row

length with 3 liters.

2.. Find out how many meters of row length his field has. Let'S say

the trOp rows aye running the long way (i.e. 50 meters).

-
Number of rows x 50 meters field's total_row:length
Number of rows a 40 meters (i.e. thefield'S Width)

0.8,m (80 cm)

40 m, 50 rows on Jr.nisijield each of theth 50 Mtg.

0.8 m long

50 rows x 50 meters ai500 me ersof row length in Juan's field

Ftnd out how'much water will be needed to cover-the 2500 mts. of

row length based on 3 liters per each 150 mts.

150 m a 3-literw
2500 m X liters

150 X aJ500
X ak50 liters of water needed to cover the field
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4. Find out how much Malathion 50% liquid will be needed for the
field baSed on :4 Uteri; of the pesticide per hectare; (10000 sq.
M).Since Juan's field measures 40 x 50 mts., its area is 2000 sq.
mts.

2000 sq. m = X liters Malathion
10000 Sq. m 4 liters Malwzhion

X = 0.8 liters or 800 cc of Malathion needed.

5:- Find out hoW MUdh_Malatton is needed per sprayer tankful hasedon
a capacity of 15 liters.

50 liters of water needed
15 liters tank capacity

3.33 tankfuls needed

800 td Malathion = 240 cc of Malathion 50% liquid
3.33 tankfdlS needed per sprayer tankful

' NOTE: There are several different ways of doing the math involved, and we

have shown only one.



INSECTICIDE TOXICITY -TABLES

I. A QUICK REFERENUE INSECT1.CIDE.GROUP AND TOXICITY GUIDE

The table_belOW_gives the relative human toxicity of common insecti-

cides on a_Stale of 1 to 4 as follows: (Both Oral and dermal toxicity is

considered)

1 = madt-dangeraus, 2 dangerous, 3 7 leas-dartgerousi

4 = least dangeraua

It also gives the chemical group to Which each insecticide belongs as

follows:

CH chlorinated hydrocarbon; OP = organic phadphate,

C = carbamate; M = miscellaneous

AS you'll_gee; the antidote for poisoning varies with the chemical

group. Aside froth this difference; it's hard to make meaningful distinc-

tlans between -these chemical groups. For_example, Aldrin; DDT; Endrin,_

Heptachlor, Lindane, and KeIthane (dicofol) have long residual liVed and are

all CH's; however, yin terms of their immediate- toxicity,, vary greatly-.

DDT:is,a Cled (thast/frangerou0i while Endrin is a Class 1 (most_danger-

OUS). _Other CH'sIIke/Methoxychlor have relatively short residUal lives.

The OP's and C's break down fairly quickly but; likfa the CH's; 4166 vary

greatly in taxitity;::

Insecticide Names: Note that each insecticide may be marketed Under several

or -more different trade names. ]Many extension bulletins refer to insecti-

cides by their non-commercial chemical names (i;e; carbaryl is the chemical

name for Sevin); This can create much confusion in identifying insecti-

cides.

Chem. Mammalian

Common Name Other Trade or Chemical Nam Group Toxicity

Aldrini Aldrite, Drinox, Akldrosol, Seedrin; CH

Octalene

Asuntol Co-tal, coumaphos, itaymix, Meldane, OP

Resistox

A2odrin Nuvacron, Monocron, Monotrotophos OP

ActelIic ipirimiphos-methyl, Blex; Silosan OP

Baygon propoxur

Long residuelife (3=10 years).
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Common Name Other Trade or Chemical Names

BHC benzene hexachloride, Hexachlor,
Benzahex,_ BenzeI,__SOproxidei Doi,-
Dolmix, Hexafor, HCH

Bidrin Ektafodi Carbicron, dicrotophos

Bir/ane Supona, Sapecron, chlorfenvinphos

Bux Bufenkarb; metalkamate

Chlordane Chlorkill, Ottlidchlor, .Belt, All7JA

Ciodrin crotoxyphos

DDT' Anofex, Genitoxi_Gesar Neocid
Zerdane, many otherS

Dasanit Terraclit, felialilfinthiGli

Diazinon Basudin, Spectra2ide, Dtazol
Sarolex, Gardentox

Dibrom Dromex, naiad

Dieldrinl Octalox, Alvit, Dieldrite

Dimecron phosphamidon

Di- syston disulfoton, Fruminal, oxydisuifoton

Dimethoate cygoti- Ropti Petfekthion, Roxion,
De-Felid; Trimetion

Dipterex Dylox, Klofon, Danex; trichlorfon
Neguvon,- Anthon, Bovinox, Proxol
Tugon, Trinex

yfonate fonofos

Ekatin Morphothion, thiometon

Endrinl Hexadrin

Folidol (see methyl & ethyl.parathion)

Folimat omethoate

Folithion = Nuva-14-Agiorhion, fenitrothion
_J-------

Flitadan2 carbofuran, Curaterr

Galecron Fdlidal, ChIorditheform, chlorphenamadine

-Cardona Rabon, Appex

1. Long residue life (3-10 years).
2. High oral, lciV dermal (skin) toxicity.
3. Moderately long residue life (1-3 years).
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Toxicity

CR 3

OP 2

OP 2

C 3

CH 3

OP 3

CH 4

Or

SP

OP 3

CH 2

OP 2

OP 1

OP 3

OP 3

OP

OP 3

OP 3

OP 3

C 2

OP 3-4

OP 4
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_CommaName_ Other Trade or Chemical Names Group
Mammalian

. Toxitity

Gusathion Guthion, Carfene, azinphosmethyl OP 2

Heptachlail Drinox H-34i Heptamul CH 3

Hostathion triazaphos OP 3

Kelthane3 dicofol, Acarin, Mitigan CH 3

Latinate methomyl, Nudrin C 2

Lebaycid fenthion OP 3

Lindane3 Gamma BHC,_Gammexane, Isotox, OKO,
Benesan, Lindagam,-Lintox, NOVigasi,
Silvanol

CH 3

Malathion Cythion; Unithion; Emmatos; Fyfanon,
Malaspray, Malamar, Zithiol

OP

Metasystox demetonmethyi OP 2-3

Metasystox R oxydemetonmethyl OP 2-3

Methoxychlor Marlate, Moxie CH 3

Methyl _

parathion Fon-dbl. M, Parathion M4 Nitroxi Metruti,
Parapest, Half, Partroni Phospherno

OP

Mirex2 dechlorane CH

Monito- Tamaron, methatIdophot OP

Orthene acephate, Ortran OP

Parathion Ntran, Bladan, E-605i ethyl_parathion,
Folidol E -605, Phoskil, OrthOphos,
Ekatox, etc.

OP

Perfekthion Cygon, ROgor, dimethdate, De-Fend; OP
Roxion;--Trimethion, Daphenei:Recelate

Phosdrin mevinphos, Phosfene, Menite OP

Pyrethrin Pibutrin M 4

Pounce AMbush, permethrin, Ectiban, KAM,
Eksmin

M 4

Pirimor pirimicarb C 3

Rotenone Derrini Derrisi Extrax, Mexide, Cubor 3

1. Long residue life (3-10 years).
2. A suspected carcinogen; now banned in the U.S.
3. Moderately long residue life (1-3 years).
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Chem; Mammalian
Common Name Other Trade or Chemical Names Gronp Toxicity

Sevin carbaryl, Vetox, Ravyon, tricarnam d 4

Sys ox demeton, Demox, Systemox, Solvirex OP 1

Tamaron Monitor, methamidophos OP 2

TEPP Tetron, Vapotone, Kilmite 40 OP 1

Tedion tetradiphon, Duphar CH 4

.Telodrin isobenzan CH 1

Tend:. aldicarb' C 1

Thimet phoratl, _Rampart OP 1

Thiodan Endosul,:an CH 2

Thuricide Bacilllas thuringiepsis, Dipel, BiotrOl M Non-Toxic

1

Toxaphenel Mot5x, 5::.cibane J.' Texakill, Magnum 44 CH 3

Trithion carbophenoClion; Garrathion OP 2

Unden Baygon Senoran, Suncide, Blattanex, C
PHC, propckur

Vapona DDVP, dichlorvos, Nuvan, Phosvit OP-

Volaton Valexon, phoxim,Baythion OP 3

Thiodan endosulfani Cyclodan, Malik, ThiM10 CH 2

Thiodex

i

Mocap J-Iti Brophoei ethoprop OP 2

Dursban Loruban, chlorpyrifos OP 2 -3

1250 RATINGS-DF_COMMONANSECTICIDES

The LD50 (LD = lethal dose) rating measures the amount.of 100%
strength chemical (i.e. active ingredirtnt) that is needed to kill -50% of
the test animals (rats or rabbits) when given orally and dermaily (placed_on

4he skin); this amount*is measured in terms of milligrams of pure chemical
(per kilogram of animal body weight; One milligram = 1/1000th gram or about
1/28000th of an ounce. The LD50 rating gives a good indication -of -the
relative toxicity of pesticides to humans and other mammals. The lower the

LD50 rating, the -higher the pesticide's toxicity;

2efore looking at the LD50 ratings below, keep the following' -in
mind:

I. Moderately long residue life (1-3 years).
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1. The LD50 ratings are based on the amounts of 100% strength
chemical._ However, insecticides'as marketed vary in strength fl
1% up to 95%. After dilution- with-water for spraying, actual
strength may only be about 0.1-0.2%.

The LD50 ratings give little information on the cumulative
effect of repeated exposure.

3. If spilled on the skin, liquid insecticides are more readily
absorbed than wettable powders or dusts.

4. Note that some inecticides like TEPP and Phosdrin are about as
toxic normally as they are orally;

5. Evrqi Class 4 (least dangerous) insecticides like Malathion can
cause severe poisoning if enough were ingested or spilled on th4
skin, especially in the concentrated form.

6 The LDsij rating has no relation to an insecticide's effective-.
ness aainst insects.

CLASS 1
Most Dangerous

Common _Name Other Trade or Chemical Names
LD50
Oral

(mg/kg)
Dermal

Dosanit Terracuri fpnsulfothion 2-10 3-30

Disysteo Disulf:Jt,in, Uruminal, oxydisulfoton 7 15

Dyfonate fcnofos 8 25

Endrin Hexachin 1 18

Parathion Ethyl parathion, Bladeni Niran, E-605,
Polidol E-605; Orthophos,
Ekatox, Parathene, Panthion, Thiophos,
Alkron

13 21

Phosdtin mevinphos, Phospl-.ene, Menite 6 5

Systox demeton, Solvirex, Systemox Demox '6 14

Telodrin isobenzan 5=30' 5-30

TEPP Tetron, Vapotone, Rilmite 40 1 2

Thimet phorate, Rampart 2 6

Temik aldicarb 1 1,e160 5
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CLASS 2
Tangemms_

Common_ Name Other Trade or Chemical Names
LD50
Oral

rating
Dermal

Aidrin Aldrite, AldrosoI, Drinox, Seedrin,
Octalene

39 98

Azodrin Nuvacron, Monocron, monocrotophos 17 126

Bidrin Ekafos, Carbicron 21 43

Birlane chIorfenvinphos, Supona, Sapecron 10-155 108

Dieldrin Alvit, Octalox, Dieldrite 46 90

Furadan carbofuran, Curaterr 11 10,000

Gusathion Guthion, Carfene, azinphosmethyl 12. 220

Methyl
parathion Folidol M, Parathion 14; Nitroxj Metron,

Parapest, Dalf, Bartron, Phospherno
14 67

Lahhate methotyl, Nddriii 17-24 10;j0

Monitor Tamaron, MethatidtiphoS 21 118

Mocap Jolt, Prophos; ethoprop 61 26

Thiodan endosulfan; Cyclodan; Manx, Thimul,
Thiodex

43 130

Trithion carbophenothion; Garrathion 30 54

Nemacur phenamiphos, fenamiphos 8 72

CLASS 3
Less Dangerous

Cbamon_Name Other Trade or Chemical Names
LD50
Oral

rating
Dermal

Baygon propoxur 95 1000

BHC benzene hexachloride; Hexachlor,
Benzahex, Menzel, Saprocide, Dol,
DoImix; Hexafor, HCH

600

Bux Bufenkarb; meta1ke.mate 87 400

Chlor&Ate Chlorkill, Orthochlot; Welt, Aspon 335 840

Ciodrin crotoxyphos 125 385

Diazinon Basudin, Spectracidej Diazol, Sarolex; 180 WO
Gardentox

Dibrom_ neled; Bromex 250 800

Dimethoate . Cygoni_Rogor, Perfekthion; Roxion; 215 400
De-Fehd
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CLASS 3 (continmea
Less Dangerous

Common Name Other Trade. of Names
LD50_
Oral

rats
De

Duraban chlorpyrifos; Lors.ban 97-276

Dipterex Dylox,Klorfon; Danex? trichlorfon,
Neguvon, Anthon; Bovinox; ProX61,
Tugon; Trinek

180 2000

Folimat mmethoate 50 700

Folithion NuvaI; Agrothion; fenftrothiOn 500 1300

Hoscathion triazaphos '80 1100

;Heptachlor. Drinox H-34, Heptamul 100 195

Lebaycid Fenthion 200 1300

Lindane Gamma BHC4_Gammexane; Isotox; OKO 80 1000

Benesan; Lindagam; Lintox; Novigam.
Silvanol

Metasystox oxydemetonmethyl 47 173

Mirex dechlorand 300 800

Toxaphene Motox; Strobane T, Toxakil, Magnum 44 90 1075

linden Baygon; Suncide; Senotan, Blattanex 100 1000

PHC; propoxur

Vaptina DDVP; dichlorvos; Nuvan, Phosvit 90 107

.__CLASS --4
Least Dangerous

LDS-0_

Cammam Name Other Trade or Ch Oralemlzai_Names 11:;:glail

DDT
113 2510

i

Galecron thlordimeform Fundal 127-132 3000

Cardona Appex, Rabon 4000 5000

KeItha!-id dicofol; Acarin; Mitigan 1100 1230

MaIathicn Cythion; Unithion; Emmatos; Fyfanon 1375 4444

MaIaspray; Malamar; Zithiol

Methoz 1yChlor Marlate
_ . 5000 6000

Mtireatan ForEt:an 1600 2000+

Orthene Actephate, Ortran 866

Sevin carbaryl, Yetox; Ravyon, Ttftatitam 850 ZO
Tedion Tecradifon 14;700 10;000

Volaton phoximi Valexon 1845 1000+

Actellic pirimiphos-methyl; Biz:xi Silosan 2080 20:10+-
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DISEASE- CONTROL

I. TYPES-OF-DISEASES--AbnaTHEIR IDENTIFICATION

Parasitic vs. Non-parasitic Diseases

Parasitic-diseases are caused by certain types of fungi, ilactorLa, and
viruses that invade plants and multiply within their tissues. Nematodes and
parasitic weeds like Striga (wi°tchweed) can also be included in this cate-
gory; but we'll deal with them separately below.

Non-parasitic (non-infectious) diseases are caused by unfavorable grow-
ing conditions or other non-parasitic factors such as:

a; Excesses; deficiencies; or imbalances of soil nuteents;

b; Excessive soil acidity or alkalinity;

c; Temperature extremes;

d. Poor drainage or drought;

e; Mechanical; fertilizer; or pesticide injury;

f. ,Air pollutants like ozone and sulfur dioxide.

Some of these non-parasitic conditions produce symptoms easily confused with
those of parasitic diseases.

Fungal Diseases

Fungi are actually tiny parasitic plants without roots, leaves; or
chlorophyll which feed on 1i7ing or decaying organir matter; they reproduce
and spread by means of microscopic seeds called spores. Some fungi are
beneficial such as those that help break down crop residues into humus;
others can penetrate directly into seed; leaf; or root tissue or can enter
through wounds or nature openings.

General types of fungal diseases: Leaf spots leading to possible defolia-
tion; rotting of seedsistems; stalks; roots; grain heads; pods; and ears;
storage molds; wilts;

Diseases caused by fungi are by far the most commoni because the spores
are highly resistant to unfavorable conditions; They are easily_ spread - ly.;!

wind; water; soili and farm implements; but some types can also be Carried_
by the crop seeds themselves. Most fungal diseases develop and Spread much
more readtT under high hmmidit and moisture; An important characteristic
of fungal diseases is their ability to mutate to produce new races that are
resistant to certain fungicides; this is not common; however.
Bacterial Diseases

Bacteria are microscopic single cell organisms that multiply by cell
division; Like the fungi; some bacteria are beneficial ,and perform essen-
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t±al functions like converting unavailable organic_ forms of soil nutrients

to. available inorganic (mineral) forms. Others inrade plants and cause

diSeaSeS that produce leaf spOts; wilts; galls. 1:att-frult_and stem rots.

For several reasons; bacterial diseases are-generally much less prevalent

than-fungal-diseases=.

a; Bacteria lack a resistant spore stage and are very dependent on

favorable temperature and moisture conditions.

. Unlike the fungi; bacteria tan'tfortiblypenetrate into plant

tissue but must enter through natural openings or wounds.

t. Although bacterial diseases can be spread by wind driven rain,

field equipment; and certain types of insects (mainly some

beetles); they are much less readily transmitted than fungal.

diseases.

Vilal_Diseases

Viruses are microscopic_ particles consisting of a core of nucleit acid

(genetic material) surrounded by & protein coat; Viruses can multiply by

diverting living host cells into the production of more virus particles -and

dadalsomutate to produce different strains. They are largely spread by

sucking insects (aphids, leafhoppers, thrips); the relationship between

these insect vectors and the viruses is'sometimes very specific; for exam-

ple; peanut rosette virus is_transtitted by only one species of aphid. Some

species of weeds are_ susceptible to certain viruses and -serve as alternate

hosts to provide sucking insects with .a steady source of innoculum..

Viruses usually don't kill-plants but can greately reduce yields and

quality. A wide variety Of-symptoms are produced such as leaf

(blotching); leaf curling;_thlerotic (yellow) or necrotic (dead) spata_am

the leaves, lean malfoiMation, leaf striping, and excessive branching.

Now_tn-Identify Plant Diseases

Some plant diseases can be readily identified by non - professionals

right in the field; in other cases, however; accurate diagnosis_requirde a

good deal of fieldexperiente or even the expertise of a trained plant

pathologist and lab facilities;

Troubleshooting Disease PrOblems

Helpful items;_ Magnifying gAassi pocket knife for slitting stems;

pictorial disease identification gto.des (dee below).

1. Symptoms of some fungal, bacterial, and viral diseases can be easi

ly confused with each other ur with those caused by nematodes, non-

paralraric diseases, or insects. Use the troubleshooting guide on

pp. 158=162 Lo help narrov4 the problem down.

2. Examine the plants closely. if rootistemi_or stalk rots are sus-

.
petted,' carefully remove some :plants from the soil along with part

of the root SyStem; look for signs of damage such as soil insects,
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root feeding; root discoloration._ Slit stems and stalks-lengthwise

and check for rotting; discoloration or biareta.

Disease Identification Guides For the Reference Crops

This section gives verbal descriptions of common reference crop

diseases; but pictures are definitely worth_athousandwords when it comes

to identification; Ag field workers will find the following pictorial

disease guides invaluable:
I

Maize

"Maize Diseases: \ A Guidi. :,7 Field Identification";Information Bulle-

tin No. 11, CIMMyT; thrift-ea 400_Apartado Postal 6-641; Mexico 6, D.F. '

Available in English and SpaniSh.

"A Compendium of Corn DiSeaSe6"4_,American Phytopathological Society;

3340 Pilot Koob Paul,- Minnesota, U.S.A. 55121. More complete

than the CIMMYT bUlletin and also gives some coqtrol measures.

Sorghum and Millet

"Sorghuth and Pearl Millet DiSease Identification Handbook"; Information

Bulletin No. 2, ICRISAT, P.O. Patancheru 502 324; Andhra Pradesh; INDIA

or Texas Agrictilturat, Ekperithent ,Station Texas A & M Univ.; College_

Station; TeXaS0 U.S.A. 77843. Available in English; French; Spanish.

"SorghuM DiSeaSee";_ Bulletift1085; Texas Agricultural Extemion Ser-

vice; Texas A & M UhiV4; College Station; TexaS; U.S.A. 77843. Also

gives some control measures.

Beans

"Field Problems of Beans in Latin America"; MAT; Apartado Aereo 6713;

Cali; COLOMBIA, S.A. $5.60 (U.S.) plus postage. Includes diaeated,_in

sects; and hunger Sign5; Available in 'English and Spanish. Also gives

some control measures.

"Bean Diseases: How to Control Them "; Agriculture Handbook No. 225,

Agric. Readarth Servite; U.S.D.A. Available from Superintendent of

Documentd, U.S. Government Printing OZfice; Washington; D.C. . Not as

complete as the CIAT bulletin.

Soybeans

"Soybean Diseases Atlas"; Cooperative Extension Service; Clems4
UniVersity; CIdin:Joh, South Carolina; U.S.A. 29631.

"Soybean insects, Nematodes; and Diseases"; Circular 504, Cooperative

Ext. ServiCe; CleMatin UniV., Clemson;. South Carolina; U.S.A. 29631.
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II. METHODS OF DISEASE CONTROL-AND__MEIR_EFFECTIVENESS

Prevention vs. Cure

Most diseases such as viruses and the bacterial and fungal rots of

seeds, seedlings, roots, stalks, -std -stems- can't be controlled once_they

enter plant .tissue: Fair to good control of fungal t2afspots* can be

achieved with faller fungicides but this is usually uneconomical With law,

value -crops like maize, Millet, and sorghum. Disease- control methods are_

therefore:geared much more toward prevention rather than -cure. Let's look

at the principal non- chemical acid chemical control practices

Non7Chem1cal Disease_ControI_Methods

1. Registatta-L7ietle: Planc breeders have located genetic sources
Of resistance c^ some of the more serious diseases, especially

viruses and other types that lack' effective or economical chemica:

control measures. However, resistance &oda not mean 100Z-immun

ity, and the ability of viruses and fungi to mutate into new race.

has posed some problems. Disease resistance is a top priority

,!long plant breeders.

2. Sanitation and Cultural Practices

a. Disease free seed: Some diseases like bacterial blight and

common mosaic virus ofijeanS can be carried by the seeds. Th

use of certified seed (-66 Section C) that ;§ disease free is

an important management- practice in many bean growing areas

where these problems eiciat.
__;

b. Controlling...heat plants and This is especiall

important Zoi.7 controlling nertain viral diseases and 1:valves

Ille'remcval- of host weeds and. other natural. vegetation chat

serve as sources Of_innedUlUM. In somecasesi_non-susceptibI
barrier crops are Planted around a field.ina 15 -20 meter wid

strip to "decontaiin4te7 sucking insects before they reach th

susceptible crop-(thiSJS da;.:Ally_:not practical). -Also in--:

eluded is the roguing (removal) of diseased crop plants

attacked by viruses:ii:OgUing IA not effective for most fungal

and bacterial dir:ases;

c. .Crop res:Aue Manage:pent:, The burning or plowing unde7 of crop

residues IS an effettivepreventionmethod for a few dise4§60

like peanut Southern (Stlerotium) stem rot.

d.' The following practices may -help minimize certain disease

problems: not cultivating_plant8 While-they are Wet;,avoiditl

crop injury at or befardharVedt; irrie_morningi
whensprinklerf, or hand watering art-used-so-thetcrop leave

* Fair control of most bacterial leaf spots can be obtained using copper

base fungicides.
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using raised beds to improve drainage; dis-

infectins tools.

e; Crop-rotation can reduce the incidence of many_fungal and bac-

terial diseasesi* especially those/that aresoilborne; but
will have little effect on viruset. There is_nothing wrong

monculture from a disease standpoint as lohgas resistant

varieties arc: being Continual1:Y developed and introduced in

response to new problems; ha,i6.4eri this is unlikely in the

LDC's;

f. Intercropping may reduce or intensify disease problemsi de-

pending on the crop mixtures involved and whether they share /

some diseases in common.

Chemical- .Dis-ease Control Methods

1. Fungi--idea can be applied to planting seods; the snili and crop

leaves and will provide fair to_gpod control of certain fungal

diseases;:they are mainly applied as protectantt.

a; Seed treatment with a4Utgitide-euot_or effet-
_

tively prevent seed rots (pre7ememence "damping:off") :144USed

by soil fungi and will alaci kill any fungal. diseases borne on_

the seedcoat surface such as loose smut and covered smut Which

attack adult sorphum plants.

Since seed treatment mainly protect the seedi_they are rtat-Dx

efftttive at prevent ng seedling blights. !rots) and seedlinc_

root rota; A syste c_Seed treatment fungicide called Vi teat

Carboxin) gives s eWMt better.controL

Seed treatments wi 1 not control any :foil-borne or atfaorne

fungal diseases t t attack older_plants midi as Itaf spots

stalk rots;steM- ottii.and root rots;

b.
_ - -

Funzicideuv_t_o___the soilz Some fungicides like P.CNB

(Terrachlor)i Vitaak_(carboxin);
andBenlate(tenomyl) can be

applied as sprays or dusts to the seedfurrow orto the ro .

soil during crop growth 'to control certain fungal stem -ate

root rota;'

Such soil applications are seldom necessary or economical for
. _

maize torghumi and milletJWt are usualIy profitable on high

yielding peanut and bean crops if such disease problems

exist.

c; :Foliar fungicides can be 4plied as dusts or sprays to -crop

foliage to Control finigal.lesf syot dfseses. Most foliar

fungicides-act as protettantStohelp prevent the occurence or

spread of leaf spots. SOMO of the recently developed systemic

* Xspecially soil-bOrne ones.
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;71

fungicides like Beniate(benomyl) and Mertect (Thiaberidazole)

also have _erraditant_yroperties.

Most foliar fungicides have little or nq activity against bac-
terial leaf spotsi'but copper base fungicides provide fair to
good control.

Foliar fungicides are usually not -economical for field- crops
Iike maize, sorghum, and millet -but are often- essential for
control of Cercospora leaf spot in peanuts and can be very_
profitable in this case. Their use on beans may be justified
Where yields are in the,medium:to .high' range and_fungal_leaf
spots Lecome serious. The use of. foliar fungicides on high
value vegetablercrops such as.tomatoes, squash, and- potatoes
is usually very cost effective where foliar fungus diseases
are a problem.

Soil sterilants like methyrbromide, formaldehyde; Basamid,_and
Vapam will .control soil fungi, bacteria,- insects, weeds, and nema-
todes.; They arp applied in advance of planting and allowed to

':dissipate before the -seeds are sown. Soil sterilants are fre-,
quently used on seedbeds fdr 'groWing tobacco and vegetable trans-
plants but are too expensive-for use with the reference field
crops.

3. Antibiotics like Streptomycin and Tertamytin are.bactericidesused
asjoliar sprays or transplant 'dips to control' certain bacterial
diSeaaeS. Other - antibiotics likeEasumin (Kasugamytin) and
ticidin are Affective againat;tettain fungal, diseases such as rice
'blast and are widely used in Jatian;= Their high cost makes them
uneconomical for use on -the reference crops; There-are several
problems assddiated with antibiotics, namely =esidueS, the devel-
opment of resistaut races of fungi and_batt . and occasional ,

phytotoxicity (plant injury).
. _

4. Use of insecticides to control insect vectors": This is seldom
corapletely effattiVe since 100% control, is impossible;

Integrated Disease Control

Integrated diSeaSe control involves the combined use-of non - chemical

and 'chemical methods. ExteptfOt the_tertur base fungicides. sometimes used
as seed dressings, -the fungicides pose few toxiconenvironmentaI threats,.
unlike some- insecticides. The Main impetus for integrated disease control
is based or4conomics and the fact that many diseases cannot be adequately
controlled with chemicals.

?.ECOMMENDATIONS FOR FOLIAR FUNGICIDES

Protectant vs. Erradicant Fungicides

Moat fungicideS like Marieb, Zineb, Difolatan, and Manzate act as,Ero-

tectants: by remaining on the leaf surface to prevent fungal spores'from
germinnting,And penetrating the nlant; they have little or no erradicant
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ability to stop the progress of an existing infection; However, a few fun-
gicides like Benlate (benomyl) and Thiabendazole (Mertect) are actually ab-
sorbed into the leaf tissue and translocated outwards toward the margins;_
these systemic fungicides act as erradicants as well as protectants and also
have other advantages:

They are not vulnerable to being washet'.' off the foliage by rainfall
or sprinkler irrigation.

t
2. Since they are translocated within the leaf, uniform foliage cover-

age isn't as important as with the non-systemic protectant fungi-
cides.

The main disadvantage of the systemic fungicides is that they are effective
against a narrower range of fungal diseases than'most of the protectant fun-
gici-d-sT-so more care must be taken to match the product to the disease.
Another problem is that a few fungal diseases have developed resistance to
some of the systemics (this hasn't occurred with the non-systemics).

Guidelines for Applying Foliar Fungicides

Type of Crop: Foliar fungicides are seldom economical for maize, sorghum,
and millet; they will give the be benefit/cost ratio (cost-effectiveness)
when used on well managed peanuts and beans under conditions where fungal
leaf diseases are a limiting factor and on high value vegetable crops.

When to apply: Ideally, applications should be started slightly before the
onset of infection or at least before the disease signs have become very
evident. This is especially important when non-systemic protectant fungi-
cides are used. In most growing areas, the major fungal leaf diseases are
often rather predictable as to their date of first appearance, so that pre-
ventative applications can be begun in advance. Fungicides are too expen-
sive to be used on a routine basis from the time the plants emerge; besides,
most fungal diseases don't infect plants until- around flowering time or
after.

Frequency of application: This depends on disease severity, rainfall, and
type of fungicide. The don-systemic protectant fungicides can be washed off
the foliage by rainfall or sprinkler irrigation), but the syscemics remain
safely within the plarA-. Jnce they've been absorbed. Under frequent rain-
fall, the proteccants :::ay have to be applied as often as every 4-7 days.
Under Iess wet conditions, intervals of 10-1 days regardless of rainfall
frequency. Disease severity also affects.apr '.cation frequency but is
usually closely related to rainfall and humidity (as well as varietal resis-
tance).

Uniform and thorough coverage of crop foliage is very import-ant when apply-
ing fungicides. This is especially true for the protectant products which
are effective only on those portions of the leaf surface they actually
cover. An attempt should be made to cover both sides -of -the leaves when
using protectants. Stickers apd Rnreaders (r,ee pp 233 -234) are recommended
for nearly all fungicide sprays to ,_rage and adi2Sion; Duter is
one exception, since these additives increase the likelihood of crop injury
from that particular product. Some fungicides already contain stickers and
spreader, so be sure to read the label.
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Dusts vs. Sprays: See PP. 225-'226.

AmoUnt of water needed 1°-rdequate fOliage coverage: This varies with

plant size, crop densItY, and type of sprayer. When using backpack (knap7-
sack) sprayers on full size plant§,. at leaSt_700_liters/ha (75 gals./acre)

of water is needed. Exces increases runoff which carries

away spray droplets.

NOZtle-selemitaLSREaroperatibb-: See insecticide section.

DOSage-Recov.-endations-

Alway:, follow label instructions and the recommendations of your Coun-

try's extension service if the lat:Ler ate based on sound adaptive research:

The following re(-,omme Odntions d- re meant to serve as general
guidelines.

Peanut-Ge_rcal..eafsot enlate and Duter have generally proved the

most effective altbQugh mot.s other products such as Dithane 147454 Antracol,

Bravo (Daconil), Difo copper-sulfur dusts, and copper base sprays also

give satisfactory control. The following recommendations come froiii North

Carolina State University (U.S.A.) and Australia.

Duter 47% Wp, 425_8rams aCtUal_formulation per hectare (6 ouncearatte); _

-don't_ use a sticKer or a spreader.

Benlate 50% VPi 185 r.ams_attual formulation/ha (4 oz./acre) plUS

sticker-spreader- -Control is enhanced by combining 285 grams Benlate

1.7 kg Dithane-M`45 or Mantate 200 + 2.3 liters non-phytotcOtto crop oil

per hectare; the °II improVes penetration.

COMMON FOLIAR FuNgIgPEs

They are of relatively low toxicity (compared to insecticides ) and have

minimal dermal abspuPti" (the dermal LD56 for Captan is over 10,000).

ANTRACOL (Pro?ineb): Not registered in the U.S.; but widely used over-

seas. A zinc base PtodUct by Bayer; Especially effective_againat

early and late_bi1att. Compatible with most other_pesticideS. Use at

75-125 cc per 15 litra (5-8 tablespoons per 4 gallons) and apply at

4-10 intervals deP9'ling on weather and disease severity.

BENLATE (Benom54)! One of the fewsystemic fungicides: has an erradi-

cant effect as well as a protective effect but it is not broad aprec-

trum; mainly for P°weery Mildews; Cercospora leafspoteanuts),

Botrytis (Gray 01°1d) Of tomatoes and lettuce, and brown rot of fruit

trees. For small ar, use 1-2 teaspoonfuls pergallOn (=;-10 cc/

gal.). Also--prevents mite eggs from hatching. Repeat at 10-21 day

intervals. Use a stiCker-spreader.

BORDEAUX (copper 4ulfate + hydrated lime + waterl: 066 of the first

original manmade ftlOgi-rides; Has a protectant effect and also repels

some insects. D°n'tlet the solution stand in the svrayer for long

periods. You- can make it_yourself. Two common form:.LAS are 8-8-100
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and 10-10-100 (first 2 numbers refer to lbs. of copper sulfate and
hydrated lime; the last number refer gallons of water). Each lb.

of copper sulfate in 100 gals. of wat equals 1/3 tablespoon (5 cc)
per_gallon. Each lb. of hydrated lime (slaked lime or calcium hydrox-
ide) per 100 gals. equals _1 tablespoon (15 cc)/gal. To make 1 gallon
of the 8 -8 -100 formula, dissolve 40 cc copper sulfate in 1/2 gai. of

water; then dissolve- -120 cc of hydrated lime in the other 1i2 gal; then
mix both together. May cause leaf burn if made too strong.

CAPTAN (Orthocide, Merpan): Very safe broad-spectrum funicidc. (also
for seed treatment). Use the 50% WP at 3.5 -5 tablespoons per vllon
(13720 cc /liter): As a aaadlie-ddreatchior damping off prevenzon, mix -
up 2-3 cc/liter of water and apply with a r17:-inkling can at the rate of

2-3 liters/sq. meter immediately after planting vegies (if seed is not
treated) or as soon as the seedling eincr;;e;,

COPPER-COMP -MS (Aside from Bordeaux)J For broad-srum foliar-fun-
gal control, but also more effective than other types for bacterial
leafspots. Don't mix these with Diazinon insecticide. Copper

oxyxhloride and Cupiavit Blue are two examples and are used at 400-600
grams/100 liters water.

,
DACONIL (Bravo W-75i Termil): Broad-spectrum foliar fungal- control,

toxic to fish. Compatible with most other. fungicides. Don't apply

within 5 days harvest. Use at. 2.)73 *ablespoons per gallon (10-12

cc/liter).

OUTER (fentir .?ride): An organic tin compound used ri potatoes for
its unusually good ..ontrol of early ani. lq.te bligats. Also widely nsed

for Cercospora leafspot peanuts. Has 'me insect anti-feeding
properties. Do not use stickerr-sproade, or lerf burn may result.

_MANER (Dithane M-22; Maazatz 20i), Lonocol M);_ Manganese base btoad-
sliectrum fungicide available as an 80% WP, Used at. 1.5 -2.5 table

spoons/gaI. (678_g/1) or 1.5-2.5 ibsd1n0 gals.- Don't apply Within 5

days of harvest;

MANZATE (Dithane M-45, Mancozeb, Fore): A manganese-zinc_combir;atior.

Manufacturers claim it's better_than Maneb on tomatoes. Use same
dosage for Maneb. Don't apply within" 5 days of bjrvest. Also used

as a s.:.ed piec,2 dip on potatoes to control seed pice de,:tay.

'=INEB (Di,:h.ane Z-7E4 Lonocol Z, Polyram Z): A zinc base produrt. May

injure squash and cucumber and tobacco. DOn't apply within. 5 days of

harves. Use lime dosage as for Maneb.

PCNZ Brassicol): A soil fungicide usually- applied pre-

plant efther broadcast or in a band; also used as_asoil drench at
transplant time. Mainly for_dam2ing-ciff, Sclerotinia, and Rhizoctonia.
For cabbage family crops, it's used as a seedbed drench right after

planting. Use 1 t-.AIespoon Terrachlor 75W + 2 tablespoons Ceptan 50i;

per gal. of water and apply it over 50 sq. ft.
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FUNGICIDES FOR SEED TREATMENT

Remember that treating seed with a_ fungicide_ inhibits Sur ice-borne

fungi on the seed coat and protects against soil-borne ones. Mnet fungicide

seed treatments offer no protection to the seedling; Howz:ver, some Of_Lhe

newer System-t- fungicides for seed trdatMentsuch as Vitavax (carbekin) can

Offer seine protection during the early stages of seedling greWth. need

treatment will control any soil-borneor air-borne fungal diseases that

attack older plants like .b.af spots, stalk rots, root rots, etc.

ARASAN (Thiram, Tersan): A loW toxicity compound usually available as

a 50% or 75% dust..

BENLATE,T (Thiram + Benlate): FOr control of soil -borne Pythium,

Fusariutn, Rhizoctonia dnmping off and early root rots of beans ar1

peas; Benlate (benomyl) is a systemic. Low toxicity.

CAFTAN (Orthocide, Merpan): Another low toxicity seed trktat.lent fungi-

cide that's also used a...; a foliar fungicide.

FERNASAN: A combination t5 Arasan and Lindane (an- insecticide) that

comes in seTeral tarmulations. Fernasan 75W contains 75% Arasan and 1%

Lindane--oniy, enough insecticide to protect seeds during stc.rage, not

once in the ground. FethA8Ati 60/15 contains 60% Aragan and 15% Lindane

for better control 01 seed eating insects in the soil. Both formula-

tions are used at rat,S of 100-150 grams por 100 of seed. Smaller

seeds requi.:e the higher dosage (more Airiace area).

MERCURY COMPOUNDS: Mercury compounds haveheen_virtual! banned in the

U.S. as -seed treatments. The problem wasn't a build-up of mercury in

the soil. but the accidental (or unwitting) ingestion cf mercurz treated

seed by livestock or even peopI. Mercur7 IsJ very effective and even

has a penetrating effect into the seed, but avoid Laing-i*whenever

possible. Common mercury -base seed treatment compounds are Ceresap and

Semesan. Agallol is a mercury base dip for potltu_seed pieces, buL

Znab or Manzate_can be substituted. Skin abso:;ption of organic wr-

cury compounds (Ceresan, Semesan, Agallol) is minor but not so with in=

organic like bichloride of mercury. Avoid breathing the vapors of any

mercury product.

APPLYING SEED TREATMENTS -: Arasan, Cal.tan, and Fernasan can be applied

as dusts to the seed at the rate of_abcut273.5 grams per kg of seed

(smaller seeds need the higher rate). A baby food size jar works per-

fect for small r_10ahritis of vegie seeeia_and you can "eyeball" the rate

(it takes_ myth 1?ss than you think); seed_sheuld_lOok uniformly covered

but uv "burl.- _ !ti the fungicide. Viish hands afterwards. Alwaya

store treated seed out of reach, of children and NEVER feed leftovers to

humans or animals (i.e. treated maize, sorghum, bean seed, etc.)



NEMATODES AND THEIR. CONTROL

I. BASIC FACTS ON NEMATODES

WEat are_nematodes?: They_are tinyi colorless, threadlike, unsegmented
roundworms; they are not relarcd to Earthworms. Some types of nematodes
like hookworms, roundworms, and pinworms atta man as well as- animals.
There are several dozen species -that atk;aCk_p Int roots, as well as a feJ
that injure stems and leaves.__These -plant _feeding nematodes li in_ the

soil: and most are too small (0.2 = 0.4 mm) to be easily Seen 1 the naked
eye..

How do they damage plants?: _The root feeding nematodes are the most
common types attacking plant They feed on or inside plant:_roots using
needle- -like mouthparts (called stylets) for piercing -and sucking. The toot
knot nematode causes portions of the roots to swell into galls or knots,
ghile root lesion nematodes produce dark colored lesions on the roots.
Sting nematodes and stubby root nematodes prune the root system, making it
appear stubby and SpAr4i.l. Affected plants_have_trouble absorbing enough
water nutrient and become much more vulnerable to soil-borne fungal and
tiate..7.1a1 diseases. In fact, those tomato varieties resistant to Fusarium
wilt lost that resistance when attacked by nem.todel

_Tow_se:ious is the damage?: 'H'.:vy infestations can lower crop yields
by 30-80%.

Where are nematodes found?: Nematodes can be found in virtually any
soil but are :cost prevalent ard_activewhe soil temperatures are warm;
they seem'to prefer aLld',.r soils or thOse 'ortions Where moisture itvl, soil

fertility are low.

H,w do n;,matodes spread?: NeMstodes reproduce by eggs, and life cycles
-rir_some ty0etaft be as short as 18 -21 days in warm soils; Although a typi-
dal nemareoe will move less than half a meter during itsILfe, _they are eas-
ily spread by soil carried or tools, feet, ar.0 transpl;ints Of by water run=
off from a field;

What crops are most affected?. Nearly- all crops are _sup ep-sible_to_
some type of nematode but vegies and pulse_cro_p_s_ are generolly more vulner-
able than -cereal crops;

F_me crops especially susceptible-t-o-r.;-ot-ktinetaato-d-e-damage_! Squash,
cucumber, watermelon, cantaloupe, tomato, pepper, beans, poae, okra, let-
tuce, carrots, and strawberries.

Some cups esvecially sunc,:.15tible to root lesion ne-matodes-: CLra, pepper,
sweetpotato, attaberrieS, COWpeaa, peanuts, soybeans:

V!.rleties within a crop vary greatly in their eigiStahte to different

types f nematodes.
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fI. HOW TO

damage is not often obvious_or easily differentiated from
other problems. En facti a lab analysis is usually- needed to confirm nema-

tode damage and the type of nematode, except in obvious cases of root knot

nematode infestation.

Above 'round Symptoms

Above ground sywptoms aren't distinctive enough to make a conclusive
diagm)sis without al_ o examining the root systel, but the following are pos-

sibl* indications of nematode damage.

1. Plant stunting cad laCk of tlg-Jr is them)st comma but can also be

caused -by or:Ler problems tiLth as low soil fertility, lack of mois-

ture, diseases, insects,

2. Yellowing of the leaves, althOUgh diseases, some Anger signs, in-
sects, moisture stress, etc; can cause similar syuqltoms.

3.. Wilting, even -when soil moisture ap, !ars adequate and heat isn't.

excessive; soil inserts, stem borer:, and diseases can also cause

wtlting.

4. A distngoishing feature of nematode damage is that it alrost al-

ways occurs in scattered- patches- in the and is rarel Uni=

form.

Foot S7mptomr.4

Carefully dig up the roots and look for ihe folloWing:

1. Galls or kin;: roots Indicate root knot nematode- damage. Eon't

confuse tLemwith libizolda bacteria nodules attal to legua
roots. Ncnittode galls are swellings of the actual root itself Atte:

have a white, granular apperirance inside. _Rhizobia nadules are

pink to red inside ar'd can be easily ,leteched from LW roots.

2. Rode damage by other :;i:lciefl is less obvious and takes the_forth of
darkcn7:,7ed lesioIF (wounds). stubby roots, and gerwrallstuntfng

of.tht root eystem; Don't confuse these Tmptoms with those caused
rootworms, wUte gubs, or other soil insects.

Laboratory-aml

Plant ,tathology labs in most countries can test soil and root samples

for nematodes. Take 5-10 random eub-samples wirain th! field_rightriext to

plants, using a shovel. Dig down about 20-25 cm (8=1v7) and discard -the

sol.lfrom the top 5.cm and '"rom the sides of the shovel. Place the remain-

10g. 15 -20 cmdeev Ptr.p in a pail, and be sure to include some t46M; Nix

the sub-eamplizI ,ogec.:!e:: and piece about o halF-liter (pint) of the

to a plastic bag. Pret. ''ha sample from'sunligh:7 and exposure to exc-es-

sive heat. Fill out the information form completely.



HOW TO CnNTROLNEMATODES

Successrul nematode control requires an integrated _approach .that com-
bia several non-chemical methods and the likely need for chemical nemato-
eides.: The :IL:a of nematocides alone is unlikely to provide satisfactory
control.

I. Avoid spreading nematodes into uninfeFted areas: Clean- off soil

from toes and equipment; avoid using transplants of unknown'otigin
that might harbor_nematodes. Some -types ce trees iatroduudd for
shade or windbreaks such as Prosapis specieri harbor nematodes.

2. Crop rotation: Designing an effective rotation r.Nuires a nematode
lab analysis to determine the types -of nematodes .vesent; givan the
many types of nematodes and sysceptible crops, a nematologist
should be consulted. A farmer's cropping optiom may not allow for
an ideal rotation.

3. Resistant varieties: Nematode resistance varies,greatlyamong_
varieties of a particular crop, although complete immunity isn't
possible. Furttg.Irmore, even a resistant variety_wy still be sus-
ceptible to several types of nematodes. Vegetable varieties with
the letter 7N" folloWing their have -,ime resistance to uera-
todes (usually certain types of root knot nematodes).

4 Plowing up crop±roota_and exposing them t-sum-and-dryln&L2inds:.
This will significantly reduce nematode,,popv3ations.

5. Floodin: month of flooding, one monthr'J. drying, and an `'tier

mna J: will redir7e nematode problems but isn't often

-41

6. Good soil fertility_kid high soil organic matter levels kqlp re-
duce the severity r lematdde damage.

Antagonistic plants: Many gardu 1,4;izt recommend inter3lantiw
marigolds- among ada-ctiptible_crops !_o 'control nematodes; Howevix,

research vartetes7ary in their effer-
tiveness_WhiCh is -alto limited to certan ty2e5 of uematJde (root

knot and/or root_leition,_depending on_ she authozity).Further-
more, marigolds don't -kill nematodes but starve them out; this

means that interplanting isn't effective, since the nomate&:a

would still haVe a feed source. Marigolds should planted soli:
(about 15-20 dtii_Alitt)_atid allowed to mature; Reep the area coo-
oletely weed .4.4-ctOp free where the marigolds are growing. Col-

lect the mature headd before tLey shatter (drop their seeds)
Where root irn: nematodes are A problem, marigolds should ,x .

planted every other ydat. French dwarf nes such as "TPagcriLe",

"Petit-:: Gold", and "Hart66-;:y" are known e effectiv:
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Two legume green manure or cover etopr.- Cteitalaria-auctabrati
(showy crotalaria or rattleboX) and Intligofera_hirsuttEritairy in-

digo) can reduce populationS of most types of nematodee.

8. Heat sterilization of soil daing_cleat_plastic: A good method for

hot; sunny areasi Covet_ the soil with plastic and bury_the edges.

Leave_it on for 3-4 weeks which should heat up the soil to_

130=140°F several inches down. This will also kill hat-lift:1 fai.gi

and bacteria as well as weed seeds;

9. Heat sterilization of-tnitattAhox soil with boiling water,

steam, or baliing;

10. Deep setting of tomato plar-on helps assure a larger root system

more capable of withstanding nematode damage;

Chemical Controls

Soil fumigants like methyl bromide; Vapam; Basamid; and EDB are often -used

on vegetablzs ortransplant_beds but are either too expensive: or require

ETeciallied application equipment. Some are very dange7'6da.

Non=fuMigant nematocides like Mocap (ethoprop), Furaddb; Ann nasaAt can be

applied L:s_granules to the crop row and are against some in-

sects. Under small Comer conditionsi.their 'e and other cereals

for nematodes on7y would be unecom..mical exct of heavy infesta-

tiens_and high pctential yields. Thev! mny where their use is

justified fhe pulses, especially peauutl. are sane product use

guidelines for sot of the more common nematocides:

NEMAGON (DBCP;7Fruwzone): Comes as a liquid or granule-6 but has been vir-

tually banned in tiie U.Sasa possible carcinogen; prolonged _exposure aver

the years has caused testicular atrophy in males. Stay away fteit this one.

FURADAN' (Cathdfdtan): See/ _description on pp. 240-241. HAS a_Very lam-

dermal but very high oraI-toxicity. Ne-latode application ghidelini23 are

shown bt.do:

Peanuts: Apply in a band 3G-35 .cm wide over the row before

use 2,2-4.5 kg of active ingredient/ha. Needa to bu otke6

into the soil 5.5-15 cm deep.

Maize: Apply _in a band 18-36 cm wide' over the ro platting and

work into the top 5-10 cm of soil. Use 1.1-2.25 kg of active

ingredient/ha.

MOCAP -iEthoprop, Pt-oho-04 Kills nematodes and soil insects but is very_

toxic both orally and dermally; applied like Furadan at_tbe rate of 1.7 -2.25

kg active ingr:dlent /ha. Not tecommended for most small fatMers. Non-

systemic.

fiEMIK (Aldidath): A systemic insecticidc/nematocide with d:ttremely high

oral and detthal toxicity. Avoid it.
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OICIWITcrerraturIRnuifot. A non-a7ste4tc proeUct for soil insects

and nematodes. Very high nx *ad dermal tcvicIty. Avoid using.

NEMCUR (Phenamlph4Ns, Fenamiphos_)! A i,istemic prcouct .ie.matodes, soil

insects, above- ground sucking ingeto. Class ;.t-Gxicity. Applied to

peanut' like Furadanat_1.7-2.fn. kg s0...ive ingredient/ha. Handle with care..

Use Furadan instead if possible 4ue L:o its much lower dermal toxicity;

NEMATOCIDES & SOIL 'ARILANTS

Root knot nematode Rana on
bean roots. Note how they
differ from nodules by actual-
ly being part of the root.

Soil sterilant is a vague term. Some products kill just about every
(nematodes; insects, fungus; bacteria, weeds) while others are less

comprehensive. Some nematocides control_only nematodes (i.e. !Ake Nemagon)

while others are really soil sterilants in the broad sense.

to soil sterilants also hurt the "good guys".like blneficial bacteria;

fungi; and earthworms? You be but -tis only temporary and confined to the

top 6-8"; Where disease problems r.jil borne ones) are severe, score form of

sterilization may be the only answer.

Non-hemicat Soil Sterilization

Applying boiling water to seedbox soil is very effective if the

soil is thoroughly soaked.

2. Heating the soil in an oven -or over a fire works great too; partly

wet soil heats up better and tne formation steam helps. Soil

can be placed on a piece of zinc roofing supported over a fire or

use half of a 55 gal, drum split the long way. About one hour at

180 °F does the trick; don't overcook the soil ac it may release

toxic (for plants) amounts certain elements; One way of check-

ing is to place a potatc or swe-tpotato midway down in the soil;

when its :ookedi the soil is ready.

Be careful not to recontaminae the soil by further additions or by adding

compost or manure afterwards.
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Chemical Sot_: :;terilahta and NethattiCidea

BASAMID G::anutes (DMTT)

A multi-purpose soil sterilant for_hethatodea, insects; fungi; bacteria;

and weed7 has a fumigant (gaseous) action. moderate toxicity for humans.

zi-vlied broadcast or band. SOU should be clod -free; loose; and semi -wet,

and free of undecomposed plant teaidUeS. In sandy and loamy soils; use

35-40 grams per sq. meter (11 sq. ft.)- broadcast and immediately worked into

the top 6-9" of soil. UnifoiM mixing_ is important for good control: Pre-

vent escape of the fumes by watering_ lightly after application (1/4" of

water or abore: 2 gals. per sq. meter)_Ahd then once again 3-4 days 'later or

covering with plastic for a feW_daya (SOUndabetter). Wait 10-14 days be-

fore planting in warm clithateSJSoil teiiip above 68°F); Stir soil thorough-

ly 7 days after appliCation. Can alaci be applied 20.cms.(8") wide centered
over the row and incorporated 8" deep for tobacco and tomato transplants;

wait 4 Weeks before'transplantihg.

FORMALDEHYDE (Formalin)

Controls everything but nematodes and weed seeds. There are various

recipes but here's a couple of old st=andby's:

1. 1 gal. of commercial formaldehyde (about 37% strength) mixed with

30 gals. water. Drench soil at 1 quart per sq. ft. (10 14.tera/Sq.

meter). Water heavily ;;_trrwards and apply plastic. Remoge plaa-

tic after 48 hours and work up the soil as soon as it's dry. Wait

10-1', days before plar.Ling (maKe a qmaII test planting firtt).

2. Quickie Method for amail_amounts of soil: 1 part formaldel d in 5

parts water. ati f.:lespoon per 2-1/2 sq. e' t_ sq;

metett) of sib-ox L:oil and thGrot-igi: mix or stir. Plant after 24

hours but water right: afte planting,

PorMaldeb-ide fumes itti"latin4 o eyes and nose and poisonous tt;

nearby g wing plants;

FURADAN (Carhcifitt

A systemL :lema-zOcide-insecticide available as a 3% and 5% granular

formulation dr.d a 75% WP. The pure material has a high oral but very_ law

dermal toxicity. Usually applied as a band .treatment centered over he row

It's absorbed by the roots and then translocited throughout the platt; Con-

trols soil nematodes, soil insects; plus ;any chewing_ani sucking foliage

pests like flea beetle; aphids; leafhoppers; and 2,:al miners.

On vegetables,_ the rate of Furadan 5% granules f.s 30.=40 grams per 10

,zet2rs of row length applied at transplant or 9eeding Tilere i:re 4

reccm.vailded menods applfta!on:

in a 15-25 cm. (6 10") wide 'bend Cdtite.ted over the row;

a e,_.1e around edch tr-Au.spIa.,',.. or sr.ed.
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. Mixing with the row fertilizer and applying it in the bottom of the
furrow; covering with a couple inches of soil and then seeding.
Make the furrow a couple inches off to the side to avoid fertilizer
burn.

4. For Nursery seedbeds, use 10-15 grams per sq. meter (5% granules)
and work into the top 4-6" of soil.

-NEMAGON (Fumazoae; DBCF)

For nematodes only. Uniortunarly, Nemagon has found to be a 7303-
i-

carcinogen and is being phased out in the. U.S. _on some crops. Of mod-
erate oral and dermal toxicitv, Frumazone is a liquid; Nemagon -comes

both a liquid a, granules r use repae,L, Nemagon_ granules or those
that have been exposed to for severer ,ays--all t4e vaper leaves the
granules in 7-10 days when .-. to_alr. Not for tobaccosweetrotatoes,
potatoes, beets, onions, or When transplanting tomatoes and pep_
pern* it's best to wait 8-10 .;,,ays 6fter treatment. Both liquid and granules
need to be app4ed 6-8" deep and then cowers ,1 'make a furrow for each crop

row). Plant seed _or transp2nt over the furrow. A quartsize_jat_With 2
holes in the lie (opposite eao.a other). makes a good liquid applicator. See
label for dosagt!"as there are ,Aeveral different formulations. Has a'fumi-
gant action.

METHYL iiROMIDE (DoWfume MC-2)

A_genera soil sterilant sold in a ctn as a liquid under pressure which
volatilizes' into a gas when opened. H1-414y_poisanous to all living things.
The gs,t; will severly_bure the skin and inhalation can be fatal. Most formu-
lations are sptked_with tear as < chloropicrin) as a warning agent. Don't
nse on onions, garlic or celery.

Must be applied'urder a sealed plasti- tarp to loo6,' semi-r:ec soil
tilled to at least 8"; Soil should be free of cr.,e reiLlues. 1-2 Dor,

needed per_100_sq. ft (comes in ran'-. Keep plastic on for at Ieaz:t 48 hoUrs
after application, then stir u}F the soil.us help dissipate the_cherAica. (no

danger of humantoxickty after'48hours), =3 ant o!.,e 3-; clEys

after the plastic is cakenoif, Usually usei only fe< nursery seell'.tA 4011
(i.e. for starting out seeds for transplarts).

MOCAP (Ethoprop, Jolt* Prophoills)

A non-systemic insecticide-nematoeide for controlling soil 2usects eel

neuatodes. _Highly toxic_both_orally and cermally. Readily absorbed t'arough
the akin._ Hie a residual activity of about 8 veek in the son.
only light incorporation (1-2" deep) as it moves downward rather t17.:-1 sward

(no fdrnigant action)..Rubber gloves are a must/when handling. -It's too

dangerous a chemical for most farmers.

VAPAM (VPM)

A liquldbroad7spectiumSoil funlian -fective against insectsa-
tedeS, bacteria, weeds, and fungi. For t,g1.11 areas* it can be
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nixed with water and applied
plastic for a_couple days of
move the cheMital downward;
is usually 1-2 quarts per 10
Vapam has low oral and moder

With a sprinkling can. Cover the soil with
ter application or drench with plain water to

Allow at least 21 days before plantingsagP
0.sq. 'ft. in 120 gals. water. READ.: THE LABEL.

ate dermal toxicity.

When using a soil ste-ilant dtin't recontaminate the so Y: Dv t%?.king

additions of compost and manure (do it first). Unclean tools or boots can

track in disease and nematodes too.

Some agronomiats recommend that any N fertilizer applied after sterili=,.

zation should conta about hlf its N in the a.jbileandmore available

nitrate forimi Sterilized soil Wtiet have enough good guy bacteria to con-

vert arrImoniuffi N (doesn't tech and is less available). to nitrate N.



WEED-CONTROL

I. HOW WEEDS LOWER-CROP_YEILDS

1. They compete with-the crop for water, sunliOt. and nutrients.

2. They harbor Imsa_cts.and some weeds are hosts for crop diseases

(especially viruses).

3. Heavy infestations can seriously interfere with machine harvesting.

4. A few weeds like Strtg (witcheed) are parasitic and cause yellow-.
ing, wilting, and loss of crop vigor.

Extent of YieLdLosses

Numerous trials in the U.S. have ,:wn maize_
--

y losSesranging from

41 -86% wheh_weeds weren't controlled. krte trial_in_Kenya yield only 370

kg/ha of maite with no' weed control comvared to_3000_kg/ha for clean weeded

plOta.' k CIAT trial with beans in Colr)ribia a yield drop of 83% with no

weeding.
2

course;'all farmers weed thei, fields to _some extent; but most of

them could aignificantly increase-th:,,r.trOp_yields-ifthey_did amore
thorough and-time_LEaoli.A Univers: ; of Illihois (U.S.) trial showed that

just one pigweed every meter (40-) ,ioQg the .-ow_ reduced maize yields by 440

kg/ha (390 Ibsaacre). By the time 46.6ds'arf.! only a few inches tall;- they

have alieadyzaffected crop yields,

____
a mpetitive ability of the reference trop_s: Slo starters

like i-cannslicliller;' and sc,-,:-.1.21m compete _poorly with weeds during the first

ft ,.toks_of.gqowth/,:' Low growing-crops like peanuts, Bush beans; and bush

cciw-ls are ,fairly effective at siippteasillg further weed growth once they

arez-Ajig ettoughito fully shads tie inter-7t-ow spaces. HOweveri tall growing_.

weeds that were not adequately controlled earlier an easily overtake theae
OR ?

sho cropel

-
II. §OME IMPOATANT PACTS ON WEEDS

broadleaf vs. i n.-Salt-tolE_

Broadleaf weeds ha .-e wide (broad or oval shaped) leave3 with veins that

form a feather like pattern; -G=msy_weeds are true grasses and have long ;
harrow- leaVes,= th veins that run up _and down in a parallel_ pattern; A few

liweeds like _d sedge_(nutgrass) belong to4meither category , -but are _sedges;

all or 4hiCh h ve_triangular steMs; Some 'chemical Ilierbicidesare more

effectiVe on b oadleaf weeds; while others give better-,control of gr sy

-.types. i

How Weeds ItePr4dUde and -*--readAndua vs. Perennials
\I

t final Weds live, only a year or so and reproduce by seed: they_are
,

the most -common weeds' rt may fields. In the tropics; anwals may live more
i
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tha.. a year if r6 fail s sufficient. Most annuals produce_ tremendous
AILC4A111-tS-0; of which may_not germinate for years. When you stir
the soil with a hoe, harrow, or cultiVator to kill weeds; you destroy one
crop of them but erccurage another by moving more weed seeds closer to the
surface where they can sprout.

You can help loWer a field's population of annual weeds by controlling
them before they prbdii-ce seed: Permanent eradication of annual weeds isn't
possible becaUSe most fields contain millions of _weed seeds waiting to ger-

--minate; and the supply is continually replenished by moire seeds brought in
by wind, water, anittials, animal_ Manure; and by contaminated crop seeds;

Perennial weeds_ live more than 2 yeare. Mdst produce seed but many
alSO propogate by means of creepin above-ground- stems (-s_t_olons) and creep-
ing underground stems (rhizomes) ;JoLansori_graSS; Berniudag_rass; quackgraSs;
and nutsedge_ are some of the more r:erennial weeds. Hoeing or!
mechanical cultivation may . lid in spreading them around the fiield.
Most herbitides will kin 'ovgrowth, and there is enough food in .

the underground parts to c, ue propagation;

Identifying-Weeds-

Where weeds are being controlled by hoeing or mechanical cultivation;
their specific identification is usually not iMpOrtant; However; where che-.

mical weed control is used; you and the farmer should i-.,ave a, good idea 61_
which specific weeds are present; because most_ herbicides de not give broad-
spectrUM control; The eoliowing extension publication[ is an eXcellent iden-
tification guide and has pictureS and .descriptions of some ;.3,4G common weeds

found throughout the tropics and sub-tropics:

'Reeds of the SoutherrOJnited States, available from the
Cooperatitie Extension Service of CleirbOn UniverSityi
Clemson, South Carolina; U.S.A. 29631

A LOOK AT DIFFERENT .WEED COVIROL FIETHODS-T-

Let's at the prOs and cons of the following weed control metiaccia:

1. Burning
2. Mulching
3. Shading.- (the row crop principle)
4; Hoe. and machete cultivation
5. Animal and tractOr-drawn cultivation
6. Hei.bicides

1. -Bur_i_nz_

When rand is-cleared by biitnitip,; standing ;annual weeds are killed along
with weed seeds very near the soil SUrfate; 1-bwcver, turning will no: all'
weed seeds or reproduictiVe- uride-r-grifidtia--15ti-Cs of perennial weeds if _the.; are
deeper than 4-5 cr: (2"). FurthettiOre, the- brush is often` placed in
drows or piles before burning; much of the soil may not be affected by tiie
fire. Some perennial tropical grasdiAa such as Guinea (Panicum maximum) and
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speargrass (Imperata cylindrica) are actually stimulated into dense regrowth

by burning. On the other hand, weeds may be less of a problem under slash

and burn farming, because the soil is usually not turned by plowing or cul-

tivation to bring up more weed seeds.

Mulching

Mulching the soil surface with a 10-15 cm (4-6") layer of;crop resi-
duesi_dead_weeds, or gtria can give very effective weed control and provide

a number of other benefits:

a._ Erosion is greatly reduced on sloping soils;

bl Soil water loss by evaporation and runoff is greatly rcIduced.

c. In very hot areas, toll-temperatures_are reduced to a more benefi-
Cidl level for crop growth;

d. Organic matter is eventually added to the soil.

-In trials conducted by IITA in Nigeria, mulching increased maize yields
by 23-45% and greatly reduced the heavy labor requirement for hand weeding
which accounts fet a 50-70% of the hours needed to grow maize in that area.

3. The Row Crop Principle

Arranging crops in rows facilitates hand weeding but also makes possi-
ble'mechniCal cultivation (weeding) with tractor or animal -drawn equipment.
The_rows also permit the crop to exert better shade- competition against the

weeds.

4. Hoe and Machete CultkvarLon

Weeding with hand tools is an effective method if sufficient labor is

available. However, small farmers Who rely on this method commonly fall be-'

hind in weeding, and crop yields often suffer.

5. Animal and Tractor-drawn Cultivation

Disk harrows, field cultivators, and spike tooth harrows- can provide

excellent pre- planting weed control. _Theapike tooth harrow can also be

used to control emerging weeds up until thecrop is about 7.5 -10 cm (3-4")

tall without serious damage.

Animal and tractor -drawn row cultivators can be used from the time the
crop is a few inches tall; they -do a much more rapid job than hand weeding,

and a one-row animal drawn meddl can easily cover 3-4' hectares/day (7.5 -10

acres) unless the_rows are very narrow. They can be adjusted to throw-soiI
into the row itself to kill small weeds by burying them. If operated too

deeply or too close to the row, serious root pruning may result.
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6; Herbicides

Herbicides can greatly rediite_labor requirements and permit a farmer to

grow a larger acreage; lloyAlsu_avoid root pruning damage, soil compactLam

a)id stand reduction which are caused by hand tools or mechanical equipent.

In a_aumber or--cases, herbicides like Gesaprim (atraZinei see_herbicide sec-

tion) and 2,i -D_ -have proven competitive with hand labOr in -maize production

in the- LOG'S, IITA is Working on improved methods fOr small farmer applica-

tion of herbicides such as granular forms and ultra low volume sprayers.

Herbicides do have some very definite disadvantages that must be con-

sidered when working with small farmers:

I. They are leSsreitable than hand tool Or mechanical weeding and

most require -careful and accurate application. This can be achiev-

ed by small farmers using b-itkpatk sprayers , but it requires some

training;

Weed_control is seldom complete; most herbicides are not broad-

spectrum; and it's important to analyze the type of local weed

species present before choosing a product;

Most soil applied herbicides require a tertain_amount of rain with-

in a week after application in order to move the chemical into the

zone of weed seed germination: Others need immediate incorporation

into the soil with a disk harrow or rOtOtiller.

4 Improper application may damage the crop;

5; Nearly all herbicides are unsuited for use in fntercropping involv-

ing cereals and legumes due to crop injury; these products are

crop-specific as well as weed- specific:



USEFUL CROP PRODUCTION

REFERENCES FOR TRAINEES AND TRAINERS

Aside from the crops tech reference package (see Printed Materials
Section),_which should be given each crops trainee and trainer; the follow-
ing additional references are very useful:

I. Suggested vegetable related references to be ordered for each trainee:

Insect Pests, Geo. 'Fitcheri a Golden Guide._ Western Pub. Co., 1220
Mound Ave., Racine, Wisconsin 53404, Tel. 494-633-2431 or to order*
$2.95. Very useful pocket Guide with drawinga:and descriptions of many
common vegetable, field crop* livestock; and human Nsts found world-
wide.

Soils, Crops, and Fertilizer Use, 1980, ed.* PC/ICE Reprint R8, 160 pp.
A how-to guide on essential_hands-on and tech skills needed for
trouble- shooting soils, soil conservation* and maximizing returns from
the appropriate use of.-,organic can chemical-Iertilizers under small
farmer conditions.

"Tomato Diseases and their Control USDA Agric. Handbook No.#,203, 109
pp.* $1.00. Sometimes available free_through PC/ICE._ Complete picto-
rial and descriptive gUide to tomato diseases and their control
methods. _A much_shorter_(10 pp.) USDA bulletinj "Controlling Tomato
Diseases in the Home Garden" is usually available through PC/ICE.

Intensive Vegetable Gardening for Profit and Self-sufficiency, PC/ICE
Reprint R725, 160 pp. Contains some very-practical information on
small scale gardening, particularly tool selection, home fabrication of
tools and water lifts, garden planning, and basic production practices.
However, the manual is based on Jamaican conditions and tends to over-
simplify important areas like soil fertility and fertilizer use, water-
ing, and pest and disease control.

II. Suggested vegetable and -field crop related references for inclusion in
a training center aE library: (In some cases, suet[ as the field crop
pocket disease gUides, they may be worth ordering for each trainee.)

VEGETABLE PRODUCTION

Vegetable Growing Handbook, W. Splittstoesser, AVI Pub. Co., Westport,
CN, 1979. An unusually practical textbook.

Producing Vegetable- Crops, Ware and McCollum, 3rd ed., 1980, Thompson
Publications, Box 9335, Fresno, CA 93791, $18.00. Geared to commercial
production but still useful.
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The SelfSufficient_ Vegetable Gardener, J._Seymodri Dolphin BOORS,
Garden City, N.Y. 1980; $9.95._ Probably the most reliable and complete
of the home gardening books._ Covers land preparation through harvest
practices plus; drying, canning; and more. Like most such books; it is

based on temperate zone conditions. Well illustrated.

Handbook for Vegetabig,_arnwerc_, J. Knott; John WIley and Sons; N.Y.

1962. Despite its age; it contains many useful tables on irrigation,

crop adaptation, time to maturity; :fertilizers; etc.

All AboutVegatables; Ortho Book Series; Chevron Chemical COMpanyi_575

Market Street, San Francisco; California 94105; $4.98. Often available

in garden and book stores. Another useful supplemental vegetable gar7
dening guide; well illustrated; based on temperate zone conditiOnS. A

good beginner's guide for home gardening. Tends to oversimplify.

Do able Gardening Know7How; D. Raymond; Garden Way Pub
lications; Charlotte; Vermont, 05445, $5.95._ vety useful guidelines
for selecting; processing; and saving seed, but does not address the

problem of seedborne diseases.

How to Grow More Vegetables, J. Jeavons;JetSpeed Press; Box 7123;

Berkley; California '94707; 115 pp., $5.95. This popular book on the

biodynamic/French intensive method of organic gardening offers some
useful advice on doubledigging; deep bed proparation;and hexzgonaI:

planting. However; it oversimplifies watering (i.e; the "shiny"
method)jand_gets bogged down in unproven statements And doubtful prac
tices such as planting by the moon, relying on portable soil test kits;

the "poisoning" effect Hof chemical fertilizetS. The benefits of com

panion planting are overstated.

INSECTS-jDISEASES;_ WEEDS, NEMATODES

Genaral

North Carolina Agricultural_ Chemicals Handbook, Division of Continuing

Education; Box 5125, Raleigh; North Carolina 27650; $5;00; Revised

yearly; Gives dosages; application rates, and- safety precautions for

insecticides; fungicides; herbicides; nematocides.

Insect Pests of Farm, Garden, and Orchard, 7th ed;; R. Davidson and

W. Lyon; 1979, John Wiley and Sons; N.Y. Good for identification and

life cycles.

Complete Guide to_Pest_Control, George Ware; Thompson Publications; Box

9335, FreSno; California 93791, $19.00. Cover organic and chemical
insect; disease; weed; nematode, rOdent; and bird controls. Very

helpful.

Thompson Guides. Book I: Insectictdas; Book II: Herbicides; Book IV:

Fungicides, Thompson Publications_(see address above); $13.50 each.

Lists and describes the most widely used pesticides including common

names; uses; rates (per acre), pests controlled", toxicity (oral only)i

and precautions.
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Plant_Disesse_ Control, E. Sharvelle,_AVI Rub. Co., Westport, CN, 1979.
One of the most practical texts available.

Color Handbook of Garden Insects, A. Carr, Rodale Press, atmaus, PA,__
$12.95. Contains 300 full color pictures of common harmful and benefi-
cial insects (including eggs in some cases). An especially good insect
guide.

"Handbook on Biological Control of Plant Pests", Brooklyn Botanic Gar-
dens; 1000 Washington Avenue; Brooklyn; New York 11225; $2.55; 1960; 97
pp. Covers predator insects; microbial insecticides, other non-
chemical controls; Good pictures of lace bugs, lady bugs, aphid lions,
etc.

"Nematode Control"; Bul; 652; Coop. Extension Service, Univ. of
Georgia; College of Agriculture; Athens; Georgia 30602. Covers diag-
nosis and control of nematodes; Well illustrated; very helpful.

Agrkcultural Pests of the Tropics; 1975; D. Hill; Cambridge University
Press; London; 1975.

Maize Diseases

"Maize Diseases: A Guide for Field Identification"; Information Bile-
tin No. 11; CIMMYT, Apartado Postai 6-6414 Mexico 6, D;F;; $2.50.
Available in English and Spanish. Pocket pictoTiai.guide for diagnosis
but does not give control measures.

"A Compendium of_Corn Diseases"; 2nd edition; 1980, American Phyto-
pathological Society; 3340 Pilot Khob Road; St. Pauli Minnesota 55121,
$11.00. Well illustrated and complete descriptions and control mea-
sures for diseases and nematodes; also includes hunger signs and envi-
ronmental problems.

(-4

Sorghum and Millet Diseases

"Sorghum and Pearl Millet Disease Identification Handbook"; Information
Bulletin No. 2; ICRISAT, P.O. Patancheru 502 324; Andhra'Pradesh; INDIA
or:Texas Agricultural Experimental Station; Texas A & M, College
Station; Texas 77843. Pocket guide; illustrated; but does not give
control mLasures.

"Sorghum Diseases"; Bul. 1085, Texas Agricultural Extension Service;
Texas A & M University; College Station; Texas 77843. Pictorial guide
that also discuss controls.

Rice Diseases, Insects

"Field Problems of Tropical Rice"; IRRIi 1970, available from Unipub;
345 Park Avenue South; New York; New Yoik 10010, $5.00. Pocket picto-
rial guide that also covers hunger signs;
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Peanuts Diseas -e

"Peanut Disease_Guide"; #AG224; North Carolina Agricultural Extension

Service; 1980, 23 pp. Great pictures but does not discgss controls.

bean Diseases, Insects

"Field Problems of -Beans in Latin America"; 1978; CIAT; ApdO. ;Aereb

6713; California; Columbia, $5.60 plus air postage ($3.50 'ftitU;S;;

$2.50 for Latin AMeriCa, $6.00 for Asia _and Africa). AVailable in

English and Spanish; inclUdea diseases, insects; and hunger signs; 136

pp;; pictures.

Bean Production PrObleMS: Disease; Insect; Soil; And Climatic Cbh

straints of PhaSediUS Vulgaris; kl; by H. Schwarz and G. Galvez, 1980;

CIAT (see addreSS abOVe), $15.00 plus.air postage; 424 pp.

Soybean Diseases

"Soybean Diseases Atlas"; Cooperative ExtensiOn Service; Clemson

University, CletsOn, South Carolina 29631.

Potato Disease§

the PotatO; Major Diseases and Nematodes 1 InternaLiOn-E.1

Potato Centeri Apartado 5959L.Limai Peru or Box_ 25171, Nairobi; 1.(nya

or Box 1237, ISlaffiabad; Pakistan or_c/o_PCARR; LJS Banos, Laguna;

Philippines; one copy free; others $3.00 each. Pocket pictorial guide;

does not give control measures.

Compendium of Potato Diseases; 1981, AMericp_n Phytopathological Soci

ety; 3340 Pildt Knob Road; St. Paul, Minnesota 55121, $11.00; 142 pp;

192 illustrations. The best available; also gives control measures.

A

SOIL MANAGEMENT; FERTILIZER_USE

.Southern Gardener's Soil Handbook; W. Peavy; Pacesetter Press; Box

2608, Houston; Texas 77001; $4.95, 81 pp._ DI-Own to earth tech and

handsOh coverage of improving clayey soils, composting; organic and

chemical fertilizers; mulching; and watering by an extension horticu

turis t.

The Nature and Properties.of Soils; North Brady, 8th ed;; 1974,
_ _ _

MacMillan PUbliShing Company; 866 3rd Avenue,_NeW York; New York 10022.

A dry- but excellent text covering the tech side of plant nutrition,

fertilitet use; soil cIassificatiOn, liming, and soil salinity.

Hunger Signs in Crops; H.SpragUe, David McKay Company; New York; N.Y.

455 pp;, 193iIlustrations. COVerS field crops; vegetables; citrus,

tobacco, pasture legumes and grasses; grapes, deciduous tree fruits.

.
Available in Engli01; French or Spanish.
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IRRIGATION

Irrigation Principles and Practices, 1969; PC/ICE Reprint R5, 112 pp.
Useful reference on water measurement, irrigation planning, crop water
needs.

"Irrigation: When? How much? Why", Bul. A-20, Cooperative Extension
Service, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721. Very helpful
guide on furrow irrigation.

FIELD CROP PRODUCTION

Traditional Field Crops, 1981,_PC/ICE. Covers maize, sorghum, millet,
beans, peanuts, and cowpea production under small farmer conditions.
Detailed information on characteristics, adaptation, cropping systems,
land.preparation, planting, pest control, fertilizer use, liming, har-
vesting, drying, and storage.

one contemplating work
detailed manual covers
rodent-insect control;
silos; and iins;

PC/ICE, 1976, 500 pp. Must reading for any-
in grain storage. This well written and
principles and practices of drying; storage; and
Includes designs for grain dryers; cribs;

Manual on Improved Farm and Village Level Grain Storage !Methods,
D. Dichter (co-author of the manual above); German Agency for Technical
Cooperation (GTZ), Dag-Hammarskjold-Weg 1,.D -6236 Eschborn 1, Federal
Republic of Germany; 243 ply. Less complete than the Small Farm Grain
Storage manual but- considerably less bulky. Contains some design
improvements for the mud brick silo.

Crop Production Handbook, PC/ICE Reprint R6, 1969, 147 pp. Too aca-
demic an overview to be of much use.

Guide_for Field Crops in -the Tropicals and Sub-tropics, PC/ICE Reprint
R10, 1976, 321 pp.': An AID publication covering_cereals,_legumes, oil_
crops, bananas, fiber crops, and tuber crops. Not very field-oriented.

Principles of Field CropProduction,.Martin & Leonard, MacMillan Pub -
lishing Company, New York, 1976' 1100 pp. Gbed general reference 'but
oriented to temperate zone production.

Maize Production

Modern Corn Production, Aldrich & Leng, 2nd, ed., 1978, Thompson_Publi-
cations, Box 9335,Fresno,_California 93791, 360 pp"_$21.75. The begt
in-depth yet practical gUide to maize groWing available. Well illus-
trated and geared toward the field.

On Farm Maize Drying and Storage_in the
Services Bulletin No. 40, 1979J 60 pp.
Avenue, South, New York, N.Y. 10010, $7
African Rural Storage Center Project in
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.50. Results of work at the
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Millet Production

Peatl Millet; Rachie & Majmudar; Penn State University Park and London,

1980; 307 pp.

Rice Production

Training Manual for_Rtte Production, 1976, IRRI; 140 pp.; Unipub; 345

Park Avenue South; NeW York, New York 10010; $12.00 plus $1.00 post=

age. Step-by-step lesson plans on flooded rice production growing

practices.

A Farmer's Primer -on- Growing Rit-e; IRRI; 1979; 221 pp.* Unipub; (see

addreSS AbOVe); $14.50 plus postage. Covers basic growing practices

for flooded rice.

Peanut Production

7GrdWing Peanuts in Georgia;" Bulletin 640;_1979;_Cooperative Extension
Service; University of Georgia; College of Agriculture, Athens; Georgia

30602. Geared to mechanized production but contains much useful infor-

mation on peanut characteristics; adaptation; croo,rotations; pests and

diseases; growing practices. 47 pp.

Soybean Production_

Modern Soybean Production, Scott_&_Aldrich,_Thompson Publications; Box

9335; Fresno; California 93791, 192 pp., $18:50: The best overall

reference on soybean production. Well illustrated.
3/4

ROOT AND TUBER CROPS

"Tropical HorticUlture for Secondary Schools Teacher's Manual ", Bock

2, Edward Soutie; PATS Educational_Foundation of Micronesiw, P.O.

Box 39; Ponape; Caroline Islands 96941. _An_excellent practicalimanual
covering tropics l yams, taro; sweetpotato; cassava; as well as banana,

breadfruit; and coconut. Contains a useful bibliography.

"Growing and Marketing QualitySweetpotatoes''; North Carolina.Agrimil-

tural Extensiei: SetViCe, Circular 563; 1976.

IITA (International Institute of Tropical Agriculture) has an extensive

ressearch program in tropical yam ( Dioscorea spp.) production. CIAT

(International_Center_forTropicalAgriculture) does work with cassava

(Manioc). BOth institutes have useful publications available on these

crops which can be Obtained by requesting a catalog from the.addrestea

below:

IITA, PMB 5320; Ibadan; Nigeria; West AfriCA

CIAT, Apartado Aereo 6713, Cali; Columbia, Sodth America
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TROPICAL AGRICULTURE General

An Introduction to the Botany of Tropical Crops; Cobley and Steele, 3rd
editions 1977, Longman, Loihden and NeW York.

"AORICULTURAL EXTENSION

"Agricultural Extension: The Training and Visit System", D. Benor and
J. Harrison, 1977, 55 pp., World Bank, 1818 H Street; N.W.
Washington,_D.C. 20433. Ekplains_the_operation and advantages of
using a systematic program of continual in- service training for_village
extension workers, combined with fixed schedule visits by them to the
fields of "contact" farmers who play an important role in extending new
practices to pthers. Many of the suggestions are suited to PC agricul-
tural programs.

Agricultural-extension manual to be published by PC/ICE in 1982.



APPENDIX A

CROPS SKILL. GROUP GOALS AND OBJECTIVES - A MASTER LIST

I. INTRODUCTION TO THE AG ENVIRONMENT AND HOST-

Goals

A. To explain and_illustrate the effects of the ag environment On farming
systems; practices; yields, and returns.

To enable trainees to survey and interpret the impertant features of

their work site's ag environment; once they become Volunteers.

C. To provide a general overview of host country agriculture;

Objectives

A; Explain how the following physical features Of_the ag enVirenMent affect

crop production in your_host country: temperature; annual rainfall;
rainfall-Hpattern; humidity; windi% cloud cover; hail, topography;
SOY S.

B; Explain how the following_non7physical ag environMent_feature6 affect
ilall_farmer crop, production in your host- country: land- tenure and _

A4stributian; markets; storage facllitites-_tl-rmsport; the agricultUral
labor force; availability of ag supplieS and equipment_; production
dtedir, farmer s, ag research; the existence of adapted
improved farmin:d=re:rice

C; Explain the rationale concerning planting -and harvest dates_ef_your work
arees_major field and vegetable crops: given a graph of the annual

. rainfall pattern and a cropping calendar;

D. Give effective guidelines_and_techn:ques for surveying and interpreting
your future work site's ag environment through farmers and other

res:mrces;

II; INTRODUCTION MCROP PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Goals

A; To foster an integrated approach to dop production thatia&tilt;

B. To provide an integrated framework for developing suitable management
skills and extending them to farmers.

Objectives

A. Explain Why agriculture (especially crop production) is a very location-
specific endeavor with few cookbook recipes for success.

B. Explain and clarify the two sectors of -crop production management:
I; Manipulation nt the ag environment by the farmer; 2; Standard man-
agerial skills;

C. Explain the concept of integrated crop production management; and dis=

toss the role and appropriateness of the "package and practices"
approach within this framework.
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clay particles in terms of size, ntributiln
fertLlity, and other influences on soil productivity.

3. a. List 5 ways_that organic matter in the form of humus
improves soil.

b. Explain why ic is especially difficult to maintain a
beneficial level of soil organic matter in the
tropics.

c. Suggest 5 ways that your host country client farmers
can use to increase or at least maintain their soils
humus level, and discuss their feasibility for large
vs. small plots.

4. Distinguish between 1 and subsoil in the field, give
3 differences between tlem, and exlain why both have an
important influence on crop yields;

5. A. List 3 ways of getting to know the soils in your work
area.

4
b. Give effective guidelines and techniques for learning.

about your work area's soils through your client
farmers;

6. List the 6 major soil physical characteristics that
largely determine a soil's potential productivity and
management problems and which can be readily evaluated
right in the field.

7. Texture

a. Using the "feel" test for texture, distinguish between
samples of sandy,' loamF, and clayey soil.

. _

b. Give the pros and cons of sandy and clayey soils and
2 ways of improving each.

Tilth

a. Define the term "tilth" and explain its influence on
crop production. -

b. Determine the current tilth of 2 types of soil. in
field;

c. List the 3 main factors that determine tilth, and

pp.

p.

p.

2 -4

5

p. 6

A

p. 2

p. 8

p. 9

p. 11

11-12

p. 13

the p. 13

p. 13-14
explain why a soil's tilth can vary from day to day.

List 3 feasible methods that your client farfivers could
use to improve their soils' tilth.

9. Depth

a. Explain how tof' measure a soil's
influences crop production.

b. Explain_Why_there's often a big
actual depth and useful depth.

A-3
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e. Give -2 useful management Methods for copingekith
overly shallow soils.

10. Watering Hol-d-Capatty

a. ,Atiefly exPlain how soils hold water and why- plants
will wilt long before a soil is completely dry.

b. Briefly explain how_a soil's water holding capacity pp. 15=16

influenceS crop yields and why clayey soils have
about. twice the water holding capacity of sandy

soils.

p.

P-

C. List_2 feasible methods _for improving the water p. 16

holding capacity of a soil.

Drainage

a; Define *_drainage" and_explain why poor drainage O. 18

adversely affects crops }yields.

b. Explain why topography; crop--appearance; and_subsoil pp. 18-19

cold are usWul indicators of drainage problems.

c. Determine the drainage ability of a_local sOil by p.:19

using both the subsoil color and water infiltration

tests.

d. ExplainwhY nursery. seedboxes are especially prone P. 19

to poor drainage and how to improve it.

e. List 3 ways Of improving soil drainage in the field. p; 19
1

,,;

12. .Slope

a; List 2_ways that_soil slope influences crop yields pp. 16=21

and soil prOdUttivity;

b; Using a string leVel and/or a-homemade protractor pp. 21 -23

deviCe; Measure ,soil slope so that your reading
_agrees within 5%. of your instructor's;

,13. Gittt a description of 2, hoSt_COuntry soilsin'terms of texture;

depth; topography; and sUbSOil cLlor, identify their main limiting

factors :,-and make appropriate management recommendations;

B. Land Preparation-for Planting

Goals'

1; To Eamiliarize trainees with host country small farmer land
preparation methods and seedbed styles for the program drops.

To enable trainees to help farmers choose and- implement the most

appropriate land preparation Methods and seedbed styles fot the

program crops.
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40blectives
Pert.- Manual
Reference

I. List 3 characteristics of a properly prepared seedbed that p. 31
favor optimum germination and growth.

2. Explain how seed size and seedling structure determine_the-
fineness of the seedbed required, _and compare the seedbed p. 33
requirements of matze, hpnns, 1Prtuce, and radish.

3; a; Compare the pros and cons of -raised, flat, and sunken
seedbeds for the reference crops undeT-EFst country p. 34
conditions during the wet season and dry season.

b. Using a_shoveli_hoe, and rake, prepare the appropriate_
types of seedbeds for your reference crops; they should
be conducive to good germination and growth.

Describe the_prevaIent land preparation methods- 4nd
types of seedbeds used for the reference crops byyour
client farmers, and discuss their pros and cons.

b. Discuss slash and burn farming (shifting cultivation),
in terms of:_ the cropping and_falIow sequence, yields
obtained, maintenance of fertility,_and the breakdown
of the system under increasing population pressure.

t. Compare the function and suitability of the following
implements in land_preparatton under host country
conditions: -shovel, digging hoe, rake, wooden plow,
moldboard plow, disk plow, etc;

5. Prepare at- least one of your seedbeds using the double-
di in method, and explain its advadtages and suitability
un er ost country conditions.

6. List 2 harmful effects of excessive tilIage.and give
guidelines for avoiding it;

C. _g_l_anNutriti-on -Basics

Goals

p. 33

This unit gives trainees a grounding in -basic soil fertility principles
essential for developing appropriate skills in the use of organic add
chemical fertilizers.

Objectives Fert._Manual
RPterente

1. Briefly explain theprocess_of plant growth including
photosynthesis and how and in what form plants take in
nutrients from the soil.

2. Explain the difference between stracronatrients- and -micro-
nutrients. p. 37
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3. Briefly define and explain the significance _of the
following: nutrient tie-up, P fixation, N fixation,
le time, Rhizobia bacteria, leaching, negati-ve_charge, soil

4. NPK Raaica

a. Give 2 important functions of N, P, and K in plant

growth.

b. Discuss the relative likelihood of P, and K
deficiencies in_host country soils, and give
ekadip188 of "high need" crops among the reference

crops for each nutrient.

C. Contrast -the relative mobility of N, P, and K in_the
soil, and explain how this attects the timing and
placement of fertilizer applicationS.

5. Soil pH

a. Define soil pH and explain why it can vary markedly

from farm to farm.

b. List 3 ways that-pH affects crop growth apd give the
general pH range within which most crops grow

satisfactorily.

Determining Fertilizer Needs

Goals

pp. 38-=-40
42-451

pp. 45-47

7___
pp. 45-47

PP

1. To assess the accuracy and suitability of various methods of

determining fertilizer needs under host country conditions.

2. To enable trainees to collect soil samples for lab analysis.

Objectives

5=47

1. List 4 major factors that determine the kind and amount of
fertilizer a farmer should apply on a particular field.

p. 89

2. Briefly discuss each of the following methods of
determining fertilizer needs in terms of accuracy, factors pp. 52-

affecting accuracy, and suitability under_hogt-country

conditions: lab soil testing, portable soil test kits,

tissue teats, visual-hunger signs, field trials, and the

educated=questimate-.

3. Soil-Sampling

a. Divide a hypothetical farm into soil Sampling_units so pp. 53-5:

that each unit reflects_a likely variation in soil

fertility due to0ifferences in color, texture, slope,

parent material or past management.

b. Given a host country soil sampling information sheet; pp. 53=5 .

describe effective technique§ for eliciting the
requested-data-on_past_management and yields from a

client farmer.
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E. Using Organic Fertilizers & Soil Conditioners

Goal
.

To_help small farmers and garden projects use organic
soil conditioners effectively;

Objectives

fertilizers and

1. Compare chemical and organic fertilizers in terms of
the following: soli_benefits; nutrient content;
effect_on crop taste_and nutritional value; cost/
benefit, and availability under host country
conditions.

FertManual
Reterance

pp. 58-60

2; Based -on host country small farmer conditions;
describe the most appropriate circumstances for
recommending either chemical or organic fertilizer;

3. Compare the fertilizer and soil conditioning value of pp.' 60-67
rice hulls; peanut-hulls; sawdust; seaweed, manure;
and compost.

4. Give_the_pros and cons_of green_manure_crops In terms
of client farmer conditions, and give 2 feasible green
manure crops for your work area.

5. Composting

a. Build a compost pile and manage it so that
decomposition progresses normally.

b. Briefly desribe what goes on during the composting
process, and list the 5 essentials of rapid
composting.

c. Give the causes and remedies for these composting
problems: failure to heat up, ammonia smell.

6. Apply compost and manure to your crop plots following
the guidelines in the PC/ICE fertilizer manual.

7. Give guidelines for applying compost and manure in
terms of how, when, and how much.

F. Using Chemical Fertiliers

_Goal

This unit ,enables trainees to help small farmers maximize
from the appropriate use of chemical fertilizers.

p. 67

pp. 62-64

PP 62-64

pp. 61, 63,

65

pp. 61, 63
65

their

ObjectivPR

1; Explain the standard 3-number fertilizer labelling
syatemi_and_give the N-P40-1(20 content of 16-20-0 p. 72
and 0-21-0 fertilizers:
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b. Define_the term_"fertilizer_ratiei and _compare

the ratios of 12-24-12, 5-10-5, and 10-30-10.

. Define the term "complete- fertilizer", and
explain why it's a misnomer.

2. Briefly compare soil applied and foliar applied
frtilizera_in terms of cost effectiVeness and

Suitable uses under host country conditions.

3. Fertilizer-Application Methods

a. Compare the pros and cons of Che broadca -s-t- and

localized_placement (band,_hOle, half-circle)
methods of fertilizer application and give their

most- appropriate -uses in terms Of the reference

crops and small farmer conditions.

b. Give placement guidelines for the methods

3a.

c. Apply fertilizer to your crop_plots using each

Of the methods in 3a. and folloWing appropriate

placement guidelines

4. DeStribe the symptoms and causes of fertilizer burn,

and explain which fertilizers are most likelY CO

cause bUrning and how to avoid and treat it;

3 Fertilizer Math Skills

a; Given a recommendation in
kg /ha -of N; P,O,, and 1C.j0

of available feftilizerg,
amount needed for a given

terms of lbs./acre or
and a price liat
calculate the kind and
field size:

b. Give_the amount of fertilizer needed per acre or

per hectare, calculate the_actiial dosage needed

per plant or per meter or row length.

c. Given the nutrient content and prices of 3 -

straight N fertilizers, determine which one is

the cheapest in terms of cost per lb. or kg of

N.

d. Convert fertilizer ddSdge8 from a weight to a

volume baSia.

6. Troubleshooting Fertilizer Recommendations

Given 6 faulty fertilizer_reCommendations, revise

them to reflect the proper_placementi timing, and

kind of fertilizer needed fdt optimum growth.

7. Getting the Mast_Gut of Fertilizer Use

a. Explain why low-budget farmera are usually

better off using mdderate rather than high rates

of fertiliZer.
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b. Explain_why each of -the following factors must
be considered_when determining the best
fertilizer rate for an individual farmer:
management level and available capital, limiting
factors, type of crop, soil fertility level;
fertilizer cost, crop price;

c. List 15 limiting factors that can seriously
lower a crop's response to fertilizer.

d. Discuss extension guidelines and techniques for
promoting the appropriate use of chemical
fertilizers -among small farmers and ways of
minimizing farmer risk. Give- guidelines for
setting up an effective fertilizer', demonstration
plot.

Soil Conservation Overview

Goals

This unit gives trainees the relevant skills needed to:

1. Determine when erosion control measures are needed.

2. Help small farmers select and implement the most
appropriate erosion control measures for a
'particular field;

Objectives

1. Bkplain the process of soil erosion by rainfall and
give 3 ways that it damages soil productivity and
the environment.

2. Explain. how the following factors affect the amount
of soil erosionToccuring on a field soil slope,__
slope length; rainfall intensity, soil permeability,
amount of ground cover.

3. Discuss_the purpose, effectiveness, and feasibility
of the following erosion control methods in terms of
host country conditions: mulching; contour
planting, contour_ ditches with soil barriers, living
barriers, rock walls, step terraces.

4. Construct and calibrate_an_A-framecontouring device
using host country available materials.

5. Using a string level or homemade protractor device,
measure -soil slope so that your, reading agrees
Within 5% of your instructor's.

6. Progressing_downa slope, lay out 3 contour lines
using an A-frame so that the lines are in_agreement
with the instructor's, and construct a ditch and
bank system.
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V. WATER MANAGEMENT

Goals-

During this_unit trainees will acquire the relevant skills and knowledge

to help small farmers:

1. To apply the correct amount and frequency
mental irrigation to the program crops to

rooting depth, while maximizing Water use

2. To Select the most appropriate irrigation

conditions.

Of dry season and supple-
favor optimum yields and
efficiency.

method for the particular

Objectives

1. If rainfall is inadequate, water your plots so that both moisture

stress and excessive leaching are avoided and maximum rooting depth

is encouraged;

2. Describe the symptoms of moisture stress in the reference crops,. ani

identify it in the field.

3. Ekplaift the influence of soil textures, root_depth; crop stage_t_teMr

perature;_humidityL_And Ind on the amount and frequency of dry sea.

son, watering, and give general guidelines in terms of inches per

Week, liters or gallons per e4; meter; and total inches /crop.

4. Determine soil water holding capacity using a'reference table and

the "feel" test for texture.

5. Determine actual soil _moisture content using the 'squeeze" test anotl

a reference chart, and explain how to use the squeeze test to deter

mine when to irrigate;

6. Determine the depth of watering by using a 1/2" tapered rod.

7. If_required: lay out a furrow irrigation_system for your -crop plots

and give guidelines in terms of slope; length of run; and stream

size per furrow.
_

8. D6sigo_ap irrigation _schedule in terms of frequency and amount base

on crop stage; root depth; soil type; and weather conditions..

9. Make the following conversions with the _aid of referenced: inchep-

of water needed per area to gallons needed per area; cubic ft. per

minute to gals; per minute.

Give_gadelines for maximizing water_Ute_effidiency under_marginal

rainfall or dry season conditions using the following methods:

sunken pitcher; watering hole; trickle irrigation, sunken beds;

mulching, double digging.

VI. INSECT CONTROL

A. Identifying InaeOtpesta and their Damage

ceals-
This unit enables trainees to:

1. Distinguish between_ insect_and disease damage and to relate the ty,

of damage to the likely class Of insect involved.
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2. Identify common host country beneficial and hat-Mail insects found on
the program crops.

Objectives

1. List the major ways that insect pests adversely affect crop produc-
tion, and describe 3 codMon damage symptoms.

2. GiVeh 6 plant samples, distinguish
and relate the damage signs to the
when relevant.

3. Compare the life cycle of beetles;
pers, and stinkbugs.

between insect and disease damage
likely type of insect involved

caterPillars; aphids, leafhOp-

4. Identify_the following_ destructive insects in the field or lab and
compare their damage symptoms: white grubs; cutwormsi.rootworms;
wireworms; aphidsi_leafhoppersi_stinkbugs;_thripsy fled beetleS1
cucumber beetles, Mexican bean beetle, armyworm; earworm; hownworm;
cabbageworm; mole cricket; leaf cutter ants, snails; slugs, (other§
as needed).

5. Identify the following beneficial insects in the field or lab: lady
beetles, aphid lions, etc.

B. Non-Chemical Insect Controls

Goals

1. To examine and determine the feasibility and effectiveness of common
non-chemical insect controls re the program crops and host country
conditions.

2. TO apply relevant non-chemical control methods on your individual
crop plots.

.Dblectives

1. COMpard_the pros and cons, general effectiveness; and feasibility of
the following insect control- methods -under host country conditions:
biological controls, cultural Controls "orsantc" controls, chemical
insecticides, 1-atag4tad-pelM:_mwmagemeL.

2. Cultural COntrolS:__Discuss the following cultural controls in terms
of their effectiveness and feasibility: deep_tillage, _lowin unddi
crop residues, timing of planting, Crop totattom;_---
agement, weed control.

3. MeChanical_ControlS: DO the same as in 2, above for hand picking,
cutworm_coitarsi_ traps; trap crops, flooding.

4. Biological Controls- -Do the same as above for: host_piant resis-
tance, introduction of predator insects, use of ffigrifistNases-slich-
as Bacillus thuringiensis.

5. "Organic" sprays and other deterrents: Discuss the following in
terms of their ettectiveness, teasibflity, and safety: garlic-
pepper-ankom-sprays, soap sprays, "bug juice" sprays, stale beer,
wood asnes, nicotine spray.

6. Try at least one control from each of the above categories on your
plots.
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C. Using Chemical Insecticides

Goal

This_unit giVeg trainees the relevant skills and knowledge to help host
country small farmers apply chemical insecticides in an appropriate;
effective; and safe manner.

Objectives

1; Compare the following insecticide'formulations_as to application_
methods; suitability; and handling- characteristics: wettable Tow-

solubli. powders; liquids; dusts; granules, baits; tumigants.

2. Compare the 3 main chemical classes of insecticides (i.e. CHi OP,
as to relative human toxicity and residual life.

3. Define the following: Pesticide; miticide (acaricide); active
ingredients; broad-spectrum.

4; Explain the differences between a systemic and non - systemic
cide in terms of their attion; effectiveness; appropriate use; and

safety:

5. Explain the functions of a sticker and a spreader (wetting agent)
--a nd-when-they-aboulti-be_us s tickers one_ I o cal ly

available spreader, and one tOttertialsticker-spreader available in
your host country;

6. Nate 4 broad-spectrum insecticides of- relatively low human toxicity
available in your host country and 3 .highly toxic ones;

7; Name 2 relatively safe and effective_ insecticides for controlling
household pests like fleaS; cockroaches, and bedbugs in your host

country.

8. For each Of the pests listed in V. A. recommendan effective
chemical control of low to moderate toxicity available in your host
country.

Give guidelines for combining 2 insecticides or an insecticide and

fungicide in terms of compatibility and appropriateness; give 2

suitable examples relevant to the reference crops.

10. Explain and-f011OW recommended safety guidelines for handling;
applying; and storing pesticide-S.

11. Explain the LD oral and dermal rating system for comparing the
mammalian toxidrty of pesticides;

12. List 3 progressive sysmptoms_of_insecticide poisoning for--each of

the 3 main cheMidal classes; list 5 vital advisability of non-
medically supervised administration of antidote6 like atropine.

13. List the principal antidote for each of the 3 main chemical classes
of insecticides;

14. Give 2 important guidelines for minimizing bee kill due to inSecti-
tide use.

15. Mix and_app*Pboth a wettable 06'4-der and a liquid insecticide with a

backpack Sprayer and or-hand sprayer and achieve_adequate_plant.cov-
erage without excessive run-off or spray drift; follow label

instructions.
A-12
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16. Apply a soil insecticide for control,of soil insects using the
broadcast or band met:10d and follow label instructions.

17. a. Mik up and apply an insecticide bait for cutworms following your
instructor's guidelines.

b. Apply slug and snail commercial bait following label instruc-
tions.

18. Given small farmer conditions, _compare the_accuracY and SUitability
of_using_generalized insecticide dosages vs. those requiring sprayer
calibration;

. 19. Given -an insecticide dosage in terms of kg (lbs.) of active ingredi--

ent per hectare (acre), calculate the actual amount needed for a
given field Size.

20. Given_a _strength_spray_recommendation, calculate how much actual
insecticide formulation is needed per given volume of water.

21. Calibrate a sprayer so that you're able to apply a given amount of

pesticide over a a given area.

D. Sprayer Maintenance-,_'rroubleaboatingi and Repair

Goal.

To enable trainees to maintain, troubleshoot; and repair pesticide
sprayers.

Objectives

1. Dismantle and_reassemblea backpack (knapsackj sprayer and hand
Sprayer, and describe the function of each part.

2. Given a malfunctioning sprayer of either type; diagnoSe and correct

the problem.

3. Give guidelines for sprayer maintenance.

VII. DISEASE AND NEMATODE -CONTROL

A. Understanding and Identifying-Crop_Diseases

Goal

To enable trainees to acquire the relevant skills -and knowledge to help
host small farmers identify relevant reference crop diseases and_to dig=
tihguiah between disease damage, insect damage; and normal growth;

Objectives

1. Compare the following gtoups_of plant diseases as to symptoms,

method -f spread, and general control and preventative measureS:
_fungal leaf_ spots; bacterial lead spOt§, root -rata_; stem_rots; and

wilts causekby fungi and bacteria, Viruses; noir=parasitic
Fs.

2. DiStingOiSh between samples of diseased and healthy plants in the

field or lab; and CIaasify_the diseases involved into the following
general categories:_ fungal or bacterial leaf spots; stem tot; root

rot or wilt caused by fdngi or badteria; virus.
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3. Identify the following specific reference -crop diseases in the _field
or lab, and give suitable preventative_and control measures: 'damp-

ing off (all crops);
and fungal

e_4t_y_ and late blight (tomatoes, potatoes);
tits (tomatoes), downy mildew (cucurbit6);

B. Non Chemical Disease Control Methods

Goal.

This unit enableS trainees to acquire reIevant_skills_and knowledge to
help host country small farmers implement feasible and effective
non-chemical diSeaSe control measures for the program crops.

Objectives

1. Compare_the pros and cons, general effectiveness, and feasibility of
the following disease control methods: zulturaLcontroIs, biologi-
cal controTs; physical controls, chemiciiEiTEEFEagTaRa-Integrsteid
pest management.

.

Give guidelines for implementing _the_folloWing_non-chemical-diSease
control measures, and discuss their effectiveness re the reference

crops: ID tion,_resistant_varieties, im rc7in draine __

roguing_out sease_ plan s, avo 00,__O acts, equ_pment
Sanitation-, meed_contrai, type and t ming_of irrigation,_intercro

controllingriiii-Etvectors, plant-density, soil sterilizat on
by heat, disease -free seed.

3. Employ releVant non - chemical control measures in your crop plots.

C. Chemical Disease Control Methods

Goal

To assist trainees during this -unit to acquire the skills needed to help
host country small farmers implement appropriate chemical disease con-
trol measures safely on the program crops.

Objectives

1. Discuss_each of the following chemical control methods in terms of

types of di§daSeS controlled, effectivenessi_cost-effectiveness and
feasibility for your_client_farmers: fungicide-Seed-treatmertsi

soil fun icicles, soil Sterilants,_non,.systemic_foIlar fungicides,

system c es, ant iotics, insecticides for insect
vectors.

2. a; Sterilize nursery seedbed soil using one_or more of the follow-
ing pethindS, and compare their effectiveness_against diseases

and nematodes: boiling water, baking, pteaming, captan drench,

formaldehyde, Vapamz methyl bromide, Babamid.

b. Give guidelines -and safety precautions for employing each of

the above methods.

3. Treat seed with a fungicide dust and achieve Uniform coverage.

4. Give guidelines for using foliar_fungicides as to: when to begin
treatments, fre-.-UdUC- of -.using _a sticker-spreader,

Water- _1.7_ tox c ty to moans, safety precautions.
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5. Mix up and apply a foliar fungicide with a sprayer and achieve _uni-7
form coverage without excessive runoff or spray drift, follow label
instructions,) explain Why uniform coverage is more important with
fungicides than insecticides;

NematodesandtheirControl

GO-al

To enable trainees to acquire the relevant skills and knowledge to help
small farmers diagnose and control nematodes problems.

Objective-s

1. List 3 above-ground symptoms and 2 root symptoms of nematode damage.

2. Identify root knot nemz1Lode damage in the field or lab.

3. List those reference crops especially susceptible to nematode
damage.

4. Discuss the relative feasibility and effectiveness of the following
nematode control measures: -nematoclAes, crap rotation, resistant
varieties, plowing up- and- exposing cro roots to the sun)- inter-
planting marigolds, flooding, high humus IeVa7-

5. Give guidelines_for collecting soil and root samples for lab diag-
nosis of nematodes, nd collect samples;

6. Apply Vapam, methyl bromide or other nematocide or soil sterilant to
a nursery seedbed following label instructions and give guidelines
as to- safety precautions, covering, soil condition, and waiting
period.

7. Apply Furadan (carbofuran) granuless using the broadcast or band_
method following - label instructions, and give guidelines as per 6

above.

VIII; lomm_couram

G-661

This unit enables trainees to acquire the relevant skills and knowledge
to help host country small farmers improve their weed control management
so that weeds are no longer a significant yield limiting factor;

Objectives

1. List 4 way's that weeds lower crops yields.

2. Distinguish between broadleaf, grassy, and sedge-type weeds.in the
field.

3. Distinguish_between annual and perennial weeds in 'the field_, compare
their methods of propagation and explain how this effects their con-
trol;



4; Identify the following weeds in. the lab or field and give their.

.method of propagation: nUttedge, Bermudagrass; Johnsongrass, pig-
wee-d, etc;

5. Introduction to Weed Control Methods: Discuss the effectivei.eSS and
feasibiIity_of each of the following weed control methods:
muldhing4 the rOw tr- hoe and machete, animal-a d
tractor-drawn on er. cides.

6. Keep your plots weeded so that weeds are not a limiting factor.

7. ,liVe guidelines for pre -Tlanting weed control in the reference crops
as to 'timing and number of cultivatiOna.

8. Give guidelines forpost-planting weed control_in the reference
crops as to: timing, _number Of cultivations, avoiding root pruning,
soil moisture condition.

9. Give guidelines for operating; adjusting; and maintaining an animal-
drawn cultivator if relevant.

VEGETABLE PRODUCTIONSKILLS_

A. Vegetable Charcteristics, Adapt -ai6t1_,_NarietySelectioni Nutritional

Goals

To enable trainees to demonstrate the relevant skills and knowledge to
help host country small farmers:

1. Make appropriate choices of which vegetable to grow based on climat-

ic and soil conditions; nutritional value, marketing factors, and
management and capital requirements;

2. Select7the appropriate variety of a vegetable in terms of time to
maturity; shape; color; taste -, dlsease resistance, hybrid VS., open
pollinated, etc.

_Objectives

1. Circle those vegetables below that have especially goOd-heat-toler-
ante, and underline those with poor heat tolerance: POTATOES, SWEE1
POTATOES, TOMATOES, PEPPERS, EGGPLANT, OKRA,- CABBAGE, SQUASH, CUCUM-

WATERMEEON4_BEETS, RADISH, ONIONS, CELERY, SWISS CHARD,,CHINES1
CABBAGE, HEAD LETTUCE, LEAF LETTUCE, SPINACH, Jg.Z. SPINACH,
BROCCOLI, CAULIFLOWER, COLLARDS, CARROTS.

2. DeStribe the most reliable visual indicator of_a veggie's_ general
vitamin content (esp. Vitamin A); and circle 12 of the following
that are notably ,good vitamin sources, GREEN BEANS, RADISH - ROOTS ;
RADISH TOPS, TURNIP ROOTS, TURNIP_TOPSi_EGGPLANT*_Onk_BELL PEPPER

TOMATO,- CUCUMBER, MUSTARD, CABBAGE, COLLARDS, SQUASH, ONION BULBS,
ONION GREENS, SWISS CHARD, N.Z. SPINACH; CAULIFLOWER; HEAD LETTUCE,

LEAF LETTUCE, CARROTS. ,

3. Identify the following seeds:_ TOMATO, PEPPER; EGGPLANT,___ CUCUMBER,
SQUASH,- ONION, CARROT, LETTUCE, CABBAGE FAMILY, BEETS, COWPEAS,
SWEET CORN;
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4. Identify- the followihg seedlings in the field or lab: TOMATO; PEP-
FEB; EGGPLANT, CUCUMBER; SQUASH; ONION, LETTUCE; CABBAGE FAMILY.

5. List 5 factors that determine the kinds of vegetables grown in a
particular region.

6. List 4 vegetable characteristics_that_vary_greatly with the variety
(cultivar) sele_Ited, and why_choice of variety can make the differ-

-.ence between success and failure.
7. Explain the difference betweerLan open 7pollinated -variety-and'a-:

hybrid variety in terms of yields, uniformity, and the replanting of
harvested seed;

List 6 factors thlt should be considered when selecting a plot of-
ground for vegetable growing. %

Direct Planting

_Goals

Acquire the relevant skills and knowledge to:

1. '*Direct plant relevant program vegetables so that a satisfactory
stand is attained;

2- Give ..ound guidelines for plant spacing; amountof seed needed, and
thinning;

_Obiectives

1. Direct plant the following vegetables and obtain a satisfactory
stand of plants as determined by your instructor: (List varies with
host country).

2. Given_the seed spacing involved and a seeds/oz. or seeds/gram table,
calculate how many oZs; or grams of seed are needed to plant a given
area.

dive specific guidelines for planting depth for each of the refer-
ence veggies according tab seed size and sandy vs. clayey soil.

List 3 factors that determine the optimum row spacing for a particu-
lar veggie and the main factor that determines in-the-row-spacing.

Give the pros and cons of single row, band; and broadCast seeding;
and give 2 appropriate uses'of each re, the reference crops.

. Discuss companion cropping in terms of benefits and problems, and
give 4 appropriate combinations -re the reference crops; try at least

- one combination on your field plots.

Protect field_planted seeds from "wash out" by using a temporary or
a grow-through mulch. ,

8. Give guidelines for proper thinning* and thin your seedlings .to
favor maximum yields;
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C. RaisingTransplants

Goal

Acquire the_relevant skills and_knowledge_to helphost c-oUnttY small
lArMert produce vigorous transplants using a seedbox or in-the,Tround
luesery seedbed.

Objeztives

1. Using a seedbox or in-the-ground nursery seedbed, plant and proddde
vigorous tomatoi_pepper, eggplant, and cabbage transplantS, give
plant spacing guidelines.

2. Give 2 recipes f _making up an appropriate seedbox soil mix using
host country avai a le Ingredients, and list the advantges over
ordinary soil.

V

For a given size -and plant spacing, calculate the seedbox or_nUtSetY
seedbed area needed to produce the required number of transplants.

4; "Harden" and "block" your transplants; and ;explain thej_benefitet

D

Goal
_

Acquire the relevantskills and knowledge toproperly t- ransplant:vege-
table seedlings and give concise guidelines for why, when and how.

Objectkves

1. List 4 benefits of transplanting over direct planting plus one dis-_
. advantage; list those reference veggies that respond well to it and.
explain. why the others are best direct planted.

2.

__

Transplant tomatoes_i_peppers, eggplant, and cabbage ftillot4hg the
guidelines in the ."Tips on Transplanting" handout,i . _

3. Make up and apply a liquid4"starteefertilizer solution to trans-
plants, and,give the recipe and the purpose.

,

4. Give concise guidelines_for transplanting as to: size and age of
transplants depth of- placement, time of day, preparation and
handling, shading, and watering.

Staking-, Pruning, Trellising

Goal

TO acquire the relevant-skills and knowledge to prune and stake tomato
plants and to build appropriate ;trellising for those vegetables reqfiir-

ing it.

Objectives

1. ipt 4 available mulching materials in your host country.
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2; Prune and stake your tomatoes, and give guidelines as to when, how,
and.why or why not

3. Construct appropriate trellising for those of. your crops that re-
quire it.

F. Vegetable Harvest, Drying,_ and Storage

Goal

Acquire the relevant skills and knowledge to harvest vegetables at the
appropriate stage and to maximize their storage life.

Objectives

1. Harvest your reference veggies at the
guidelines for optimum harvei3t stage.

2. Measure the yields of your harvested
kg/ha or lbs./acre basis.

3. Compare the relative storage Iife_of root cropsi_leafy veggies, and
fruit type veggies under non-refrigerated conditions, and give
feasible storage measures for host country conditions.

4; Construct a vegetable drier, and properly dry 3 of the program vege-
.tables.

appropriate time, and give

veggies and convert them to a

G. Seed Storage, Quality,

Go a

Acquire the skills and knowledge neede
ty and to maximize the storage life of

Objectives

1. Give_guidelines 'for prolonging the viability of stored seed under
tropical conditions.

nvigually evaluate seed quail-

'Give 3 visual guidelines for judging seed quality, and distinguish
between good and poor quality seed given 6 samples.

3. Conduct a seed germination ltst on 3 types of seed so that your re-
sults agree within 5% of those obtained by your instructor.

H. Seed Production

Goal

Acquire the skills and knowledge to help small'farmers grow, select, and
save their own seed for replanting;

Objectives

1. Discuss the pros and cons of growing and saving vegetables seeds for
planting under host country conditions; <>.
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2. Harvest and proceSS_Seed for replanting from the following veggies:

Tomatoes, pepper, (others depending on prograM);

3. GiVe guidelines for selecting plants from which seed is to be saved

for replanting.

I. Vegetable Production Planning and Recordkeeping

Goal

Acquire the skills and knowledge needed for planning a_small scale_vege-
table production enterprise and for keeping adequate field and cost-

return records.

Objectives

1. Maintain a-field notebook with derailed and organized records of_

your plot layouts, planang_idates, fertilizer and pesticide applica-
tions, crop problems; and yields.

2. Using_your references and a list of input prices, draw up a plan foi

a 1000 sq. meter communal or private vegetable garden -using 8

adapted veggies. -'The plan _should include the following: approxi-
mate_planting and harvest dates;_area allotted to each cropi_ row ani

plant spacing; estimated_prodnction0i amount of_seed and transplants;

kind and_amount of_Spedifid fertilizers and pesticides and their
COStS, kind and amount of all other inputs; estimated returns;

R. TRADITIONAL FIELD CROP PRODUCTION OVERVIEW - Cereals and Pulses other- than

Ri-ce

Goal

Acquire the -entry level skills and knowledge needed to_help_host countr:

small farmers improve their yields and returns from cereal and pulse

crop production.

Objectives

A; Characteristics, Adaptationi.Uses, Nutritional Value_;_ete_;_

1. Define the following: cereal, pulse, legume, grain laguma; oilseed

XIDW crop.

2. Compare the reference crops as to climatic and soils adaPtation;
relative_water needs, nutritional value, uses, and host country

distribution,

B. Growing Practices -and-Crop_Management

Compare the growing_ practices and relative_yields for the reference

crops under traditional and improved methods in your, host country;

2. OUtline_the_major stages of growth for each of_the reference crops
along with associated management needs and problems

3. Manage your reference crop plots so that optiMUm growth is encour-

aged;
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4. deed Selection, Land Preparation, Planting

a. Compare the pros and cons of native, improved, synthetic, and
hybrid varieties under host country small farmer conditions.

b. Give guidelines for selecting plants in the field from which
seed will be saved for replanting.

c. Prepare appropriate seedbeds and plant each of the reference
crops so that a satisfactory stand is attained.

d. List the factors that determine the best plant population and
spacing on a particular farmer's field, and explain their influ-
ence.

e; Give recommended plant population and spacing guidelines for the
reference crops rnder host country conditions.

5. Crop Nutrition

. Compare the relative fertilizer needs and responses of the
reference crops.

b. Using your references, estimate general fertilizer recommenda-
tions in terms of kg/ha of N-P,0q-K,0 for each of the
reference crops under host coufitty Conditions.

c. Compare the feasibility and effectiveness of the following fer-
tilizer application methods under host country conditions:
band, half-circle, hole.

d. Apply fertilizer at planting to the reference crops; sidedress
the reference cereals with N; give guidelines for timing and
placement.

e. Give guidelines for facilitating fertilizer application under
small farmer conditions.

f. Describe and identify in the field or lab the following visual
hunger signs: N, P, and K in the reference cereals; others as
needed.

Distinguish between adequate and_inadequate nodulation in the
reference pulses, and give guidelines for seed -inno-culat-ian as
to when needed, method, and precautions.

6. Insect; Disease, Weed Control

a. Describe and identify: in the field or lab the principal insects
and diseases of -the reference crops in your host country; and
give recommended controls.

b. Give guidelines for weed control as to when, how, and avoiding
root pruning or other crop damage.
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Water Management

a; Identify the critical water_demand periods for each of the

reference crops, and describe and identify symptoms of moisture

stress.

b. Give guidelines -for improving water use efficiency under sub- -

optimum rain-fed conditions;

C. Hatveating_;__Drying and Storage

1. DeSCribe the traditionaLharvest, drying, and storage method for the
reference crops in your host country, and identify feasible improve-

ments.

2. Harvesting Skill-s-

a Give guidelines_fordetermining maturity in_each of -the- refer-

ence crops ("peak maturity" in peanuts), and identify maturity

in the field.

b. Conduct a pre-harvest yield estimate on one or- more -of -the
referenee crop_plotsi and convert to kg/ha of dry shelled grain;

give guidelines for achieving reasonable atturacy;

c. Harvest and thresh (or, shell) one or more of the reference

crops.

3. Drying and Storage Skills

a. Explain the_relationship between mold, heat, moisture, insects,

and grain storage losses; give general guidelines for minimizing

losses;

b. Give grain moisture guidelines for safe storage for-each of the
reference crops under the following conditions: crib, sack,

Silo or bin, airtight.

C. Detertite grain moisture content_ using one or more of the fol-

lowing methods: oven, salt and bottle, tooth test.

d. Convert the pros and cons_of the following grain_storage methods

under host country conditions: cribs (maize), silos and bins,

sacks, gourds, clay pots, airtight storage.

f. 'Construct a_maizestorage crib suitable_for drying and storaging

ear maize and/or a silo for shelled grain.

,Caltniate the storage capacity of a crib, bin or silo; given the

dimensions.

h. :Identify_the following_ grain storage pests and describe their

life, cyclesi_maize_and rice weevils, Angouimis grain moth,

icowpea bruchids, etc.

i. l(Describe and compare the effectiveness and fddaibility_o avail-

able non-chemical and.chemical methods of storage insect and

rodent control.
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j Employ suitable storage insect and rodent control measures in
your storage facility as needed.

D. Integrated Crop Management

Give guidelines for developing_and implementing a locally adapted pack-
age of improved practices for each reference crop under host country
conditions.

XI; RICE PRODUCTION OVERVIEW

Goal

Ad-quite the entry level skills and knowledge needed to -help small
farmers improve their yields and returns form rice production.



APPENDIX B

SUPPLY_AND EQUIPMENT LIST
FOR THE CROPS TRAINING COMPONENT

Use this master list as a guide in drawing up a list suited to your particular
program and budget.

tt-s-y
(One per trainee)

3- ring -loose -leaf binders (1.5" diameter
guidelines, other handouts, and notes;

8.5 x 11" college ruled spiral notebooks

6 x 9" college rule spiral notebooks for

Plastic 12" English- metric

Pens, pencils.

rings or larger) for holding the

(80+pp.) for taking notas;

use as field notebooks.

ruler with holes for fitting in a 3-ring binder.

Crops Supplies, Equ_i_pzeut_;_antL.Toals

100 ft. tape or metric equivalent

6-8 pocket tapes 10-25 ft. or
metric equivalent

Hammers

Saws

Nails

Pliers

10=12" adjustable wrench

Wire cutters

Lumber for seedbox and A-frame_
(soil conservation contour device)
construction

Strong twine for tracing out plots
(baling twine is excellent)

Stakes for marking out plot blocks
ind Individual plots

Files for sharpening tools

Jars for seed and insect samples
(baby food size)

B-1

5/8-3/4" reinforced garden hose if
piped water is available

Sprinkler head(s) -and riser(s) for
emergency irrigation

Watering cooler or other large con-
tainer for drinking water

1-gal buckets with handles for haul-
ing manure, compost

Wheelbarrow(s)

Hoes, shovels, rakes: ideally, one
per trainee

Homemade_ measuring sticks 1 meter
long, made from 1" x 27 lumber with
cm markings filled in by trainees

Pitchforks for turning compost

Portable handing scale for measuring
yields

Measuring spoons; cups -or accurate
substitutes for measuring ag
chemicals
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Plastic rain gauge for keeping rainfall
records

55 gallon drums for storing water
tor hand irrigation

Machetes

3 lb; hammer for driving stakes

Pocket magnifying_glasses (10x) for in-
sect and disease identifica- tion (one
per trainee;- available in coin and
stamp stores)

Thermometer for measuring compost tem-
perature cup to 160°F);

Backpack (knapsack) sprayers (15 liter
Or 4 gal. capacity); one per 6
trainees;_one Stateside_ source:
Root-Lowell CO. in Michigan; tel.

616-897-9211.

1.5-2 gal. compressed air sprayers

Dusters

Hand pushed or animal-drawn cultiva-
tors; planters, etc.

Soil pH test kit$ if relevant; do not
buy the common garden type; the
HelIige7Truog kit is one of_the beat;
NOTE: DO not buy portable soil test
kits for measuring N-P-K; they are
notoriously inaccurate, especially in
tropical auils;

4 or 6 Mil thickness clear plastic (6-8
ft; wide) for greehouse use or for a
soil fumigation cover.

Transplants_(tomato, pepper, eggplant,
cabbage, collard, ett);

Seeds_for planting and for_seed samples
(see lesson plan on land preparation
and planting sessions)

Seed envelopes for packaging small
seeds to avoid wasteage

Mulching material: hay; straw,
peanut hulls, rice hulls, saw-
dust, etc.

Newspaper or rags for germina-
tion tests

type oil for tool and
equipment lubrication

mabuga and/or compost: 2 -4

kg/m4 on- vegetable plqts (Cow,
horses pig)1 1-2 kg/m` for
poultry or sheep manure.

Chemical fertiiizer: a 1:2:1
ratio is ideal for planting or
transplanting applications; for
sidedressing, use urea, ammonium
nitrate or ammonium sulfate

Lime if needed

Fungicide for seed treatment lik
Captan (Orthocide) or Arasan
(thiram)

Fungicide for seedbed drench
(Captan; Ferbam, PCNB, etc.)

Foliar fungicides like Manebi.
Zineb, Manzate; Zehlate,_etc._
for field and- nstructional use

_
Relevantinsectitidea:
Malathion, carbaryl (Sevin),
trichlorfon (Dipteres), etc.

Herbicides if relevant:_ Gesapri
(Atrazine), paraqUat (Gramoxone)
et;

Other, relevant ag chemicals:
Vapam; methyl bromide, etc.

Legume seed innoculant for soy-
beans; peanuts, etc.



APPENDIX C

SAMPLE PLANTING INSTRUCTIONS

PC/Kenya Program; 9/82 YOUR

PLANTING INSTRUCTIONS

Plot 1: Direct Planted Vegies

We'll be spending a lot of. time in the field the first week or so preparing land
and planting:

Radish Squash Cabbage Beans
Okra Cucumber Collard Groundnuts
Lead lettuce Tomato Onion Grain sorghum
Chinese cabbage Pepper Sweetpotatoes Pearl Millet
Spinach Eggplant Cowpeas Maize

You'll each have your own individual _plots containing these crops.

We'll start off by making a raised seedbed and planting OKRA, RADISH, LEAF
LETTUCE, CHINESE CABBAGE, and SPINACH. Check out the planting diagram below:
(NOTE: 100 centimeters = 1 meter)
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PO BE PLANTED
LATER

NOTE: that one row of each vegie will receive chemical fertilizer; while the
other row will be left without for comparison. In addition; we'll work
manure into the entire bed;
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-H-01.-D-EVERYTILltsIGI ! : Planting is one of the most delicate and -Critical parts of

crop production; esp "cially with tiny seeds; Care and

attention to detail really pay off; Sloppiness_and haste

Will give you result likely to win an_ag gong ShOW. Please

follow the instructions carefully, and dei it right the

first time. Replanting is a drag!

STEP 1: MAKE A RAISED SEEDBED

During the wet season in Kenya; vegies are often sown on raised

up beds 10-20 cm (4-8") high. A raised bed makes for bette
drainage; less- bending over when working with the plants; and the

soil_staYS much looser sinte_youcan_reach all the plants without

Walking on the bed. Also; plants can_bespaced much closer to-
gether; because there's no need to walk between the rows.

Since this field's soil is very sandy and tends to dry out ver

quickly; DON'T MAKE YOUR RAISED BED HIGHER THAN 10 cm-- Here's how

to do it:

A; Check out the raised beds left by_ the last group to get an

idea of what yours should -look like. Yourbed should have an
actual planting-durfade of 1 meter x 3.8 meters as outlines by

the 4 stakes marking your plot. Note that the sides-a140e
outward at about a 45° angle to lessen erosion.

_

B. USe -ahavel to loosen up the soil inside the 4 stakes to a

depth of about ZO cm (8").

C. To raise, up your bed; throw in more soil from the_4 alleyways

Surrounding your plot; add enough -soil so that the final bed

height will be about 10 cm above the surrounding ground.

Manure should be added at the same time (see D. below).

HINT: When excavating soil,trom the alleyways, dOnit dig down

.very deep. Instead, --d1-ety-ahallow and wide until you

-[Ave used up all the width of each alleyway; your imme-

diate neighbors will share the remaining_halvea.

Add about 5 shovelfuls of cow manure while building up the

bed, and mix _it well into the soil -with a hoe. Fresh manure

like this may "burn" seeds and seedlings unless well dis-

persed.

Smooth over and level out thesurface of the bed With a rake

(teeth down_Usually works best). Make the bed surface as lev-

el as possible. Be sure you have ended up with a planting_
surface that's 1 meter x 3.8 meters (not counting the sloping

sides).

F; Smaatli_autall 4 alleyways around your bed so there are no big

dips or undulations.

C-2
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;TEE' 2: MARKING__OUT-THE-PLANTING FURROWS

Note from the diagram on page 1 that the rows run the short_way _

(1 meter long); Use your _meaaurino-stick to measure off and Mark
out the rows according to the centimeter spacitig8_ih t4e diagram.
You can make straight rows easily by lightly pushing the measur-
ing stick into the soil to make a 1 meter long trace mark;

.You/ should end up with 10 traced out rows_ and still have 1 meter
left over beyondthe last spinach row for thenursery_seedbed
which we'll plant later Mark out the
small sticks.

_

IEP 3: APPLYING CHEMICAL FERTILIZER

Why use.chemical fertilizer aren't.we_
aped country? True, manure and compost are excellent substitutes
for_chemical fertilizer and also greatly improve the physical con-

the_soil;_but; very large amounts are needed to do the
trick -(like 20 tons/acre or more); few small farmers in Kenya have
enough organic fertilizers available to cover any more than a
small portion of their land. This means that there are appropri-
ate and profitable opportunities for the use of chemical ferti-
lizers too.

- _ -

We'll cover both organic and chemical fertilizers in training and
hew farmers can get the most out of each.

OK, check out the diagram again on page 1, ana you'll see treat the
first -row of each vegie gets no chemical fertilizer; while the
second row does.

Application method: For each of the 5 fertilized rows, apply
the fertilizer in a continous band about 6-8 cm deep and 5-6
cm. to the side of the seed row.

0cm

Trace outthe fertilizer furrows by puShing your measuring
stick lightly into the soil and then using your hand_to deepen
the furrow. Only one furrow is needed per fertilized row.

Applicatkon-rate-:__We'll use 5-10,-40-fertiliZer_(5%_iiitroge
107 phosphorus,: 107 potassium) at the rate of 600 kilograms
per-h:et-tare (a hectare = 10,000 Sq. meters or 2.47 acres)
which work out to:

OKRA: 36 grams per row or 2.5 level tablespoons per row.

RADISH: 12_grams per row or sliOtly less than 1 level
tablespoon per row.

5cm

9

6 m

E SPINACH: 18 grams/row or 1
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HINT: U-1-, your hand not the tablespoon to distribute-the
fertilizer evenly aIong_the-bottOff-a-the ferti-
lizerfutows-;--and-then cover them up with soil.

STF.:---- PLANTING THE SEEDS

Fungicide seed treatment: Pick -up your seed packets and ask a

trainer to show you the what;. why, and how of treating seeds with

a fungicide dust to help prevent_Seed rot caused by damping_ off

disease (a fungus disease). Don't smoke or put your hands in your
mouth while handling the treated seed; wash your hands when you

finish planting.

Planting Depth: Planting too deep is a common mistake. Little seeds

don't have the -oomph to push'through soil. Besides; seed depth has

little or nothing to do with eventual rooting depth. _Make the Seed

furrows (whose ends you've marked out with the stick6) thiS deep:

OKRA: cm
RADISH, CHINESE CABBAGE; SPINACH: no more than 1 am deep- LEAF

LETTUCE: theseseeds actually like being_planted super shal-
low so that they even get some light exposure:
Barely cover them with soil (or sawdust if
available)

Seed-Spating

OKRA: "Cluster plant" 4 seeds in a group With
row like so:

groups per

CHINESE CABBAGE: Cluster Plant 4 seeds /group with 20 cm be-

tween groups; starting 10 can in from the

edge. You should be able to fit in 5
groups/row.

_
RADISH, CHARD, SPINACH:- Spate out the seeds about like this:

LEAF LETTUCE: Space them out about like this:

CAUTION: Try not to-overplant. It wastes seed and netetti-

tates vets* laborious thinning of the crowded Seed"

lingS.

After planting,; fill in the furrows with soil (or with sawdust

in the case of the lettuce) and lightly tamp them deWn with a

rake.

STEP 5: MAKE A LIP- AROUND THE BED'S EDGE to HELP RETAIN WATER

Use you hands and/or a rake to form a Slightly raised lip around the 4

edges of the planting surface to help keep water frOM running off the

bed.

C-4
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STEP 6: APPLY MULCH TO THE BED

To help conserve moisture and prevent_seed "washout" by heavy_rains or
over-zealous_watering, apply a hay mulch over the entire bed (minus -the
nursery area).. Put it on thick enough -so that you can't see any soil
through_it (usually about a 10 cm thiCkne66). Mulch the sloping sides
Of the bed too.

STEP 7: WATER THE BED

The amount of water thebed_will need depends on how dry the_soil hap-
pens to be the day of planting. The_trainers will tell you how many
watering cans of water will be needed.

Wat---`er-gent-ly to allow the water to seep in rather than running off the
bed or ponding in depressions and running off from higher areas of the
bed;

1. The bed should need no further watering until the seedlings emerge if
you puts. enough mulch on to retard water evaporation.

2. Removing- the mulch: As soon as seedlings begin to emerge, the portion
of the mulch directly over the seed row must be removed. Otherwise,

. shade will quickly make the plants turn spindly and yellow, and they'll
also be more prone_to damping off fungus disease which also attacks the
young stems as well as the seeds.

3. Mulching between the plant rows: YOu'll_probably have to remove most
of the mulch between_the_rows when the plants are tiny to avoid shading
them. However,- as the plants get bigger, you'll want to build-up the
mulch between -the rows to help conserve soil moisture, keep weeds -down,
and reduce soil erosion on the bed.

4. Thinning: Since most veggie seeds aren't very hardy,_we purposely
overplanted by 4-10 fold to help assure an adequate standof plants.
This means you'll need to thin out plants from the rows off -and on dur-
ing the first thred weeks or so of growth to achieve the optimum final
spacing. Thinning is something that's done gradually on several occa-
sions, rather than all at once.
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-) APPENDIX E

SAMPLE EXAMS

AN EXAMPLE OF'A WEEKLY CROPS SIT DOWN EXAM

CROPS EXAM-ia

Insect Troubleshooting

n

While visiting Suheyula's vegetable garden, you notice a number of insect
damage symptoms. For each of the symptoms listed below, match up the likely
insect culprit by placing its number next to the relevant symptom. Some
symptoms can be caused by more than one culprit.

symptom , Possible Insect Culprits

Holes in leaves or ragged
edges on leaves (no Slime trails)

Sawdust-like or granular
excrement (green or brown): /.

Puckering; crinkling, yellowing
or curlilig of leaves:

Damaged roots Snowing signs of
insect feeding:

Wilting (if caused by insects):

Holes in leaves plus visible
mucous (slime) trails:

Young seedlings and recently
transplanted transplants cut
off at the soil surface.

EGG------ LARVA 7-=---ATPA------ MOTH ,

LARVA - - PUPA-- BEETLE

I. Above-ground chewing insects.

2. Caterpillars

3. SuCking'insects

4. Crickets

-5. Slugs, snails

6. Stem borers

7. Root feeding insects like
white grubs, rootworms.

8. Cut-worms

NYMPH ADULT

A. Circle those life cycle stages shown above that actually damage plants.

b. Name one insect for each of the 3 types of life cycles above.

32&



c. WhiCh kinds of.insects are most often transmitters of diseases;
especially viruses? ;

4

3- Identify the insect specimens on the table and give the type of damage they
cause (sucking; chewing; etc.).

A ; -

C

B.

Insect Type of Damage

C.

D.

p

Chemical and Nonchemical Insect Control

4; While visiting one of your women's. group's vegie_projects, you spot- severs]

insect pests whose damage is obviously near or above the econotic-threshol4
Foneach of these pests listed below; match up the appropriate control
options by their numbers next to the relevant pest;

NOTE: In some cases, there may be more than one appropriate
control for a pest; also, some of the controls may be
appropriate for more than one pest.

Insect Pest

Cut worms

Crickets

Slugs & Snails

Cabbage loopers

Aphids

Colorado potato
beetles

E;--2

Controls-AmaIlabIe

1. Batillus thuringiensis (Dipel)

2. - Placing collars around stems

3. Sevin spray

4; Parathion/or Endrin spray
/'

4
5. Making lip a bait of rice brani

molassesli and appropriate
insectrcide.

6. Hand icking

7. heaving boards on the ground in
the(plot Overnite and then stomj
on them.

B. Lady bugs -(the women tell you
their numbers are rapidly in-
,creasing).
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5.' Suppose the local ag store sells Folidol_li_(oral LD50 of 14), Endrin
(oral LD

50 of I) and MiaIathlon (oral LDso of 1375). What, if any-
do_these Lko ratings teil_you_about the_relatiVe_toxicity of

these products to Humans, the advisability of their use by small farmers;
and their relative toxicity to insects?

6. What information do the 3 insecticide labels below tell you?

SeViti 80W

Malathion 577 EC

Lindane 5D

7. Mark the following statements true or lalae. IF _FALSE EXPLAIN WHY;

A. Wettable powders and soluble powders both require periodic
agitation during spraying.

b. As a general rule, small farmers should never use Class I
insecticides and should avoid using Class II products
whenever possible;

c; Dusting plants with an insecticide dust provides more uni-
form and lasting leaf coverage than spraying Imsecticides
on plants.

d. Rubber gloves and a respirator should be used when apply-
ing Class III and IV insecticides.

e. Organic phosphate insecticides are usually much more
nixie than chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides.

f. The- antidote for insecticide poisoning varies with the
product's chemical class (i.e. OP, CH, C).

g. A systemic insecLicide_should be used -for sucking insects
because lon-systemics (contact iusecticides) are ineffec-
tive.

h. Most chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides like Aldrin and
Dieldrin and DDT havemuchlonger residue lives than
organic phosphates and carbamates; but there is little
relationship between human toxicity and chemical class.

8; What it the function -of a STICKER and a SPREADER and 1whem should they
be used?



9. List 2 homemade stickers readily available in your host country'and

one readily obtainable spreader.

10; List/4 cultural and/or mechanical practices that would be effective

in minimizing insect infestation:

a;

b.

c.

d.

11. Akugid's 3 year old_son had just swallowed some methyl parathion

stored in a Coke bottle.

a. What first aid measures woad you apply at this stage?

b. Suppose that despite your effort§ the boy -goes into convulsiona

and then loses consciousness and stops breathing, although his

heart is still beating. What do you do now?.

12'. Lin Pao has been applying Azodrin (C1A66 II) with a leaky sprayer

and complains of dizziness and nausea: What immediate action should

be taken? How about long term?

13. What is the feasibility and effectiveness of using "organie: repel-

lent sprays like garlic-hot pepper?

14. The local farther's co-op has just brought several knapsack sprayers.

No one has ever -used a sprayer before, but several farmers have set=

sous probletha_With aphids on their tomatoes and you have recommended

Malathion 40WP.:

a. How thoroughly should the leaves be covered (top sides only,

bottom sides only; both sides) and Why?

b. How can they tell if they are putting too much spray on?

E-4
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Watering I

15. Name 3 factors you would consider in determining the weekly watering
needs of a plot of young seedlings:

a;

b;

c.

16; Overwatering is a very common Mistake When vegetable seedlings are
young. What disease is encouraged by overwatering?

What are the symptoms o

17. Answer TRUE or FALSE:

this disease?

a; Sandy soils need more frequent but lighter
clayey soils;

b. The shallower the roots
needed;

the less

waterings than

often watering will be

Sprayer Troubleshooting & Maintenance

T F

18; Identify each of the sprayer parts on the table and explain its function.

PART A NAME:

FUNCTION:

PART B NAME:

FUNCTION:

19. !Matta wrong_ with each of the 2 types of sprayers
There are 2_bacrcpa4sprayers and 2 compressed air
tatea have the identical problem; so you only need
type.)

out on the patio?
sprayprs, but the
to IoOk.at one of

20. Give 3 reasons for transplanting which you might use to convince
of its benefits to her/him;

E -5

(NOTE:
dupli=
each
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\

b.

c.

21. When is the best time to transplant if no materials are available for

shade?

_22:6- What 2_ways can you make a starter solution and why would you want to use

a starter solution?

Vegetable Characterisitics

23. List or describe 2 factors about Vitamin A which you consider important

information for a Peace Corps Volunteer working with women in Kenya; DO

the Same for Vitamin C. (Do not say "essential for health"--be specific!)

Vitatin A 1.

Vitamin C: 1.

2;

24. Circle the vegetables in the following list which are excellent sources

of Vitamin A:

eggplant leaf lettuce

cabbage hot peppers

collards tomatoes

sweet potato head lettuce

Okra carrots

beets

25. List two advantages and two disadvantages of using hybrid Seed.
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AN EXAMPLE OF-A-CROP& TAKE-HOME EXAM

CROPS_EXAM._#3, TAKE,HOME_

You stop by Gado's farm to visit her and find she has a question for you. The
PCV you replaced was totally into organics and said never to use chemical ferti-
lizers; but the other extension agents in the area say to use only chemical fer-
tilizers and not to worry about such things as composting and organic ferti-
lizers.

Gado has collected 200 kg of cow manure and has received an ag credit loan suf-
ficient to buy 500 kg of'chemical fertilizers. She's getting ready to plant the
following crops:

Ten 1 x 5 meter beds of tomatoes; collards; and lettuce

An 80 x 100 meter plot of maize using improved practices

A 40 x 50 meter plot of cowpeas

She'd had her soil tested at the lab which has recommended the following:

KILOGRAMS TER HECTARE

N P -02 5 K20

Maize Plot 240 40

Cowpeas 0 40

Vegies 80 60 60

If the following fertilizers are available; which_ones_ should she use on each
plot; how much of each; and how and when should they be applied?

200 kg of cow manure

16-20-0

10-20-20

15-15-15

Ammonium sulfate (20-0-0)

Single superphosphate (0-20-0)

HINT: Be sure to consider plot size and the basic rules of fertilizer applica-
tion (i.e. spoonfeeding Bi etc.). The recommended NPK rates are total
rates not just at-planting rates.



An Example of a Final Comprehensive Crops Exam: Field Portion

FINAL COMPREHENSIVE CROPS EXAM

Field Section

There are 14 n4mbered field Stations, and you'll have 3 minutes at each one:

STATION 1: Identify theSe 4 seedlings:

Seedling A:
B:
C:
U:

STATION : Troubleshoot this raised bed of vegies and list 4 faulty
management practices that you notice.

1.
2

3;
4;

STATION 3: Identify the insects on the chair and their type of

(SuCkling; chewing; boring).

SaMple_

A.
B;
O.
D.
E;
F.

Ing-eot-21ame Type of Damage

STATION 4: If- farmer Jomo wants to get -his fatt'S Soil (see scale_
model on ground) analyzed; how many soil samples should t

send into the lab?

How deep should the samples be taken?

If his farm's soil was tested 2 years ago; would you
recommend that he send in samples thiS year?

STATI Troubleshoot this just transplanted transplant and list 4
faulty management practices that you notice;

STATION 6: For each of the 3 designated tomato plants; state whether

Or not it has been properly pruned; and explain why or wl

not;

Plant A:
Plant R:
Plant C:

E_8
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STATION 7: What would be an appropriate use of this grain moisture
test?

STATION R:

STATION 9:

In this case; what do the results tell you?

By now you're all- pretty anxious to_get on that Silver
Bird for Kenya. Since you're already pacing, pace out
the area demarcated by the 4 stakes and estimate the area
of this plot in square meters.

Farmer Mary asks you to look at her -pulse plot and tell
her What's wrong. List at least 4 limiting factors that
you notice.

STATION 10: What's wrong with each of these plants. Be as specific
as you can.

Plant A:
Plant B:
Plant C:
Plant D:

STATION 11: Mystery Pesticide Time

A. From a safety standpoint_, would you recommend that
small farmers use this product?

B. What chemical category does it belong to (i.e.. _

organic_phosphate; chlor. hydrocarbon, carbamate) and
why would this be valuable to know?

C. Is it a systemic?

STATION 12: Determine-_ the texture of these two SCil samples and
ClasSifyrthem as to sandy; loamy or _clayey.

Sample A:
Sample B:

STATION 13: Check out the seed samples on the chair- for visually
identifiable quality defects, and explain what, if any-
thing, is wrong With each.

STATION 14:

STATION 15:

Sample A:
B:

C:
D:

Troubleshoot this transplant bed and list 4 limiting
factors you notice.

Why won-'-t this sprayer function properly?
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An Example of a Final ComprehenSiVe Crops Exam: Sitdown Portion

Name

FINAL CROPS EXAM

Sitdown-Settion

Why_do sandy soils need more frequent but lighter viaterings than clayey

soils?

2; Circle -the materials below that are relatively good sources of N which

would be best for mixing with low N materials for a compost pile.

sawdust_ young grasses frdah manure without bedding

rice straw_ *wood ashes Millet stalks after harvest

peanut hulls rice hulls

'- What are 4 essentials for rapid composting?

4. You have finally convinced two farmers to-start dompost_piles. _One_

farmer's_pild does not heat up and the other farmer s pile stinks_to high

heaven of ammonia. What are the likely causes of each problem and

how would you correct them?

Syta4ftom Mostly Likely Cause Correction

Pile doesn't heat up

AMMonia smell

5. How can you recognize good_sources of Vitamin A in vegetables? HoW would

you prepare foods so the vitamin A content is not destroyed?

6; Name 3 vegetablea that are good sources of vitamin C. How would you pre-

pare them so that the vitamin C content is not destroyed?

7; Your women's_group Wahta_to plant. tomatoes for- marketing. When_ you and the

group go to buy seed; you -find severaldiUerent varieties to choose from.

Name five factors you would consider in helping theth adledt an appropriate

variety.

3; Kihanya has several problems with her sweet corn:

1. corn leaf aphids
2. corn earworm (pupate in the soil)

3. JOhnsongraga (reproduces by rhizaMes)

4; MDMV; Maize Dwarf Mosaid Virus (spread by corn

leaf aphidsi harbored by Johnsongrass)

E-10
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1,1.t 3 Chethical and/or non-chemical controls that w411, as a group, reduce pest
damage by all 4 pests to Kihanya's crop next season;

9. YOUt farmer friend RO8A had -her soil-tested, and. the fertilizer recommenda-
tion calls_for applying 12-24-12 at- 300 /kg per--hectare at tomato trans-_
planting time. She knocks on your door at 5:00 A.M. and asks for some help
with the following:

a; Her tomato field measures 20 x 20 meters; How much 12-24-12 should she
buy?

b. How_manygrams_of_12-24-12 should each tomato transplant receive if the
rows are 1 meter apart and the plants spaced 40 an apart in the rows?

10. Matta has 3 disease problems on her tomatoes,_ fusarium wilt (a soil borne
fungal stem rot), fungal leafspotsi and_ avirus disease associated with_
aphids._ List 2 controls either chemicak or non-chemical that she should
use next year to control these diseases;

Fusarium wilt:

Fungal leafspots:

Virus:

11. Under that circumstances would you use insect baits?

How are they applied?

What ingredients would you use to make a bait?

12. While visiting_ one of your women's group's vegie projects, you spot several
insect pests whose damage is obviously near or above the economic thres-
hold. For each of these pests listed below, match up the appropriate con-
trol options by their numbers next to the relevant pest.

NOTE: In some cases, there may be mote than one appropriate
control for a pest; also, some of the controls may be
appropriate for more than one pest.

Insect Pest Controls Available

Cutworms 1. Bacillus thuringiensis (Dipel)

Crickets 2. Placing collars around stems

Slugs & snails 3. Sevin spray

Cabbage loopers 4. Parathion or endrin spray

Aphids 5. Making up a bait

Mexican bean beetles 6. Hand picking

7. Leaving boards on the ground in the
plot overnight and them stomping on
them.

8. Lady bugs (the women tell you their
numbers are rapidly increasing).

E-1-1
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13. Under what circumstances would you want to use a systemic insecticide?
.

14. How do pulses and cereals compare nutritionally?

Why is each one important to a person's diet?

What Is the nutritional advantage of eating them together?

15. Rank the three cereal grains -- sorghum, maize, millet -- according
to drought resistance and heat tolerance.

16. What are the first aid procedures to follow for:

a; oral insecticide poisoning

b; dermal insecticide poisoning

17. What if anything is wrong with each of the following fertilizer recommends
tions:

a. 100 kg/ha urea 45-0-0 applied_when.maize is planted followed by a side
dressing of 300 kg/ha 10-20-10 when maize is tasseling. .

b. 400 kg/ha 12-24-12 applied at tomato transplant time in a half circle
cm_deep_and 30 cm from the plant followed by an N sidedressing every
3-4 weeks placed in a half circle 10 cm out from the plants. ,

18. Mary is about to store 1000 kg of shelled grain in a silo.

a. What preventative measures should she take to help minimize weevil
infestation?

b. Suppose that six weeks later, Mary finds hot spots in the grain caused
by weevil buildup. What can she do?
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